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 Abstract  

  

Purpose – The purpose of this paper is to analyse the capacity of the public 

regional museums in Serbia as to become a part of the lifelong learning environment 

of their communities. Their relation to heritage of Socialism is a lacmus of their 

capacity to change and take a place of the emancipatory subject of the society. 

Instead, by staying submissive to the daily politics they had to revoke even the basis 

of their professionalism and stay caught in an uncommunicative, traditional 

institutional discourse. They become proponents of heritage injustice and not capable 

to be centers of lifelong learning.  

Design/methodology/approach – The arguments of the paper are based on a 

comprehensive analysis of both primary and secondary sources.  

Findings – The results of the research shows that, deciding to take part in the 

historical revisionist processes dictated by the post-socialist Serbia, museums lost 

their position in the community. Due to to the effects of the prolonged (and violent) 

process of transition and the complexity of the transition itself (including economy, 

politics, ideology, boundaries of the country), the analysis have to go to the basics – 

to include both, the key aspects of profession and ethics of museology. 

Originality/value – This study focuses on the public regional museums as the 

places of informal learning about recent past/conflictual history in Serbia. It suggests 

that museums – revoking their capacity for critical thinking – become dissonant 

themselves. Thus, during this process, the museums became absolute, ingoring the 

needs of the community. 

Keywords: Dissonant Heritage, (Regional) Museums, Lifelong Learning, 

Disinheritance, Heritage of Socialism, Post-transion in Serbia. 

Paper type: Empirical research.  
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION  
 

‘Everв societв has had a relationship with its past, even those which have chosen to ignore it’ (Harveв, 
2001:320). 

“Heritage is dissonant – it is a constitutive social process that on the one hand is about regulating and 

legitimizing, and on the other hand is about working out, contesting and challenging a range of 

cultural and social identities, sense of place, collective memories, values and meanings that prevail in 

the present and can be passed to the future.” (L. Smith, 2006:82) 
 

 

Although education as a crucial museum function has been recognized as long 

as there have been public museums, this function took on a completely new context 

with redefinition of its role initiated by tСe new museology. TСТs ‘cultural turn’1 was 

based on the critical approach to culture, policies of identity, and paradigms of 

representation and interpretation, questioning the concept of neutrality of the 

traditional museums (and heritage as its wider concept). It was believed that, as a 

startТng poТnt, museums Сave to stand for culture as “constТtutТve ratСer tСan 

reflectТve” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:41) aspect of our lives, to acknowledge their 

participation into the complex power relations in society and their contribution to 

historical (and contemporary) inequalities. 

Today, we expect museums to represent what operational definition of ICOM 

states – and more. The attention is focused on conceptualТzТng tСeТr “service of 

socТety and Тts development” (ICOM) whereby their potential as the centres for life-

long learning through exploration of ideas and experiences becomes pivotal. 2 

Recognizing its power in constructing social relations (through narratives created by 

all and each aspect of its work), its political function (the role of their perception of 

heritage in re-constructing identities) and the complexity of the process of 

communication (with visitors, wider community, founders, even employees of the 

museum) contemporary museum has to clearly define its socio-political goals. In 

order to stТmulate museums to embrace tСeТr role as „tСe reform apparatus” (Bennett, 

2003:45) theoreticians are encouraging museum to be a catalyst and partner in social 

change, giving active contribution towards the development of the society of social 

justice, tolerance and cultural democracy; to open controversial and sensitive topics, 

                                                        
1 Chaney, 1994; Easthope and McGowan, 2004.   
2 As it will be elaborated our roots in conceptualizing the role of the museums are based on the premises of the new museology: 

museum as a social institution, operated as a grass-roots organization, attentive to: lifelong learning, development of the (local) 

comunity, raising issues related to everyday life; extensive participatory practices / little institutionalization, decentralization, 
participation and mediation; teamwork based on equal rights; interdisciplinarity; cooperation with local/regional organizations; 

continuous evaluation etc. (see the chapter 3.2.) 
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to devote greater attention to what was and what is marginalized and problematic in 

the construction of heritage; to encourage a critical mind, independent and objective 

research, and expression of different opinions; to make its resources entirely open and 

accessible to the community; to contextualize and deconstruct the myth about itself as 

the (sole) holder of the truth about the past. All this empowers museum as a learning 

environment, which includes (and is open to) variety of feelings, strengthens its 

cultural and social capital (its reflecting on and participating in future processes in 

their communities - in real and cyber space). Museums shall, as well, develop their 

capacities for variety of partnerships (including and those now, unrepresented), on 

equal basis, and become “museums of the people not only museums for tСe people” 

(Bennett, 1988: 64). 

Our analysis, though, cannot be neutral, i.e. the discourse of our work will 

imply our ideology. Therefore we must declare it at the very beginning. Our 

examination is based on the concepts of freedom and human rights; on 

cosmopolitism, pluralism and diversity; equality, inclusion, dialogue; and against all 

attempts to disable or restrict them in any way. In supporting paradigms of democracy 

in general, we base our arguments in favouring the platform of the Left directed to the 

criticism of the domination of the liberal capital and revision of the values of 

Socialism, i.e. on denial of identification of the Communist and Fascism ideology. 

Thus we thought of Yugoslavia and Socialism as “ТdeologТcal concept, polТtТcal 

pСenomena and socТal practТce” (ManojlovТć PТntar, 2014: 387) that was the 

‘Тnstruments of modernТsatТon’3, and “the most significant emancipating achievement 

on tСe Western Balkans.” (ManojlovТć PТntar, 2014: 387) 4. This included, among 

other things, an unparalleled attempt to provide the right of wider part of the 

community to participate into the political life5, ‘socТally engaged and affТrmatТve 

ideas, that bore huge mobilization potential, ideological concepts that encouraged big 

cultural, humanistic and civilisation achievements, new platforms of social unity 

contТnually cСanged and buТlt.’ (ManojlovТć PТntar, 2014: 387). With stating this, we 

do not want to minimize the mistakes (even crimes) of the Yugoslav Partisans 

                                                        
3 Buden, 2015, http://rs.n1info.com/a96476/Svet/Region/Buden-Srbija-se-predstavlja-kao-dobri-decko-oko-izbeglica.html 
4Period of Socialism in Yugoslavia was not compact. In general we can say that modernization processes in socialist Yugoslavia 

included free education (mass population was educated), medical care free of charge, industrialization (cretaed many 
employment opportunties), most of the employed were given apartments; women had equal rights; communist party was tolerant 

toward fractions (they disagreed even more than the political parties of different orientation in current Serbia); the employed 

(including peasants) were enabled to use vacation by favorable prices; state of the labor rights and welfare state were at the level 
inconceivable from today`s perspective etc.  
5 BalunovТć, 2015, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pQGH4IVF2pg 

http://dereta.rs/a/a81d1d43-b706-4431-951d-9119bc532299/Olga-Manojlovic-Pintar.aspx
http://dereta.rs/a/a81d1d43-b706-4431-951d-9119bc532299/Olga-Manojlovic-Pintar.aspx
http://dereta.rs/a/a81d1d43-b706-4431-951d-9119bc532299/Olga-Manojlovic-Pintar.aspx
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movement and its political and military leaders during the war, immediately upon 

liberation and during the existence of SFRY, but to emphasize the necessity of its 

settling into the wider historical context.6 

 

1.1. Terminology 

 

We are basing our arguments on understanding of culture as a way of life 

(Raymond Williams), steered by the power relations in society; “tСe social production 

and reproductТon of sense, meanТng and conscТousness” (O’SullТvan et al., 1994:68), 

wСТcС, vТce versa, “sСapes our perspectТves or judgments about Сow tСe world works” 

(Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:42). 

Within this general outline heritage is considered as social and cultural 

process of today, which reflects the discourses of the dominant social, political, 

economic, religious or ethnic communities and groups, even of individuals. By 

selectТng resources from tСe past tСose ‘powers’ not only sСape our contemporary 

lives (forming / validating identities) and influence the future, but, as well, legitimize 

themselves thought the process (by the power of heritage itself). 7  

The concept of Authorized heritage discourse (“discourse granting the power 

to other conceptualТzatТons of ТdentТty and socТal and cultural experТences”, Smith, 

2006, 297) is the most present in our understanding of the process related to the 

formation of national heritage and national identity such as subaltern heritage 

discourses (work the same way as Authorized heritage discourse but withholding 

power), sub-national identities (identities in position to dominant heritage narrative, 

Smith, 2006:236), heritage communities (groups that value specific aspects of 

cultural heritage, not necessarily in accordance with nationalizing and other received 

identities, and are publicly active in that respect), ‘disinheritance’ (process of 

heritage creation disinherits someone completely or partially, actively or potentially - 

Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996:21).  

                                                        
6 Consequences of the political repression such were killings of the war-opposition after the unfair trials or, even without the 

trails (among war villains and Fascist collaborationists innocent were killed as well, mostly in the period Sep 1944 – Feb 1945), 

imprisonment of those who did not share values of Socialism, or were opposing to the politics of the Communist Party - even if 
pronounced guilty only by the bias testimony of the unfriendly neighbors (public court processes, Goli Otok and other prisons), 

forcefull marginalization of private ownership etc. Some historians claim that number of people killed by Socialist regime in 

Yugoslavia was up to 56000 (see the data on the website of the project “U Тme naroda”, Сttp://newsТte.uТmenaroda.net/cr/). 
7 In TСe Framework ConventТon on tСe Value of Cultural HerТtage for SocТety (“tСe Faro ConventТon”) tСe polТtТcal/ ТdeologТcal 
source/outcome of the heritage as a process is neutralized by the formulatТon sucС as “Cultural heritage is a group of resources 

inherited from the past which people identify, independently of ownership, as a reflection and expression of their constantly 
evolving values, beliefs, knowledge and traditions. It includes all aspects of the environment resulting from the interaction 

between people and places tСrougС tТme.”, HerТtage and beyond, 2008:xy 
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The concept that we believed while embarking on our research, and that will 

encompass all above, is that of dissonance in heritage – tension immanent to the very 

creatТon of СerТtage, to tСe ‘moment’ of ТnterpretatТon by someone, wТtС tСe ТntentТon 

to create a message, wТtС Тncorporated value Т.e. to create meanТng ‘allocated’ to 

specific (in) material heritage and the past it represents (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 

1996). Since the interpretation is rather re-interpretation and is, most probably, 

happening simultaneously with other re-interpretations, the consensus rarely happens 

Т.e. tСe dТssonance occurs. “HerТtage Тs dТssonant”, concludes SmТtС (2006:82) “Тt Тs a 

constitutive social process that on the one hand is about regulating and legitimizing, 

and on the other hand is about working out, contesting and challenging a range of 

cultural and social identities, sense of place, collective memories, values and 

meanТngs tСat prevaТl Тn tСe present and can be passed to tСe future.”  

Analysing the heritage process and the role of the museums from the point of 

view of the community development Paula Assunção Dos Santos concludes that the 

museological intervention / work of museology have two main characteristic: 

generating community/cultural dynamics which responds to the notion of 

empowerment8 and making resources accessible9.  

As stated already museums are communication platforms promoting specific 

narratives (of those with power) to a potentially large audience (of tСe ‘less 

fortunate’). For our analysТs of tСe crucial importance is the argument of Hooper-

Greenhill that museum, through its displays of artefacts and the visual and textual 

narratives, has a power to produce and reproduce meanings that work towards 

constructing specific social formations (2007: 41). To approach this issue we had to 

understand the aims and goals (missions and visions) of the museums we were 

analysing. The first obstacle was nominal incompatibility that (as will be presented in 

the results of the research) is often used as a ‘sСelter’ for unclear prТorТtТes Тn tСe 

museums work. For that reason we will present here the basic characteristics of the 

museum that we selected for our research and explain the termnology we chose for 

namiming them.  

                                                        
8 “EmancТpatТon Тs understood as state Тn wСТcС ТndТvТduals (and tСe communТty as a wСole) are able to vТsualТze, understand and 
master problems, becoming main actors in the shaping of their future and not only passive receptors. It encompasses identity 

building, self-esteem, self-confidence and confidence in others, self-awareness, consciousness-raising, mobilization, self-

initiative and self-determination, imagination and creativity, capacity building, co-operation, communitarian consciousness, 
social cohesion, internal co-operatТon”. Paula Assunção Dos Santos, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29:202. 
9 Making resources accessible is contextualized as defined by Paula Assunção Dos Santos: “to put people Тn toucС wТtС tСeТr 
heritage, valorise and preserve them; so that these can be understood, used and transformed by development actors along the 
process. Once resources also comprise the human aspect, it is possible to say that by generating dynamics museology also aims 

to make Сuman resources accessТble.” (Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29:204). 
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Museums included in our research – according to administration criteria – are 

public museums, or precisely, those established by the local government and (mainly) 

financed from the local tax. According to the type of objects they collect and 

‘protect’, museums that we took into consideration are multidisciplinary i.e. general, 

encyclopaedic museums 10  with the complex collections. According to scheme by 

Edson and Dean, who classify the museums around three main axes: art, history and 

science11, and based on the contents of the museums` collections, we are inclined to 

tСТnk about tСem as of ‘СerТtage centres’ wСose axТs Тs ratСer СТstory tСan scТence and 

art.  

 Museums Тn Knjaževac, AleksТnac and JagodТna are named natТve / homeland 

museums (“zavТčajnТ muzejТ”). Going back to the time of their foundation, in order to 

understand better the contents of this term, we consulted 1949 brocСure “Basic 

Instructions on organizationand work of the homeland museums”12 (to be refered to 

as ‘tСe Manual’ Тn Сe followТng text), and 1960 report by Dr Verena Han at the 

follow-up meeting of the Committee for regional museums of ICOM (19 September 

1960, Belgrade13). As the main factor for distinction of museums the authors of the 

Manual took terrТtory Т.e. “terraТn and people from wСТcС and by wСom tСey collect 

the material, i.e. where they want, primarily, to fulfil museums educational 

function.”14 (1949:5). Those provincial, regional and local museums (in comparesent 

with central museums)  – although mutually different by their structure and function – 

were related, being, primarily, cultural, educational institutions (and only then 

scientific). They are so-called complex museums (of general or complex type), as 

they include and equally treat different collections, for instance archaeological and 

historic, ethnographic, collection of natural history and other special collections (ibid: 

6-10). Han describes homeland museums as “complex regТonal museums tСat treat 

nature wТtСТn tСe totalТty of tСe СТstorТcal development of tСe regТon” (journal 

`Muzeji`, 1961/14:37). Based on all of those aspects, homeland museums are 

                                                        
10 “Van MenscС lТnks tСe crТterТa for tСe determТnТng tСe museum typology to tСe followТng four parameters of integrated 

methodology of museology: museum object, museological functions, museological institutions and society. According to the 
museum object criteria Van Mensch suggested the following classification: multidisciplinary (general and encyclopedic) 

museums; specialized museums; interdisciplinary museums; art museums and museums of applied arts; archeological museums 

and history museums; ethnography museums and cultural anthropology museums; natural history museums and artificial 
anthropology museums; museums of scТence and tecСnology.” (acc.: I. MaroevТć, 1993). TСe analyzed museums matcС tСe 
category of “multТdТscТplТnary and ТnterdТscТplТnary museums” by (acc.: A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:42,43) 
11 Gary Edson i David Dean, The Handbook for Museums, 2nd edition, 1996, London, Routledge, 1996: 8 (according to: A. Gob, 
N. Druge, 2009: 44.) 
12 PanТć-Surep, Dr MТl. S. FТlТpovТć and Đ. Mano-Zisi Eds. 
13 Term provТncТal museums (provТncТjskТ muzejТ) can also be found Тn tСe text `ReorganТzacТja našТС muzeja` (journal `Muzeji`, 
1949/3-4: 3) where museum of Vojvodina is given as an example. 
14 As other factors  author names character of the collections and models of display. 
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equivalents of museums contemporary classified as regional: ICOM makes no 

dТstТnctТon between “Local Museums” and “RegТonal Museums”, using the term 

“regТonal” for all museum wТtС “relevant contents from a regТon, smaller than the 

territory of a state - district, landscape, town or village” 15. 

 We were also consТderТng tСe possТbТlТty of usТng tСe term “socТal” and 

“communТty” museum16, to reflect the opinion expressed by the interviewees during 

research, that the museums they work in are museums for mass population17. As well 

most of tСe museums we Тncluded Тn our researcС (Тn KТkТnda, ZrenjanТn, Čačak, 

Zaječar, Leskovac, Valjevo, Kraljevo, UžТce and Aleksandrovac) Тntegrate Тn tСeТr 

names determТnant ‘peoples museum’ / ‘museum of tСe people’ (‘narodnТ muzej’). 

However, since term ‘communТty museum’ is mostly used for ethnographic museums, 

and ‘narodnТ muzej’ referes to the level of community participation which, as we 

think, no museum in Serbia achieved (they cant even confirm their status as museums 

‘for tСe people’), we concluded that their use would be inadequate. 

Starting from the formal names of the museums in question we were 

considering museums concepts that would reflct that – from imaginary museum (A. 

Malraux, 1996), museum of community (H. De Varine, 1993), the participatory 

museum (N. Simon, 2010), to the museum forum (H. Belting, in P. Weibel and A. 

Buddensieg (ed.), 2007), critical museum (P. Pjotrovski, 2013). In all these concepts 

we found some of the characteristics of the homeland nad peoples museums as 

explained in literature from the period of their foundation18.  

After these analyses we decided to use the term “regional museums”, in order 

to indicate not only the territoriality of the analysed museums des (city, municipality, 

relatively small region) but also their geographical position (in smaller Serbian towns 

that could be considered as centres of smaller regions), structure of their collections 

(complex museums) and our understanding of their basic purpose of existence: strong 

relationship to its locality, providing meaning to the community and giving advantage 

                                                        
15 ICOM body “ICOM InternatТonal CommТttee for RegТonal Museums (ICR)” bore tСe name “CommТttee for Local Museums” 
during the first decades of its existence (see www.nework.icom.museum/icr/about-icr/history). For the definition of the Regional 
museum see Statutes of the International Committee for Regional Museums (ICR) 

www.network.icom.museum/fileadmin/user_upload/minisites/icr/pdf/Statutes_approvedSept_2012.pdf. 
16Van Mensch, P. Museology and Management: Enemies or Friends?, 2003:7-8. Retreived May 22, 2014, from http://www.icom-
portugal.org/multimedia/File/V%20Jornadas/rwa_publ_pvm_2004_1.pdf; De Varine, H. (1993) Tomorrow’s communitв 
museums, Retreived May 22, 2014, from http://www.assembly.coe.int/Museum/ForumEuroMusee/Conferences/tomorrow.htm. 
17 Here we use term from I. MaroevТć (1993:80) considering it as accurate expression of what was stated by different research 
participants. 
18 See tСe cСapter ‘SocТalТst Museum’ for more detaТls.  

http://www.nework.icom.museum/icr/about-icr/history
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to “multТ-thematic approach, where different components of social life are presented.” 

(A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:44) 

Instead of tСe expressТon ‘museum educatТon’ we wТll be usТng ‘museum 

learning’, within a post-modern concept of learning processes as a basic human 

attribute, highly individual19,“contТnuous, as natural as breatСТng, and not always 

specТfТcally educatТonal” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:9). By this we would like to 

emphasize the experience of learners - on both, what they learn and how they learn it, 

the responsibility of the museums to prioritize visitors experience to organisational 

convenience, and, the potential museums have in contributing to the development of 

learning society. We are understanding the process of learning as constructivist, 

experТentТal, performatТve; “process of the interactions between three – ever changing 

– contexts: an ТndТvТdual's personal, socТocultural, and pСysТcal contexts” (Falk and 

Dierking, 2000:xy) through which we become ourselves (our identities made, again 

and again) and make sense of the world. As stated in the definition of learning 

developed by the UK Campaign for Learning (for the Inspiring Learning for All 

initiative, 1999)20  Тt “may Тnvolve Тncrease Тn or deepening of skills, knowledge, 

understanding, values, feelings, attitudes and the capacity to reflect. Effective learning 

leads to change, development and the desire to learn more.21  

 

1.2. Topic and Purpose of the research  

 

The topic of our research was tСe ‘role of tСe regТonal museums Тn learnТng 

about tСe perТod of socТalТsm Тn SerbТa’. By formulatТng Тt we artТculated our 

expectation that museums can make contribution towards both – process of heritage 

making related to conflicting issues from the past and process of learning about recent 

history. 

The research was aimed to question the discourse of the public museums as 

institutions of the state: their representation of the state`s power vs. possibility to 

become place of civil intervention, ethical and professional standards of those 

employed in Serbian museums, capacity of the museums to deal with the topics that 

provoke severe divisions in society. We were hoping to find at least a small sign that 

regional museums in Serbia can offer the reference for those disenfranchised or 

                                                        
19 “Because we are all dТfferent, eacС of us wТll process knowledge and produce meanТng Тn a dТfferent way.” (Soto, 1994:75). 
20 The Campaign for Learning is a national charity: www.campaign-for- learning.org.uk/ (accessed 22 January 2007). 
21 As in Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:31; Gibbs, Sani, Thompson, 2007:8/9; Bellamy and Oppenheim eds, 2009: 14,  
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marginalised from dominant national identity, as well as to introduce different ways 

of learning and make their place as promoter and facilitator of life-long learning.  

Our intention was to explore the role of regional museums in construction of 

tСe domТnant dТscourse on a specТfТc ‘topТc’ from tСe recent, conflТctТng past (tСe 

period of Socialism). As stated, this is to be achieved through an analysis of the 

museums performance in the field of museum learning – the crucial function of the 

the contemporary museums. On the following pages we will display and analyse the 

data gathered through our des and filed research regarding the external/contextual and 

internal aspects of the work of the regional museums in Serbia; social, ideological, 

political, economic, museological dimensions of the issue in question, its links to the 

policy and practice of the museums in Serbia.  

Being interested in the issues of social control in museums our ultimate goal 

was to detect the presence (absence?) of the oppressive discursive practices regarding 

tСe perТod of SocТalТsm ТncludТng tСe ways Тn wСТcС “autСorТzed СerТtage dТscourse 

works to grant or withhold power to other conceptualizations of identity and social 

and cultural experТences”. (SmТtС, 2006:297) 

We observed different aspects of the phenomenon of dissonance of the 

heritage of Socialism in Serbia and analysed which relations influence its 

exclusion/presence within the practices of the regional museums. We have tried to 

better understand the transformative potentials of the particular social arrangements 

and configurations i.e. the intersections between public cultural discourse and that of 

(working stuff in) the museums. 

Our aim is to shed light and to provide explanations, in order to inform about 

potential change. 

 

1.3. Potential significance of the research and findings 

 

We expect this thesis to contribute to practices of the regional museum in the 

field of the dissonant heritage. We can see this study contributing in “generatТng a 

degree of informed enthusiasm for particularly challenging and important area of 

museums (added bв K.Ž.) work”. (Robson, 2011:5) 

Research should give clearer picture on the regional museums in Serbia, as 

resources for lifelong learning, it will help to recognize the capacities and obstacles in 
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realization of the museums such function and the context allowing controversial 

socТal/СТstorТcal Тssues to fТnd tСeТr way Тn tСe museum’s educatТonal work.  

 The results are going to be relevant to the museum curators, museums 

departments for education, scholars, policymakers, practitioners etc. This research is 

going to inform the concerns of contemporary, socially engaged museums practice.  

 

1.4. Framework of the research 

 

Our study is based on our experiential knowledge and a specific exploratory 

research implemented in the period 2013-2015. We have considered the factors / 

variables influencing our field of research as economic, political, professional, social, 

socio-demographical. External factors are segmented as international/global and local. 

Regarding the global context we have considered socio-political situation in the 

world, position of museums and their role in the process of learning. Context in 

Serbia is outlined through socio-political situation, cultural needs, cultural habits, 

(public cultural consumption, cultural practices) and cultural offer in Serbia. Internal 

factors we have considered are the complex resources of the museums. 

At the very beginning of research the possibility of identification of 

relationship and differences of analysed topic in Serbia and ex-Yugoslav republics 

and other ex-Communist countries is taken into account. After researching the terrain 

and after analysing the literature, we concluded that, besides similarities in general, 

there are even more differences between Serbia and other ex-Yugoslav and ex-

Comunist countries, resulting from the characteristics of the transitional period in 

Serbia and its situation since. 

Context of Socilaist Yugoslavia was different experience compared to the 

Communism in other countries of Former Eastern Europe, USSR etc22. Its peculiarity 

in the public, out of the ex-Yugoslav territories, is not observed, but it is drowned into 

determТnant of totalТtarТty of ‘one CommunТsm’. This can be seen, points out 

ManojlovТć PТntar (2014:387) as part of tСe restoratТon processes wСТcС “questТon and 

deny socТal progress Тn socТalТstТc countrТes after tСe World War II”, and processes in 

the second half of the 20th century through which ex-socialist and ex/comunist spaces 

are dehistorised (Buden, 2015, http://rs.n1info.com/a96476/Svet/Region/Buden-

                                                        
22 Social and political processes in Yugoslavia during the World War II (anti-fascist war and socialist revolution), after 1945 
(separation from Cominform and political authority of Soviet Union in 1948) and during existence of socialist country (openness 

to the East, West and to the Third World countries, liberalization) were different than in other countries of Eastern bloc.  

http://dereta.rs/a/a81d1d43-b706-4431-951d-9119bc532299/Olga-Manojlovic-Pintar.aspx
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Srbija-se-predstavlja-kao-dobri-decko-oko-izbeglica.html). After the break up of 

Yugoslavia Serbia entered into the period of transition (if we understood this process 

in a broader way this process is not yet completed). Specificity of this turbulent 

period, made the discourse of museus-in-transition in Serbia, specific as well.  

After analysing the state of Serbian museums we decided to direct our 

research toward regional museums. Treatment of regional museums gave us 

possibility of more productive connection of theoretical postulates that we advocate 

(important role of the museum in the life of local community – new museology, 

sociomuseology23) and practical circumstances: policy of the founders in the time of 

the emergence of the museums that we examine and their contemporary conceptions.  

We have decided that the core of our research will be related to the public, 

state owned museums, main reason being the generalizability of the findings. 

Deciding on them would give the wider sample of the similar institutions to base 

research on (while, say, national museums or the museums in big cities give specific 

examples – such museums being one of the kind in Serbia).  

Our consideration of regional museums is related to the period from 2007. 

and in relation to the verification of the independent status of the Republic of Serbia 

in 2006. 24 Our analysis does not examine further territorial transformations of Serbia 

(one-sided secession of Kosovo proclaimed in 2008) since they did not crucially 

affect the parameters of the work of the museums that we explore (it intertwined in 

the general corpus of social, political and economic instabilities).  

We additionally directed our field of research to the discourses produced by 

permanent exhibitions in regional museums in Serbia. Public exhibition expresses the 

certain idea, represents medium for transmitting the desirable message to the public 

and Тt Тs ‘reflectТon of local and natТonal memory’ (Freeman TТlden, 1957), mirrors 

the concern about heritage and democratisation of the museum`s work. Permanent 

exhibition represents the most complex form of a museum presentive communication. 

In addition to defining the museum physiognomy through its integrated message (I. 

                                                        
23 Based on the theory of New Museology local museums are seen as the most transparent examples of the social function of the 

museums. The stated role orients the new museum to the local conditions and specific interests and needs of the local 

communТty. Museum rТsТng from tСe local communТty can be successful ”only Тf Тt follows on-goings in its surrounding and 
reacts in due time on cСanges” (Flac and Lederer, 2002:22/23). In sucС way Тt “serves tСe socТety and Тts development and Тs 
open towards tСe wСole populatТon.” (MartТnovТć, Journal ‘Kultura’, 144/2014:70) Museums beТng focused on tСe mТcro and 
meso levels is one of the essential factors of the Pedagogy of liberation approach. (see Dos Santos, Cadernos de 
Sociomuseologia, 2009/29:205). 
24 After the disolvement of Socialist Yugoslavia Serbia formed a federa state with Montenegro (Federal Republic of Yugoslavia 

since 1992 and State Union of Serbia and Montenegro from 2003). Montenegrins expressed theiw whish for the independence on 
the referendum in May 2006. National Assembly of the Republic of Serbia acknowledged the independence of Serbia on June 5, 

2006. In political and legal terms Serbia was recognized as a successor of former socialist and federal Yugoslavia. 
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MaroevТć, 1993) – reflectТng tСe museum’s overall content and tСe state of Тts 

scientific interpretation (Z. Z. Stránský, 1970b) – with an approach in which it 

represents the collection, permanent exhibition also points to the collecting policy of a 

museum. It is expected that the most specified factors of its duration are changing the 

collectТon’s content and cСangТng tСe socТal envТronment of a museum, Т.e. cСangТng 

tСe museum’s dТscourse. 25   The factor of durability of these exhibitions enables 

detection of eventual changes in narrative during the longer period (although 

contemporary permanent exhib26itions are conceived as mobile and flexible – as work 

in progress, subjected to modification and development).  

Permanent museum exhibitions are classified as complex (encyclopedic) and 

tСematТc. “Complex exСТbТtТons tСrougС tСe use of tСe most dТverse exСТbТtТon 

materials present several "themed stories" from various periods, with topics arranged 

mostly applying chronological principle. Thematic exhibitions present, more or less 

chronologically limited historic themes (process, person, event...), and in practice they 

appear Тn two forms, as a museum Тndoor exСТbТts and open aТr ones.” (V. KrТvošejev, 

I. DamnjanovТć, American Journal of Tourism Management, 2014/3/1B) Although we 

will analyze the existence of permanent exhibitions only from the position of the 

presence of topics from the period of Socialism, permanent complex exhibitions will 

be analyzed as entities mirroring the complex museum discourse.  

For the discourse analysis of complex permanent exhibitions we used the 

criteria as defined by P. van Mensch (1992) 27 : according to the basic types of 

exhibiting (taxonometric, narrative and situational); according to the style criteria 

(aesthetic, evocative and didactic/educational exhibitions); according to the exhibiting 

technique (static and dynamic exhibitions). Like all others, these classifications 

should not be taken as definite, since the aforementioned characteristics often 

manifest themselves simultaneously and in different combinations within the same 

exhibition (and most definitely within different exhibitions in one museum). The 

interpretation of the theory of knowledge and/or understanding of nature of learning 

                                                        
25 TСe modern approacС to permanent exСТbТtТons poТnts to tСe relatТvТty of tСeТr duratТon Тn sucС ‘gТven’ frames, Т.e. to tСe 
flexibility of the content itself and the form of its expression. 
26 Its permanence is theoretically and practically limited: in majority of cases iw will change under the influence of the of 

theoretical inputs / the change of museological concepts, with change of the collections` contents, and above all with change of 

cТrcumstances Тn tСe socТety (owТng to tСe role of ‘state’ museums wТtСТn creatТon of natТonal ТdentТty). 
27 “In tСe museum communТcatТon Van MenscС puts attentТon to tСe pСysТcal context, Т.e. to tСe structural ТdentТty of a museum 

exСТbТtТon. AccordТng to СТm, an exСТbТtТon Тs born from a mutual ТnteractТon of “Тdea” (conceptual ТdentТty) and “matter” 
(“matter” Тncludes space, prТmary and secondary museograpСТc materТals…). Conceptual ТdentТty refers to tСe purpose of tСe 
exhibition, strategy (organization of the materials), style (the general atmosphere in which the communication takes place) and 

tСe exСТbТtТng tecСnТque. (P. van MenscС, 1992).” acc. J. Milutinoví, 2003:81 
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(psychological theory of learning) which is an essential part of educational work28 of 

the analyzed museums was based on the analysis of their current exhibitions (central 

to the analysis is the complex permanent nature) and other aspects of museum work.29   

 

1.5. Limitations of the Research 

 

Although using the methodological approach of triangulation (data about the 

practices of the museums gathered through survey questionnaires, 

testimonials/memories gathered through interviews – from different actors, different 

documentary sources), we could not exclude many threats immanent to the chosen 

methodology: subjectivity of the informants, influence of the socio-political factors, 

possibilities of discrepancies and disagreements between the different sources. 30 

Therefore, our main limitations are based on the capacity to enlarge sample (if 

needed) and to ‘trТangulate’ to tСe very detaТl of tСe data gatСered tСrougС tСe 

interviews (in some segments of data collection we had to rely on memory31 of the 

informants – only). 

If any, we were rather seeking for the internal generalizability (Robson, 

xy:160), sometimes referred to as analytic generalization: the generalizability of 

conclusions within the setting studied. The insecurity in one of the data sources came 

from the fact that some data collected gave different inputs than when generated by 

the other researcher32. 

 Since our insight is based on the conversations with the museologists it is not 

to be expected that we will specially elaborate on topics (although during our research 

we have in detailed read theory and research results from those fields/topics) such as: 

visitors studies (museum visitor learning, experience, visitors categorizations, 

research strategies and techniques within this field etc.) and knowledge producing 

                                                        
28 AccordТng to G. E. HeТn belТef (1998:25) tСat ‘certaТn positions within the interpretation of knowledge and understanding of 

the nature of learning are the basis for selecting the pedagogical strategies, i.e. the outline of the plan for the execution of the 

pedagogТcal actТvТtТes.” (G. E. HeТn, 1998:25) acc. J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 96) 
29 Hein, show how adopting certain theories of knowledge and psychological theories of learning reflects on the organization of 

museum exhibitions and educational functionality of a museum.  
30 Robson reminds us that  since interviews and documents can be contradictory, two observers may disagree about what has 
happened (Robson, xy:158). 
31 “Memory Тs a complex engagement of the past with the potential to be both a utopian space of free expression and the truth, or 

a dystopian nightmare of denТal, partТalТty and longТng” (Radstone 2000:5). “It Тs tСe cСallenge of empТrТcal cultural studТes in 
order to make sense of the mediation between these two possibilities as they are enacted every day in peoples’ lТves” (KeТgСtley 
in Pickering, 2008:190). 
32 ResearcС by MartТnovТć and JokТć (2009:13) sСows tСat 72% of Тncludeed museums Сad tСe long term plan of exСТbТtТon 
activities. Our research got completely opposite findings – that hardly any museum has the strategic plan and that operational 

plans, namely plan of exhibitions and infrastructural work, are made on the annual basis. 
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processes (factors of learning / memorizing / remembering, measures of learning, 

motivation and learning to name some). 

 

1.6. Structure of the work 

 

Chapter 1 - Introduction: Explanation of the focus of the case study (e.g. 

problem, issue, policy option, topic of evaluation). 

 

Chapter 2 - Research Design and Methodology 

TСe ‘natural СТstory of tСe ТnquТry’ (Erickson, 1986): Overall approach to 

Research Design and Methodology, different aspects of data gathering (Initial phase 

of the research, Contextual research within the Museums in Serbia, Core corpus 

research - the multiple/comparative case study), desk research including the overview 

of the parameters that decided on the final participants in the case studies and format 

of the data analysis 

 

Chapter 3 - Theoretical context 

In order to reach analytical apparatus that will help us in the analysis of the 

role of the museum within the community of non-transparent state policy, economic 

instability, tumultuous political storms, we reached for a dialogue between different 

perspectives: heritology, museology, theory of learning. We will give the overview of 

the theoretical grounds for contextualizing the discourse of heritage in relation to 

conflТctual Тssues Тn socТety, polТtТcal and ТdeologТcal posТtТon of tСe ‘new museum’, 

nature of learning, museums as environments for/of life long learning (and the 

relevance of the museum object/museum collections within that process). 

 

Chapter 4 – Conflictual discourse of Socialism in Serbia 

In this part we are giving the arguments for the conflicting discourses of 

Socialism in Serbia – as a reason for the dissonance related to the heritage of 

Socialism. Since our topic relates to dissonance of socialism as a potential learning 

resource we are trying to analyze its capacity: for conflict or a dialogue in a concrete 

community, today. “SerbТan” relatТon to СТstory, СТstorТcal revТsТonТsm, nostalgТa for 

Socialism and socialist Yugoslavia, practices of socialist heritage protection and 

preservation outside public museums, as cСaracterТstТc aspects of tСe ‘Тnternal’ 
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processes, as well as European and international Authorized Heritage Discourse are 

aspects incorporated in this analysis. We are sТmplТfyТng tСe ‘СТstorТcal’ dТvТsТon to 

transitional discourse of the Museums in Serbia (1989 – 2006/07) and museums post-

transition discourse (since 2007); showing the role of the oppositional memory of the 

community. We are also giving the basic data on the public education system in the 

autonomous Republic of Serbia and its relation to the period of Socialism. 

 

Chapter 5 – Discourses of regional museums in Serbia 

We are analyzing the discourse of the regional museums in Serbia through its 

institutional and museological components as being inseparable from regional 

museums as the environments for learning. Institutional discourse components which 

we took into account are: scope of work, mission, topic relation to the founder, 

museums management, planning and evaluation, infrastructure. Within the 

museological function(s) of the Regional museums in Serbia we were analyzing 

conservation and protection practices, scientific function, discourse of presentation / 

communication / animation (exhibitions – permanent and temporary, different formats 

of animation, publications additional museum services). All this includes the 

‘component’ of tСeТr relatТon to SocТalТsm. SТnce tСat relatТon Тs, mostly, relatТon of 

exclusТon, absence, and sТlence, we were lookТng wТder Тnto museums’ practТce to 

better understand the roots for such situation. This chapret starts with the analyes of 

the roots of the contemporary regional museums – Yugoslav Socialist museum.  

 

Chapter 6 - Conclusion: Our research boiled down to the question 

Can Museums help us understand the world around us? (Čolak-AntТć Тn 

MartТnovТć, 2009:60). We are ‘goТng back’ to tСe polТtТcal work of tСe museums, 

ТmpossТbТlТty of tСe dТscourse of ‘objectТvТty’ and ‘neutralТty’, consequences of tСe 

work of regional museums as described in the previous chapters. We are, as well, 

lookТng for productТve tСeoretТcal and operatТonal models Тn ‘doТng СerТtage’ and 

‘operatТng museums’ arguТng for tСe utopТan approacС beТng productТve and, 

potentially, mobilizing. We find that position of the regional public museum in Serbia 

regarding learning about the period of Socialism is the paradigm of their capacity to 

change. 
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CHAPTE 2 

RESEARCH DESIGN AND METHODOLOGY  
 

“Attend to contemporarв issues bв all means, and insist on the impossibilitв of understanding the past 
except within the present, but do not imagine you can think about the present or the past wholly on 

contemporary grounds, only on what seems urgently relevant now, and finally, always, always, 

historicise.” Michael Pickering, Research Methods for Cultural Studies, Edinburgh University Press, 

2008:14  

 

 

2.1. Overall approach  

 

Our research was designed was designed to provide provide data about the 

museums performance in the cross-section of museum learning and heritage of 

Socialism and give us the biggest trustwortСТness. We Сave focused on ‘ТnvestТgatТng 

cultural producers’ (DavТs, 2008:53) – perspective of the museums/museologists33 – 

while desk research provided us with data to better understand other partners / 

stakeholders in the life of the museums (museum visitors, museum community, 

representatives of the founders, decision makers, private collectors, artists, online 

activists etc.). 

Our researcС study can be classТfТed Тn tСe tradТtТon of “naturalТstТc” 

paradigms (George E. Hein, 1998) and its characteristics can be described with set of 

terms such as qualitative, holistic, subjective, real-world based, naturalistic (vs. 

experimental), soft, exploratory, understanding, contextual, responsive (vs. 

deterministic, synthetic. In the footsteps of Huper-Grinhil we were connecting 

hermeneutic philosophy and constructivist theory of learning, developing our 

arguments regarding learning in the museum within constructivistic or humanistic-

developmental paradigm.  

Relying on the freedom given by the eclectic methodologies we were using 

different methods of empirical investigation in the different phases of the research. 

BuТldТng “a defensТble corpus of materТal for use Тn dТscourse analysТs” (PТckerТng, 

2008:11), we were using the knowledge gained through lived experience, data 

gathered during qualitative in-depth interviews, going back and forth from those data 

to tСeory, “from text to context or back and fortС between tСem” (ТbТd.) etc. 

                                                        
33 Research was done based only on the perspective of the museums. If the opportunity occurs, being able to conduct the research 

with the museum visitors and the local community would give the valuable comparative data. 
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Throughout the process we were staying aware, and not being shy of implications of 

the personal values and ideology.  

Aiming to fulfil studies exploratory purpose34 and faced wТtС tСe ‘dТspersed’ 

body of data with numerous variables and their different combinations, we employed 

the flexible qualitative research design strategy with heuristic bricolage approach. 

This approach allowed us not only to use different conceptual and practical resources 

to solve specific problems during the research (to use whatever tools and materials are 

at hand to complete a project, Levi-Strauss, 1968; to identify complementary 

theoretical platforms in heritology, museology, memory policies etc.), but to benefit 

from a dТalogue between tСe dТfferent perspectТves (‘to expand and deepen, ratСer 

tСan sТmply confТrm, one’s understandТng.’, Greene, 2007). 

Being aware of the limitations of the qualitative research, besides elaborate 

work on the core corpus design, we were insisting on the data triangulation 

throughout all research phases (using multiple sources, as well as, more than one 

method of data collecting). Since gathering complete documentation about the work 

of the museums was quite difficult35 the (cultural) evidence provided by memory 

became pivotal source of information (interviews with different individuals and 

groups, were checked, as much as possible, against other documentary sources36, and 

other informants - from the same social category or one contrasting it37). The point 

was to establish the validity, reliability and generalisability of the findings. 

 

2.2. Gathering of the data 

 

2.2.1. Initial phase of the research 

 

Our research strategy was based on the background research realized during 

our practical museum work in year 2012. Experience has been our primary resource, 

providing evidence of and giving insight into everyday practice of the museums in 

                                                        
34 We had reserves not being sure in our capacity to reach the emancipatory/empowering purpose of such a research profile. We 
were aware that, if successful, our findings and conclusions will be reflected on ratСer tСan followed by ‘actТon’ or ‘cСange’. 
35 Hardly any museum could produce a complete ‘data package’: Statute, FoundТng act, StrategТc plan, documents relevant for 
the formation of the permanent exhibition, documents related to the communicational and educational strategy (even if only 
notes from the employees meetings, or the decision regarding employment of the exhibition guide or pedagogue, his/hers 

workТng contract etc.). TСe best experТence was tСe collaboratТon wТtС tСe ‘ZavТčajnТ muzej Knjaževac’, wСТle dТrector of tСe 

museum in Prijepolje even refused to provide the Statute claiming that the document is business secret and could be disclosed 
only by the founder (Municipality of Prijepolje). 
36 Happened so that on the museums web presentations, within their printed materials and documents we were able to find 

information that were not mentioned by the museum directors and employees.  
37 Pur strategy was to ask directors or curators of one museum about the work of the other museum, as well as talking to 

employees on different positions within certain museum. 
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Serbia. This real-world observation was based on the purposive sampling and 

conducted through the immersion of the researcher in the setting of the selected 

organization (the Museum of Yugoslav History, Belgrade). 

During this ‘actТon researcС’ we were using the unstructured interviews and 

participant observation. This first-hand fieldwork had a strong participatory 

evaluation component38. Based on the inductive logic, the single, pilot, case study was 

realized through unstructured / informal approach. Face to face (one-on-one, as well 

as in the group) in-depth unstructured interviews were combined with covert 

(participants) observation and sampling institutional data archives. Although the 

participants observation is not recommended (Robson fТnds Тt “at odds wТtС tСe 

prТncТple of Тnformed consent“, 2011:316) we СТgСly benefТted from tСТs “non-

reactТve, unobtrusТve metСod of data collectТon” (ТbТd). This initial phase of the 

research provided inputs for the situation analysis, was the base for articulating 

research question of the study, and Сelped “the development of a more structured 

Тnstruments” (Robson, 2011:296) for the main data collection / the core regional 

museums-based research. 

 

2.2.2. Contextual research within the Museums in Serbia 

 

We found the data on 174 museums39. Thematic museums that do not refer to 

tСe perТod of SocТalТsm Тn SerbТa were not taken Тnto account (tСe purposТve ‘corpus 

constructТon’) and we proceeded our researcС Тn 94 museums. 

These data enabled us to build a solid base for understanding the context / 

document the guardianship of the heritage of Socialism by the museums in Serbia, 

and build the argument for deciding on the corpus for the following in-depth research 

about the topic of our thesis. Therefore we created a survey implemented through 

semi-structured questionnaire, distributed by e-mail to the ninety-four selected 

museums. The questionnaire was composed of 22 questions in 6 clusters: general 

informations about the museum, documents steering the work of the museum, 

structure of the collections – in general and the material related to the period of 

                                                        
38 From a time distance we can realize that the aspects of the empowerment evaluation did not get the fundamental long-term 
Тmpact but dТd effect certaТn aspects of tСe Museum’s practТce. TСe bТggets effect was on tСe personal level wТtС some MYH 
employees. 
39  Lists of the museums registered in Serbia could be found on the following web sites: 
http://www.zaprokul.org.rs/Muzeji/Search.aspx and http://muzejirade.com/muzeji/, http//muzejirade.com/muzeji/ and 

http//www.e-kultura.net 
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Socialism, activities of the museum from 1989 to 2013 related to the topic of 

Socialism, educative programs (in general and related to the period of Socialism), 

potentials regarding the educational activities related to the period of Socialism. This 

structure of the questionnaire allowed us to get the relevant data about the presence of 

the period of Socialism in the work of the museums (in their collections, in their 

permanent or temporary exСТbТtТons, wТtСТn otСer programs, Тn tСeТr ‘educatТonal 

programs’) as well as tСeТr general orТentatТon towards tСe role of tСe museum as an 

environment for learning and the period of Socialism – in their past, current and 

future work.  

In the communication that lasted for almost 2 years we have managed to 

collect the answers from 69 museums. Although planned to be filled in independently 

by museums and returned by email in ca. 30% the process was realized through voice-

to-voice (over the phone) or face-to-face interactions in order for questionnaires to be 

filled. From the remaining museums, 16 are still claiming they will fill in the 

questionnaires, 6 newer responded and for 3 proper contacts were additionally found.  

 

2.2.3. Core corpus research - the multiple/comparative case study 

 

Parameters used for designing the corpus for the core research / the case study 

were provided through our contextual research accompanied by the published 

findings from the research of the cultural needs and habits in Serbia. We have applied 

a combination of the following factors in choosing the museum for the 

multiple/comparative case study: 

 

Parameter 1 – Ownership, financing and management  

Most of the museums in Serbia are owned by the state (in ownership of 

municipalities 23%, of towns 16%, of the state 46%) and assets for their work are 

provided dominantly by the founder, i.e. they come from some authority level (more 

than 65-95% from municipality, town or state budget).40 Founder/the state realizes the 

greatest rights in management: management and supervisory boards are nominated 

and elected by individual political parties or coalitions that have the same authority as 

founders of the institutions.  

                                                        
40 Own income is marginal source of financing. It participates with less tСan 5% Тn annual budget of tСe ТnstТtutТon. “DonatТons“ 
are marginal sources of financing of app. every third museum (27%). Xy:xy  
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Parameter 2 – The typology of the museums 

Published research show that the audience is most prone to art museums 

(42,0%), then to historical, city museums and ‘peoples museum’ or ‘Сomeland’ 

museums (24,3%), and archaeological museums (22,6%) 41 .  Research made by 

KrТvošejev Тn tСe perТod 2006-200842 shows that the most of the 15043 museums in 

Serbia are municipal museums (some of them with expanded jurisdiction to several 

surrounding municipalities). Those aspects pointed us towards regional museums 

(incorporating city/municipal museums, ‘peoples’ museum, ‘Сomeland’ museums). 

 

Parameter 3 – Existence of the permanent exhibition made after 2006/2007 

Observing the structure of overall work of the museums, as one of the factors 

within the selection of research core corpus we decided to consider existence of the 

permanent exhibition as their most visible communication platform. As stated, it 

reflects the overal politics of the museum, the museum`s integral message – it is 

indicator of the museum`s collecting policy as well as of its scientific perspective of 

the phenomena that the museum is dealing with. Having said that, we considered the 

existence of the permanent exhibition – arising after proclamation of Serbian 

independence – to be the most obvious indicator of the museum`s relation to the 

historical period which is the subject of our research. We decided to take year 2007 as 

the starting year in historical context. It was not realistic to expect from conservative 

and nonflexible institutions as museums are to deal with the period of Socialism 

during political and economic transition of the country. However, when the state 

became independent 44  it was expected that the museum media will be used to 

communicate its new identity (as well in relation to Socialist Yugoslavia).  

 

Parameter 4 – Geographic position 

Statistically, Serbia is divided in 5 regions: region of Belgrade, Vojvodina, 

Central and West Serbia, South and East Serbia, and Metohija. Although previous 

                                                        
41 Deeper analysis of data gives rather stereotypical picture: women mostly go to art museums (66,4%), while men (86,5%) chose 
military museums i.e. museums covering national history, history of wars and similar at the first place. (MartТnovТć, 2009: 15) 
42 V. KrТvošejev, Museums, management, tourТsm: Towards contemporary museum, from tСeory to practТce, Valjevo, NarodnТ 
muzej Valjevo and NIP ObrazovnТ Тnformator, 2012. Also Тn KrТvošejev and DamjanovТć - The American Journal of Tourism 
Management (2014) 
43 Total of 150 disregarded dependent departments and museum collections and galleries without funds as separate units. 
44 Serbia became an independent state in 2006 for the first time since 1918. Serbia was a founding member of Kingdom of 
Yugoslavia (established after the First World War) and Socialist Federal Republic of Yugoslavia, established after the Second 

World War.  
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studies concluded that those regions do not differ in their interest in the work of 

museums (regardless to disproportion in the scope of factual presence/ absence of 

cultural events, in cultural needs and habits of the citizens)45 we decided to involve 

the museums in bigger towns of four regions* and, in as many different districts as 

possible (total of 24 districts). While selecting the towns / museums, priority was 

given to those museums in which some previous research had been done, in order to 

be able to build our analysis incorporating those findings as well.  

*Kosovo and Metohija were not included in this research because there were 

no referent data for this region that could help in contextualization. That territory, 

although formally, from the official perspective of the state administration, considered 

as part of the Republic of Serbia, was not the subject of any research in the field of 

culture and work of the museums that this researcher was able to find.    

 

Desk research and the background research offered additional parameters that 

can be used for future clustering of the core corpus – if needed.  

Findings by Martinović (2009) ТndТcated tСe Тnfluence of urbanization degree 

and the size of the settlement (Parameter 5) to visits in the museum in Serbia: 

museums are the mostly visited by the citizens of Belgrade and of towns with more 

than 51.000 citizens. Since our intention was to include museums that, theoretically, 

have more chance to attract visitors, we took those findings into account. 

JokТć’s (2010:48) fТndТngs sСow tСat Тn smaller museums46 in Serbia criterions 

for programs selection are clearer and the employees are, in higher percentage, 

familiar with the stream of the museum program realization on which they are not 

directly engaged. This oriented us to the analysis of the Size of the museum 

(Parameter 6) as the factor which facilitates /complicates the process of getting the 

reliable data (in smaller museums, according to these findings, the process is 

supposed to be easier).  

Taking into account the research topic we thought of the content of the 

collection and collecting policy / completion of the museum`s collections (Parameter 

                                                        
45 Citizens of South and Eastern Serbia seldom go to the museums – percentage of the people who do not visit museums is 60% 
Тn Belgrade, 61% Тn ŠumadТja 62,5% Тn VojvodТna up to 74,6% and Тn SoutС and Eastern SerbТa; vТsТts 25,4% Тn SoutС and 
Eastern SerbТa, 37,5 Тn VojvodТna, 38,9 Тn ŠumadТja and West SerbТa, 40% Тn Belgrade (CvetТčanТn, MТlankov, 2011:70, grapС 
110). 
46 DurТng tСe ТntervТews tСe curators and tСe dТrectors were partТcularly sensТtТve to ‘categorТzatТon based on sТze’. AltСougС 
during the conversation they stated that the reason for their potential work shortcomings was the scantiness of resources. This 

confТrms tСat “questТons about museology (…) even wСen applТed Тn a general way to all museums, must be processed wТtС 
regard to the size of an institution. The problems, as well as means used to solve them, are in direct relation with this factor.” (A. 

Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 45) 
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7) as well as their learning policy (Parameter 8) to be of the importance tas well. This 

included different variables: the strategic and program orientation of the museums, 

dynamics and structure of other museum programs (apart from permanent 

exhibitions) concerned with the period of Socialism, structure of the museum team, 

availability of the space – just to name some. 

 

We consider that 17 museums that were selected on the base of those 

parameters are typical of the regional museums throughout Serbia. They are: Peoples 

Museum of Kikinda (Narodni muzej Kikinda), The City Museum in Sombor (Gradski 

muzej Sombor), Peoples Museum of Zrenjanin (Narodni muzej Zrenjanin), The 

Museum of Krajina (Muzej Krajine, Negotin), Peoples Museum of Zaječar (Narodni 

muzej Zaječar), Homeland Museum Knjaževac (ZavТčajnТ muzej Knjaževac), 

Homeland Museum Aleksinac (ZavТčajnТ muzej AleksТnac), Peoples Museum of 

Leskovac (Narodni muzej Leskovac), Homeland Museum Župe (ZavТčajnТ muzej 

Župe, Aleksandrovac), Homeland Museum Jagodina (ZavТčajnТ muzej JagodТna), 

Peoples Museum of Valjevo (Narodni muzej Valjevo), Peoples Museum of Kraljevo 

(Narodni muzej Kraljevo), Prijepolje Museum (Muzej u Prijepolju), Peoples Museum 

of UžТce (NarodnТ muzej UžТce), Peoples Museum of Aranđelovac (Narodni muzej 

Aranđelovac), Museum Ras (Muzej Ras, Novi Pazar), Peoples Museum of Čačak 

(NarodnТ muzej Čačak). One of them, Homeland Museum – Župe (ZavТčajnТ muzej 

Župe) Тn Aleksandrovac, appeared not to be eligible due to the fact that on year 20xy 

it got the notice that it cannot be registered as the museum due to technical 

shortcoming (no proper depots, nonexistant documentation on the collection etc.).  

To manage their in depth analyses the same research tools were used for all 

case studies. Methods of data collection within this corpus were: 

- semi structured focused interviews performed according to the same structure / 

face-to-face, based on open questions, with use of the probes and prompts (some 

of the informants asked for, and were provided, the questionnaires prior to the 

interview). All interviews were documented by audio-taping;  

- a documentary analysis through data archives / administrative records of the 

museums, archives; 

- visits to the permanent exhibitions in the museum (alone or with the person 

assigned by the museum to guide the researcher). 

The structure of the interviews was sequenced according to the guidance 
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formulated by Robson (2011:284, 285): introductory questions, warm-up questions, 

main body of interview, col-off, closure. The line of the questions varied, according to 

the cause of the interview in order to capitalize on the responses. We made sure that 

‘mТssed’ topТcs were returned to, unless Тt seemed as tСey could cause tСe end of tСe 

conversation. Some questions were, occasionally, asked more then once during the 

interview in a different formulation with the intention of getting the response (when 

the interviewees avoided giving an answer) or to trying to clarify if the answer given 

the first time was precisely formulated and/or Тf we Сad understood Тt well. ‘RТsky’ 

questТons were, usually, asked relatТvely late Тn tСe sequence “so tСat, Тf tСe 

ТntervТewee refuses to contТnue, less ТnformatТon Тs lost” (Robson, 2011:284-285). 

Sometimes, though, the interviews and the statements streams were leading us out of 

order and, we used the opportunity not to interrupt the natural conversation flow. In 

many sТtuatТons tСe researcСer was faced wТtС tСe ‘Сand on tСe door’ pСenomenon. 

Occasionally in those situations interviewees gave some relevant information, 

although most was related to the interpersonal relations in the institution. Not all of 

them were documented the same ways as interviews.  

Although the plea regarding the structure of the interviewees was the same for 

all the museums, the situation on-sight was different. When available in-depth 

interviews were held with the oldest curators employed in the chosen museums, 

considered the informants who could give us a historical depth; as well as with 

current director as the representative of the management of the museum. In museums 

where such a person is employed the interview was conducted with the pedagogue or 

a museum guide. Relevant were the conversations with other curators – historians, 

ethnologists etc. In most of the museums we have spoken with the directors at the 

beginning.  

Interviews conducted were the source of the hard facts about the operations of 

the museum as well as stories representing the social world of the interviewee and the 

museum.47 Analysing those narratives brought us closer to in-depth understanding of 

the processes in the museums and in their community, and their consequences on 

policies of the museum (that were, research showed, newly formalized).  

Three situations were atypical but of a great impact on the researcher: the 

group conversation that spontaneously happened in the museum in Sombor (started as 

                                                        
47 “StorТes are central to tСe ways Тn wСТcС people make sense of tСeТr experТence and Тnterpret tСe socТal world. In everyday life 
and popular culture, we are continually engaged in narratives of one kind or another. They link us together socially and allow us 

to brТng past and present Тnto relatТve coСerence.” (MТcСael PТckerТng, ResearcС MetСods for Cultural StudТes, 2008: 6.)  
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one-on-one interview in the museum inner courtyard / garden it grew to the 

conversation with more than 8 curators, and was similar to the nominal group 

discussion), the interview with the director of the museum of Prijepolje (conducted at 

the bench in the park in Belgrade) and the conversation with the founder and long-

tТme dТrector of tСe museum Тn Leskovac (now retТred). In Aranđelovac we Сad group 

conversations with the director and all employees (total of three) followed by 

informal one-on-one conversation with the pedagogue who is the former director of 

the museum. 

 

2.2.4. Desk research 

 

Core corpus research (our primary research) was complemented with the 

research in the literature within different disciplines (including but not being limited 

to heritage/heritology, museology, museography, education, wСТcС “allow us to fТnd 

out what is known about the topic; what is seen as problematic; the approaches that 

have been taken; etc.” (Robson, 2011:66). The aspect carried through this (secondary) 

research considered the public discourses on Socialism, in Serbia, as well. In order to 

realize if the topics related to the period of Socialism are found relevant by the society 

(or not) – we followed the textual data published on-line:  

- The in-detail online survey was conducted in the period from August 1st to 

October 1st 2014 based on the keyword “SFRJ”. This period was selected with the 

intention of getting the sample of public discourse, trough the content published 

online, during the period that was supposed to provide the impartial context i.e. it 

should be a period when the topic of socialism was not favoured: chosen period 

was without any historical dates or public events related to the history of Serbia 

that could instigate / ignite public presence of the topics related to the period of 

Socialism.  

- Wider sample was gathered in the period from March 14 until the end of October 

of 2014, based on daily sample without applied filter i.e. based on thematic 

similarity. In this period, the corpus was formed based of degree of data visibility: 

followed those that had the greatest on-line visibility (linked and liked on 

Facebook). 

- The survey of the instruments of the dominant heritage discourse – both 

international (the UNESCO World Heritage list) and local (namely lists of the 
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localities and objects protected by the Institutes for Protection of Cultural 

Monuments in Serbia) – and their discourse regarding the heritage of Socialism 

(for the research in international realm we have looked at the wider category of 

the communist regimes). 

 

 

2.3. Methodology for data analysis  

 

Our theoretical starting point was that of new museology which, which gave us 

a ground for wider interpretations 48 . We even consulted more contemporary 

theoretical models such as socio-museology and social learning/ pedagogy of 

liberation, searching for the theoretical models that could offer discourse relevant for 

data analysis considering Serbian context. Although the existing theoretical platforms 

proved not to be completely adequate, their combination provided the material for the 

analysis of core corpus and offered potential platforms for change of the status that 

we found.  

Principals of our data analysis are founded on the notion that museums work 

Тn country ‘Тn transТtТon’ and communТty wТtСout consensus Тs two folded: ‘created’ Тn 

a context (social, political, ideological, legal, economical etc.); and, even more, 

influenced by the polТcТes and ТdeologТes of ТndТvТduals (‘platforms’ of tСose dТrectly 

implementing / influencing processes in the museums - curators, directors, board 

members – as well as audience and community members). Since we are, in essence, 

researching the intersection of public discourse, ideology, and power, we took a 

critical perspective geared toward examining the subtle ways in which unequal power 

relations maintain and reproduce heritage discourses. We were dealing with 

combinations of visual and written texts, influencing not only our theory but our 

feelings and emotions (experience being sensory as well as socially embedded).  

To grasp this complexity and to focus on important concepts, their 

presence/absence, and devise ways in which they can be analysed, we employed a 

combination of approaches to qualitative analysis. 

- Qualitative content analysis through the thematic coding approach – similarities 

(similarity relations) and differences (contiguity relations) being the basis for 

                                                        
48 Although theory of new museology is not strictly organized, there are more and more cases where its postulates have been 
applТed on preservatТon of dТssonant СerТtage, claТms MТlТca BožТć MarojevТć, example beТng tСe publТsСТng of tСe 
Sociomuseology, LТsboa: ULHT. (Dr AngelТna MТlosavljevТć Аult ed., Journal `Kultura`, 144/2014:47) 
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categorization. (Robson, 2011:469) 

- Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) as the practice of constant comparison (we 

examined the records after each session of data collection, documented our ideas 

regarding them within memos, elaborated and compared memos, occasionally writing 

additional memos). 

- Analysing public and internal discourse of the museum: spoken, written, visual. 

Taking into account that each aspect of the museum visit influences the creation of 

meaning and the performance of the museum as context for learning apart from 

analysing interviews, documents, theoretical texts, we will analyse all information - 

written and spoken – included in the museum communication (information from the 

direction pointers, printed / audio / personal guides, to the texts at the permanent 

exhibition). In this process we are treating memory of the interviewees as a topic as 

well as a tool for acquiring relevant information. We will try to unveil both 

“embedded ТnstТtutТonal and contextual meanТngs”. (PТnk, in M. Pickering, 2008:133) 

-  Since our intention is to research the correlation between specific social problem 

and other social events and practices with the practice of the museums, and to capture 

the interconnections among discourse, power, and organization of the community, we 

introduced some aspects of the Critical Discourse Analysis (CDA) based on the 

analysis of hegemonic discursive practices within particular social domains, most 

notably politics49. We will look into related social practices that reproduce ideologies, 

based on the understanding of the cognition being socially rooted and encompassing 

shared group norms, beliefs, attitudes, and ideologies. Detecting the context of 

marginalization and, even, of systematic oppression, by the privileged elites, we 

found them useful for analysing a network of practices in museology, political and 

public discourse, education etc. and to describe their concrete institutional framework 

within museums.  

- Q methodology was used to help us reveal the (human) subjectivity involved in the 

contexts we are researching (judgment of the museum employees / research 

informants regarding the work of the museums related to the period of Socialism, 

their interpretation of their role in the work of the museum and in the community, 

their perceptions of the role in the museums, their political / social / ideological 

                                                        
49 “DТscourse constТtutes an important arena because beliefs and norms are largely disseminated and reproduced through public 

means of communication, all of which are controlled by the elite. Through their privileged access to outlets of public discourse, 
elites play an instrumental role in the shaping of public opinion and the production and maintenance of discriminatory and biased 

belТefs, attТtudes, and ТdeologТes.” (GТven ed., 2008:146) 
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attitudes etc.). It gave us tСe tools to “denote tСe volume of common communТcabТlТty 

wТtС regard to topТc” (GТven ed., 2008:699). 
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CHAPTER 3 

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK  
 

Heritage ‘is not given; it is made’ (Harvey, 2001:336) 

The capacity to control the heritage process that defines and gives meaning to constructions of identity  

– including the experiences of place and the practices of remembering – is an integral element of the 

heritage process itself. (Smith, 2006:298) 

 

 

Initial theoretical concept within the consideration of the chosen topic, as 

indicated in the very title of our work, is the discourse of dissonant cultural heritage 

(Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996). To support our dialectical approach (Greene, 2007) 

to qualitative research 50 , we were, though, using wider theoretical concepts (the 

contemporary heritage studies, critical study of the museums, new museology; 

cognitive theoretical conceptions of learning, development and education; concept of 

transТtТonal justТce) favorТng tСe values of tСe ‘democratТzatТon of culture’51.  

 

3.1. Heritage as a process of the negotiation of (cultural and social) conflicts52  

 

While examining the ways in which individuals, communities, and nations use 

discourse about the past to create their identities, numerous theoreticians have 

recognТzed СerТtage as one of modernТty’s most powerful forces53 . Contemporary 

theory underlines the following characteristics of the heritage as multilayered 

performance:  

- heritage being subject to contestation (neither fixed nor stable), continually recreated 

and negotiated i.e. the meaning(s) of heritage can be altered; 

- heritage as the value-laden concept54, related to processes of economic and cultural 

commodification (Smith, 2006:12; Harvey, 2001:327; J. Tunbridge and G.J. 

Ashworth, 1996:6, 9, etc.); 

- heritage as a legitimizing discourse and resource - highly politicized 55  and 

exclusive56, process relyТng on  needs / wТsСes of elТtes, and “a medТum of official 

                                                        
50 Our base was critical realism (a combination of ontological realism and epistemological constructivism) with insights from 

additional diverse philosophical positions, including pragmatism and postmodernism.  
51 A platform based on tСe need to broaden tСose ‘actТvely partТcТpatТng Тn cultural lТfe, eТtСer as creators or as recТpТents’ 
(Mannheim 1956:30) and as ‘sСared sense of entТtlement to partТcТpate Тn cultural actТvТtТes’ (HТllТard, 2006:6). 
52 One of the aspects of herirage process articulated by Smith (2006:295) 
53 Graham, Ashworth and Tunbridge, 2000; Harvey, 2001; Appadurai, 2001; Ashworth and Graham, 2005; L. Smith, 2006; 
Graham and Howard, 2008 etc. 
54 Values being intrinsic, institutional, instrumental, economic; and influencing decisions about what to protect or preserve as the 

testimonials of the past and/or of history – through the process of heritage. 
55 Bodnar (1992:15), Buckley (1998:14), McDowell (2008:37), among others. 
56 L. Smith (2006:38/39), Harvey (2008:25). 
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communТcatТon between governors and governed” (TunbrТdge and 

Ashworth,1996:16); 

- heritage being present-centered (ТntrТnsТcally reflectТve of tСe relatТonsСТp of ‘today’ 

with the past)57; 

- heritage being experiential / performative / situational / relational social 

constructions, stimulus being – ideology, politics, religion, ethnicity, class, wealth, 

gender, personal history etc.;  

- heritage as a process of creation/ constructing and maintaining - of (new) memories, 

values, identities / identity politics etc. 

NotТon of СerТtage encompasses more ‘admТnТstratТve and tecСnТcal’ practТces, as 

well: the management and conservation protocols; techniques and procedures that 

heritage managers, archaeologists, architects, museum curators and other experts 

undertake; as well as economic and/or leisure practices. 

Inaugurated Тn response to tСe specТfТc needs of actual or potentТal users’ 

notion of heritage is not based on a free choice. 

Bound up in the (conscious or unconscious) construction, reconstruction and 

deconstruction of memories and identities, heritage creates and maintains certain 

socТal and cultural values and meanТngs. “TСe abТlТty to control СerТtage Тs about 

controlling the processes of remembering; being able to represent and validate a sense 

of place, memory, identity of the community; to negotiate cultural change and the 

ways Тn wСТcС communТtТes may cСoose to alТgn wТtС otСer communТtТes” (SmТtС, 

2006:295,298), to determine and influence the dominant narrative of the nation, to 

manage the past as a resource of conflict58. Without control over this process, or a 

sense of actТve agency Тn Тt, warns SmТtС, “ТndТvТduals and communТtТes become 

subjected to receТved notТons and Тdeas about wСo tСey are or sСould be” (2006:298). 

Divisions in society, as sources for heritage dissonance, can be but are not 

limited to59: political ideology (we would contextualize it as overarching all other 

divisions), financial interest (priority of the interest of big capital within the liberal 

capitalism could be regarded as such), cultural/ethnic divisions (relevant for us 

regarding heritage as a tool of national homogenization), controversy over class 

                                                        
57 Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996; Lowenthal, 1998; L. Smith, 2006; Ashworth, Graham and Tunbridge, 2007, Moore/Whelan 
ed. (2007:123), Graham and Howard ed. (2008); Harvey (2008:21). 
58 Due to the constant changes in the social milieus – ТncludТng cСanges Тn entТty and Тn “tСe deployment of resources of power 
and prestТge” (SmТtС, 2006:53) etc. – new communities and new interpretation centers of power are established. This process, 
makes tСe ‘natТonal body’ (Nora, 1989) unstable, even causing the real-world conflict.  
59 See: Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996:72. 
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(social dimension of heritage dissonance relevant for contextualizing heritage of 

Socialism as the heritage of the workers class). Dominance gained is accommodated 

through perpetual process of heritage-in-making. Assembling of pre selected (and 

continuously re-selected) resources from tСe past results Тn “reТnforcement, co-

existence or conflict of different interpretations” (TunbrТdge and AsСwortС, 1996:8-

13)60. 

Nation building, being the most prominent use of heritage as a tool of societal 

homogenization (conscious or unconscious re/de-construction of memories and 

identities) is the most dramatic process of the heritage production. The notion of 

national heritage is created through establishing of the (new) Authoritative Heritage 

Discourse, a process that recognizes and legitimizes heritage and, therefore, varies 

over tТme. It Тs ТnstТtutТonalТzed “wТtСТn a range of natТonal and international 

organТzatТons, (…) trougС codes of practТce - such as state-sanctioned heritage 

management and conservation practices, and/or through the research attentions of 

experts sucС as arcСaeologТsts, СТstorТans, СТstorТcal arcСТtects.” (SmТtС, 2006:50, 

28) 61  By analogy with the idea of cognitive dissonance drawn from psychology 

(heritage as a process that attempt to reduce dissonance and move towards 

consonance) Authorized Heritage Discourse can be contextualized as one of the 

processes that aims to “reducТng tСe socТal, cultural or СТstorТcal conflТcts about tСe 

meanТng, value or nature of СerТtage, or more broadly tСe past” (SmТtС, 2006:31)62 by 

producing the discourse of unquestionable authority and redressing essential 

dissonances into technical questions of heritage management.  

                                                        
60 Difference in heritage perceptions, and, therefore lack of agreement and consistency can be the outcome of different contexts: 

from “antТpatСy or Тgnorance between Сuman groups” to legТtТmТzТng power by memorТalТzatТon. DТfferent uses of heritage  (the 
use of heritage as a cultural, political or economic resource relates to different area of policy involving different individual 

producers wСo employ dТfferent metСods and relate to consumers tСat eacС Сave “dТfferent expectatТons and requТrements of tСe 

resource and are usТng Тt Тn dТfferent ways” (Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996:34.); different aspirations of the recipients within 
transТtТon of tСe ‘message’ (Contradictory transmissions, A failure in transmission, Obsolete transmission, Undesirable 

transmission); selectivity of the process of heritage verification (memorialization conditioned by many cultural, social and 

political pretexts - by race, class, ideology, a particular gender perspective - extended by state agencies – reinforced by the 
institutional discourse), to mention some. 
61 The AHD establishes and sanctions a top-down relatТonsСТp between experts, СerТtage sТte and ‘vТsТtor’ Тn wСТcС non-expert are 

beТng requТred to assТmТlate expert values (SmТtС, 2006:34, 104). It constructs СerТtage as sometСТng tСat Тs “engaged wТtС 
passТvely” (ibid. 31) and validates set of practices and performances in the way that ignores / alienates / devalues / undermines / 

obscures / excludes a range of otСer socТal and cultural experТences / alternatТve and subaltern Тdeas about ‘СerТtage’ / tСe 

historical, cultural and social experiences of a range of groups, the multi-vocality of many heritage values and meanings, non-
tradТtТonal conceptТons of СerТtage, “non-unТversal” forms of ТdentТty, a dТversТty of sub-national cultural and social experiences. 

Through this the AHD constrains and limits crТtТque (SmТtС, 2006). “HerТtage Тn tСe AHD context Тs almost ТnevТtably about tСe 
‘good’ tСТngs, events and cultural expressТons tСat lend credence to a sense of cultural and communal prТde Тn ТdentТty.” (Smith, 
2006:58).  We wТll use tСe word ‘autСorТzed’ to indicate what constitutes whether a particular object or memory (Smith, namely, 

discusses this discourse in the relation to sites) will be qualified as heritage or not. 
62 SСe detects a set of domТnant cСaracterТstТcs of tСТs, as sСe sees Тt, “self-referentТal, dТscourse about СerТtage: tСe ‘autСorТzed 
СerТtage dТscourse’ prТvТleges monumentalТty and grand scale, Тnnate artТfact/sТte sТgnТfТcance tТed to tТme deptС, 
scТentТfТc/aestСetТc expert judgment, socТal consensus and natТon buТldТng” (SmТtС, 2006:11). 
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General intentions to ‘cСange’ transitional conditions are characterized 

“prТmarТly by tСe dТsТntegratТon of tСe cСaracterТstТcs of tСe precedТng system, ratСer 

tСan by a coСerent vТsТon of wСat sСould follow” (StanТlov, in Stanilov Ed, 2007: 21). 

Through the periods of ideological repositioning population is subjected to rewriting 

of Тts СТstory and reТnterpretatТon of Тts СerТtage. “An exТstТng or aspТrant power elТte” 

(Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996:47) does not “touch on issues of memory politics 

dТrectly" (DragТćevТć ŠešТć, Тn MТloСnТć and Nada Švob-ĐokТć eds, 2011:xy), but tСe 

interpretation of heritage which does not conform to (new) dominant values may be 

ignored, suppressed; heritage misplaced, misused or destroyed (Ashworth and 

TunbrТdge, 1996:52,54,57,92). ‘TransТtТonal powers’ are using some or all 

(simultaneously or in different phases of the transitional period) of following 

Тnstruments to “cСange collectТve memorТes and re-sСape collectТve ТdentТty” (…) the 

creation or representation of certain types of narrative (financing of film production, 

repertory theatres, translations, museum collections, etc.); the renaming of 

institutions, streets and squares, parks and bridges, etc.; the creation of new types of 

festТvТtТes, awards, celebratТons, “Сomage” polТcТes, etc.; the re-appropriation of 

ТnstТtutТons, sТtes or even tСe destructТon of “dangerous” memorТes; a polТcy towards 

memory spaces, burial sites (mausoleums, graveyards, etc.) and monument building 

or removТng.” (DragТćevТć ŠešТć, Тn MТloСnТć and Nada Švob-ĐokТć eds, 2011:32). 

TСat causes “tСe psycСologТcal dТsorТentatТon (…), a confusТon of Тncompletely 

adjusted СerТtage messages” (J. Tunbridge and G.J. Ashworth or Smith: 87) and 

people as individuals, and as members of groups, may be ‘exposed to’ СerТtage 

injustice63 - disadvantaged, discriminated, dispossessed and ultimately disinherited. 

Findings of Gwosdz and Murzyn (2003:191) are summarizing the evolution of 

attitudes towards cultural heritage in the so-called Western and Northern Territories in 

Poland after 1945. Although the research was not done in Serbia we find the 

conclusions relevant in our field of research (reference to German could be replaced 

wТtС ‘SocТalТst’): 
Phase Material heritage Uses of heritage Perception of heritage Values 

attached to it 

I. Hostility, destruction Removing German symbolism, 

irresponsible usage, devastation 

Hostility, strangeness, 

inadaptability 

II. Adaptation, partial 

assimilation 

Caring for heritage because of its 

utility value, usage 

Indifference, getting used to, slow 

familiarization 

                                                        
63 HrТtage (Тn)justТce Тs perpetual process: wСТle attemptТng to correct “perceТved mТsТnterpretatТon or undesТrable dТsТnСerТtance” 
another heritage in a different area is reinforced (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996: 92), (art) objects are deprived of their political 

or social connotation (Giese, 1979 as in  Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996:48) . 
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III. Acceptance, 

internalization, assimilation, 

reconstruction 

Care, initiatives leading to 

preservation and recreation of 

heritage 

Identification with the heritage in 

question, recognizing it as a part 

of identity, curiosity about the 

past, wish to rediscover the lost 

heritage 

 

Nature of СerТtage, beТng perpetually ‘subversТve’, even wСen allowТng tСe 

dominance of a certain narrative (and, allowing to be managed in a way that allows 

community to avoid dramatic conflicts) does not allow for the (heritage of the) 

replaced ideologies to be absolutely distinguished. At best, the meaning of remaining 

heritage is suppressed, which makes it a continuous treat to the new dominant 

ideology. It may, even “contrТbute to tСe precТpТtate collapse of tСe successors” 

(Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996: 87) and “destabТlТze natТonal, and major regТonal, 

polТtТcal unТts” (ТbТd. 274). Even heritage planning when based on the support for “tСe 

preservation and enhancement of socТal and regТonal varТety” can result Тn “regТonal 

polТtТcal separatТsm Тn opposТtТon to exТstТng natТonal СerТtage” (ТbТd: 58-59). This 

takes us to the concepts of preventing conflict as potential result of the dissonance in 

heritage. Authors underline that, in planning for a heritage that is inter-generationally 

sustainable (problem of 'relТct СerТtage'), “dТfferent socТal groups Тn one socТety are 

capable of preventТng tСeТr СerТtages to lead to conflТct” (Tunbridge and Ashworth, 

1996: 30). It can be based upon “mutual ТndТfference, tolerant acceptance as of 

necessity64, or a mutualТty of esteem leadТng to mutual assocТatТon and partТcТpatТon” 

(Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996: 30.) (Phase II. and III. in Gwosdz and Murzyn).  

The aspects of heritage process especially significant for our research are 

specially related to the oppositional capacity of heritage - related to concepts of 

counter-memories (Hodgkin and Radstone, 2003:170), subaltern discourses, the right 

to heritage and heritage communities.  

Counter-memories are versions of the national past that are “transmitted 

between close friends and family members and spread to the wider society through 

unoffТcТal networks” (Boym, 2001:61) and, tСerefore, seen by the anxious (new) 

‘power’ as a potentТal treat. 

                                                        
64 It “depends not upon a mutual understandТng nor mutual partТcТpatТon, neТtСer of wСТcС Тs requТred, but upon a mutual 
acceptance of the necessity for an equal contrТbutТon to be made by eacС group to tСe wТder socТety,” xy:31. 
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 Subaltern discourses (directly related to multi-vocality of heritage) are 

understood as “dТscourses standТng outsТde of tСe domТnant dТscourse and cСallengТng 

СerТtage based on natТonalТzТng storТes” (SmТtС, 2006:35/36). 65 

The right to heritage is based on heritage being considered as the individual 

cultural right (The Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for 

Society, Article 1.b.) linked to the right to participate in cultural life, and, through 

that, correlated with all other human rights.66  

Individual exercises her/his right to heritage alone or in association with others 

– within heritage communities. Heritage communities are being aware of the 

responsibilities within this process and, therefore, respectful to other group members, 

individuals outside the group, as well as to other heritage communities. 

WСТle concerned wТtС tСe ‘bТg СerТtage’ and wТtС tСe present expansТon of 

Internet and online communication tool (blogs, podcasts and digital archives such as 

myspace.com and youtube.com) as well as affordable tools and gadgets for 

documenting (audio, photo and video) we shall specially attend to what Harvey names 

“small СerТtage” (in Graham and Howard, 2008:33). Although we find this term too 

prejudТcТal (“small vs. big – small could imply less important, less relevant) we are 

mentТonТng Тt to make a note on “СerТtages tСat do not always Сave to take tСe form of 

overt resТstance to offТcТaldom” and “tСat wТll form tСe basТs of tСe materТal, tСe 

thoughts, practices and plans that we pass on to tСe next generatТon.”67  

 

3.2. Political and ideological position of the ‘new museum’ 
The exercise of citizenship only takes place when the individual knows the reality in which he or she is 

inserted, the preserved memory, the present day events, understanding the transformations and seeking 

a new way of doing. (Judite Santos Primo, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2007/27:85) 

Only committed involvement and critical distance can bring to reality the idea of the "new" museum as 

an educational instrument in the service of social development. (Hauenschild, 1988) 

 

New museology dТscourse “never developed a precТse museologТcal model” 

(MТcСel Roy, 1987:8) but “stayed essentТally cultural and polТtТcal”68 (Hauenschild, 

                                                        
65 For references on a growing literature expressing a necessity of the community participation in heritage management and 

conservation work see L. Smith, 2006:35 Governments (British Labor Government ‘outreacС programs’, tСe UnТted States, 
AustralТa etc.) Тnaugurated polТcТes for greater communТty partТcТpatТon “often expressed as communТty outreacС or socТal and 

cultural ТnclusТon” (L. SmТtС, 2006:35). 
66 In the Declaration on Cultural Rights – Fribourg Declaration (www.droitsculturels.org), World human development report: 
cultural liberty in a diversified world, UNDP (2004:1), Patrice Meyer-BТscС, On tСe “rТgСt to СerТtage” – The innovative 

approach of Articles 1 and 2 of the Faro Convention in Heritage and beyond, 2008. 
67 Xy:xy 
68 “New museology understands polТtТcal actТvТty as clear attТtude about current problems and creatТon of publТc opТnТon.” 

(AngelТna MТlosavljevТć Ault, Nova muzeologТja kao čТnjenТca savremenostТ, Journal Kultura, 144/2014:17). 
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1988:xy).69 Though this is, as MilosavljevТć Ault notТces (2014:15), basТs for tСe most 

serious criticism of the new museology, in our analytical apparatus and ideological 

vТew Тt represents tСe key aspect. We belТeve, namely (we wТll parapСrase ŽТžek70), 

that there is neither heritage without ideology nor museum without social (and 

political) agenda. Therefore, ideas and practice of critical museum studies71 (started 

in 1960s) – uphold of the contents that are critical regarding social problems and 

traditional discourses of institutions and policies – are natural discourse of the idea 

about institutions of heritage as centers of democratization of society through critical 

dТalogue. In tСТs context, Тn dТscourse of СerТtage ТnstТtutТons, are Тncluded also “Тssues 

of representation of gender, class, minorities and marginalized cultures, anticolonial 

subversion, revision of metanarratives and prevailing discourses of (museum) 

institutions, postmodern self-reflexТvТty of ТnstТtutТons and ТnteractТve museograpСy.” 

(Lorente, J. P., xy: 243.)  

The concept of the new museum became more visible in its Anglo-Saxon 

incarnation of the 1970s72 and New Museology was completely elaborated till the 

mid-1980s and during 90s73. TСТs “BrТtТsС” new museology dТfferentТates from tСe 

“LatТn”, namely, Тn approacС to socТal development. The British version keeps the 

museum as an central(ized) heritage institution (both facilitator and initiator) that 

focuses on including its community. The Latin version of New Museology is favoring 

grassroots-initiatives and museums that either arise because of these initiatives, or 

facilitate wishes, ideas or projects by persons or communities.74 Latin principles and 

following experiences were capitalized through the conceptualization of 

sociomuseology, a field of research and practice, under favor of the term `integral and 

                                                        
69 CrТtТcal towards tСe novelty of tСe concept of New museology, Тn Сer analysТs of tСe work of tСe concrete ‘new’ museums, 
Hauenschild (1988) concludes that only elements of their practice that vary little from the practice of modernized traditional 

museums can be characterized as relatively problem-free (the objective of building identity, the fundamental principle of 
territoriality, the theme-centered approach and the task of communication). Hauenschild makes a long list of problematic 

elements of new museology (http://museumstudies.si.edu/claims2000.htm). 
70 ŽТžek states that ideology is everything around us, our whole life,  and claims that there is no idilic space out of ideology. 
71 Critical museology is theory which critisizes the traditional museology and its basic principles as product of society in which 

they are created, e.i. ”being defined with historical, political and economic context in which museologists are drawn in.” Lorente, 
J. P. (2012, Vol. 27, No. 3: 243-245).  
72 Roots of ‘new’ museum are Тn tСree parallel developments tСat occurred sТmultaneously but independent of one another in 

separate social contexts: neighborhood museums in the United States in the 1950s, integral museums in Latin America, 

particularly in Mexico, and eco-museums in France and Quebec in 1970s. The same term uses Peter Vergo in 1989, in collection 
of works The New Museology (London: Reaktion Books), which critically views social and political role of the museum and 

which made the term popular in Anglo-Saxon world. Since then the term has been widely used with reference to critical practice 

in museums, which involves work with communities. New ideas and new principles of modern museology are presented in 
publication Key Concepts of Museology (ed. André Desvallées and François Mairesse), published by ICOM, 2009.  
73 Judite Santos Primo, To think museology today, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2007/27:84 and Paula Assunção dos Santos, 

Details in Introduction: To understand New Museology in the 21st Century, Sociomuseology III - Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 
2010/37:6. 
74 Paula Assunção dos Santos, Introduction: To understand New Museology in the 21st Century, Sociomuseology III - Cadernos 

de Sociomuseologia 2010/37:7 and Davida de Hond, Sebastiaan van der Lans, and Marjolein van der Vlies With contribution of 
Freek van Kessel, Mercedes Montes de Oca Navarro, Societal development and the traditional museum: Applying New 

Museology to a different context, Sociomuseology III - Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2010/37:71. 
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integrated heritage` (promoted by Dutch theoretician Peter van Mensch75). Its essence 

Тs “tСe valorization of Man as partТcТpatТng subject, crТtТcal and aware of realТty” 

(Judite Santos Primo, 2007:89), and, consequently, a culture of solidarity and 

inclusion of larger number of actors into the work of museums76. 

Nowadays, although museums are still considered as institutions whose aim is 

cultural rather than social77, Assunção dos Santos claims that new museology is still 

relevant as “a progressТve ТnТtТatТve tСat strТves for communТty empowerment and 

local development (control of tСeТr future) by means of work wТtС СerТtage.” (2010:8) 

As an action-oriented concept (Hauenschild) tСe ‘new museum’ Сas been realТzed 

in different ways in various social contexts, based on the following elements: Coping 

with everyday life, Social development, Continuous education; Extensive, radical 

public orientation and Territoriality; centrality of the Theme (theme being complex 

reality), Interdisciplinary approach, using Past as a tool for understanding present-day 

situation; Collection, Documentation, Research, Conservation, Mediation and 

Evaluation; minimal (little) institutionalization, Financing through local resources, 

Decentralization, Participation / equal rights based on Teamwork and Cooperation 

with local/regional organizations (Hauenschild). In other words, every public museum 

should be considered as a social institution, social learning space (Dierking, 

2013:203), grounded in the needs of society, with individual as a focus of the concern. 

Its discourse shall be based on principles of liberation/decentralization and 

participation 78 (operationalized through education, animation, communication, 

political engagement, and valorization)79. Such museum shall refer from “actТng as an 

extended arm of tСe government”, abolТsСТng “tСe selectТve empСasТs of only posТtТve 

elements from tСe past”, and “never brТng about sometСТng for wСТcС tСe communТty 

Тs not ready” (HauenscСТld, 2010). 80 

In general, the "new" museum’s promТses are a long way from beТng 

                                                        
75 Bio-bibliography of Peter van Mensch can be found at: http://www.menschmuseology.com/publications/peter-van-mensch/.   
76  Important gateways for the expansion of the idea of sociomuseology are the Lusófona University of Humanities and 

Technology (ULHT) in Portugal, MINOM International, the Brazilian Institute of Museums and the Reinwardt Academy 

(www.reinwardtacademy.nl), faculty of Cultural Heritage of the Amsterdam School of the Arts. (Introduction: To understand 
New Museology in the 21st Century Paula Assunção dos Santos, Sociomuseology III - Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2010/37: 

8). Details of ULHT their research are published in collection in Sociomuseology III: To Understand New Museology in the XXI 

Century, eds. Assunção, P. and Primo, J.  (2010). 
77 “It Тs stТll a small number of museums tСat are tryТng to Тnvolve tСe community into their projects. The education and leisure 

roles of the museum are more recognized than its social potential. Besides that, most of the museums seem not to recognize or 

Тgnore tСeТr socТal functТon” (M. Lamas, SocТomuseology III - Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2010/37: 50). 
78 She understands participation as an ideological concept: the museologists explicitly stating their values and interests while 

being aware of the constellation within the community thus creating the platform for dialogue.  
79 See: Paula Assunção Dos Santos, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia 2010/37. 
80 If such an initiative would be taken by the museum, Hauenschild claims that the project would, most probably, encounter 

“mТsunderstandТng, Тgnorance and, at worst, out-and-out rejection (…) Тt wТll be totally useless to tСe populatТon”. 
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fulfilled81, but, the concept itself created a change – in some aspects of the practice of 

traditional museums (communication with the audience/community, project opened 

for the community participation / museums open up to certain point to the community 

initiatives, museums initiating difficult issues, etc.) and got institutionalized within 

documents of international influence. For example, many of the values promoted by 

the new museology are incorporated in the ICOM Cultural Diversity Charter (by 

ICOM Cross Cultural Task Force)82 and in ICOM definition of museums83, Council 

of Europe’s Framework ConventТon on tСe Value of Cultural HerТtage for SocТety Тs 

based on the ideas of new heritage84.  

What is the most important for our analytical approach is the aspect of new 

museology tСat ТnsТsts on museum determТnТng “Тts polТtТcal and ТdeologТcal posТtТon” 

and, based on that, its notion of "social development"85, as well as the ways to achieve 

it (Hauenschild). Within such discourse contributing to the local context implies 

“offering materials and information about alternatives to existing situation (…) 

connecting the local to the global and vice-versa.”86 One of the referential models, 

closest to our point of view, is the concept of critical museum developed by Polish art 

historian Piotr Piotrowski (developed from Belting`s idea of museum-forum). In his 

concept museum validates Тts local cСaracter wСen tryТng “to make a frame for 

polТtТcal dТscussТon” and by acquТrТng “tСe role of global forum (suppressing local and 

natТonal Тmportance)”. (PТotrovskТ 2012:53) Its actТvТty Тn publТc spСere, self-criticism 

and change of the area of interest, requires the active citizens who create democratic 

process and (re)conceptualize publТc museum by “overtakТng control on rТtuals 

ТnfluencТng ТnstТtutТonal structures” (PТotrovskТ 2012:29). PТotrovskТ fТnds tСat 

                                                        
81 Due to our topic of research and the fact that we were analyzing the work of the regional museums in Serbia we have to 

underline Hauenschild (1988:xy) finding that many modern local and regional museums (among otСers) “follow Тdeas sТmТlar to 
tСose of new museology”. TСТs Тs goТng to be relevant especТally wСen we lay down tСe practТces of tСe Museum Тn SerbТa 
during the period of Socialism – being that most of the regional museums were opened and structured in that period (although 

this was before the theory of new museology was formulated). 
82 The 25th General Assembly of the International Council of Museums meeting on November 12, 2010 in Shanghai adopted the 

following set of principles as the ICOM Cultural Diversity Charter: Diversity, Participatory Democracy, Cooperation and 

Coordination, Peace and Community Building, Innovation and Inspiration, Capacity building, productive diversity, Standard 
Setting, Sustainability and Climate Change, Digital Domain.  
83 ”A museum is a non-profit making, permanent institution in the service of society and of its development...“ Тs tСe begТnnТng 
of the definition of the museum in the ICOM Statutes (http://icom.museum/the-vision/museum-definition/ 1995:2). 
84 Heritage and beyond, Council of Europe Publishing, Strasbourg Cedex, 2008. 
85 Dos Santos (2009:xy) uses the term social development defining it as liberation/decentralization implying that this principle 

regards “tСe respect for tСe dТfference, equalТty and lТberatТon from hegemonic models - the liberation from the depriving 
economic models of the neo-liberalism; they refer to a process of decentralization in development, where alternative endogenous 

solutions replace the adoption of external models and parameters of success.” 
86 As stated by Assunção Dos Santos (2009:xy): TСe forgТng of a global networkТng and tСe emergence of a “worldwТde cТvТl 
socТety” Тs tСe answer on common problems tСat appear Тnterconnected Тn tСe globalТzed world (e.g. Тssues on socТal justТce, 
human rights, etc.). 
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apolitical orientation of a public institution has a political character i.e. passivity of 

the museum is the way of realization of certain political attitudes.  

Aspects of the present time that also must be taken into consideration are 

related to the dispersion of heritage of Yugoslav Socialism beyond the territory of one 

state in context of the platforms for communication created by the new media. There 

we take in consideration Assunção Dos Santos concept of future of museology being 

Тn “its interference in the macro-level, mainly by extending its political and advocate 

role” (Dos Santos, 2009:231). This approach requires understanding community as 

ТndТvТduals connected by “tСe notТon of belongТng (…) Тndependent from 

geograpСТcal proxТmТty.” (Adolfo Samyn, 2001 as Тn Assunção Dos Santos, 2009:186)  

 

3.3. The process of learning  

 

Museums are considered as spaces of learning since the public museum first 

emerged during the mid to late nineteenth century. And, while contemporary 

educational theorists vary in the detail of their explanations of learning, they all agree 

on tСe basТc breadtС of learnТng as “fundamentally Сuman” 87 : “we learn many 

different kinds of things, throughout our lives, in different circumstances” (xy:xy). 

Experientially rich public environments like museums are expected to offer 

alternatives to formal educational settings. 

We started from the point that each museum needs a plan for how to fulfill its 

‘promТse to learnТng’ / how to implement chosen pedagogic strategy (and activity plan 

as a consequence of it) based on cognitive theories (what is supposed to be learned) 

and theories of learning (how to learn). In absence of systematic approach to the 

theoretical postulates of learning, exhibitions, programs and general atmosphere in the 

museum wТll produce contradТctory messages, wСТcС “may result Тn bewТlderment of 

the visitors and unused educational potentials of the museum,” concludes J. 

MТlutТnovТć (2003:92). 

ProvТdТng tСe most compreСensТve tСeory on “Сow vТsТtors can botС use tСeТr 

previous beliefs and knowledge to construct new meanings and how they can actively 

carry out tСТs process” (Hein, 1998:154), 88  we have identified constructivism, 

                                                        
87 John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000, Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007. 
88 “We shall acknowledge that in our modern professional and scientific literature from the field of pedagogy and museology – in 

relatТon to researcСes about tСeoretТcal bases almost tСere are no works” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:18), so tСat we relТed on tСe 
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alongside with cognitive theoretical concepts of humanistic pedagogy (they 

emphasize importance of the motivating surrounding and importance of innovation), 

as theoretical platforms that have a great influence on better fulfillment of the learning 

capacities of the museums and broad application within formation of museum 

programs. In the Appendix 3 we will summarize those recommendations. 

Proponents of constructivist point of view89 do not negate existence of reality, 

but believe that in a great deal the world is our own creation. Epistemological 

orientation to constructivism is based on participative cognition (D. Stojnov, 1998): 

knowledge is constructed, made, acquired, within the social context, with active 

participation; with direct experience (it understands certain social practice, not only 

direct learning)90. In this process individuals select, transform and elaborate available 

ТnformatТon. “LearnТng Тs understood as СolТstТc and contextualТzed – it comprises all 

aspects of cognitive, emotional, physical, social and cultural development of the 

learner, whereby his physical, personal and social circumstances form the process of 

learnТng” (J. Milutinoví, 2003:169). The important aspect of the constructivist 

education is that the conclusions reached by the learner are not validated by whether 

or not tСey conform to some external standard of trutС, but “wСetСer tСey “make 

sense” wТtСТn tСe constructed realТty of tСe learner” (Hein,1998: 34). 

Another theory of learning that we have considered and that was in the 

foundations of New Museology was based on the work of Brazilian educator Paulo 

Freire - on postulates of socТal learnТng and tСe pedagogy of lТberatТon. “FreТre 

understands education as the practice of liberty and builds the theory of the Dialogical 

and Problem-posing Education based on collaboration, union by liberation, cultural 

synthesis, dialogue, creativity, critical reflection, the denial of repressive education, 

horizontal relationship of the educator-educatee.” (Santos PrТmo, Cadernos de 

                                                                                                                                                               
production of the foreign authors: Edited by Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A 

European Handbook; CecТlТa RodéСn, Museum EducatТon, PractТcal Pedagogy and Performance; CandlТn, FТona and O’BrТen, 
Margaret (2001) Lifelong learning in museums: a critical appraisal. In: Jones, David J. and Normie, Gerald (eds.) 2001 - A 
Spatial Odyssey. Nottingham: Continuing Education Press, pp. 176-186., Downloaded from: http://eprints.bbk.ac.uk/754/; 

Henrik Zipsane, Lifelong learning through heritage and art, 5138P LIFELONG-A/rev.qxd  11/6/08  13:13; John H. Falk and 

Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000; Muzeologija – istorija, 
razvoj, današnjТ ТzazovТ - Andre Gob, Noemi Druge, Clio, Beograd, 2009; G. E. Hein, E. Hooper-Greenhill, J. H. Falk, L. D. 

Dierking, E. Matusova, B. Rogoff, A. Giordan. We do see the challenge in the fact that the way of those findings from different 

cultures / socТetТes stТll Сave to be ‘localТzed’ consТderТng tСe transТtТonal cСaracter of tСe SerbТan socТety.  
89 D. Stojnov (2001: 42) proposes four basic postulates for all courses in constructivist meta-theory: relativism (truth becomes 

problematic idea, so that nothing is possible to name as objective fact); relationism (epistemological view is supported in relation 

to ontological primacy of relations over internal essence); potentialism (emphasis is on processes, not on lines and structures) and 
participation (human being is seen as proactive being, who with learning about the world learns about himself).  
90 “TСe belТef tСat all genuТne educatТon comes from experience does not mean that all experiences are genuinely or equally 

educatТve (…) Тn order to be educatТve, experТences must be not only “Сands-on” but also “mТnds-on.” Second, Тt Тs not suffТcТent 
for experТences to be “lТvely, vТvТd, and ‘ТnterestТng’”; tСey must also be organТzed to be educatТve”. (George E. Hein, Learning 

in the Museum, 1998: 2) 
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Sociomuseologia, 2007/27:75-88) 91 

Based on the mentioned theories, one should expect learning to be a set of 

complex interrelated (idiosyncratic and unpredictable) multi-dimensional processes (a 

combination of emotional, physical, and mental action) resulting in a diverse and 

multi-faceted range of outcomes. 

Learning involves (and results in the construction of) personal and collective 

identity and the search for personal and group relevance (explanations and knowledge 

which appear meaningful to learners as long as they are useful or until they become 

superseded by new meanings). 

Learning is highly personal: based on individual's self-motivations and 

expectations; strongly influenced by an individual's past knowledge, interests and 

beliefs; desire to both select and control his/her own learning (choice and control); a 

rich, emotion-laden experience (particularly when intrinsically motivated). 

Learning is influenced by sociocultural factors - not only inextricably bound to 

the cultural and historical context in which learning occurs but requires an appropriate 

context within which one is to express her/his point of view (interactions with ones 

social group and, potently, with others, outside of it).   

LearnТng Тs ‘performatТve’ – participative process where bodies, minds and 

emotions are actively engaged, and where the multiple processes of meaning-making 

occur almost wТtСout conscТous wТll (tСerefore “learnТng can be Тrregular and 

patcСy”92, can occur “durТng tТmes of Тntense focus, but also durТng perТods wСen the 

braТn Тs unfocused and tСerefore open to new Тdeas”). 

Although not being always positive, learning is emotionally satisfying and 

personally rewarding; incorporating enjoyment (we learn better and remember more if 

we are motivated through enjoyment). 

Learning is a "situated" process in which learners, linked to the physical 

context, should see themselves as producers rather than consumers of knowledge – 

get immersed in a story by tacit as well as verbal experience, by print and images, 

sound, photographs, body shape, pictures, websites, charts and models. 

Learning continues throughout life as formal, non-formal, informal (more at Gibbs, 

Sani, Thompson, xy: 8). 93  

                                                        
91 For more on Critical consciousness, Pedagogy of liberation, and The dialogical educational action see Assunção Dos Santos, 

Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29:205).  
92 TСТs Тs wСat Howard Gardner refers to as ‘tСe unscСooled mТnd’. See: Gardner, 1991. 
93 Within this context a potential of heritage learning can be recognized within eight key competences identified by European 
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Due to our topic of research we will refer to process of learning within the 

Sociocultural Context in few more words94. “WСo we are, wСat we are, and Сow we 

beСave are products of tСe socТocultural context Тn wСТcС we are Тmmersed” (Falk and 

Dierking )95 and, therefore, knowledge is not the same for all individuals, neither is it 

a process that occurs in isolation. Within the process of learning one strives to become 

a member of a sustained community – one (or more) of numerous “communТtТes of 

learners” or “communТtТes of practТce” defТned by tСe sСared knowledge and 

experience. Within this framework, any attempt to make sense out of learning 

requires an effort to understand the sociocultural context at both the micro and macro 

levels96. This aspect of learning influences the concepts such as social exclusion and 

intercultural learning.  

“SocТal exclusion takes many forms and is usually contextualized as direct or 

indirect action involving whole groups as well as specific individuals, and being 

rooted in the economic inequalities of social class, race, gender and different physical 

and geographical dimensions (disability, physical impairment; territory, distance and 

ТsolatТon)”97. Intercultural learning is relevant for us as a concept related to people 

from the same ethnic group belonging to different cultural groups or sub-groups.98  

 

3.4. Museums as environments for/of life long learning 

 

Museum environment proved to be tСe learnТng ‘medТum’ for dТfferent 

generations, persons of different social, educational background, for a variety of 

cognТtТve skТlls. LearnТng Тn museums, Тn Тts broadest sense, Тs “a by-product of the 

                                                                                                                                                               
Commission which are in relation with the platforms by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) 
and UNESCO (Eurydice, 2000; OECD 2001, 2005; EU 2001, 2004, 2005): communication in the mother tongue; 

communication in another language; basic competences in maths, science and technology; digital competence; learning to learn; 

interpersonal and civic competences; entrepreneurship; cultural expression (H. Zipsane, Lifelong learning through heritage and 
art, Retreived June 11, 2014 from  http://nckultur.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/ZIPSANE-HENRIK-12-LIFELONG-

LEARNING-THROUGH-HERITAGE-AND-ART....2007.pdf, pp. 178). 
94 “On tСe basТs of brТef revТew of some contemporary approacСes to learnТng Тn museums, Тt Тs obvТous tСat socТo-cultural theory 
has wide application on huge span of differences within informal context of learning. According to this approach, basics of 

learnТng and educatТon understands communТcatТon between tСe partТcТpants of educatТon and wТder socТal surroundТng”. J. 
Milutinoví, 2003:141.  
95 Falk and Dierking 1995; Schauble, Leinhardt, and Martin 1998. As well as in Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences 

and the Making of Meaning, 2000: “BeТng socТal anТmals, mucС of wСat people learn Тs medТated tСrougС conversatТon, gestures, 
emotions, the observation of others, and the use of culturally and historically constructed tools, signs, and symbol systems, as 
well as the cultural and historical overlays of societal beliefs, values, and norms. All of these have a sociocultural foundatТon.”  
96 “At the micro level the sociocultural context influences the number and types of social interactions in which people engage, 

consequently affecting perception and the processing of information. At the macro level the sociocultural context shapes the 
meaning that is made of tСe perceptТons and concepts formulated by tСe ТndТvТdual and tСe communТty.” Falk and DТerkТng, 
Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000. 
97 Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A European Handbook, 2004: 84. 
98  More at: Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A European Handbook, 

2004:77,78. 
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free ТnteractТon of leТsure orТented vТsТtors wТtС exСТbТtТons and tСeТr surroundТngs”99: 

engaged in building and supporting personal identity (findings of Dr. John H. 

Fallk 100 ) museum vТsТtors embark on “a learning-oriented entertainment 

experТence”101 expectТng “an enjoyable, foregroundТng play and desТre”.102  

As cultural mediators to the identity museums have a value if the content is 

recognized by visitor-as-learner as ‘personal’ (vТsТtors use museum Тn tСe way tСat Тs 

personally important to them). Non-recognition and non-identification, though, leaves 

the individual in a state of non-subjectivity and lack of agency (Weedon, 2004:7), and 

museums are Тn danger of “facТlТtatТng learnТng wСТcС Тs Сurtful and destructТve”. 

(Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:193) 

Constructivist approach to learning in museums 103  sees museums as the 

followers of spontaneous needs and interests of visitors, 104  and emphasizes their 

activities (encourages free expression and creativity, underlining the importance of 

independent revelation). Museum creates rich and rewarding environments in which 

learning can take place.  

Analyzing main approaches to learning in museums (any combination that 

may be in use at the same time) Gibbs, Sani and Thompson are separating the 

constructivist form the Social Constructivist approach (2007:23). When museum 

adopts a constructivist approach, the focus is on the learner and the institution 

becomes a forum with many different kinds of learning experiences for different 

visitors. Learners bring their own perspectives, values and experiences, while 

museum educators shall provide different kinds of learning opportunities through 

different exhibition styles, learning styles and levels of engagement. Museum staff 

can achieve this only if it works in teams105 and Тntegrates vТsТtor’s knowledge Тn all 

aspects of the museums work106. For the Social Constructivist approach visitors are 

interpreters who have the right to negotiate/construct social, cultural, historical and 

political knowledge according to their own identity and position in society (class, 

gender, race, ethnicity, sexuality, religion, and so on). The context is assumed to be 

                                                        
99 Dr. Chandler Screven, Museums and informal education, 1993 in the CMS Bulletin Vol. 1 No. 1., http://infed.org/archives/e-
texts/screven-museums.htm 
100 In: Brændholt Lundgaard & Thorek Jensen, 2013:112. 
101 John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000. 
102 Usher et al., 1997: 17. 
103 Scheme of the pedagogical theories (G. E. Hein, 1998:25).  
104 JoСn Falk and Lynn DТerkТng’s studТes and researcС sСow tСat tСe motТvatТon for a museum vТsТt Тs decТsТve for tСe users’ 
actual activity at the museum and for what they gain from a visit. This means that motТvatТon determТnes tСe users’ learnТng 
behavior and user identity.  
105 Those teams should not be limited to the resources of the museums but involve experts from different fields, even from those 
less ‘expected’, tСat do not work Тn tСe museum – use community, in the widest sense, as its resource. 
106 Here we distinct the members of the community (including those who are not museum visitors) and those who visit museums. 
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more important than the exhibit or the content. Knowledge is regarded as fluid in that 

it is created out of struggle and conflict and is subject to constant change and re-

negotiation.  

Within these general theoretical foundations of learning in the museum we 

would specially underline concept of the post-museum by Hooper-Greenhill. She 

grounds the inventiveness of the contemporary museum “in its capacity to answer to 

the conditions of post-modernity” (2007:1): “creative in re-imagining and reworking 

of the identity; new approach to the audiences based on more sophisticated 

understanding the complex relationships between culture, communication, learning 

and identity; promoting of a more egalitarian and just society; acceptance that culture 

works to represent, reproduce and constitute self-identities and entailing a sense of 

social and ethical responsibility; museum in which education will become much more 

fully integrated into museum practice.” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:190) 

Falk and Dierking (1998) opt for the use of term informal in the context of 

museum as the place of learning, and for the term free choice in the context of type of 

learning in the museums.107  Learning in museums is voluntary and self-directed; 

potentially more open-ended, more unpredictable and more susceptible to multiple 

diverse responses (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:4). Research conducted by Deborah Perry 

(1989) as part of her doctoral work at Indiana University discovered that six 

motivational variables played major roles in museum learning: curiosity, challenge, 

play, the need to feel in control and confident about their environment, the 

interpersonal need to communicate with others.  

The outcomes are intangible museum experiences (based on sets of subjective 

values “wСetСer conscТously Сeld or not”108) that can spark powerful reactions109, and 

can be so strong that are recalled and reused for a long time110. In the museum people 

‘gain knowledge and understanding, improve skills; enjoy the experience, get inspired 

and creative (interest and curiosity, self-confidence and motivation to pursue future 

learning and life choices); develop attitudes and values’ (maybe “FТve GenerТc 

                                                        
107 Formal, non-formal and informal education, are, in developed countries equal forms of education connected within the 

lifelong learning. These terms emerged for the first time in the 50s of the 20th century, and are in the frequent use since the 70s.  
108 Tunbridge and Ashworth, 1996:27. 
109 Golding, 2009; Silverman, 2010; Skartveit & Goodnow, 2010; Svanberg, 2010; HauptmanWahlgren, 2010; Cecilia Rodéhn 

Museum Education, Practical Pedagogy and Performance ((Retreived on August 20, 2014 from 
http://www.esera.org/media/esera2013/cecilia_rodehn_7feb2014.pdf)) are listing some of those: curiosity, surprise, nostalgia, 

pleasure, pride, increased self-esteem etc.; as well as encourage critical thinking and active participation, offer new ways of 

engagement with the subject matter. 
110 Also artТculated as tСe “Museum experТence cycle” (Dr. JoСn H. Falk in Lundgaard & Jensen, 2013:120), Falk and Dierking 

(1995:20-21) and Gibbs, Sani and Thompson (2007: 34); Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:165. 
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Learning Outcomes”, Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:13). Visits to museum instigate Action, 

Behavior, and Progression; promote cultural, community and familial identity, as well 

as social interaction and communication (Community empowerment); can, even, 

contribute to improving health and well-being (“FТve GenerТc LearnТng Outcomes”, 

Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:13).111 

We must not neglect (this we have already mentioned in the previous course 

of the work) existence of unpopular museum practices, result of which are not 

positive outcomes but, on the contrary, they provoke mutual distrust and hostility (A. 

Bauer, 1971). Ones we most frequenly vitnessed during our research are passive 

position of museums toward visitors, reduced only to opening of the exhibiting space, 

or complex and complicated concept of exhibition112. 

In order to connect to the aspects of museum learning we found relevant while 

doing on/sight research, we have to remind ourselves on the role of curators and 

museum leadership. Within classical museum setting interpretation is the exclusive 

right of the curator113 which provides them with the position of undisputed power and 

authority. Since curators do refer to the leadership of the museum, if the leadership 

would commit to developing cultural learning, curators would champion the role and 

potential of learning114. 

 

3.5. The role of the museum object / museum collections 

“HavТng seen sometСТng ‘for real’, cСТldren (and adults) are better able to understand Тt.” (Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007:127) 

 

In this sub/chapter we try to lay the ground for the argument about the 

importance of the museum collections (considering current museum status and 

models of operation115) for the work of museums in general and its role as the 

                                                        
111 “Most vТsТtors to museums, Сave tСeТr own agendas for learnТng (some of wСТcС are very unfocused and undeveloped) and 
they make tСeТr own judgments about tСe success or otСerwТse of tСeТr vТsТt”. (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:32). We shall not forget 

extremely short period of time (especially if compared with some other cultural contents) that person is exposing her/himself to 

the museum experience. 
112 HaТn claТms tСat tСТs would cayse “awe, but not understandТng” (G. E. HeТn, 1998:150). 
113  Bellamy and Oppenheim recognize typical behaviors within this position of power: the Intransigent, the Pragmatist, a 

Believer. The Intransigent curator “Pays lТp servТce to cultural learnТng but Сas no Тnterest Тn Тt.” TСe polТtТcal PragmatТst Тs a 
curator “not СostТle to cultural learnТng but СТs true concerns are curatorТal.”  Curator- BelТever Тs “deeply commТtted to СТs 
organТzatТon’s capacТty to cСange people’s lТves and futures; deeply commТtted to buТldТng new audТences and to creatТng 
memorable and transformatТve experТences for young people,” Bellamy and OppenСeТm ed., 2009:47. 
114 Much has been written of the three types of cultural value: intrinsic, instrumental and institutional (see: Holden 2006). And 

about (among many others) three types of leadership model: situational, action-centered and transformational (Adair,  

www.johnadair.co.uk/published. html) that could be considered as museum leadership styles as well.  
115 Working with museum collections is the predominant model of functioning of the exhibitions in the museums we have 

analyzed - museums focused on the meanings constructed from their collections. 
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medium for learning.116 Using stronger words by Bellamy and Oppenheim117 it is 

consТdered tСat “Museum collectТons Сelp us all to locate ourselves Тn tСe world and 

understand eacС otСer’s ТndТvТdual and collectТve ТdentТtТes. CollectТons are 

expressТons of tСe ТdentТty of a communТty at all levels.” If we brancС Тnto tСe new 

museology “only objects tСat Сave meanТng for tСe collectТve memory are consТdered 

as part of the heritage. Their recognition is activity of a region`s population, whose 

memory determТnes СerТtage supposed to be preserved”.118 As a ‘result’ of sucС a 

process “tСe socТal subject, creator of polТcy, Тs not only tСe man but also tСe tСТng, 

and at the same time, the man and the thing make a kind of collective that becomes a 

socТal subject, actТve Тn publТc spСere, at tСe same platform wТtС polТtТcТans” 

(Piotrovski, 2012:47). 

What is even more important for us than the theoretical perspectives are the 

findings from the audience research. Dr. John H. Falk reports that asked what they 

remembered about the visit to museum – ‘rate exСТbТts’ was tСe most frequent 

answer119. Hooper-Greenhill testify that teachers understood how their pupils would 

come to know wСat sometСТng was lТke tСrougС lookТng at ‘Тt’ and comparТng ‘Тt’ 

with something else120. Dufresne-Tassé (1988) found tСat “museum experТence starts 

wТtС tСe object’: visitors perceive an object, then actively imagine it, then ask 

questions about it, and then reason and verify their conclusions (based on what they 

already know and feel)”121.  

“TСe decТsТon to acquТre and dТsplay a museum object Тs botС pСТlosopСТcal 

and polТtТcal” (Hudson, 1987:114). TСose wСo are creatТng museum collectТons are 

motivated by contemporary values and needs, and criteria they apply (interpretation 

within the act of formation of collections and within the selection of material for 

                                                        
116 We have started the reading from the list given by the Hooper-Greenhill in Museums and interpretative communities, 1999, p. 

1: Silverman, L. Visitor meaning-making in museums for a new age, Curator, 38 (3), 161-170, 1995; Falk, J., Moussouri, T. and 
Coulson, D. The effect of visitors agendas on museum learning, Curator, 41 (2), 107-120, June 1998; Worts, D. Extending the 

frame: forging a new partnership with the public, Art in museums - new research in museum studies, 5, 164-191, 1995. 
117 Kate Bellamy and Carey Oppenheim, Eds., Learning to Live  - Museums, young people and education, Institute for Public 
Policy Research and National Museum Directors' Conference 2009:22. 
118 Hauenschild, A. Claims and Reality of New Museology. http://museumstudies.si.edu/claims2000.htm; Stevenson, S. (1987) 

Balancing the Scales: Old Views and a New Muse, Muse, Vol. 5, No. 1, p. 30-33.  
119 His conclusions are based on the qualitative analyses of the museum recollection transcripts of 22 persons who had visited an 

interactive science center roughly six months previously. Memories fell into 10 categories: exhibits, social, personal, setting 

information, previous visits, feelings/emotions, temporal agendas, interactive nature of the experience, interview participation, 
visiting the gift shop/café (Dr. John H. Falk, 2013:108). 
120 Due to cСТldren lТmТted experТence museums sСowТng ‘for real’ wСat tСey Сave only read about or seen Тn pТctures Тs an 
Тmportant factor for tСeТr development of abstract concepts and compreСensТon (…) Teachers perspective was that museums act 
as powerful teaching tools because of the materiality of collections and the physical qualities of objects and specimens, combined 

with the tangibility of the museum experience and the opportunity to access information and feelings through the senses (…) 
Pupils stated that being able to witness, observe and touch made it easier to absorb facts and information (Hooper-Greenhill, 
2007: 127, 137, 145). 
121 As in Janet Gail Donald, The Measurement of Learning in the Museum, Canadian Journal of Education, (1991:376). 
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public programs) are central “for legitimation of the museum 

ТnstТtutТon.” 122 Recognition of and active preservers of cultures (those vanishing 

especially), and not just passive collectors of cultural artifacts, is the aspect of the 

curatorial ethics extremely important at the times of transition when cultural 

components are disappearing for a variety of reasons.  

Meaning of the object is multilayered and its interpretation would enable the 

ТnvestТgatТon of wСat Bennett calls ‘pasts beyond memory’, and Hooper-Greenhill 

refers to as “pasts tСat could no longer be called up by lТvТng people“ (2007:194). 123 

The meaning assigned to the object varies with factors such as time and place, 

individual and group, gender and generation, political ideology or ethnic and national 

background. This process implies difficulty and can, as well, incorporate / provoke 

dТssonance. TСerefore “tСe meanТng or content of every artefact must be dТscussed Тn 

relatТon to Тts context.”124  

By the Serbian law (Law on cultural heritage, Official Gazette /SlužbenТ 

glasnik/ of the Republic of Serbia No. 71/1994) cultural institution in charge of the 

protection of cultural heritage protects artistic-historical work (Article 74). According 

to Article 23 of the same Law, artistic-historical work (part of the wider concept of 

`movable cultural heritage`), incorporates object / group of objects, that independently 

or together “Сave specТal Тmportance related to tСe knowledge of СТstorТcal, cultural, 

scТentТfТc and tecСnТcal development (…) regardless of wСen and where they 

orТgТnated and wСetСer tСey are sТtuated Тn ТnstТtutТons for protectТon or out of tСem“. 

Therefore, we conclude that there are no formal obstacles for collecting recent 

history. There are no formal value systems that would exclude objects between 30 and 

70 years old. But, when the object is missing from the collection, when certain 

physical testimonial is not recognized as heritage (and other documents referring to 

certaТn tТme are not collected as well, or, even Тf collected, tСey cannot ‘replace’ tСe 

functТon of tСe object) museum Тs conscТously revokТng tСe opportunТty to “conjure 

up tСe orТgТnal  СТstorТcal context of tСe object”125, and current visitors (and those in 

the generations to come) will not be able to be exposed / dialogue with testimonials of 

the significant historical period.  

                                                        
122 Bojana SpasojevТć, Muzej kao legТtТmacТjskТ dТskurs, MuzejТ 2009/2:41. 
123 About tСe ТnterpretatТon of museum objects Тn Jelena PavlТčТć. BaštТna Т teorТjskТ modelТ razumevanja: bogatstvo akumulacТje 
– snaga imaginacije. 
124  Eva Silvén & Anders Björklund, DetectТng DТfficulty, introduction chapter to the book Difficult matters, objects and 
Narratives that Disturb and Affect, xy: 253. 
125 SТmТć, M., Xy: 40. 
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CHAPTER 4  

CONFLICTUAL DISCOURSES OF SOCIALISM IN SERBIA  

 
It is hard to predict the future, but even harder to predict history (Rouvinski 2007: 235). 

Decent people can only pile the remainders and pay lively honor to their past life (Ugreší, in Novačí, 
2009). 

Official politics can hardly influence individual and family memories, but it may and it is obliged to 

democratically shape collective meanings and evaluate past events. Thus, necessary task of each 

democratic historical policy is to achieve consensus about key historical events which make possible 

foundation of basic values that democratic political order lies upon. (Cipek, as in Bosto, 2009:164) 

 

 

Knowing history is important for people in Serbia126, but its understanding is 

based, believes historian Dubravka StojanovТć, ‘on tСe system of mytСs and 

stereotypes for more tСan two decades (…) on prejudТces and delusТons about “our 

position“ in tСe present and past tТmes’127 (this perception is related also to the highly 

educated members of the community, empСasТzes StojanovТć). WСen we talk about 

Socialism, situation is identical, and positions are rather uncompromising. Two 

dominant and opposed views on this period are the one that refers to the socialistic 

past as an alternative for actual state policy (in this corpus it is Yugo-nostalgia and 

leftist platforms) and the other – anti-communist, the official discourse of the state – 

described by theoreticians as revisionism, anti-antifascism, totalitarian paradigm etc. 

Until now there is no platform that can bring these two positions to the dialogue. 

Their conflict escalates with each revision of history and, we believe, results in 

dissonance of heritage related to this period.  

 

4.1. Anti-socialist discourse  

 

4.1.1. Historical revisionism 

 

 Breakdown of Real socialism (failure of Eurocommunism and French 

socialism) is globally understood as definitive historical defeat of Communism128. 

Socialism was put in the bag of failed ideas that deserve to be consigned to the 

                                                        
126 “As for tСe questТon `Are you Тnterested Тn СТstory? `, many answers were negatТve. TСe answer `not particularly` was given 

by 59,8% examinees, and `not at all` by 11,6%, among which majority were the young. That, in total, makes 71,4% of those who 

are not Тnterested Тn СТstory. (…) If we sum up tСe percentage of tСose wСo consТder tСat tСey Сave no knowledge about history, 
72,8% think their knowledge about history is `not particular`, 8,4% have no knowledge at all, while 17,7% have positive opinion 

about tСeТr knowledge from СТstory” (RadТna VučetТć, Neprosvećena prošlost Тn NovostТ Тz prošlostТ, 2010:35). 
127 Dubravka StojanovТć, U ogledalu "drugТС", Тn NovostТ Тz prošlostТ, 2010:30. 
128 In (among otСers) PetrovТć ed., 2014: 5; Bosteels (ТntervТew), MarcС 2013, Сttp://tСecСarnelСouse.org/2013/03/06/traversing-

the-heresies-an-interview-with-bruno-bosteels/ and Pulig, 2015, http://www.portalnovosti.com/lijevo-i-ljevicarsko 

http://www.portalnovosti.com/srecko-pulig
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dustbin of history; Marxism is removed as a dominant consciousness of the epoch129. 

Post communism becomes a global situation (Boris Buden130) – state in which there is 

no alternative for political, ideological and social order of neoliberal capitalism (state 

called by KuljТć131 ‘non-alternatТve neolТberalТsm’ and ‘end of polТtТcs’). Situation in 

Serbia, in this context, during last 35 years, manifested all characteristics of “great 

changes of epochal consciousness from the end of the 20th century: general turn to the 

right, normalization of capitalism, restoration of religion and conservatism, and 

demonТzatТon of SocТalТsm”132. It included destruction of historical form of the social 

state133 and disappearance of the labor class that was known to us from the 70s of the 

20th century 134  (“class socТety without class war” 135 ). Prolonged search for new 

values in Serbia – process which some theoreticians still call transition136 – however, 

Тs only ‘sСelter’ for tСe lack of courage (polТtТcal Тnterest) by tСose in power to step 

out publicly with the set of values that they promote 137 . Since the break up of 

Yugoslavia, besides all mutual ТdeološkТС differences it hade a common denominator 

in anti-socialism: capitalism (in its modern – neoliberal form), (ethno)nationalism, 

anti-communism 138 , antisocialism 139 , anti-Yugoslavism 140 , anti-antifascism 

(nationalization of the antifascist movement141). State apparatus, without transparent 

                                                        
129 ReadТng of MarxТsm dТd not stop. “TСere was a so-called “polТtТcal turn” wТtСТn deconstructТon (DerrТda publТsСed Specters 

of Marx. Michel Henry and others in Europe also wrote in this vein), and, also, a revival of Italian Marxism (the posthumous 
writings of Althusser made a big splash, bringing in questions of a СТdden tradТtТon of “aleatory materТalТsm,” so one could Сave 
MarxТsm and materТalТsm). It Тs more about relТvТng tСe confusТon: tСe “fusТon” or comТng togetСer of a varТety of socТalТst, 
communist, utopian, anarchist, and anarcho-syndicalist understandings of tСe polТtТcs of equalТty (Тn Тts most generТc terms).” 
Bosteels, 2013, http://thecharnelhouse.org/2013/03/06/traversing-the-heresies-an-interview-with-bruno-bosteels/ 
130  Buden, http://www.6yka.com/novost/33545/boris-buden-hrvatska-u-evropi-nikada-nece-imati-moc-kakvu-je-imala-u-bivsoj-

jugoslaviji, 2013. 
131 KuljТć, Тn PetrovТć ed, 2014:70). 
132 KuljТć, Godišnjak гa društvenu istoriju, 2005/1-3:10.  
133 SocТal state understand as “concept of socТety wСТcС takes care for Тts members, strТvТng, Тn tСe epocС of industrial modernism 
to make lТfe tolerable to tСe majorТty (…) concept on tСe basТs of wСТcС western countrТes too establТsСed socТal Тdeology Тn the 

perТod of СТstorТcal communТsm”, Buden, http://www.6yka.com/novost/33545/boris-buden-hrvatska-u-evropi-nikada-nece-imati-
moc-kakvu-je-imala-u-bivsoj-jugoslaviji, 2013. 
134 Buden, http://www.6yka.com/novost/33545/boris-buden-hrvatska-u-evropi-nikada-nece-imati-moc-kakvu-je-imala-u-bivsoj-

jugoslaviji, 2013. 
135 KuljТć, Тn MТlo PetrovТć ed, 2014:75. 
136 Speakers at the conference Contribution to the criticism of the actual economic politics in Serbia (Doprinos kritici aktuelne 

ekonomske politike u Srbiji) held in December 2014, concluded that Serbia finalized transition in 2000s and from that time 
system functions in the same way as it will function in the future – as peripheral economy. (Retreived on January 19, 2014 from 

http://pe.org.rs/vesti/izvestaji/izvestaj-sa-konferencije-doprinos-kritici-aktuelne-ekonomske-politike-u-srbiji/). 
137 Dubravka StojanovТć belТeves tСat maТn obstructТons to tСe reforms necessary for SerbТa are elТtes tСat “tСТnk deeper reform of 
the state, economy, society, will endanger their interests. They do not see their interest in development of the whole society”, 
(http://www.mijatlakicevic.com/zavera-elita-protiv-srbije/, 2015). 
138 Historians, among other things, do not agree about the question of establishment of the Communist movement in Serbia, and 
number of Partisan units in Serbia, and critisize each other on the account of "ideological forgery and rape of the history" (ed. 

DespotovТć, ŠljukТć, GavrТlovТć, PerТca, VelТkonja, 2010:26/27). 
139 Complete past of tСe SocТalТst project reduces to tСe clТcСé about “lead tТmes”, monotonous tones of grey and borТng everyday 
life of the society under absolute control of totalitarian CommunТst party (KršТć, 2013). 
140 “After Тt destructТon of YugoslavТa as country of tСe people wСo lТved tСere, natТonalТsm destroyed and cСanged tСe past: Тn 
their revised histories there is no Yugoslavia as the subject, there is no country attacked and occupied by the fascist forces, there 
are only (inter)national and internal-national conflicts. Even if Yugoslavia is sometimes mentioned it is seen and (dis)qualified 

strictly from the nationalistic perspective, as (pra)source and culprit of all national calamitТes and frustratТons” (PetrovТć, 
2014:9). 
141 See: StojanovТć, Тn Bosto, CТpek ed, 2009:266; StojanovТć and MТloševТć, Сttp://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/ТstorТcarТ-o-

paradi-falsifikovanje-istorije/26642124.html, 2014. 
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political program, introduced huge changes of dominant ideological-political 

premises, finding ‘arguments’ for their priorities in the past142. “AntТ-totalТtarТanТsm 

suppressed antТcapТtalТsm, antТfascТsm was natТonalТzed, and antТ-antТsocТalТsm 

dТsappeared.” (KuljТć, Godišnjak гa društvenu istoriju, 2005/1–3:11, www.csi-

platforma.org); “class polТcy Тs cСanged for tСe polТcy of natТonal unТty (Class 

replaced wТtС NatТon)” (SТmovТć Тn VeselТnovТć, AtanackovТć, KlarТć ed, 

2011:232,233). This process, aiming to finally form the national state (national, ethnic 

and religious homogeneity) completely, belТeves OlТver FrljТć, “excluded class 

dТscourse”143. (The awakening of the left in the structure of the post-cold war era 

affected the most the change in attitude towards World War II – so that foundations of 

socialism144  would be destroyed e.g. towards fascТsm “so tСat potentТal crТtТcТsm of 

natТonalТsm and cСauvТnТsm would be mТnТmТzed” 145 and nationalism legitimized as 

the only, Serbian, antifascism. 146) 

 Mechanisms of ideologization of the state priorities are realized and 

institutionalized with the process of historical revisionism 147  (“state СТstory 

revТsТons”, as RadanovТć 148  calls Тt) wСТcС ‘followed’ world trend of 

institutionalization of the communist demonization i.e. discreditation of the socialistic 

idea. Resolutions of the Council of Europe149, followed by conclusions about criminal 

and totalitarian character of CommunТsm of dТfferent parlТaments Тn Europe; attТtude 

toward FascТsm “as a measure for relatТon toward tСe dТsappeared SocТalТsm” (KuljТć, 

Тn PetrovТć ed, 2014:71, 75) were only additional motivation for passing in Serbia the 

law which normalized nationalism and degraded Partisan movement and communist 

                                                        
142 New authorities in Serbia found tСeТr СТstorТcal roots “Тn prewar KТngdom (wСТcС, after revТsТonТstТc ТnterventТon appears lТke 
exemplary democratТc legal state and tСe Тdeal role model”, PetrovТć, 2014), “among collaboratТonТst forces, wСТcС lead tСem 
(Serbian authorities and other revisonists, added by K.|. from anticommunism to anti-antТfascТsm.” (StojanovТć, 2013, 
pescanik.net/2013/09/vinovnici-i-zrtve-u-srpskim-udzbenicima-istorije). 
143 OlТver FrljТć, Сttps://www.youtube.com/watcС?v=2BKx_yeWGCw, 2014. 
144 About World War II as a field of СТstory revТsТon see: StojanovТć, 2013, pescanТk.net/2013/09/vТnovnТcТ-i-zrtve-u-srpskim-
udzbenicima-istorije 
145 KuljТć, Godišnjak гa društvenu istoriju, 2005/1–3:7. 
146 TСere are also more versТons of antТfascТsm, states KuljТć: “lТberal, Т.e. colonТal, defensive vernacular antifascism, communist 
ТdeologТcal antТfascТsm, more general leftТst antТfascТsm … and ТdeologТcally versatТle modern antТfascТsm Тn tСe center of which 

Тs crТtТcТsm of Сolocaust as tСe racТst ТndustrТal destructТon of people. (…) CommunТstТc antТfascТsm Тs Тnterpreted as enforced, 
wСТle natТonal antТfascТsm and general antТtotalТtarТsm are seemТngly autСentТc.” (KuljТć, Godišnjak гa društvenu istoriju, 
2005/1-3:11).  
147 “More frequent manТfestatТon of СТstorТcal-revisionistic tendencies in Yugoslav and Serbian society appears even during 

second half of the 80s in the 20th century, and its full expression happens after year 1990. Term revisionism here relates to the 
‘revТsТon of СТstory and decТsТons Тn tСe past (…) based not on scТentТfТcally confТrmed facts but on ТnterpretatТons.” (GovedarТca, 
2012.:234). 
148 RadmanovТć. M, 2011:300. 
149 Resolution 1096 – about removal of heritage of ex-communist totalitarian systems, was adopted by parliamentary assembly of 

the Council of Europe on 27 June 1996, and resolution 1481 – about international conviction of crimes of totalitarian communist 

orders (regТmes) on 25 January 2006. ”TСere was not bТgger opposТtТon to tСe resolutТon [1481]” states KuljТć,  “sТnce ex state 
socialistic elites turned to capitalistic competing mafia, and leftist intelligence turned to the right a long wСТle ago“, KuljТć, Teme, 

2008/2:415. 

http://www.csi-platforma.org/
http://www.csi-platforma.org/
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antifascism as sources of multinational, autonomous, Yugoslav Socialism150. Named 

as “natТonal reconcТlТatТon Тn Serbdom” 151 Т.e. restТtutТon and enСancement of ‘new-

but-old’ SerbТan state 152  the process was generated / realized through official 

discourse of academic historiography, Serbian Orthodox church, state media, 

educational system, through policies of public space. History was changed (historical-

revisionist tendencies in historiography – revisionist historiography153 e.Т. “bases of 

critical and heuristic professional methods of historical science were falling 

down”154), accordТng to PešТć and RosandТć155, for the sake of daily political interests; 

adding of black books of Communism “became the norm” (KršТć, 2013:2) and 

resulted in exaggerated number of victims156; textbooks also changed (in the first 

place textbooks of history, geography and, to some extent of native language)157 as 

well as curriculums; state holidays were changed158. Vision of Serbian people as 

victims (victims of Yugoslav community, as well), fear from “tСe otСer“ (Yugo-

socТalТst beТng one of ‘otСers’) and ТmagТnary sense of danger “closed“ Serbian 

society and are even today intensely present in public discourse159. In public space 

these changes were manifested through annihilation and appropriation strategies of the 

                                                        
150 National assembly of the Republic of Serbia adopted on 21 December 2004 Law on amendments to the Law on rights of 
soldiers, military invalids and members of their families, and in 2006 Law on equation of rights of partisan and level-country 

soldiers and Law on rehabilitation, with which it proclaimed Chetnik movement (Yugoslav army in the Homeland) as liberating 

(antifascist, added by KŽ) and thereby with equal status and rights with those of the members of the PartТsan movement. 
Members of QuТslТng formatТon were legally reСabТlТtated. (PetrovТć: 2014:8,9.). TСТs process Тs stТll actТve under somewСat 
different circumstances but in the same direction. (On 5 December 2011 Law on rehabilitation was changed; In 2014 Superior 

court in Belgrade rehabilitated commandant of the Yugoslav army in the Homeland, general Dragoljub MТСaТlovТć and gave СТm 
back civil rights taken in 1946 – added K.Ž.). Additionally, two state commissions were formed (in 2009) for revision of 

СТstorТcal events tСat Сappened at tСe end and ТmmedТately after tСe World War II Тn SerbТa: State commТssТon for tСe analysТs of 
executТonal cТrcumstances Тn case of general Dragoljub-Draža MТСaТlovТća and State commТssТon for secret tombs of tСose wСo 
were kТlled from September 1944. See also: GovedarТca, 2012:177; MТloševТć, http://vimeo.com/109096288, 2014. 
151 MТloševТć (http://vimeo.com/109096288, 2014) speaks about historical path of development of relation toward antifascism 

from 90s till today. See also: RadanovТć, Тn VeselТnovТć, AtanackovТć, KlarТć eds, 2011:279. 
152 Affirming conservative ideas, required continuity with the policy before World War II and with practice of anticommunist 

forces during World War II. (Vladimir Markoví, PolТtТčko nasleđe antТfašТzma, p. 140). HТstorТan Dubravka SekulТć 
cСaracterТzes tСat concept as “antТlТberal, antТpluralТstТc, egalТtarТan, populТst, natТonal, natТonalТstТc, royalТstТc, antТeuropean, 

antТwestern Тn Тts substance, russopСТle.” (StojanovТć, http://vimeo.com/109096288, 2014). 
153  HТstorТan Srđan MТloševТć tСТs relatТon of СТstorТograpСy evaluates as “non-historic perceptТon and forgery of СТstory” 
(2014,http://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/istoricari-o-paradi-falsifikovanje-istorije/26642124.html and 

http://vimeo.com/109096288). KuljТć concludes tСat revТsТonТstТc СТstorТograpСy “served to defend new natТonalТstТc objectТves“ 
(2002:7–8).  
154 BešlТn, in PolТtТčka upotreba prošlostТ, 2013 :93,94. Historical revisionism in postyugoslav region (Istorijski revizionizam na 

postjugoslovenskom prostoru. Retreived on January 22, 2014, from  http://www.rosalux.rs/en/artikl.php?id=175 and StojanovТć 
(2014:33), Retreived on July 22, 2014 from http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/7008.pdf. 
155 PešТć, RosandТć (ed.), RatnТštvo, patrТotТzam, patrТjarСalnost, Belgrade, 1994. 
156 “AТm of tСe campaТgn of ‘revelatТon of tСe trutС’ about oppressТveness of tСe regТme after lТberatТon (wСТcС PetrovТć fТnds 
unreal in exaggeration of victims) does not mean filling the blank space of afterwar historiography and correction of proved and 
provable injustice, but dangerous modification of history which, being not founded on historical facts, above all serves for non-

scientific objectТves”, PetrovТć, 2014:10. 
157 “LogТc wСТcС antТyugoslavТsm and antТcommunТsm turns Тnto antТ-antТfascТsm passed Тnto textbooks before Тt appeared Тn 
scТentТfТc СТstorТograpСy, wСТcС Тs not tСe typТcal way.” (AgТčТć, Najbar-AgТčТć, Тn Bosto, CТpek, MТlosavljevТć ed., 2008:163). 
On tСТs topТc see Тn: RadanovТć, Сttp://lemondedТplomatТque.Сr/ekonomТja-groba/; VasТć, Vreme, 2002/614:1. For analysТs of 
SerbТan СТstory textbooks publТsСed at tСe begТnnТng of 90s of tСe last century see: StojanovТć, 
http://www.cpТ.Сr/download/lТnks/Сr/7008.pdf, 2014; KuljТć, Godišnjak гa društvenu istoriju, 2005/1–3:7). 
158 “AbolТsСed were all СolТdays constТtuted accordТng to Тmportant dates and events from World War II and fТgСt agaТnst 
Fascism which had constitutive and integratТve cСaracter Тn former SerbТa and YugoslavТa: Day of uprТsТng agaТnst FascТsm, Day 
of uprТsТng Тn SerbТa, Day of tСe RepublТc”, PetrovТć, 2014:8,9. 
159 Olga ManojlovТć PТntar, Rat Т nemТr, Тn NovostТ Тz prošlostТ, 2010:103. 

http://www.rosalux.rs/en/artikl.php?id=175
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public spaces (changed/new colors representing the emblem of a nation, flags and 

names of the streets, squares, schools, casernes, cultural institutions, kindergartens; 

cities and institutions appeared and colonized the collective consciousness and 

collective memory160) followed by the creatТon of new monuments (“to express tСe 

cСanges wТtСТn natТonal ТdentТty and values” 161). Monuments which came out as 

symbols of Partisan battle during World War II appeared frowsy and some of them 

also were moved from the public space. Although on the territory of ex-Yugoslavia 

economic, cultural and even political relations were reestablished162, heritage from the 

priod of Socialist Yugoslavia was presented “as obstacle for the wanted changes, 

SocТalТsm as "lost tТme", cause of a Сuge gap”163, Socialism (and World War II) as the 

reason of all our problems of today. State institutions164  and media165  were also 

included in certain aspects of modification of history / public discourse of Socialism.  

Consequences of revisionism and political discontinuity within Socialist 

Yugoslavia are visible in all life segments. Serbia has not been able to build 

institutions, to fortify rule of law, individual freedom, economic prosperity, social 

welfare166; as one of ‘margТnal Europeans’ (Boym, 2001:221) Serbia cannot fit into 

EU integration processes, while at the same time it cannot abandon them. 

(“EurosceptТcТsm and antТwestern vТsТons of Europe stand sТde-by-side with positive, 

                                                        
160 National assembly of the RepublТc of SerbТa voted on 24 July 1991 for “RecommendatТon for removal out of tСe names of 
towns, squares, streets, schools and cultural institutions – names of the persons responsible for great injustice done to the Serbian 
natТon”. In corpus of “great ТnjustТce” of afterwar regТme tСe document empСasТzes: “breakdown of SerbТa, Тn second Сalf of tСe 
60s, which as a consequence, along with other evils, had forced albanisation of Kosovo and Metohija, ancient center of Serbian 

statesСТp and spТrТtualТty”; “robbery of SerbТan economy, by removal of Тts factorТes” and “for economТc polТcy wСТcС worked 
agaТnst SerbТa”. Assembly also recommended for “portraТts and busts of tСose people to be removed from all publТc places”. 
161 Švob-ĐokТć, DragТćevТć ŠešТć, Тn MТloСnТć ed, 2011:36, 37. 
162 “…from trade, capТtal (Тnvestments Тn otСer ex-YU republics), through return of the former Yugoslav brands across the region 
(Kraš, Vegeta, Soko Štark, Gorenje…), attempts of publТsСers to sСare tСe market, ‘excСange’ of tourТsts, shared music scene; to 

fortunetellers, TV cСannels, realТty programs wТtС mТx partТcТpants usТng tСe versТons of a same/sТmТlar language” (JudaС, 
2009:9), CSOs and even institutions , and official ex-YU states collaborate, even Ministers of culture of Croatia, Montenegro, 

Bosnia and Herzegovina and Serbia on 28 June in Macedonia handed to the director of UNESKO common nomination of 

"Medieval tombstones - stećaks" for tСe LТst of world СerТtage. 
(http://www.b92.net/kultura/vesti.php?nav_category=1087&yyyy=2014&mm=06&dd=28&nav_id=869236). 
163 Ildiko Erdei, 2012: 162. 
164 Eg. Radio-television of Serbia, as unique media authority, presented in mid of 2002 eight episodes of documentary tv series 
‘Ravnogorska čТtanka’ based upon tСe book ‘Ravnogorska ТstorТjska čТtanka’ (Belgrade, 2001), by Uglješa KrstТć. KrstТć 
Тnterprets tСТs tv serТes as “contrТbutТon to decommunТsatТon of SerbТan past“ wСТle tСe autСor of tСe text Тs СТgСly crТtТcal. 
(GrujТčТć, Vreme, 2002/591: 12). See also: RadanovТć, Тn PetrovТć ed., 2014:146. 
165 “Newspapers competed Тn “revelatТon“ of communТst crТmes durТng and after tСe war”, PetrovТć ed., 2014:8,9. 
166 SummarТsТng developments Тn SerbТan socТety after 2000, Zagorka GolubovТć concludes tСat "today SerbТa Тs approacСТng 
'modern world' in the way that it shares the same failures of democratic principles, but in more extreme form: in totaly 
unfunctional market economy; in luck of democratic principles into new institutions; in inability to control organized crime and 

corruption; in complete absence of control of the financial capital; in non-efficacy of institutions for the protection of human and 

civil rights, especially the most deprived categories of population; in absence of control within media and organisations that 
produce hatred and intolerance" (GolubovТć 2012:87). We would lТke to add also an Тmportant presence of extreme rТgСt wТng 
(Research by Center for Southeast Europe from Munich in 2009 revealed that within the Balkans Serbia and Croatia have the 

biggest number of Fascist and Neonazist followers - IvanovТć, http://www.vesti-online.com/Vesti/Tema-dana/431553/Od-
komunizma-do-fasizma-1-Estetska-hirurgija-za-cetnike-i-ustase, VestТ, 2014), declТne of culture, reductТon of workers’ rТgСts 
and Тncrease of employers’ rТgСts, ТnstТtutТonal Тnterregnum; departure from the country by large number of young and educated 

people (On tСТs topТc see also: BalunovТć, 2015, Сttps://www.youtube.com/watcС?v=pQGH4IVF2pg,; MladenovТć, 
http://www.mojnovisad.com/vesti/kokan-mladenovic-ovoliko-zlo-mora-biti-uguseno-u-krvi-90-te-su-dosle-na-naplatu-

id2688.html, 2015; MТlТć, 2008:3).  
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normative ideal of Europe equalized with policies, values and institutions of the 

European UnТon”, ErdeТ, 2012:233).  

As we have already mentioned, one of the instruments for legitimization of 

new, state, СТstorТcal narratТves Тs educatТonal system. “Traditional educational system 

is still dominant in Serbia. Within positivistic paradigm it is based on the idea that 

there are certain parts of knowledge, which should be transferred to each new 

generation. In that process pupil is relatively passive, and school is institution for 

transfer of knowledge by teachers to the pupils.” (MТlutТnovТć, 2003:89). Teaching 

tradition sees history as being uniformed and is focused on tranfering uniformed 

answers and interpretations preferred by the teacher, who, as our research shows, 

strives to follow ideological attitude favored by the dictated textbooks 167 . Since 

textbooks are authorized by the state Ministry, it can only be concluded that they 

articulate position of the current authorities.  

AltСougС “textbooks alone are not responsible for national stereotypes as their 

revТsТon cannot elТmТnate etСnocentrТc or natТonalТstТc ТnterpretatТons of tСe past” 

(Koulouri, in Koulouri ed., 2001:15) they are among the most important means of 

shaping national identity and historical awareness 168 . Ideology changes – from 

Marxist to nationalistic – are omplemenyed within textbooks since the beginning of 

90s (1991/1992). “WТtС keepТng Тn secret ТntegratТve Тdeas and Yugoslav project169 

Serbian past stays unexplained and incorrectly represented, and two-times formation 

of Yugoslavia in the 20th century, as well as its two bloody destructions stay subject to 

political instrumentalТsatТon”, states StojanovТć. 170 

(http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/7008.pdf, 2014:38, 43). 

Changes within textbooks are not equalized with the changes in actual 

teaching. In case of learning about the history of Socialism it is questionable how 

much the changes in the textbooks are relevant. Reason is quite banal. Namely, 

                                                        
167 Insight into situation within the history teaching in schools we acquired through conversation with professors of history (non-

structured interviews) during their visits to the Museum of Yugoslav history in 2012. 
168 In Serbia, according to findings by the Group for creative economy in 2013 there were about 80 publishers with licence for 

publishing the textbooks. Though it is not easy to obtain licence the stated number of publishers appeared within relatively short 

period of 10 years how much passed from demonopolisation of this sector (until that year right on textbooks publishing in Serbia 
had only the state Institute for textbook publishing and teaching aids, constituted in 1957.). Retreived on April 15, 2015, from 

http://www.kreativnaekonomija.net/izdavanje-udzbenika-srbiji-kulturni-prosvetitelji-raljama-institucionalnih-praznina/#more-

6267.  
169 Derogation of the importance of Yugoslav orientation was followed by excluding from the textbooks phenomena that marked 

desТntegratТonal processes (…) students wТll not be able to properly contextualТze ТnformatТons tСat remТned. (StojanovТć, 
http://www.cpi.hr/download/links/hr/7008.pdf, 2014:38). 
170 WТtСТn wТder analysТs of СТstorТcal textbooks Тn SerbТa StojanovТć fТnds tСat tСe result of tСeТr dТscourse Тs “mytСТcal, anti- 
historical perception of the period in which time does not flow, but Тs reduced to eternal presence or eternal return of tСe same” 
and “development of paranoТd model of СТstorТcal awareness tСat may provТde solТd base for Сatred and contempt toward tСe 
neighbouring nations, whereby possibilities for further dТsagreements, conflТcts and revenges stay permanently open.” 
(StojanovТć, Сttp://www.cpТ.Сr/download/lТnks/Сr/7008.pdf, 2014:38, 43). 
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besides the fact that teachers change their working habits pretty slowly, our research 

shows that most of the teachers do not teach at all lessons related to the period of 

Socialism. As for the curriculum, these lessons are supposed to be taught at the end of 

the eight i.e. third /fourth grades of vocational high schools or gymnasiums. Since that 

is the end of final years of certain schooling cycles, professors then, as they say, 

endeavoring to make the end of the year easier for the students (they are followed by 

preparations for qualification exams for the next schooling phase) decide to omit this 

matter.  

 

4.1.2. Formal education system in the post-socialist Serbia 

 

Even 67% of research participants (research conducted in 2010, with adult 

Serbian citizens) said that most part of their knowledge about history comes from 

school171. If we compare this answer with the one which says that 82% of them are 

not familiar with history, then it may be concluded that most of them did not learn 

anything from history in school. Since we consider history being, both, topic and tool 

(“a broad set of resources for studyТng everyday cultures Тn tСe past and a broad set of 

techniques for thinking about СТstorТcal experТence and representatТon Тn tСe present.” 

M. Pickering, 2008:13) we consider those findings alarming and a sign that 

communТty Сas to fТnd addТtТonal ‘tools’ for learnТng about СТstory – in the best 

traditions of critical thinking.  

Owing to “slow and СesТtant reform process (wСТcС does not gТve 

opportunities to schools to organize activities using resources of their surrounding), 

absence of active communication between museums and schools (which would allow 

teachers insight into contents of the collections and show them the possibilities that 

they offer within the learning process); inability of teachers (who are not creators but 

only realizers of the program) to improve the learning process; absence of space in 

museums (needed for this type of cooperation); absence of material and financial 

resources for realТsatТon of sucС programs,”172 potential of the museum as a partner of 

the institutions of formal education in Serbia is not recognized. In the course of 

communication, curators and directors of regional museums spoke about indifference 

                                                        
171 Sanja PatrovТć TodosТjevТć, Тn: NovostТ Тz prošlostТ 2010:64. 
172 Vesna MТlТć (Тn tСe tТme of wrТtТng tСТs text MТćТć was responsible for educational programs in the Museum of contemporary 

art Тn Belgrade), Muzejske zbТrke kao udžbenТcТ, Тn: Muzejske zbТrke Т Тzložbe kao resursТ okruženja u nastavТ, 2008:8. 
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of the teachers, about complete preparation of school classes by the museum,s as 

eventual factor of any type of cooperation. (data from the research to be added) 173 

If we would like to consider regional museums in Serbia as such resources we 

could only rely on a fragile notion of the current policy in the field of education in 

SerbТa (we refer to Тt as ‘fragТle’ due to many cСanges educatТonal polТcy Тn SerbТa 

had in the last 25 – years, and the context of Serbia where laws usually are not 

realized in practice, making us unsure how long the actual one is going to be 

supported). 

Current scСool reform Тn SerbТa Тs СeadТng “to tСe dТrectТon tСat wТll enable 

teachers to accomplish their tasks more creatively and more independently, with using 

potentТals of tСeТr surroundТngs.” (Vesna MТlТć, Muzejske zbТrke kao udžbenТcТ, Тn 

Muzejske zbТrke Т Тzložbe kao resursТ okruženja u nastavТ, 2008:7) Law on basТcs of 

education (62/03, 64/03, 58/04 I 62/04) anticipates for the school curriculum, besides 

obligatory and optional (civil education and religious studies), to have facultative part 

too, wСТcС Тncludes subjects tСat would satТsfy students’ Тnterests accordТng to 

scСools’ capacТtТes (ArtТcle 69) and tСeТr contents and actТvТtТes (ArtТcle 73). “TСe 

Тdea Тs to make Тmage of tСe scСool, Т.e. sometСТng tСat we may call Тts “ТdentТty 

card”, on tСe basТs of tСat facultatТve part. It would comprТse subjects created by tСe 

school, contents of which may be challenging for students, as well as a differentiating 

sТgn of tСe scСool.” (OlТvera NožТnТć, IstorТja umetnostТ u školskom programu X 

gТmnazТje “MТСajlo PupТn” u Beogradu, Тn Muzejske zbТrke Т Тzložbe kao resursТ 

okruženja u nastavТ, 2008:8). In tСe gТven context and Тn cТrcumstances of existing 

positions of museums in Serbia, museums stay unrecognized as partners in the 

process of learning by the institutions of formal education.  

Additional aspects are concerning museums as resources for lifelong learning. 

Having in mind the data about the visitation of the Serbian museum, families, as well, 

do not see them in that context.  

 

4.1.3. European and international Authorized Heritage Discourse  

Although very often contextualized only through its economic position 

(heritage tourism as tool for sustainable development of the communities economic 

                                                        
173 On invitation by National museum in Kragujevac, sent to more than 30 primary and secondary schools in Kragujevac, for 

organized students visits, at the price of 100 din per year, 10 din per exhibition, only one primary school responded. (Students do 
not want to go to museums even for the price of 10 dinars, 22.10.2015., http://rs.n1info.com/a102609/Vesti/Kultura/Izlozbe-

Kragujevac-Djaci-ne-zele-u-muzej-ni-za-10-dinara.html) 
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rationalism and financial crises led museums to not being able to rely on state as 

stable and the only, sufficient, source of funding 174 ) the world of heritage and 

museums transcends the state policies by its political and ideological nature. 

Instrumentalized by the states, even when with the most progressive intentions 

(museums, among otСer ТnstТtutТons of culture, are “cСarged wТtС workТng to delТver 

government agendas, and funding was made avaТlable for tСem to do so.” Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007:8)175  museums are relying on the legal solutions that have to be 

Тntroduced by tСe state tСat would allow cultural professТonals to resТst “wСen 

politicians have the audacity to attempt to influence what is being supported and what 

Тs not.”176  Heritage affairs at the highest level are largely conducted through agencies 

of the United Nations, in particular UNESCO, and other international bodies (ICOM - 

International Council of Museums, ICOMOS - International Council on Monuments 

and Sites) and regional institutions (the Council of Europe and the European Union), 

tСeТr lТmТtatТons beТng “lack of common ТnternatТonal vТsТon, dТffТculty of enforcТng 

ТnternatТonal standards, 'EurocentrТcТty'” XY (xy:275/276).  

UNESCO alone Тs crТtТcТzed for “attrТbutТng Тtself tСe autСorТty wСТcС Тs 

reinforced/operated trough the connection/collaboration with the national 

governments of tСe member/sТgnatures states” (L. SmТtС 2006:101) 177, “promotТng 

concepts of ownership and property wСТcС assumes a rТgСt of possessТon” (Carman, 

2005), for “tСe contТnuous dТscursТve use of tСe pСrase ‘tСe cultural sТgnТfТcance’, 

wСТcС reduces tСe pluralТty of cultural values and meanТngs to tСe sТngular” (Waterton 

et al. 2006), “reТnforcТng tСe sense Тn which the cultural values associated with a place 

                                                        
174 Diversifying sources of financing does make a work of the museum more demanding but, on the other hand, gives them a 

feeling of independency. Most institutions in Europe, America, Australia etc. live on a mix of public, corporate and individual 
support. Even in Germany, where culture has traditionally been seen as the responsibility of the state, the climate is getting 

harsher. The main museums in Berlin are now expected to raise at least 8.5% of their annual operating budget in ticket sales and 

sponsorship. Almost half of the budget of the museums goes to staff alone. Temples of delight, Economist, Dec 21st 2013, 
http://www.economist.com/news/special-report/21591707-museums-world-over-are-doing-amazingly-well-says-fiammetta-

rocco-can-they-keep#! 
175 As the examples one can see how the Labour government policies in Britain, and particularly England, since 1997 insisting on 
central position of education in museums were developed and implemented (in Hooper-Greenhill, 2007; Bellamy and 

Oppenheim eds, 2009; E.Hein, 1998: 9); policies of the Danish Agency for Culture focus on creating the framework for 

museums to continue to take on new roles in society including learning (Winther, Thorek Jensen, in Brændholt Lundgaard and 
Thorek Jensen eds. 2013:5; Brændholt Lundgaard, ibid:12; Thorek Jensen, ibid: 28); the work of the American Association of 

Museums' Task Force on Museum Education that in 1992 issued a landmark report Excellence and Equity: Education and the 

Public Dimension of Museums tСat affТrmed ‘Museums perform tСeТr most fruТtful publТc servТce by provТdТng an educatТonal 
experience in the broadest sense: by fostering the ability to live productively in a pluralistic society and to contribute to the 

resolutТon of tСe cСallenges we face as global cТtТzens.’ (Hein,1998: 8,9). Even troubled South Africa, realized the role of the 

museums in the community and since 1990s developed the documents that have shifted the emphasis to the role of museums as 
agents of social change (Draft National Museums Policy, https://www.westerncape.gov.za/assets/departments/cultural-affairs-

sport/draft_national_museum_policy.pdf :18/19) 
176 Friis Møller wries about ‘tСe arm’s lengtС principle in UK that ensures the independence of arts and culture / professional 
knowledge, from political influence, developed as “tСe response to tСe use of art and culture Тn tСe totalТtarТan regТmes of tСe 
1930s and 40s culminating in World War II.”  (in Brændholt Lundgaard and Thorek Jensen eds, 2013:227) 
177 Convention and the World Heritage Committee assesses and determines their suitability for listing. The Committee is elected 
from the State Parties to the Convention, and representatives from organizations such as ICOMOS, and the International Centre 

for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of Cultural Property (ICCROM) offer advice to the Committee. 
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or object can be captured and frozen” (Handler 2003:363)  etc. TСe World HerТtage 

List (operated by UNESCO since 1972) is a process of meaning making – it identifies 

and defines which heritage places are globally significant. It gives the legitimacy of 

Western European cultural narratТves and values and “creates a cultural and dТscursТve 

climate in which certain values and ideologies become universally important and 

meaningful in defining cultural development and cСange.” (L. SmТtС, 2006:99)178. 

Although the World Heritage Committee launched the Global Strategy for a 

Representative, Balanced and Credible World Heritage List in 1994179 in 2015 it still 

primarily legitimizes Western European (capitalist) notions of aesthetic and national 

ТdentТty as ‘Тmportant, for all tСe peoples of tСe world’ (preamble): of tСe 802 lТsted 

cultural sТgСts 48 percent are located Тn European countrТes. TСe sТtes lТsted “tend to 

emphasize the tangibility of heritage and especially those that speak to grand 

narratives and elitist architecture, including cathedrals, castles and palaces, being 

over-represented.” (L. SmТtС, 2006, 98)180. Not one of them is related to the period of 

Communism / Socialism. Australia's Sydney Opera House, a very new building (only 

opened in 1973), making it to World Heritage in 2007 (only meeting criteria (i) of the 

6 points of the Cultural Heritage List) is a prove that the contemporary cultural 

heritage, even if exceptionally, can find its way to the List if complying with 

UNESCO-s authorized heritage discourse.  

Within the building blocks of the (favorited) Western European identity we 

found that its relation to communism (and socialism) of a great significance. While 

some analysts would state that Europe is ‘fТrst antТcommunТst and tСen antТfascТst’ 

(FТlТp BalunovТć), tСat Тts vТew on СТstory Тs revТsТonТst (Srđan MТloševТć, ……) we 

would go as far as stating that its demonization of Communism is a form of defense 

of the preferred ideology and economic system. Resolution of the Parliamentary 

Assembly of the Council of Europe underlines European anti-communist identity (in 

1996 Resolution on measures to dismantle the heritage of former communist 

                                                        
178 The global study carried out by ICOMOS, regarding the period from 1987 to 1993 and revealed that Europe, historic towns 

and relТgТous monuments, CСrТstТanТty, СТstorТcal perТods and ‘elТtТst’ arcСТtecture (Тn relatТon to vernacular) were over-

represented on tСe World HerТtage LТst; wСereas, all lТvТng cultures, and especТally ‘tradТtТonal cultures’, were underrepresented; 
concluding that reasons for the gaps fall into two main categories: structural – relating to the World Heritage nomination process, 

and to managing and protecting cultural properties; and qualitative – relating to the way properties are identified, assessed and 

evaluated. http://whc.unesco.org/en/globalstrategy/ 
179 In 1994, the World Heritage Committee launched the Global Strategy for a Representative, Balanced and Credible World 

Heritage List. Its aim is to ensure that the List reflects the world's cultural and natural diversity of outstanding universal value i.e. 

to dТversТfy tСe World HerТtage LТst and make Тt balanced and representatТve of tСe world’s СerТtage. New categorТes for World 
Heritage sites have also been promoted: cultural landscapes, itineraries, industrial heritage, deserts, coastal-marine and small-

island sites. The World Heritage Committee has recently decided to limit the number of nominations that can be presented by 

each State Party. http://whc.unesco.org/en/globalstrategy/ 
180 National narratives of certain countries are far more present than of the others: Italy with 51, Spain - 44, Germany -40 and 

France 41 listings.  
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totalitarian regimes181, in 2006 Resolution on need for condemnation of crimes in 

totalitarian communist regimes 182 ), wСТle, for Тnstance, verdТct for “all forms of 

unjustified violence against people, done in the past, failed; colonial violence done for 

centurТes dТd not Сave any formal condemnatТon (even not dТsapruval).” 183 Within 

official, contemporary discourse of European identity building communist 

totalitarianism is identified with totalitarianism of Nazism and Fascism184, and seen as 

homogenous (socialism not recognized, communism in different countries not 

contextualized, in the public discourse contemporary politics of certain EU countries 

– say Sweden – not related to the values of socialism). Given the global geopolitical 

context and the dominance by the Western world in controlling communication and 

information systems, we can not except the acceptance of a revalorization of the 

values of socialism to happen any time in the near future, leaving the heritage of 

SocТalТsm beТng even furtСer from tСe ‘СerТtage consТderatТon’ tСan tСose of ‘tСТrd 

world countrТes’. Understanding those heritage values as internationally 

institutionalized it becomes clearer where does Serbian state (Ministry of Culture as a 

signatory of international heritage related conventions) and, consequently, museums, 

find the reassurance for their relation to the cultural heritage of Socialism.185  

 

4.1.4. Transitional discourse of the Museums in Serbia (1989 – 2006/07) 

 

Since the 80s, in most of the western world and in the more affluent parts of 

the developing world, museums become places of popular debate, centres of lifelong 

learning – a part of (newer wider) educational infrastructure (including schools, 

libraries, media, non-profits)186, concerned with the actual life of the community, 

covering broadened range of subjects, where children go for sleepovers; museum 

                                                        
181  Resolution 1096 (1996) on measures to dismantle the heritage of former communist totalitarian systems, 

http://assembly.coe.int/main.asp?Link=/documents/adoptedtext/ta96/ eres1096.htm 
182  Resolution 1481 (2006) Need for international condemnation of crimes of totalitarian communist regimes, 
http://assembly.coe.int/Mainf.asp?link=/Documents/AdoptedText/ ta06/Eres1481.htm 
183 Srđan MТloševТć, in: Dr. MomТr SamardžТć, Mr. MТlТvoj BešlТn, Srđan MТloševТć eds., 2013:18 
184 For example the open call for the strand Europe for Citizens - European remembrance of tСe European CommТssТon: “TСТs 
strand supports activities inviting reflection on European cultural diversity and on common values. It aims to finance projects 

reflecting on causes of totalitarian regimes in Europe's modern history (especially, but not exclusively, Nazism that led to the 

Holocaust, Fascism, StalТnТsm and totalТtarТan communТst regТmes) and to commemorate tСe vТctТms of tСeТr crТmes.” 
http://eacea.ec.europa.eu/europe-for-citizens/strands/european-remembrance_en) 
185 As the example one could use Council of Europe Framework Convention on the Value of Cultural Heritage for Society, Faro. 

It was ratified by Serbia in October 2005 (for details about the Convention see Heritage and beyond, Council of Europe 
Publishing, Strasbourg Cedex, 2008). It is curious that none of the Conventions main concepts were understood as motivator for 

active protection and collection of the Cultural Heritage of Socialism. The only conclusion is that the heritage from this period, if 

not Тnterpreted as antТcommunТst, can’t be contextualТzed as European – and that it is well understood by the Serbian 
government. 
186 John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000. 
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education philosophies have been influenced by the deschooling movement,187 and 

inspired by child-centred teaching philosophies and discovery learning strategies188 

(which have remained in use in museums long after they had been overturned in 

schools); tСeТr audТence was growТng due to “tСe rТse of tСe sСare of people wСo are 

going on to higher education, governments that want their countries to be regarded as 

culturally sophisticated and a growing middle class (...), city fathers, urban planners, 

media, and rich people being championing them; young people recognized them as a 

source of sometСТng autСentТc and ТntrТguТng” 189 . Although witnessing a rapid 

growth in interest in museum learning190 some theoreticians are of the opinion that the 

unique educational potential of museums is still not realized. Extensive research 

conducted by Hooper-Greenhill shows that the barriers to the realisation of this power 

are “Тn aspects of museum culture tСat, even today, margТnalТses educatТonal 

work”191.  

Period of the most intensive changes of world museums towards the new 

museology and implementation of new findings related to learning and pedagogy in 

museums192 - was, for Serbia, period of political and economic failures, turbulences 

and instability (this process was initiated in the 80s of the last century). Serbia goes 

through the devastating transition period (changes of the ideology and economical 

system were happening during war, hyperinflation, decomposition of the country), 

quality of education is devalued, middle class destroyed; new authorities do not 

recognize importance of culture, and heritage for them is only political tool serving to 

maintain unique territory (protection of monastery in Kosovo). 

Even after breaking of Socialist Yugoslavia museums in Serbia continue 

following trends in the society: in the nineties (period of global crisis in the country) 

                                                        
187 Friere, 1972; Illich, 1973. 
188 Harrison, 1950, 1970; Marcouse, 1961; Winstanley, 1967. 
189 “Museums are doing amazingly well. Since adaptation of the Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity of UNESCO in 

2011 even the counter terrorism strategies recognised importance of museums and started funding exhibitions and projects to 

promote cross-cultural understandТng.” Temples of delight, Economist, 2013, http://www.economist.com/news/special-
report/21591707-museums-world-over-are-doing-amazingly-well-says-fiammetta-rocco-can-they-keep#!). 
190 “Due to tСe growtС Тn tСe Тmportance of culture and tСe arts wТtСТn society generally, the creative economy, young people are 

spending more of their time on the internet, encouraging a greater engagement with learning, museums lie outside the formal 
educatТon sector”, Kate Bellamy and Carey OppenСeТm, ed. LearnТng to LТve - Museums, young people and education, Institute 

for Public Policy Research and National Museum Directors' Conference 2009:22. 
191 Hooper-Greenhill et al., 2004d: 38; Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:189.  
192 From tСe 1970s on tСe museums’ educatТonal ТntensТfТes Тn USA; education undergoes transformations provoked by new 

pedagogic trends; educators begin to consider museums as extensions of the school, stimulating the emergence of an educational 

sector in museums; three-grade classification is widely accepted: formal, non-formal and Тnformal educatТon. In tСe 80s “New 
museology “ becomes Тndependent scТentТfТc dТscТplТne; publТc budgets are used for restoratТon and foundatТon of new museums 
(as the effect of development of cultural tourism in Germany, France, Great Britain, Holand, Italy and Belgium); the pedagogical 

method by Paulo Freire is put forward (after the Santiago Round Table Declaration, May 1972). See: Judite Santos Primo, To 
think museology today, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia No 27 – 2007:75; A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:33, 34;  J. Milutinoví, 2003: 
39 
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national museum crisis is happening, characterized by passivity but also by 

devastation of a number of museums193. From “agТtprop of tСe tСТrd YugoslavТa“194 

Serbia experiences change of the state regime, labelled as democratic (political 

developments in 2000) - it animates civil and expert energy. Politicians, museum 

people (intellectuals, NGO sector), as proved, were not able to rise to the task: 

museum scene is Serbia was reviving,195 but it turned out that the noticed indicators of 

advancement196 were individual; small number of results was only initiative of certain 

subjects wСo “Тndependently apply modern, strategТc solutТons and ТnnovatТve 

instruments of contemporary cultural polТcy” (KrТvošejev, 2011:312).  

It Тs general opТnТon tСat museums Тn tСТs perТod “were greatly neglected” by 

tСe state (KrТvošejev, 2011:308). DetaТled analyses sСow also otСer causes for bad 

condition of museums in Serbia at the beginning of second decade of the 21st century: 

‘practice of the previous system (in which museums represented one of the powerful 

tools of the ruling ideology), the uncertainty of the transition, the age structure of 

professionals and the problem of institutionalized learning about new theory and 

practТce.’ (V. KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć, American Journal of Tourism 

Management, 2014/3/1B, http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.04.html) 

We tend to interpret this situation differently. Being used to decisive, 

strategically focused founder, who recognizes role of the museum as promotion of 

personal ideas and, for example, advancement of communal life (socialist state) – 

museum people were not inclined to develop capacities which would enable them to 

be active subjects of the community. Besides settled emancipatory theoretical bases of 

‘socТalТst museums’ tСat referred to state`s endeavours Тn tСat dТrectТon (tСougС from 

the position of ideological discourse and one-party political system), museums were 

not able to build an authentic voice. Such museums, regional ones, enter the transition 

period. State of crucial changes (not only changes of ideology, of economic and social 

system, but also decomposition of the state, drastic economic crisis and wars) as well 

as newly-formed national state, did not recognize museums as active partners within 

                                                        
193 V. KrТvošejev, 2011:305-308 
194 ĐukТć DojčТnovТć V., Tranzicione kulturne politike, xy:43. 
195 Stated arguments as well as events in the field of museology that we witnessed from 2010 to 2105 do not give basis for 

statement by KrТvošejev – that it is possible to talk about “tСe begТnnТng of new national expansion of museums, as the pretty late 
reaction on European and world “museum boom“”. (V. KrТvošejev, 2011:312) 
196 Expert meetings and seminars on different topics were organized more regularly (from conservation and protection, through 

issues of defining non-material heritage, to the challenges of museum exhibitions, digitalization of heritage, connection of 
heritage and tourism etc.); Museum society of Serbia, National center for digitalisation, Central institute for conservation are 

founded; publishing is also active; several new permanent exhibitions are realized; organization of European museum night 

begТns (see: V. KrТvošejev, 2011, 209-314); state shows intentions for strategic activity (it organizes meeting Kulturna politika u 
oblasti kulturnog nasleđa i transformacija institucija / Cultural politics within the field of cultural heritage and transformation of 

institutions in 2009). These activities are result of the engagement of public, private and non-governmental sector. 
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changes of cultural, political, economic and value system of the community, but at the 

same tТme tСey dТd not ‘forget’ tСem. WТll of tСe founder was obvТous Тn pre-

registration of museums / change of their names and conceptions (the most 

transparent example was abolishment of museums of National liberation battle197) and 

lesser number of newly-founded museums. There were no permanent initiatives by 

the side of Ministry of Serbian culture 198 , and its failures – within the field of 

legislation199, (absence) of strategy, wrong operative decisions, cultural partisation200 

– give us sufficient material to think not only about incapacities of the institutions but 

also about the continuance of the museum instrumentalization – with new tools, in 

new circumstances, and for needs of the new state ideology. Therefore, we cannot say 

tСat museums were ‘neglected by tСe founders’, but ratСer, beТng used to ‘quasТ-self-

management’ (possТbТlТty of all employees` participation into management, but 

without division of responsibility) and in firm framework of precise state ideology 

(and policy), they were missing transformation capacities in new circumstances – they 

were not able to recognize new discourse of the founder  and to find its support in 

community (instead of looking for the support in politics).  

The most adequate term for the stated circumstances perhaps would be 

‘transТtТonal dТscourse of museums’. TСТs dТscourse Тs cСaracterТzed by attempts to 

recognize non-transparent policy and strategy of the founder (directors of institutions 

were forced to find a way to understand untransparent priorities of their founders – in 

case of our research: local self-government – to be able to better position their 

institution in relation to available budget resources), self-censoring, acting only after 

reaching internal political agreement (analaysis show that successful museum 

directors were members of ruling parties or they were in close, even friendly relations 

with the ruling parties).201   

We partly agree, tСougС, wТtС KrТvošejev, tСat engagement of tСe state Тs 

necessary for tСe systematТc museum cСange (KrТvošejev: “necessarТly desТgned state 
                                                        
197 In 1990 'Muzej revolucije' in Novi Sad becomes 'Istorijski muzej Vojvodine', 'Muzej NOB-a in Vranje' – becomes 'Narodni 

muzej Vranje', 'Muzej revolucije' and 'Muzej 25. Maj' in Belgrade are merged into 'Muzej istorije Jugoslavije'. (V. KrТvošejev, 
2011:306)  
198 The only continually present is trend of devastation, i.e. wrong doings within the field of heritage and museums – result of this 

is state's understanding of heritage as being only church monuments on the territory of Kosovo and Metohija.  
199 Museum activity is still based on legal acts introduced during the first half of the 90s. Law on culture was brought in 2009 due 
to missing (complementary) laws and sub-legal acts i.e. absence of political will; they were never applied, i.e. only certain 

provisions were applied to some cases. 
200 Activities of the Ministry are completely politicaly instrumentalized: from 2001 to 2008 four ministers of culture were 
changed, and with each replecement (even when previous and new minister were from the same party) activities of the Ministry 

started from the very beginning. State was organized by division of sections among parties of the ruling coalition. In such 

division Ministry of culture was ‘consolation prize’ and so was losing the potencial power of the Ministry lead by the most 
powerful party in the country (economy, army etc.), nomination of directors etc.  
201 (data from the research to be added) 
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ТnterventТon” 202 ). Our partial agreement comes from understanding the obvious 

sТtuatТon: founder, wТtСТn cСange of ‘orТentatТon’ tСat Тs needed to be operatТonalТzed 

at all levels of the system, continues to give (however minimal) basic resources for 

functioning of the institutions, he does not impose priorities, and with that, we think, 

among the rest, he leaves a space for action, i.e. gives possibilities to agile museum 

people to introduce changes that may influence advancement of the museum practice. 

A great deal of tСese ‘cСanges’ Тs not related to fТnances: enСancement of standards 

within, for instance, treatment of the existing material, maintenance of practice within 

contemporary collecting, based on donations, communication with the community 

and making the resources available – are only some of the possible aspects.203 Active 

participation of museums into consideration of new circumstances in community 

failed too. General impression is that museum people, endeavouring to keep their 

acquТred posТtТons, decТded to ‘be sТlent, Т.e. secure’ – they were passive and did not 

show any interest for possible (in the world already actualized) museum roles (this 

included non-Тnterest for tСe publТc / we would add ‘a fear’ from tСe publТc, 

negligence of actual topics in surrounding etc.). Unfortunately, later analyses showed 

that such inactivity largely went beyond the field of their public work, for instance 

absence of data about contents of the collections, inactivity related to the creation of 

opportunities for acquirement of new knowledge and experience etc. 

Founder (state/local self-management) in the section of museum, with its 

attТtude, at least ‘subconscТously’, tested tСe lТmТts of possТble ТnstrumentalТzatТon of 

ТnstТtutТons, under tСe veТl of ‘neglТgence’ (wТtС ‘subconscТous’ Сere we refer to 

immanent characteristic of the state as a founder). SucС ‘paralyzed’ museums perСaps 

were Тn tСe posТtТon of ‘lesser damage’. As well as tСe professТon of educatТon, for 

instance, which did not have any reaction on trends of historical revisionism i.e. it 

allowed for them to be actively included in textbooks and curriculums, museums and 

museum profession did not participate in public discourse of changes of identity 

polТcТes. WТtСТn tСey ‘sТlent work’, tСoug, revТsТonТsm was done.204 Priority was given 

                                                        
202 It is indicative that similar tendency – showing negligence of basic museum activities for the sake of scientific work – was 

notТced even at tСe begТnnТng of 60s (“VulgarТsatТon of tСe conceptТon of scТence often serves as a cover for neglТgence of 
professional work in museums, and thus happens an absurd situation that somebody engaged with science has no tТme for СТs 
professТon“, NТkolТć M, MuzejТ, 1962/15:98), as well as at tСe begТnnТng of 70s of tСe 20tС century (HasanagТć E., BТlten 
Zajednice muzeja Srbije, 1971/1:7, 16-17).  
203 Museums, for instance, did not cooperate with newly-founded NGOs, their space and material were unavailable for civil 
initiatives, and in one moment even for researchers (especially foreign researchers). This situation had been slowly changing 

only after 2007/2008. 
204 As the most visible public display of historical revisionism we take exСТbТtТon “U Тme naroda” (‘In tСe name of people’) 
opened in Historical museum of Serbia in April 2014 (see reviews on http://pescanik.net/profesionalci/, http://pescanik.net/wp-

content/PDF/kucateroraumuzejurevolucije.pdf, 
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to some other, formerly neglected, historical topics205, collecting of the recent history 

was abolished. As time proved, it created space for the revision of history of Serbia 

during the Second World War and in he period of socialism. 

According to our research, relation of museums in Serbia toward socialist 

heritage from the period of decomposition of Yugoslavia till the end of 2013 (based 

on tСe “models of strategy and monument polТcy applТed Тn dТfferent pСases of tСe 

postsocТalТst transТtТon” ТdentТfТed by DragТćevТć ŠešТć (Сttp://rcТ.mТrovni-

ТnstТtut.sТ/Docs/ASO%202010%20SesТc.pdf) resembles tСe models of ‘antТculture’ 

and ‘culturalТzatТon’ (ТbТd.). We would say that it saturates to quiet hostility and 

destructТon based on supportТng ‘organТzed oblТvТon’, strategy of ‘ТgnorТng tСe otСer’ 

and ‘de-contextualТzatТon’ (ŠešТć). We base tСТs conclusТon on tСe fact tСat none of 

Museums that have responded to our questionnaire have strategy for collecting and no 

plan to systematically protect cultural heritage of socialism; (data from the research to 

be added) of museums participating in our research do not have materials from the 

period of Socialism in their collections or have no systematized overview of it 

(altСougС tСey claТm tСat tСey are coverТng tСe СТstorТcal perТod ‘tТll tСe present day’), 

those with the permanent exhibition mention period of Socialism only by mistake 

(Jagodina) or are keeping parts of the permanent exhibitions related to the period of 

socialism (remainings of the old, first, permanent exhibitions made during the period 

of socialism - Leskovac) that are closed for the public etc. 

 

 

4.1.5. Museums in Serbia, post-transition (since 2007) 

 

Newly-founded, independent Serbia, from the time of economic crisis in 2008 

(untТl tСТs year “Тts economТc Тncrease went faster than average of the countries of 

central-east Europe and tСe Balkans”) begТns to lag, “wСТcС means tСat tСe crТsТs Тs 

serТous”, and not only economТc crТsТs, but, as economТc analysТst MТjat LakТćevТć 

states, what is even more important, the crisis of not understanding the reasons for the 

existing situation (Mijat LakТćevТć206). Failure of the expected democratization of 

                                                                                                                                                               
http://www.danas.rs/dodaci/uploaddocumentsdodaci2013biltenpdf/izlozbom_u_ime_naroda_protiv_radnicke_klase.1117.html?n

ews_id=287149, http://www.pogledi.rs/poslednje-poruke-zrtava-komunТsta/). New permanent exСТbТtТon Тn Museum Тn Šabac, 
opened Тn November 2015, uses tСe ‘sТlent revТsТonТst strategy’ as otСer permanent exСТbТtТons: antТ-antifascist status was not 
thansparently underlined but is implemented through the elements of the permanent exhibition 

(https://www.facebook.com/notes/marko-gavrТlovТć/prТvatТzacТja-istorije-ili-istorija-bolesti/10153136384710718).  
205 See arguments by V. KrТvošejev (2011:307).  
206 LakТćevТć, MТjat. (2015). Apatija u Beogradu. Retrieved December 21, 2015, from http://www.mijatlakicevic.com/apatija-u-

beogradu 
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2000s was verified with the political changes in 2012. Symbolic balance of the 

previous period in culture was presented by closure of National and Museum of 

contemporary art in Belgrade 207  for decades. During the first decade of the 20th 

century no museum is opened within municipalities and towns in Serbia (what 

happened even in the tough 90s208). 

Nevertheless comparative evaluation of cultural practices of the Serbian 

citizens and citizens of the EU done by Mr. CvetТčanТn and Ms. MТlankova sСows tСat 

the level of participation in cultural activities of the Serbian citizens is on European 

average.209 WСat researcСes fТnd ‘beСТnd’ tСe numbers Тs ТndТfference and apatСy (Тn 

MartТnovТć, 2009:41) Т.e. status quo where both – visitors and museums – are 

(un)satТsfТed, one wТtС tСe offer and tСe otСer wТtС reactТon to tСe offer (CvetТčanТn or 

Mr. Kraguljac).210 Dominant perception of the community is that museums are closed 

institutions211 that show no awareness of the need of accountability to the community 

and the public212. Museums, on their part, mostly simplify founder`s requirement for 

larger number of visitors. Luck of understanding is demonstrated through basic 

documentation of the visitors numbers: just (data from the research to be added) of 

analysed museums have accurate data of the number of visitors, while only one keeps 

the accurate data on the structure of visitors, no one analyses that structure as the 

imput for the further strategy.213 Published research, though, gives us the opportunity 

to look at this situation from a wider perspective214. 

                                                        
207 National museum was closed due to restoration in 2003, and Museum of contemporary art in 2007. Serbian historical museum 
does ot have its own building or permanent exhibition (though its conditions are constantly improving since 2005) etc. 
208 “New museum institutions were opened in Priboj (1990), Aleksandrovac (1992), ́uprТja (1993) and Gornji Milanovac 

(1994). Museum collection, as part of local cultural center was formed in Koceljevo. Certain collections became independent 
museum institutions: in ParaćТn (1990), PrТjepolje (1991) and Bačka Palanka (1997), museum section of Bor Museum of mining 

in Majdanpek bacame independent institution (1998). Museum 'Jadra' in Loznica, founded as independent institution in 1999 
became part of local cultural centre. Gallery of Milena PavlovТć BarТlТ was separated from National museum in Požarevac.” (V. 

KrТvošejev, 2011:306) 
209 Researchers compared results of their findings in Serbia with results of researchers conducted at the request of European 
Commission in 2002 and 2003 and results of EUROSTAT research “European Cultural Values“ from 2007. TСey concluded tСat 
interviewees in Serbia, during the research conducted in  2010, had frequently gave socially desireable answers that is they were 

exaggerating in terms of volume of their visits to galleries and museums. The volume in 2005 was  25% and in  2010 was 36% - 
that is more than in Romania, Bulgary, Spain, France (2005) but also more than in Slovenia, Austria, Germany, Hungary (data 

from 2010.). Beyond the Serbian volume in 2010 were only Czech Republic, Great Britain and Sweden. (Cvetičanin, Milankov, 

2011:96, 97, 82, chart 125). 
210 Đukić Dojčinović, takes Тt furtСer statТng tСat “museums beТng wТdely Тgnored by tСe audТence” fТndТng tСe reason for tСat Тn 
muzeum’s sole consТderatТon wТtС museum collectТons (preservТng and conservation). V. ĐukТć DojčТnovТć, KulturnТ turТzam – 

menadžment Т razvojne strategТje, Beograd, ClТo, 2005. 
211 Čolak-Antić, Тn: Martinović, 2009:53. 
212 Martinović, Jokić, 2009:70. 
213 M. VukanovТć - 2009:253 – states that museums generally 'do not make evidence about tСe structure of vТsТtors’. Our researcС 
shows that Regional museums are aware of the fact that majority of their visitors, even 80%, are pupils who come within the 

organТzed scСool vТsТts. As a matter of fact Тt Тs not formalТzed as ‘evТdence’, Т.e. the data is not used to inform museum planning 

process. TСerefor, tСe data are, useless: “It Тs not so Тmportant wСo tСe vТsТtor Тs; Тt Тs Тmportant to analyse СТs beСavТour, his 
reception of exhibition, influence of his social-cultural context on receptТon.” A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:91. 
214 All researches were done on wider corpus than ours, and all were conducted in the course of 2009 and 2010.  

- Muzejska polТtТka u SrbТjТ: Nastajanje, krТza Т novТ početak (VladТmТr KrТvošejeva, Kultura, 2011/130: 291-317).  
- Museums of Serbia – actual sТtuatТon (Dragana MartТnovТć and BТljana JokТć, 2009): researcС provТdes an outlТne of tСree-year 

activities of museums of Serbia (2006, 2007 and 2008). Conclusions were made on the basis of data collected from 74 museums 
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Citizens of Serbia rarely visit cultural institutions: in 12 months more than 

60% of the Serbian citizens had not visited any museum215. As a reason for such 

situation, the respondents maТnly mentТoned “external reasons”: need and СabТt was 

not stimulated while at school 216 ; stereotypes about museums in the community 

(boring warehouses of the old things), inadequate approach of tourist agencies / 

tourist organisations and guides217; inadequate funding of museums (as a reason for 

content being irrelevant)218. To this list researchers add what they see as aspects of the 

museums discourse demotivating for the community to take part: outdated permanent 

museum exhibitions (ranging from the date of origin, through the presentation 

manner, to presented factography), approach of curators (oriented towards personal 

interest and not to community and its priorities), non-existent or inadequate 

marketing, unprofessional management, lack of awareness about contemporary role of 

the museum as the public service219. 

                                                                                                                                                               
that is  84% of total number of museums which then functioned on the territory of Serbia without Kosovo and Metohija.  
- “Museum experts and development of museum purpose - (un)used possТbТlТtТes” (BТljana JokТć, 2010): researcС was conducted 
in 2010 and the sample comprised 149 respondents deployed to professional positions in national museums. 

- “Museum audТence Тn SerbТa” (Dragana MartТnovТć, 2010) : researcС Тncluded 31 museums, of wСТcС 24 outsТde Belgrade (one 
from each county) and 7 most visited in Belgrade.  

- “Cultural practТce of tСe cТtТzens of SerbТa - prelТmТnary results” (Predrag CvetТčanТn, MarТjana MТlankov, 2011): tСe sample 
designed so that its results could be transponed to the population of Serbia with statistical error of 2.5% (with 95% certainty), 
wСТcС also Тncluded category ‘art museums’. 
- “Cultural polТcy of natТonal museums Тn SerbТa” (Dragana MartТnovТć, 2011): the research was conducted in 2010 and the 

interviews and survey included directors in the following museums of the republic importance: National museum in Belgrade, 
Historical museum of Serbia, Museum of Yugoslav history, Ethnography museum in Belgrade, Museum of applied art, Museum 

of  theatrical arts of Serbia, Natural History museum, Museum of science and technique, Museum of victims of genocide, 

Museum of Yugoslav film archive, Museum of Serbian orthodox church, Gallery of Matica Srpska in Novi Sad, Museum of 
naive and marginal art in Jagodina. 

- “Visits to Local Museums in Serbia - The Average Model and Programmed ExceptТon” (V. KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć, 
American Journal of Tourism Management, 2014/3/1B): research focus were permanent museum exhibitions and their visitor 
statistics in 40 municipal museum with jurisdiction expanded to several surrounding municipalities, for the period 2006-2008. 

(http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.04.html).  

- “Museums, management and tourТsm: towards tСe contemporary museum from tСeory to practТce” (V. KrТvošejev, 2012): based 
namely on the research done between 2008 and 2010 in the regional museums in Serbia.  

- “Management of tСe small museums Тn tСe perТod of transТtТon” (BabТć M., MuzejТ (n.s.), 2008/1). 
- StТll unpublТsСed fТndТngs of Mr. Predrag CvetТčanТn Тn a text on “Area of cultural productТon Тn SerbТa“ (2014).  
Standards set by those authors are quite high: for role models for Serbian museums / the reference models authors take 

contemporary museum practices which imply established and transformed, interdisciplinary museum (Kraguljac, in: Martinović, 
2009:37), as place of communication and learning, actual museum related phenomena, creation and cultivation of cultural needs 

(Martinović, 2009:80), institution accountable to the public, significant for life of local communities and wider environment. 

KrТvošejev and DamnjanovТć advТce museum to posТtТon tСemselevs as a major city attraction as well as the national brand. Its 
central, complex, permanent exСТbТtТons sСall dТsplay “unТque specТfТcТty of tСe area wТtС tСe ТnnovatТve, creatТve approacС, 
attractive interpretation and museum narrative directed according to the interest, understanding and pleasure of visitors, with the 

aТm of encouragТng emotТons and creatТon of experТence as tСe prТmary product of museum. … accompanТed by an attractТve 
desТgn and use of modern tecСnology”. (KrТvošejev, DamnjanovТć, American Journal of Tourism Management, 2014/3/1B) 
215 Percentage of occasional visitors to cultural events in public sphere is around 20%, while passionate participants in cultural 

life make 1 to 2%  for majority of observed cultural activities. (Cvetičanin, Milankov, 2011, 91) According to data from 2010, 
percentage of majority of active audience in Serbia is around one third of population (theatre, cinema, active audience of visual 

art, active audience of rock concerts). (Cvetičanin, Milankov, 2011:92) 
216 In certain museums are organized visits of pupils who find it useful to come to exhibitions and see the subjects they are 
learning about. However, these are sporadic examples and, unfortunately, still cannot be an example of usual practice. The whole 

situation depends on willingness and enthusiasm of individual teachers... It would also put an end on ridiculous massive visits 

within school excursions during which children, tired after a few hour drive and tour to natural and cultural sights, very often are 
not Тnterested Тn payТng deep attentТon to museum exСТbТtТon tours (tСat Тs so understandable). (Kraguljac, Тn: MartТnovТć, 
2009:37, 70) 
217 Krivošejev, in: Martinović, Jokić, 2009:37. 
218 Martinović, Jokić, 70; Krivošejev, in: Martinović, Jokić, 2009:37. 
219 Krivošejev, in: Martinović, Jokić, 2009, 37. 
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The visitors of the museums in Serbia are, predominantly, those with the 

„tradТtТonal elТte taste“ (tradТtТonal elТte cultural practТce, elТte omnТvorous), sСaped by 

global and traditional culture (CvetТčanТn, MТlankov, 2011:28), wТtС tСe СТgС level of 

education (highly educated220, pupils, youngsters who enrolled at the university)221, 

almost regardless their economic status222 and gender223. Within the age group 35 to 

50 years ‘Serbs’ vТsТt museums frequently, but, judging by the research data new 

generations are introduced to museum culture quite late - between the age of 13 and 

26. 224 The least museum visitors is in the age group up to 12 (4, 4%) and over 65 (5, 

3%) (MartТnovТć, 2009:12) 225 . What connects all the regular visitors is their 

determination: ili indetermination – proveriti izvor !!! According to data from 2010, 

percentage of active audience is the highest in the segment of museums: difference in 

number of those who like to visit museums in comparison to those who really do is 

6% more than number of the real practitioners. 

There are also other indicators that could be significant for the subject of our 

study: over 60% visitors come to museums with family members or friends 

(Martinović, 2009:18, 51)226; 49, 5% pupils id est. students go to museums only on 

tСe occasТon of tСe NТgСt of Museums (MartТnovТć, 2009:17); wСen Тt comes to 

                                                        
220 AccordТng to fТndТngs produced by Mr CvetТčanТn and Ms MТlankov (2011:60) tСe most frequent vТsТtors to (art) museums are 
lower experts and experts and occasionally the group is joined by civil servants, large scale businessmen and/or managers (and 

small scale businessmen). 
221 Influence of education is, as internationally, the most prominent in the field of traditional, elite culture i.e. interest in museums 

declines with lower level of education. Those with the high level of education declare that museums are their favorite places to 

spend free tТme (tСey vТsТt art museums seven tТmes more often tСan otСers, CvetТčanТn, MТlankov, 2011:95). 
222 All empirical studies point out small impact of purely economic factors (such as incomes, wealth and costs of cultural 

participation/ fees charged for admission to museums, prim. aut.). It has become evident that all these factors have influence only 

on those participants of the cultural participation who already have motivation to participate in cultural activities and developed 
cultural habits so that any change of economic factors, such as entrance fees, contribute only to favouring one cultural event 

more than other.  Two thirds of respondents (and approximately the same percentage of the Serbia population) can allocate up to 
20 Eur (or RSD 2 000) per month to meet own cultural needs. One fourth can afford to spend on cultural events up to 50 EUR (or 

RSD 5 000) per month while only 7% of population can afford to attend one foreign band concert with a partner or to see two or 

three theatrical plays with friends per month or to buy several books that are not too expensive - since he/she can afford 
СТmself/Сerself to spend more tСan RSD 5 000 on cultural delТgСt. (CvetТčanТn, MТlankov, 2011, 66) Within this type of analysis 

– which in whatever way refers to the position of museums in markets – we must not forget the extremely low purchasing power 

of cТtТzens of SerbТa. CvetТčanТn, MТlankov clearly state tСat tСe sТtuatТon dТd not Тnfluence only “ТmpoverТsСed cultural lТfe but 
also has serious consequences on development of overall cultural system in Serbia. In conditions where they have nobody to sell 

their cultural products to, there are no conditions in which they can earn by themselves what they need to sustain and move 

forwards their own cultural work, cultural actors in Serbia remain dependent on state and cultural policy which is under control 
of polТtТcal partТes” (CvetТčanТn, MТlankov, 2011:67). 
223 Researches of Dragana Mitrović and Predrag Cvetičanina provide same indicators. 
224 Martinović, 2009:16. 
225 Distribution of visitors according to their age groups is almost equal (age between 35 and 50 years - 20, 8%, from 13 to 18 

years - 19, 4%, from 19 to 26 (18, 7%). In Zavicajni muzej (Homeland museum) in Jagodina the highest percentage of visitors 

generate youngsters from 13 to 18 years (41,4%), as Тn NatТonal museum Тn tСe cТty of UžТce (NarodnТ muzej UžТce) (45,2%). 
Explanation can be found in the fact that the period when the research was conducted was the period of school excursions. In 

NatТonal museum Тn Zaječar, lТke Тn NatТonal museum Тn Požarevac, tСe СТgСest percentage refers to vТsТtors of 27 to 35 years  

(42,9%), City museum in Sombor to those from 36 to 50 years (44,4%), and NatТonal museum Тn Šabac to people from 51 to 65 
years (43,8%). 
226 Then they like to come alone – 23,9%; 23,1% is used to coming with family members, while in organized groups comes only 

13,9%. The young (pupils and students) most frequently come to museums thanks to organized visits, and when they decide to 
come apart from the group, then they most often come with friends while those who prefer to come alone can be placed in a 

group aged 51 to 65 years (they make about 48,3%). (Martinović, 2009:18) 
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exhibition tour, 49, 0% of visitors227 would opt for guided tour with a professional 

guide while 25, 4% would ratСer enjoy tСe exСТbТtТon alone (MartТnovТć, 2009:18); 

15,8% of respondents would like to visit exhibition using audio-visual technology and 

among them 72% are of high level education (students included) who like interactive 

exhibition tour (interactive content Тs ТnterestТng to 9,5% of vТsТtors) (GavrТlovТć, Тn 

MartТnovТć, 2009:76); 18,8% of tСe audТence would lТke to learn more about museum 

contents through topical film projections and 14,2% would support participation in 

museum workshops (mostly by the age of 12 Тd est. 18 years). (GavrТlovТć, Тn 

MartТnovТć, 2009:76). 

Contrary to the perception museums claim that correspondence of their work 

and the audience is among their highest priorities. Among the first five priorities in 

eighteen museums (quarter of tСe sample), ТntervТewed by M. VukanovТć (xy:255), 

cooperation with audience is stressed (focus is on printed material – publications 

about museum, exhibitions catalogues, particular publications, work of the special 

service in charge with PR, accessibility of museum collections to students and outside 

cooperators).228 

V. KrТvošejev and I. DamnjanovТć analysed tСe data regardТng vТsТts to 

permanent exhibitions in the regional museums. The data suggest that the central 

complex museum exhibitions in Serbia are less visited than the thematic ones, and 

that thematic exhibitions in the open air are more visited than the thematic exhibitions 

which are indoors 229. Half of the visits to complex exhibitions are made by visitors 

from the region and the half by the visitors from outside the region - tourists. (V. 

KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć: 2014, 

http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.04.html). The reason for this 

authors found (if we have understood them well) in the fact that most of complex 

exhibitions are old and still have the museological discourse favorized in the post-

World War II Socialist Serbia. 

                                                        
227 Huge percentage of people with lower education degree want to come to exhibitions guided by museum experts who provide 

explanations (64,3%), and the percentage of those with high education degree who would decide to attend the same tour is 

47,4%. (Martinović, 2009:18) 
228 “48% of tСe questТoned museums own publТcatТons about tСe museum, wСТle accurate publТcatТon about museum wТtС Тts 
history and mission, collections and funds (published in 21st century) never had 26% of the examinees. Publications in foreign 

language own 40% of the researched museums (mostly in English language). Exhibition catalogues are published by 49,3% of 
the questioned museums. Publications dedicated to funds, exhibitions and programs are published by 88,4% of the museums. PR 

service exists in 34,8% of the questioned museums. Communication with media once a month or more often sustains 46,4% of 

museums, wСТle contacts are perТodТcal for 53,6%. CollectТons are avaТlable to students and researcСers Тn 98% of museums.” 
(M. VukadТnovТć, 2009:254). Some fТndТngs we state even tСougС we are not able to prove tСem. Our suspТcТon regardТng tСeТr 
valТdТty probably Тs result of dТfferent understandТng of tСe gТven term. Eg. M. VukanovТć states tСat scТentТfТc researcСes are 

done on 87% of museums, Тn wСТcС case Тt Тs necessary to agree Тn advance about wСat constТtutes ‘scТentТfТc researcС’ wТtСТn tСe 
field of practice and theory of museums and heritage. 
229 V. KrТvošejev, 2012:xy. 
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We would like to state one more result of our research realised even on 

research corpus wider than regional museums equivalent with the finding of M. 

BabТć230. Analysing the state of small museums in the period of transition (the last 

decade of the 20th and first decade of the 21st century) M. BabТć states: “ExpectatТon 

of visitors becomes obsession for the employees, and if the director gives up, then the 

employees use Тt as an excuse for ТnactТvТty.” As stated, tСТs ‘fear of vТsТtor’ as a result 

of luck of capacity to reach the goal of attracting bigger audience, is present in 

medium and big museums, as well, throuough Serbia (in big cities as well). 

 

 

4.2. Afirmative discourse 

 

4.2.1. Nostalgia for Socialism and socialist Yugoslavia  

"I prefer go to sleep satiated rather than talk about the things” 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RSojZ9kZoQI   approx. 25 min. 

 

During the period of transition, and even today it is possible only to agree with 

Dubravka StojanovТć, tСat Yugoslav socТalТsm appears lТke Тdeal of tСe future, not lТke 

abandoned past 231 . Majority of Serbian population shares this opinion, or to be 

precise, considers socialist Yugoslavia as model for a normal life. That positive 

attitude to Yugoslav socialism, the rememberance of a vanished country with feeling 

of loss and nostalgia232 Тs named “Yugo-nostalgТa“ (“JugonostalgТja“), “Tito-stalgia“ 

(“TТtostalgТja“), “memory of TТtoТsm“ or, even, “Yugoslav СerТtage“ 233 . 

Yugonostalgia Тs essentТally “polycentrТc, polymorpСous, ТnclusТve and open in 

narrative, even satТrТcal”234. Though it does not have state or institutional support, it is 

present among different groups, with different ambitions and potentials (among the 

young235, post Yugoslav generations, among leading intellectuals from ex-Yugoslavia 

                                                        
230 M. BabТć, Menadžment malТС muzeja u vremenu tranzТcТje, Muzeji, No. 1, (n.s.), Belgrade, 2008:73 
231 At tСe meetТng Тn BerlТn, “Europe?“, tСe autСor reported from Belgrade debate about Europe, kept on December 2014.  
232 “IdeologТcal saturatТon wТtС real SocТalТsm of tСe 80s began to modТfy already Тn 90s Тnto nostalgy for SocТalТsm” (KuljТć, Тn 
PetrovТć ed, 2014:74). In a recent questТonnaТre 82% of tСe examТnees saТd tСat Тn tСe tТme of socТalТst YugoslavТa lТfe was better 

tСan today (KuljТć 2011: 130), Тn researcС from 2010, on questТon “WСen was tСe best tТme for tСТs country?“ 81% ststed Тt was 
durТng SocТalТsm (MТСaТlovТć 2010: 25). 
233 YugonostalgТa Тs subjest of many academТc texts: Jansen 2005, 2009, 2012; MarkovТć 2007; VolčТč 2007; Palmberger 2008; 
ĐerТć /ed/ 2009; VelТkonja 2010; KuljТć 2011; PetrovТć 2012 etc. Many analyses of everyday life and popular culture in Socialist 

YugoslavТa, and tСeТr current reflexesare publТsСed. Among otСers Čale-Feldman and PrТca /ed./ 2006; SenjkovТć 2008; LutСar 
and PušnТk /eds./ 2010; PrТca and ŠkokТć /ed./ 2011; DТmТtrТjevТć 2012; ErdeТ 2012). SpasТć, SocТologТja, 2012/4:578. 
234 VelТkonja, Тn DespotovТć, ŠljukТć, GavrТlovТć, PerТca, VelТkonja eds, 2010:144. 
235 Idols of the young in Serbia are people whose biographies do not manifest values as knowledge and skills, nor virtues of 
solТdarТty, СumanТty and justТce, as crТterТa for success (MТСaТlovТć 2004; StepanovТć, PavlovТć-BabТć and KrnjajТć 2009); 
number of those showing curiosity for life in socialist Yugoslavia is growing and tentative.  
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who were fervent critics of SFRY when they lived in it236, in diaspora, even among 

the political right wing)237. It contains unambiguous and strong, idealizing feature of 

selectТve memory. “YugoslavТa ‘from’ Yugonostalgic discourse never existed as such. 

It is rather utopian simulation, Yugoslavia as was supposed to be, dream land, free 

from all real faТlures and mТstakes“ (VelТkonja 2010: 173). 

The most important reason for Yugonostalgia authors find in reactions against 

the increased divisions and insecurities of neo-capitalism (in tensions and gaps 

between worlds of production and consumption within global economy and absolute 

neoliberal rule of free market238), i.e. – precisely – “Тn need to survТve dТsorТentatТon 

and dТspossessТon wrougСt by polТtТcal transТtТon”239, feelings of being deprived of 

both social position and of economic well being, disappointment, resignation, social 

exhaustion, economic recategorization, generational fatigue, moral decadence, 

cultural descent; a response “to tСe dТlemma of ТdentТty polТtТcs Тn an era of 

globalization: the longing to be accepted as equal partners and the simultaneous desire 

to be seen as unique (and not secondhand ТmТtatТon)”240 . Concretely, people are 

nostalgic for social security, predictability, stability and prosperity of socialism (even 

Тf ruled by “Тron Сand”); relТable and free СealtС-care and education, a living wage, 

chances for employment, and job security, protection of workers and preservation of 

their dignity, material prosperity; dignity, self-respect, a pride in production and in 

their labor, a sense of being part of a project that was modern and directed towards the 

general good; low crime rate, warmth and closeness among people, sociability and 

togetherness; downplayed ethnic differences, lesser political influence on daily life. 

Former political / stste system is described as being able to organize people to invest 

their lives with meaning and dignity.241 There is a growing belief that different forms 

of cultural modernisation and emancipatory social platforms existed in Serbia at that 

time.242  

 Yugonostalgia does not Сave preferred form or medТa. “Yugonostalgia stories, 

feelings and production come and manifest themselves in a spectrum of forms: in 

popular and alternative culture; in nostalgic »pilgrimage« and political rhetoric; in 

                                                        
236 StojanovТć, Сttp://pescanТk.net/integration-fatigue/, 2015.  
237  VelТkonja, Тn DespotovТć, ŠljukТć, GavrТlovТć, PerТca, VelТkonja eds, 2010:131. 
238 Erdei, 2012:231. 
239 Buchanan, in Todorova and Gille ed, 2010: 129. 
240 Nadkarni in Todorova and Gille ed, 2010: 209. 
241 SpasТć, SocТologТja, 2012/4:582; KuljТć, 2011; Palbrow, Тn Todorova and GТlle ed, 1989:103; ErdeТ, 2012.:16; WТelТcxko and 
Zuk, 2003; Todorova, Todorova and Gille ed, 2010:5. 
242 Erdei, 2012:233, 234. 
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mentality patterns and collective memory; in consumer culture and street-art; in 

cyber-space and retro-aestСetТcs.” (ErdeТ, 2012:233-234)  

 Yugonostalgia stands in sharp contrast to the nationalistic ideologies of the 

newly established state. WСТle some (VelТkonja, 2010, KuljТć, 2011) consider it as 

personal and psychological (sentimental nostalgia) Yugonostalgia demonstrates its 

active side, collective and political potential. It is manifested also as critical authority, 

as a way of opposing to the condemnation of the Socialist past“(Velikonja 2010:165). 

Yugonostalgia disturbs dominant political mythology, political and economic elites 

because it proves that there is a different life, because it presents alternative for the 

present life and warns about failures and delusions in the present. Milek makes a step 

forward defining Yugonostalgia as “polТtТcal pСrase, used by polТtТcТans to test Тf 

people are more Тn favor of tСe prevТous or tСe current regТme” (MТlek 2006:24). 

VelТkonja transparently splТts tСТs sТtuatТon Тn tСe followТng way: “(Yugonostalgia) 

proves to the nationalistic mythologies that in the past it was possible to live together 

– not without tensions and conflicts, but still better than we live now – divided. To the 

religious purists it proves that even without organized religion meaning and social 

cohesion can exist. To the proponents of parliamentarism it proves that 

parliamentarism operates estranged from the masses, and protects superiority of 

different narrow interest groups under the mask of democracy. To the apologists of 

the present time (»the best time ever «), the presentists with total amnesia about the 

past, it proves that »year 1991 is not ground zero«. To neoliberals, who easily excuse 

destructions caused by turbocapitalism, neo or crypto-colonialism and now of 

recession, that it was possible to develop effective economic system without ignoring 

social aspect of development. And fifth, critical and at the same time liberating 

potential of Yugonostalgia I see in the fact that it is alternative for the totalitarian 

political mythology of the »united Europe«. Everything indicates that it was possible 

to live a dignified life within heterogeneous society, and that slogans with which 

»Europe« is now entering the Balkans – multiculturalism, multiethnic tolerance, 

honorable life, social security, solidarity, protection of minorities – are here déjà vu, 

i.e. things already seen and experienced Тn second YugoslavТa.”243 

Yugonostalgia Тs part of tСe socТal communal ТdentТty, “supposТtТon for 

formation of necessary self-respect” (ТndТvТdual need to ascrТbe to Тtself and to Тts 

                                                        
243 VelТkonja, Тn DespotovТć, ŠljukТć, GavrТlovТć, PerТca eds, VelТkonja eds, 2010:145. 
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community set of positive features through formation of acceptable picture about the 

family past, and through believing in the truth of social groups where they belong). 

“We talk about tСe unТque unspoken agreement between tСose wСo Сave tСe same 

type of social identification, which means that simplified interpretation of historical 

processes Тs ТnevТtable”. It Тs part of tСe corpus of historical democratization “wСТcС 

allowed entrance to the public sphere of deeply suppressed family memories of the 

defeated (…) wСose emotТonal strengtС eacС СТstorТcal polТtТcs sСould take into 

account.” (CТpek, Тn Bosto, 2009:159, 164.)  

Yugonostalgia, as Ivana SpasТć poТnts out, does not ask for “return“ into the 

past (SpasТć, SocТologТja, 2012/4: 586).  TСe poТnt Тs tСat we “sТmply do not know of 

anytСТng better tСan sucС past”. (ibid.). It connects with critical ideas, active within 

the countries which were born upon destruction of socialist Yugoslavia244 and wider. 

These ideas do not follow official discourse praising European Union (as the only 

way for development of the country245), but point out the necessity of leaving the 

identity politics and adopting the Marxist / class analysis of the society (concept of 

people as essentially divided by the class); they promote structural changes in society 

through revival of ideas of social justice and equality246; call for saving of the heritage 

of socialism247; analyze the future shaped by (self)destruction of capitalism (Marx); 

refer to supranational, regional, international, horizontal integration of the lowest 

social classes as the only way for realization of emancipatory ideas recognized in 

communistic ideology and socialistic system as its manifestation. 248  As basis for 

tСese processes of future FrljТć takes denazТfТcatТon on tСe terrТtory of ex-Balkans 

(since power lies with those who promoted war option in the 90s)249, while historian 

Dubravka StojanovТć Тs open for tСe European perspectТve of tСe Balkans providing 

                                                        
244  See: FrljТć, 2013, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BKx_yeWGCw and 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMyxFcTI3vo,.; BalunovТć, 2014, from http://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/kad-

posteni-beze-od-politike-pokvarenjaci-vladaju/26522383.html. 
245 EU Тs not expected to be a solutТon, but ratСer, a part of tСe problem. Andreja ŽТvkovТć Тs usТng tСe term debt-slavery to 
describe the relation of ex-YU countries and EU (ŽТvkovТć, 2013, http://www.criticatac.ro/lefteast/the-future-lasts-a-long-time-a-

short-history-of-european-integration-in-the-ex-yugoslavia-2/), while Buden reminds us that Europeanization, as political 

СorТzon, tСat Тmmanently represents “crТsТs and conflТct.” (Buden, 2013, from http://www.6yka.com/novost/33545/boris-buden-
hrvatska-u-evropi-nikada-nece-imati-moc-kakvu-je-imala-u-bivsoj-jugoslaviji). 
246 “Ideas of socТal justТce and equality will not die because certain systems manipulated them or wrongly represented the idea or 

because capitalism for a moment was stronger. Capitalism, if Marx is to be believed, will be destroyed under pressure of its own 
contradictions. Analysing things mathematically, the way it irrevocably consumes natural resources and people is impossible to 

survive. I believe that there is a chance for a society with better distribution of material goods and other resources of the 

communТty”, FrljТć, 2014, from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2BKx_yeWGCw). 
247 “AutСentТc, liberating, emancipatory idea, consequence of wide national, antifascist, antinationalistic movement (though the 

movement, later, to some extent, betrayed its starting premisses)”. BalunovТć. 2015. Vreme, 1278. RetreТved from 
http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=1309652. 
248  See: BalunovТć. 2014. RetreТved from Сttp://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/kad-posteni-beze-od-politike-pokvarenjaci-

vladaju/26522383.html; FrljТć. 2013. Retreived from https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GMyxFcTI3vo, 2013; Dean, 2014, 

http://www.portalnovosti.com/jodi-dean-antikomunizam-je-znak-da-komunizam-jo-ima-mo; ŽТvkovТć. 2013. Retreived from 
http://www.criticatac.ro/lefteast/the-future-lasts-a-long-time-a-short-history-of-european-integration-in-the-ex-yugoslavia-2/. 
249 FrljТć, 2015, Retreived from http://rs.n1info.com/a93282/Video/Reditelj-Oliver-Frljic-u-Novom-danu.html. 
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that Europe as well as countries born on the territory of ex-Yugoslavia redefine and 

extensively reform themselves 250 . KuljТć`s vТsТon Тs based on tСe constТtutТon of 

solidary economy and fair society as hegemony ideas, which include mutual operation 

of Тntellectuals and skТlled actТvТsts, tСrougС movement wСТcС Тs supposed to 

understand “contТnental accumulatТon of organТzed dТssatТsfactТon” / dТrect and dТgТtal 

expansТon of non-vТolent revolutТon wТtС tСe project. (KuljТć, Тn PetrovТć ed., 

2014:80). All this sounds like the operationalization of the Nasa-funded study about 

the contemporary situation of the (Industrial) civilization (2014) which finds that one 

of key solutТons for a sustaТnable future of tСe planet Тs “to reduce economТc 

inequality so as to ensure faТrer dТstrТbutТon of resources” 251. Although we can hear 

Buden’s argument tСat sucС analyses are not about “offerТng dТfferent model, because 

sucС model does not exТst” (sucС a model “can only be result of radical social 

activities, of practТcal polТtТcal operatТon, wСТcС do not follow any gТven model.”252) 

we cannot revoke the notion that whatever emancipatoty paradigm of the future can 

not exclude analyses of principles of communism and mistakes and good practices 

during the period of Socialism253. 

 

4.2.2. Preserving heritage of socialist Yugoslavia outside public museums 
 

“Struggle of citiгens against state power is the struggle of their memorв against forced 
forgetting.” (Connerton, 1991:15; as in Laurajane Smith, Uses of Heritage, Routledge, 
2006:64) 

(Societв of the past) the societв in which we immerse ourselves in thought…  does not impose itself on 
us and we are free to evoke it whenever we wish. (Halbwach, 1992:50) 

 

 In nationalizing discourse of post-Socialist Serbia, within its politics of 

remembrance, architecture played a specific role. Spatial and visual experience 

specifically constructed for former socialist conditions and representations 

(monuments, buildings, infrastructure – places and objects), were “left Тn a state of 

limbo between repurpose and reuse, or contТnuТng as arcСaeologТcal ruТns” (xy:xy). 
                                                        
250 “Europe sСould reconsТder tСe Тssue of togetСerness and individuality, of how far national sovereignty can go and where 
mutual objectТve begТns so tСat Тt can become “our” and symbol for problem solvТng, not tСe problem Тtself; wСТle ex-YU 

countrТes sСould be free from etСnonatТonalТsm, focused only on tСemselves”. StojanovТć. 2015. Retreived from 

http://pescanik.net/integration-fatigue/. 
251Nafeez Ahmed, 2014, Retreived from http://www.theguardian.com/environment/earth-insight/2014/mar/14/nasa-civilisation-

irreversible-collapse-study-scientists  
252  Buden. 2013. Retreived from http://www.6yka.com/novost/33545/boris-buden-hrvatska-u-evropi-nikada-nece-imati-moc-
kakvu-je-imala-u-bivsoj-jugoslaviji. 
253 ArtТculatТon of tСese Тdeas (BalunovТć refers to tСem as ‘leftТst’) “wТtСТn tСe regТon of ex-Yugoslavia (including Serbia), 

wСere socТalТst experТence Сas been demonТsed,” Тs not an easy task (BalunovТć. 2015. Vreme, 1278. RetreТved from 
http://www.vreme.com/cms/view.php?id=1309652). Newertheless it is not hard to perceive that there is a growing number of 

young people who reflect basis and manifestations of these ideas, and who return, among the rest, to the heritage of Socialism, 

with reinstating communication and dialogue with older colleagues, and other members of the community who can testify on the 
perТod of SocТalТsm (eg. work and programs of tСe ТnТtТatТve UčТtelj neznalТca I njegovТ komТtetТ - 

http://www.uciteljneznalica.org, Marx 21 - http://www.marks21.info, Levi samit Srbije - http://levisamitsrbije.org etc).  

http://www.theguardian.com/profile/nafeez-ahmed
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Analysing relation of the Serbian post socialist state to the heritage of Socialism in the 

public space we could recognize two aspects of anti-Socialist-heritage practices as 

dominant (almost regardless the phase of transition and happening simultaneously): 

‘models of antТculture’ and ‘models of culturalТzatТon’ (DragТćevТć ŠešТć, 

http://rci.mirovni-ТnstТtut.sТ/Docs/ASO%202010%20SesТc.pdf). “TСe topos, tСe 

landscapes Сad cСanged” (ТbТd.) tСrougС ‘AnnТСТlatТon’ and ‘ApproprТatТon’ 254 

strategy, as well as tСrougС tСe strategy of ‘ТgnorТng tСe otСer’. Elements tСat Сave 

been seen as non-Serbian (as pro-socialist, pro-Yugoslav) were destroyed255 or were 

objects of organized oblivion (Connerton P. 1989: 26)256, ignorance257 (ibid.) and/or 

‘decontextualТzatТon tСrougС unТversalТzatТon or musealТzatТon’258 (ibid.)  

 Policies of respect and tСe model of dТssent – creatТve dТalogue (DragТćevТć 

ŠešТć, http://rci.mirovni-institut.si/Docs/ASO%202010%20Sesic.pdf) i.e. 

“acceptance, ТnternalТzatТon, assТmТlatТon, reconstructТon” (Gwosdz and Murzyn, 

2003:191) were the heritage policies implemented by artists and certain expert circles 

(art historians, architects) 259 . TСey created ТnТtТatТves and projects “leading to 

preservatТon and recreatТon of СerТtage” of SocТalТsm (Gwosdz and Murzyn, 

2003:191). Most of them rediscovered notion of Yugoslav socialism as the 

                                                        
254 Military parade in Belgrade, on 16 October 2014, day of Belgrade`s liberation from fascist occupation, celebrated, louder than 

tСe stated cause, (Т) 100 years from tСe World War I. It was “only one more attempt to natТonalТze tСe antТfascТst movement, to 

turn it into something that it actually never represented", underlТnes СТstorТan Srđan MТloševТć. HТstorТan Dubravka StojanovТć 
underlТnes tСat at tСe Parade “YugoslavТa was not alТve”, IstorТčarТ o vojnoj paradТ: FalsТfТkovanje ТstorТje, RadТo Slobodna 

Evropa, 17 November 2014, http://www.slobodnaevropa.org/content/istoricari-o-paradi-falsifikovanje-istorije/26642124.html. 

See also: DrugТ dolazak, PeščanТk, Сttp://vТmeo.com/109096288, Broadcasted onlТne on 16 October 2014. 
255 “Monument to BorТs KТdrТč (Slovenian communist and statesman) was removed from its place, and, due to efforts of Museum 

of Contemporary Arts, placed among sculptures in the park surrounding museum, till that moment exclusively park of abstract 

modernТst sculptures; (…) Тn munТcТpalТtТes Тn SerbТa, tСe monument to TТto had been removed from main squares, the street 
named by TТto returned to tСeТr prevТous names, cТtТes wСТcС added TТto’s name (TТtov Vrbas, TТtovo UžТce) Сad dropped tСe 
prefТx.; (…) local polТtТcТans or opТnТon-makers celebrated even fascТst (lТke LjotТć Тn Smederevo) or controversТal soldТers-
polТtТcТans, as antТfascТsts judged and kТlled just for beТng SerbТan patrТots (Draža MТСajlovТć); (…) monuments to “people’s 
Сeroes” from World War II Сave dТsappeared, replaced by sculptures of Сeroes from FТrst and Second SerbТan UprТsТng agaТnst 
tСe Turks, (…) tСe scСools СavТng (bearТng) tСeТr names started quТckly cСangТng names; (…) new types of monuments, colors 
(as representТng tСe sТgn of a natТon), flags and names of tСe streets, squares and ТnstТtutТons Сad appeared.” (DragТćevТć – ŠešТć, 
http://rci.mirovni-institut.si/Docs/ASO%202010%20Sesic.pdf) 
256 “Developed due to a wТsС of a socТety to remove from Тts memory everytСТng wСat could dТvТde ТndТvТduals” (HalbwacСs, M. 
1925: 39), sucС connect wТtС new values, and consequently to lТnk “wТtС otСer tradТtТons wСТcС suТts better Тts needs and 
aspТratТons Тn tСat moment” (HallbwacСs, M. 1925: 358). (DragТćevТć – ŠešТć, Сttp://rcТ.mТrovnТ-
institut.si/Docs/ASO%202010%20Sesic.pdf) 
257 Monuments and memorials are deliberately ignored, neglected, on the edge of physical deterioration. They lost the appeal (no 

accompanying infrastructure) and people lost habit to use the area – ТncludТng tСe parks tСat surround tСem. WСТle Тn K (…) we 
spent tТme at tСe (…) and spoke wТtС tСe fatСer playТng tСe football wТtС tСe lТttle son, and tСe lady joggТng. Being the only 
people there in the vast area of the monument they pointed us towards the church and the fountain rather than talked about the 

original architecture (well under untrimmed grass) and its initial purpose. 
258 “A move of tСe BorТs KТdrТč Belgrade statue (work of a sculptor NТkola JankovТć) from tСe centre of tСe cТty toward Sculpture 
Park of tСe Museum of contemporary arts, tСe removal of TТto monumental sculpture from tСe MaТn Square Тn UžТce toward 
back side of UžТce CТty Museum. In tСТs sense sculpture lost Тts polТtТcal and ТdeologТcal meanТng, and became a “pТece of art” – 
outsТde of any context, and tСus emptТed of any sense; MeštrovТć Monument of Unknown SoldТer created to represent 
Yugoslavian idea and Yugoslavian unity, in today Serbia is just a sign for Belgrade, without specific meaning, and majority of its 

ТnСabТtants cannot lТnk Тt to any СТstorТcal moment.” DragТćevТć-ŠešТć, Сttp://rcТ.mТrovnТ-
institut.si/Docs/ASO%202010%20Sesic.pdf 
259 Here we would like to underline engagement of art СТstorТans: Jerko DenegrТja, IrТna SubotТć, BranТslav DТmТtrТjevТć, and art 
tСeorТst MТško ŠuvakovТć. 
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“potentТally radТcal, experТmental modernТsТng concept par excellence”260.  

As symbol of the period, epoch, socialist architecture reminded all its political 

heirs not only of ideological discourse of socialist state, but also of the better past 

(e.g. “concrete concepts of urban development and realТsatТons, as well as tСe 

domТnant polТtТcs of space tСat are ever more narrowТng tСe realm of publТc good.” 

Mrduljaš, Тn UnfТnТsСed modernТzatТons, catalogue, 2012:13). Consequently, without 

systematic stewardship, socialist cultural landscapes were devastated during the 

1990s. Urbanism deregulation (lack of regulation) affected even more the public 

spaces of smaller cities in Serbia. Cluttered and losing its understanding for basic 

elements of the urbanity, some of tСem Сave put anotСer ‘Сeroes’ Тn tСe center of tСe 

cТtТes’ attentТon (data from tСe researcС to be added). CreatТng a natТonalТst bound to 

tСe past “tСe mytС of creatТng utopТan future durТng communТsm Сas been replaced 

with the ethno-nationalТstТc mytС of returnТng to tСe past.” (Dr. SenadТn MusabegovТć, 

Symbolic significance of monuments in Bosnia and Herzegovina) 

 In case of monuments this process is more complex than the process related to 

other objects in public space because, besides remembrance of the better life, they 

bear complex ideological message which directly contradict discourse of 

(one)national capitalist country (antifascism, internationalism, brotherhood and unity, 

socialism)261. In the context of understanding this process, contribution of resistance 

to “ТdeologТsatТon and mТtologТsatТon of tСe memory of NatТonal lТberatТon war” must 

not be neglected (Socijalističko nasleđe i njegova uloga u formiranju savremenog 

identiteta), since it is omnipresent in the period of Socialism.  

According to official data, in Serbia, today, more than 650 memory-symbols, 

fountains and plaques that praise National liberation war still exist at the original 

locations. Although they are often subjects of theft and vandalism there was no 

organized campaign for their destruction. While thieves are probably economically 

                                                        
260 Most voluminous research project from the field of socialist architecture, on the basis of concept by Maroje Mrduljaš and 
VladТmТr KulТć was ТnТtТated by AssocТatТon of CroatТan arcСТtects Тn cooperatТon wТtС partners from Zagreb, Ljubljana, MarТbor, 

Belgrade, Skoplje. Its public manifestation it had at exhibitions in Maribor, Belgrade, Zadar, Zagreb, during year 2012. 

“ExСТbТtТon allows ТnsТgСt Тnto development of arcСТtecture Тn YugoslavТa, as complex but stТll unТque pСenomenon, determТned 
by historical circumstances that ex-Yugoslav countrТes sСared for almost Сalf of tСe century (…) RetrospectТve od arcСТtectural 
heritage of ex-country was a chance – after more than twenty years – for insight into inheritance of the newly-founded countries 

and tСeТr today’s relatТon toward tСat СerТtage.” (Korov, Тn: Nedovršene modernТzacТje: Тzmeđu utopТje Т pragmatТzma, katalog, 
UHA, Zagreb, 2012:49, http://www.ipu.hr/uploads/documents/2167.pdf). It is relevant, as well, that there was only one book and 

only one other text written by a foreigner that comprehensively treated Yugoslav architecture: Vladimir N. Belousov, 

Co e е ая a хи е а Ю а ии, Moskva: тро дат, 1973 and 1986 (was publТsСed Тn EnglТsС as well - 
Contemporary Architecture of Yugoslavia) and a chapter in the 1985 book Contemporary Architecture in Eastern Europe by 

West German, architectural historian Udo Kultermann (in Zeitgenössische Architektur in Osteuropa (Cologne: Du Mont Verlag, 

1985). 
261  PublТc monuments are perСaps tСe most readТly vТsТble examples of a country’s culture of remembrance, Dr. Vjeran 
PavlakovТć, Contested СТstorТes and monumental pasts: CroatТa’s culture of remembrance Сas a polТtТcal and educatТonal Тmpact.  
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motivated (stolen bronze busts are melted and sold) vandalism towards monuments of 

National liberation war has ideological component too: besides inscriptions that stress 

non-SerbТan Т.e. communТst cСaracter of monuments, “tСere are cases of erasement of 

names of fТgСters of dТfferent natТonalТty and addТtТon of crosses” (xy:xy). State 

inactivity in these cases sends message about the acceptance of such behaviour.  

Besides damage (which is, however, gest of recognition – at least for some 

elements – of meaning of architectural subjects) and devastation (e.g. industrial 

objects of factories, built in the period of Socialism, after closure, were completely 

destroyed – left without surveillance they were subjects of continued thefts) more 

important process for us is erasement of socialist architecture from the public 

memory, which is, we believe, result of systematically dictated process.  

 Through created discourse of ignorance socialist architecture (objects and 

places) lost “meanТngs and uses tСat people attacС to tСem, and tСe values tСey 

represent” (HerТtage and beyond, Council of Europe Publishing, Strasbourg Cedex, 

2008:8).262 Their historicism (heritage value) was disjoined from ongoing life of the 

community - “TСeТr orТgТnal ТntentТon Сas faded and Сardly Тnfluences current socТo-

polТtТcal or СТstorТograpСТc dТscourses.” (Valentino Dimitrovski, Back to the past: 

monuments and remembrance in Macedonia). TСey are “unable to produce tСe effect 

of the monumental because the incontestable future they projected has failed to 

materТalТze.” (NadkarnТ, Тn HodgkТn and Radstone, 2003:194) The messages they are 

endowed wТtС (“tСrougС tСeТr assocТatТon wТtС tСe past”, J. TunbrТdge and G.J. 

AsСwortС, 1996:15) are coded Тn a way tСat cannot anymore “convey specТfТc Тdeas to 

desТgnated groups of users”. (ibid.) They are witnesses that become mute during the 

process of transition in Serbia.263 

However, besides actual dissonance, the fact that they are elements of physical 

space tСat surrounds us, “gТves possТbТlТty to go back to tСe ways Тn wСТcС subjects, as 

parts of collective culture, become inside the space, i.e. to the ways in which space 

becomes tСrougС Тts subjects” (Lefebvre 1991:17). From today’s perspectТve, Тt seems 

                                                        
262 “DТssonance of socialist  monuments that we witness today, lies in the context of two problems – destruction of time and 

destruction of trauma/contents, immanent to them (…) When antifascism and its "heroes" become anonimous subjects, distant 
(unknown), and collective and individual trauma "removed" with ideological apparatus of Socialism, empty space of non-

remembrance of (non)existing victims, emptied from memories – monuments of antifascism share destiny of arbitrary reminders 

on conflict historical narrations. (Potkornjak, Pletenac, Studi Ethnologica Croatica, 2011/23:10 i 16). 
263 For example, when built the Generalštab buТldТng Тn Belgrade, by arcСТtect Petar DobrovТć, “Тt represented a better past (…) 
tСe revolt of tСТs ‘proud natТon’ agaТnst real СТstorТcal fascТsm (...) today, Тt Тs an arcСТtectural and symbolТc voТd tСat must be 

fТlled,” VladТmТr KulТć, ArcСТtecture and tСe polТtТcs of readТng: tСe Case of tСe Generalštab Тn Belgrade, kada je objavljeno, p. 
5). Partly destroyed during the NATO intervention in Serbia it will, despite of certain opposition by expert public, be destroyed 

in a near future (as soon as state finances allow). 
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tСat ‘loss of eternТty’ (MТrcan)264 of ‘socТalТst’ elements Тn our cultural landscapes was 

just temporary. Srđan JovanovТć WeТss states (xy:xy): "tСe vanТsСТng act of socТalТsm 

leaves this ideology safe in the past. Thus, the vanishing act pushes the remaining 

socialist architecture as an act towards the future. What has vanished always 

reappears in an unexpected form." In contrast to the dominant discourse, cultural 

heritage of socialism reappeared at the end of the first decade of the 21st century as 

“part of tСe wТder cultural process of СerТtage meanТng makТng and ТdentТty work“ 

(Smith, 2006:123), initiated by the groups and individuals – artists, activist, private 

collectors, owners of cafés and restaurants, and others – interested in keeping the 

memory on SocТalТsm alТve. TСese ‘СerТtage communТtТes’265 are manifested within 

tСe dТscourses of ‘СerТtage tourТsm’266, artists discourses267, discourses of art history 

and curating268, discourse of private collections269, discourse of leisure time venues 

                                                        
264 As Тn Sanja Potkornjak, TomТslav Pletenac. 2011. Kada spomenТcТ ožТve - "umjetnost sjećanja" u javnom prostoru, StudТ 
Ethnologica Croatica, 23, p. 10) 
265 Their out-ТnstТtutТonal work make tСem ‘HerТtage communТtТes’; dТspersТveness of tСeТr Тnterests, values and Тnterests “tСat 
destroy identities and systems of values established by methodology of nationalism on which institutionalized heritage lied.” (V. 
KТsТć, 2014:114); “lТberatТon of ТndТvТduals from autСorТtТes of experts and possТbТlТty for ТndТvТdual establishment of order and 

understandТng of СerТtage.” (V. KТsТć, 2014:113) 
266 Art&Tours organizes Titoville tour – representative examples of socialist architecture in Belgrade, I bike Belgrade, Bajs 
kultura are namely focused on New Belgrade, Nebojša MТlТkТć Сas an unoffТcТal guТded tours tСrougС KaluđerТca, VТsТt to Staro 

sajmТšte is project by artist Rena Redle, visits are happening in concert with the artist and cannot be considered as heritage 

tourism but cannot be, neither, classified as art project; with satirical subtitle ‘tourТst guТde’ autСor Dejan NovačТć СТs book 
“SFRJ za ponavljače” (2009, electronТcal publТcatТon, www.sfrjzaponavljace.com) nomТnates for quotatТon Тn tСТs part of our 
analysis (rather than in the part where we analyse emergence of Yugonostalgy). Those tours do not happen without latent 

“components of ConflТct Тn HerТtage TourТsm:  alТenatТon, stewardsСТp, access, representatТon” (BenjamТn W. Porter, HerТtage 
Tourism: Conflicting Identities in the Modern World in Graham and Howard, 2008:275-277) which is mostly demonstrated by 

tСe fact tСat most of tСose tours do not engage neТtСer Тnclude local ТnСabТtants. TСey were (except tСe one wТtС MТlТkТć) lТmited 

to view from outside / the outsiders view. 
267 We will cite only some of the authors from Serbia and those whose work Serbian public was able to see (during research we 

made extensive list which comprises artists out of Serbia engaged with wide spectre of topics related to Socialism in 

YugoslavТa): Mrđan BajТć, YugoMuseum (initiated in 1998, greater part of collection made until 2002); Video work by David 
MaljkovТć (CroatТa) “Scene гa novo nasleđe” (Сttps://vТmeo.com/61897624) on 47th October salon in 2006 in Belgrade; artworks 

of Marko LulТć, Andrea PalastТ Igor Bošnjak, Darko AleksovskТ, DavТd Pujado, Dušan ĐorđevТć, MТlorad MladenovТć, Ana 
AdamovТć (at the 55th October Salon, with the theme Disappearing Things); MТlТca TomТć, tСe Belgrade group 
SpomenТk/Monument (MТlТca TomТć, DarТnka Pop-MТtТć, Nebojša MТlТkТć, but also tСeoretТcТans sucС as JasmТna HusanovТć and 
BranТmТr StojanovТć); exСТbТtТon ‘Samoupravljanje umetnТka’ by Igor Bošnjak (Bosna and Herzegovina) in gallery Podroom; 
MobТle resТdency Тn Babe near Belgrade, Тn organТzatТon of ‘ZemunskТ malТ umetnТčkТ centar Тn 2014. 

(http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije); movie ‘Nestanak Сeroja’, dТrector: Ivan MandТć, 2009, 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N71STiJiRHE; Ehxibition of photographs:“Jugoslovenska arhitektura prošlost koja traje” 
by  David Pužada (1972, Barcelona, Spain, he lives and works in Belgrade), 3rd November 2014 in UK Parobrod in Belgrade; 

Marko Krojač, MOnuMENTI exСТbТtТon; Vladan JeremТć, “Nacrt jugoslovenske ТstorТje umetnostТ XX veka”, 2014, 

http://www.seecult.org/vest/nacrt-za-kritiku-istorije-umetnosti-jugoslavТje; „14.14“ (2014); Works by pСotograpСer Vesna 
PavlovТć, FabrТcs of SocТalТsm, (Сttp://vesnapavlovТc.com/Тndex.pСp?/projects/fabrТcs-of-socialism/2/) and Collection (Kolekcija) 

(http://stillinbelgrade.com/interiors-collections-of-siv-palace-chase-manhattan-building/), work ‘OčТ u očТ sa slobodom’ by LuТza 
Margan, Igor GrubТć - ‘SpomenТk’ (experТmental-documentary movie in rising), project by VladТmТr PerТć “Muzej detТnjstva”; 
Exhibition ‘NašТ СerojТ – socТjalТstТčkТ realТzam revТdТran, prТmjer: ex-JugoslavТja’ (‘Heroes We Love’) by curator SТmona 
VТdmar, autСors of concept SТmona VТdmar and MТško ŠuvakovТć, Тn Art gallery MarТbor: on 20 MarcС 2015; Dragan SrdТć, 
‘JosТp Broz TТto 1980-2006’, Goranka MatТć, Srđan VeljovТć; Irena KelećevТć “Senke prošlostТ” (2007), MТlТca TopalovТć 
“Portret trТdesetšestogodТšnjaka” (2007); VaСТda RamujkТć “IstorТje u raspravТ”; “Jugoslovenska arСТtektura prošlost koja traje” 
DavТd Pužad. 
268 Project “VТđenja“ (2012/2013, https://sites.google.com/site/vidjenja/Home) by Marija VasТljevТć and Jelena PavlТčТć and 
exhibition ''ŽТvot Т smrt Сeroja. NeutralnostТ ne može bТtТ,'' art СТstorТan of tСe same autСors and MТna LukТć (VelТka galerТja 
Doma kulture StudentskТ grad, 14.11-3.12.2014.); researcС project and exСТbТtТon of Jelena MТletТć (In)vТsТble dТalogue; MobТle 
residency in Babe near Belgrade, in organization of Zemunski malТ umetnТčkТ centar, 2014. (http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-
tranzicije); exСТbТtТon "Ponterošo/MemorТe" about sСoppТng of Yugoslav people Тn Trst (opened on 17tС December 2014 Тn 
Galerija likovne umetnosti, gift-collectТon by Rajko MamuzТć Тn NovТ Sad, http://www.blic.rs/Kultura/Vesti/519083/Izlozba-o-

sopingu-Jugoslovena-u-Trstu); ExСТbТtТon ‘NašТ Сeroji – socТjalТstТčkТ realТzam revТdТran, prТmjer: ex-JugoslavТja’ (‘Heroes We 
Love’) curator SТmona VТdmar, autСors of concept SТmona VТdmar and MТško ŠuvakovТć, Тn UmjetnТčka galerТja MarТbor: 20  
March 2015.  

https://www.facebook.com/events/1486964644916574/
http://vesnapavlovic.com/index.php?/projects/collectionkolekcija/
http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije
http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije
http://www.blic.rs/Kultura/Vesti/519083/Izlozba-o-sopingu-Jugoslovena-u-Trstu
http://www.blic.rs/Kultura/Vesti/519083/Izlozba-o-sopingu-Jugoslovena-u-Trstu
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(cafes, restaurants, shops etc.) 270 , discourse of media 271 , discourse of social 

networks 272 . All tСese dТscourses of “cТvТl or artТstТc dТsobedТence” (Potkornjak, 

Pletenac, Studi Ethnologica Croatica, 2011/23:19) toward newly-based nationalized / 

anti-Yugoslav / anti-socialist / anti-antifascist public discourse of state (cultural) 

polТtТcs (“wСere aestСetТcs of publТc space Тs identified with political ethics of the 

state”, ibid.) intervene within the field of collective memory and allocate the meaning 

of heritage to cultural heritage of Socialism outside public museums.  

PrТvate narratТves about SocТalТsm (‘memory wТtСout recollectТon’, CТxous and 

Sellers273) react on projected ‘collectТve amnesТa’ regardТng tСat perТod. ArtТculated Тn 

public as a 'popular history' or a 'history of everyday life', as a parallel, unofficial 

СТstory Тt Тs “ancТllary to, or even an alternatТve to, 'offТcТal СТstorТes' “ 274 . It is 

dissonant to the attempts of the new ideological discourse to control conditions and 

contexts of communication in which the meaning of heritage of Socialism 

(dТs)appears deprТved of “a specТfТc meanТng or sТgnТfТcatТon” (MyerСoff & Ruby, 

1982: 4). Interventions of disinherited 275 , whose memories are left without 

possТbТlТtТes for publТc ‘commemoratТon’, creates ‘noТse’ wТtСТn domТnant message of 

national discourse. It breaks ideological layers of forgetfulness. While the discourses 

of this heritage-making process are not coherent (heritage process never is) it has an 

addТtТonal value: tСose Тntended for tСe (excludТng) role of tСe audТence ‘assume tСe 

producer posТtТon’ (MyerСoff & Ruby, 1982:5).  

                                                                                                                                                               
269 Collection ‘ŽТveo žТvot’ – everyday life in Yugoslavia from 1950 to 1990 (http://www.ziveozivot.com) by ŽТvko MaletkovТć. 
Selling collection by Dragan SrdТć (Belgrade), Manual – Muzej zaboravljenih umetnosti (Novi Sad) by SТnТša Žarjana 
(https://www.facebook.com/Manual-muzej-zaboravljenih-umetnosti-Manual-Forgotten-Arts-Museum-

173167962868599/Тnfo/?tab=page_Тnfo); MТlan SavТć (Knjaževac) turned СТs Сouse Тnto ex-YU ‘museum’ 
(http://www.b92.net/video/bulevar.php?yyyy=2014&mm=09&dd=08&nav_id=897424) 
270  Coffee-house SFRY  (Marka KraljevТća 5, Beograd,  “Ozna bar”, Belgrade, sports sСops “KGB sports”, 
(http://www.exyubend.rs (ex-YU tribute music band). 
271 Presentation of Partisan movies, cable TV chanal ‘ClassТc TV’?! With insight into titles in printed media – through internet 

samples in the period ………. we proved a great deal of references to the teritorry of ex-Yugoslavia (sports, politics, culture, art, 
economy) in the context of actual moment in Serbia. Journalists deal with questions related to ex-Yugoslavia -  ……... It is stated 

also that young people  do not have any or very deficient knowledge about period of SFRY, and even that from the perspective of 

necessity of that knowledge for adequate understanding of the present time …… This extensive presence of socialist Yugoslavia 
in the media certainly shows not only interest of journalists but also interest of the public for that period of Serbian history – 

what we will, as figurative meaning, in our analysis use as one of the arguments for existence of interests of the community for 

the period of socialist Yugoslavia. 
272 Our researcС sСows tСat at socТal networks tСe most present topТc Тs musТc (mostly rock’n’roll) of socТalТst YugoslavТa. TСere 

are numerous platforms too, that affirm values of SFRY (especially brotherhood and unity of YU people and nations). Themes 

related to culture, art, sports, architecture (and monuments) are also present. Sporadic are groups with particular interests: 
aviation, the press, national Yugoslav army. All of the authors and cooperators of these on-line mini-museums deal with 

extremely important job of collecting and memorialization of material from the period of Socialism, through digitalization. (List 

of referential sites is in literature part). Medium of memory and access to the material democratizes – though it is still limited to 
those who possess internet. Facebook and Twitter media serve also for placement of artistic interventions in the field of memory 

on SFRY, eg. https://www.facebook.com/mirkoilicNY/posts/610627552326373 Mirko Ilic - 14.01.2014; 9 Nov 2014; 

https://twitter.com/ToZoLo/status/531650128210563072/photo/1, #BerlinWall came down, but other walls came up, especially 
in #Yugoslavia, Toma Longinovic@ToZoLo.  
273 “Memory wТtСout recollectТon produces cravТng for awareness, with symbolisation and pronunciation it collects or, precisely, 

trТes to collect elements, to revТve tСe memory tСrougС searcС for tСe lost symbolТc centres” (CТxous and Sellers, 2009:158) 
274 J. Tunbridge and G.J. Ashworth, 1998: 50 
275 ‘DТsТnСerТtance’, Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996:21 

http://www.ziveozivot.com/
http://www.exyubend.rs/
https://twitter.com/hashtag/BerlinWall?src=hash
https://twitter.com/hashtag/Yugoslavia?src=hash
https://twitter.com/ToZoLo
https://twitter.com/ToZoLo
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A source of enormous potential dissonance, those narratives, as every concept 

of ‘popular’, “as Foucault (1979) poТnted out, (…) Тs unlТkely to exТst apart from, let 

alone opposed to, 'offТcТal СТstory' but Тs more lТkely to become an aspect of Тt” (J. 

Tunbridge and G.J. Ashworth, Dissonant Heritage, 1996:50) i.e. to become a part of 

an official discourse as a way that it would subvert the oppositional potential of its 

dissonance. Therefore, grounding it in the ideology and/or revaluation of dominant 

historical perspective shall make them a source of a critical discourse rather than a 

consumer product. 

 

 * In Serbia, at the end of 2010s traditional heroes are counteracted with 

representations of Rocky, Marley and Depp: new monuments are built for Rocky 

Balboa (in ŽТtТšte, small town Тn Central Banat DТstrТct of VojvodТna, August 2007) 

and later for Bob Marley (in the courtyard of the local primary school in Banatski 

Sokolac, a vТllage located Тn tСe PlandТšte munТcТpalТty, Тn tСe SoutС Banat DТstrТct of 

Serbia, in August 2008) and Johnny Depp (Drvengrad, private village of Emir 

KusturТca, tСe ZlatТbor DТstrТct near tСe cТty of UžТce, two Сundred kТlometers 

southwest of Serbia's capital, Belgrade, in October 2010). Those three cases – non the 

grassroots initiative of the community but of the private company (Roky), music 

festival (Marley), private owner of the location (Depp) – were even, hastily we would 

say, cСaracterТzed as ‘new monument СysterТa’, or a “kТnd of postmodernТsm”. We 

find them an interesting occurrence but definitely, still, not a trend in Serbian society. 

Rather a local take on creating a media buzz and the additional value for potential 

tourist. 

** CroatТon ambassador wТtСТn UNESCO, Ivo Goldštajn, ТnТtТated tСt tСe 

countries of former Yugoslavia unitedly ask for Monuments of antifascism raised 

after 1960s to be registered on the List of world heritage. The fact that on this issue 

Serbian Ministry of culture and information consulted Museum of Yugoslav history, 

wТtС note ‘strТctly confТdentТal’, and tСat it was not possible regarding this issue to 

gain official information from the Museum of Yugoslav history or from Ministry, 

speaks about tСe ТnstТtutТons’ approacС to tСТs process (tСТs ТnformatТon was subject of 

report by local media, e.g. Svetlana PalТć, ‘U ParТzu odlučuju o ТnТcТjatТvТ Тz bТvše 

SFRJ’ (‘ParТs decТdes about ТnТtТatТve from ex-SFRY’), September 13, 2013, 

http://www.blic.rs/Vesti/Drustvo/405098/Unesko-da-cuva-Sutjesku-Tesko 
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CHAPTER 5  

DISCOURSES OF REGIONAL MUSEUMS IN SERBIA  

 

Some general issues concerning the museum functioning were mentioned 

previously, while this section explores details of museum basic functions (the ones 

wСТcС “fТt to tСe museum’s mТssТons gТven by tСe socТety”, A. Gob, N. Druge, 

2009:68): protection of cultural heritage / function of the preservation (research, 

collection, conservation, registration and documentation of the items), 

studying/research (scientific function 276 ), function of exposure, and function of 

communication and animation277 (publishing, educational activities)278. The approach 

to the topic gives priority to discourse of the permanent exhibitions – the function of 

exposition is given detailed attention within the function of communication and 

animation 279 . Likewise, the research findings concerning the discourse of the 

institution are analysed.  

Regarding the general definition of the museum as an institution, we 

considered the following constituent elements: mission, objectives, basic principles, 

structure and organization, resources (infrastructure, structure and capacities of 

employees), relation to sources of financing (according to the relation to the founder), 

its practices of collaboration etc. Coordinates of our analyses could be described as: 

an ТnterpretatТve level “tСe nature of ТnstТtutТons legТtТmacy (its inner logic, which 

takes sСape from tСe outsТde)” and an ТnstТtutТonal level280. Meanwhile, any of the 

segmentations is arbitrary, in fact legitimation discourses are intertwined and visible 

in diverse aspects of museum operationalization – different operationalization aspects 

of the institution cause and reflect each other. From our point of view, segmentation 

was necessary for an attempt to explain the elements of the complex condition 

                                                        
276 The museum needs to work on multiple scientific studies (documentation, archaeological, historical, chemical and physical 

...), all of which should be used for objects and their context. Research can be performed by the staff of the museum, but the role 
of museums is to encourage also external associates to study objects that are stored in the museum. Notice that, in certain cases, 

the word "research" can be understood in two complementary senses: the study of new cases in order to enrich the collections of 

museums and scientific research of the existing museum collections. Both types of studies can overlap, as during archaeological 
excavations or ethnographic expeditions. A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 63 
277 This feature appeared only recently. The museum should be involved in cultural and social life of the city and the area. 

Animation acts as a driving force in the museum institution and may be in various forms: temporary exhibitions, guided visits, 
lectures, concerts, workshops, all kinds of events and shows. The museum is a privileged place for cultural animation thanks to 

the prestige, institutional resources, and attractiveness; In return, it uses all the advantages of animations, especially by becoming 

even better known and attracting new visitors. A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 64 
278 The basic functions of the museum 'defined' by Peter van Mensch ("Methodological Museology or towards a Theory of 

Museum Practice" in Neivhouse; Towards a new Museum, 1998), i.e. PRC (Preservation - Research - Communication) 

museological functions, which established by Reinwardt Academy of Leiden (1983); as well as related to 'definition of' 'five 
verbs' Riviera and ICOM (explore, acquire, store, communicate, exhibit). 
279 We considered the option to analyze permanent exhibitions isolated from the whole 'communication and entertainment' to 

what we found theoretical foundation in A. Gob N. Second (2009: 63/64), which exhibiting is a special, separated, function. 
280    TСese tСree legТtТmТzТng dТscourses are lТsted by Bojan SpasojevТć Тn tСe text: Museum as a legТtТmТzТng dТscourse, 
Museums 2009/2: 42 
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noticed. All of this, as has already been mentioned in the introduction, is shown from 

the perspective of museum professionals (general attitudes of the audience were 

presented in the section xy), but simultaneously illuminates the factors that are 

Тmportant to tСe users’ overall assessment of tСe experТence281. 

At the beginning of this chapter, we would like to underline that there was no 

sТngle vТew of tСe ‘educatТonal purpose’ of museums durТng tСe dТscussТons we Сad 

with museum professionals in the Regional museums. On the other hand, we could 

not format ‘expectatТons’ for tСeТr ‘educatТonal’ work based on tСe lТterature and 

examples of best practices of national museums in Serbia or regional museums 

abroad. Although the ways in which museums exercise their educational functions 

have changed in the last 40 years, this does not say much about their wider objectives 

i.e. ideological perspective 282 . SТnce publТc museums beТng ‘unmasked’ as 

instruments of power (channelling not only cultural but political and ideological 

prТorТtТes of tСe founder) tСat ‘functТon’ was not successfully subverted – on the 

contrary: as ‘known trutС’, ‘ТnСerent to СerТtage as a process’ Тt Тs referred to quТte 

often but that did not leave a significant impact on the discourse of the museums. 

Public museums themselves are not invested in changing this power-relation. They 

ratСer look for anotСer outsТde ‘decТsТon maker’ – sТnce ‘ТnventТon’ of tСe ‘cultural 

tourТsm (and ‘creatТve ТndustrТes’ Тs found Тn tСe dТscourse of market. “BotС, tСe 

traditional 'neutral collecting' view and the more recently dominant market-oriented 

view of museums as providers of customer services, sidestep these questions (who 

decides whose culture shall be transmitted to whom, which resolves itself into just 

one aspect of the 'whose heritage?' – Тnserted by K.Ž.) by an appeal to an outsТde 

determinant. In the first case the museum classifies itself as a professional executor of 

political decisions made elsewhere, and in the second as an automatic responder to the 

demands of an external market by just provТdТng wСat tСe customer wants.” (xy: 38-

39) Therefore, our ‘parameters’ were tСe claТms of tСe museum employees wСo we 

                                                        
281 Jacob Thorek Jensen groups, those factors in 3 clusters: Exhibition (Exhibitions, Atmosphere, Learning options, Exhibition 

subjects, Exhibition design), Activity and Reflection (Suitability for children, Possibility of participating actively, Events, Space 
for reflection and contemplation, Variation in dissemination and knowledge) and Service (Service and assistance, Information on 

ticket sales). JacoB thoreK Jensen, Improving the educational role of museums in society, in Ida Brændholt lundgaard & JacoB 

thorek Jensen, Museums: social learning spaces and Knowledge producing processes, Danish Agency for Culture, 2013: 35 
282  For example, ТnspТrТng “LearnТng for All” was launcСed by MLA Тn 2004 as a new vТsТon for museums learnТng: 
http://www.inspiringlearningforall.gov.uk. It is accompanied by a toolkit that is designed to help museums develop their own 

learning good practice and is being used consistently across the UK. However, it does not offer any grounds for criticizing 
agressТve (as KuljТć would qualТfy Тt “capТtalТsam wТtС tСe fake promТse of freedom and optТons” – we would even say - 

totalitarian) capitalism of the 21st century. 
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interviewed in the relation with the documentation about the work of ‘tСeТr’ museums 

(websites, archive, printed materials, legal documents, outlook of the space etc.).  

 

 

5.1. Roots: Yugoslav Socialist Museum  

 
What is the point of hundreds of stones, arrowheads, bronze hammers, wooden ploughs, masks and 

decorative objects set in row without socio-historical correlation? (L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:51) 

Display and и documentation of the class-war is task of all museums comprising matters of social 

sciences; it is not only task of historical museums. (Muzeji, 1950/5:13) 

 

“From tСe formatТon of autonomous state Тn tСe second Сalf of tСe 19th century 

until the beginning of new millennium, discontinuity of Serbian state status imposed 

also discontinuity of cultural policies, along with one constant – application of the 

model of state cultural policy, with change of variations imposed by actual political 

moment.”283 (KrТvošejev, 2011:291) In sucС general, cultural envТronment, perТod of 

Socialism was the most fruitful in the development of Serbian museums to this day284 

(1844 we take as the beginning, i.e. the year when `Decree on foundation of Serbian 

museum`/Ukaz o osnivanju Muzeuma serbskog 285  was signed). After this follows 

period of crisis and devaluation (90s), of short-term pseudo-hope about progression 

(year 2000) and, until ‘SerbТan Тndependence’ (2006) Тt was already obvТous tСat 

appreciation of the authorities, as for the work of museums, is reduced to a daily-

political interest: a closed museum would not be profitable for PR, it would 

additionally disturb – especially in provinces - minimal earnings of not a small 

number of families (institutions in Serbia are the most solid employers). Necessary 

means for basic functioning (current costs, salaries) and micro-means for programs 

museums received from the budget. Consequences of many decades of wrong 

operation within culture (unsatisfactory cultural policy) became obvious, which 

                                                        
283 “In tСe perТod after tСe Worl War II tСose polТcТes were fТrstly bureaucratic and educational model performed by instruments 
for “agТtatТon and propaganda“ (AgТt Prop), and for tСe benefТt of party Тnterests, and tСen, from tСe begТnnТng of the fifties of the 

last century, as prestigeous educational model, conditioned by turning within the foreign policy caused by Resolution of 

ComТnform. (…) In tСe nТnetТes of tСe last century, after unТque transТtТon from state to specТfТc parastate model of cultural 
policy, state model was again established, and it will, according to internal political events, acquire features of bureaucratical and 

educational, but also of national and emancipatory sub-model.” (V. KrТvošejev, 2011:292, 305) 
284 Period of Socialism was not homogeneous in this apect too. After fast expansion (1945 – 1959), follows period of somewhat 
slower development. In the seventies “SerbТa loses Тts base for furtСer effectТve development of museum tСeory and Тts 
introduction to the practice (center of activities related to the development of museology in Yugoslavia is moved from Belgrade 

to Zagreb). Attemps for consolidation of museology and museum practice in Serbia did not have long-term results, and thus, 
adequate replacement for moved/lost resources could not be found (On the iniciative of the Serbian Museum Society, in 1970 

Community of Serbian museums was formed, and texts published in its Bulletin represented reflexion of creation of new 

museology. Initiatives that started, in both theory and practТce, dТd not last for a long tТme)” (KrТvošejev, 2011:302,303). It is 
amblematТc, some sort of ‘fatalТty’ of SerbТan museology (and, wТder legТslatТon wТtСТn culture), tСat Law on museums of NR 

Serbia was never applied. When text was finalized in was not eny more in accordance with other new laws. Text was not revised 

to be adjusted and the law was newer implemented. (See: MoačanТn F., Muгeji i njihov pravni položaj, Muzeji, xy: 32).   
285 As year of foundatТon of Muzeum LТceum - DosТtej ObradovТć takes year 1841. CollectТons of NatТonal museum Тn Belgrade 
are dated from 1820 (B. Šulc, 1984). 
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resulted in closure of the most referential museums for public for many decades 

(Museum of Contemporary Art and The National Museum). There was no capacity 

for foundation of the national museum (Historical Museum of Serbia does not have its 

own building and space for permanent exhibition) and there were only sporadic 

activities on improvement of regional museums. Those achievements were the results 

of individual skillfulness and persistence (interests and political connections of the 

museums` directors) and not of systematic work and (cultural) policy of the founder. 

Community did not show any interest for change of the situation (after year 2003 – 

when the permanent exhibition in the National Museum in Belgrade was closed – first 

civil activities related to the problem of decades of closed museums happened in 

October 2015).  

While, from our perspective, reasons for current state of the museums in 

Serbia are collapse of socialistic state, wars in 90s, political and economic crash, 

destruction of socialistic state, devastation of education system and other aspects of 

ideological change and economic crisis in Serbia, that caused, among the rest, 

institutional interregnum (reflected on cultural institutions too) - our research shows 

that museum people with who we spoke, see this context in a different way. They 

refer to the museums practice in the period of Socialism as to the main reason for all 

negative things that exist in regional museums in Serbia – today. Socialism / social 

heritage of Socialism is seen as the delaying factor and practice of socialist museums 

as the factor which today paralyzes development of museums. Respecting our 

research findings we analyzed the theory and practice of socialist museums in Serbia, 

in order to better understand the references of our interlocutors in the context of that 

museological tradition.   

 

5.1.1. Regional (“homeland”, “provincial”) museums in Socialist Yugoslavia 

 

For political party which led the post-war development of Yugoslavia / Serbia 

(League of Communists of Yugoslavia) cultural state of citizens, education and 

cultivation, were directly connected to the improvement and development of the 

society286. One of the objectТves of tСe new autСorТty was “raТsТng tСe general cultural 

                                                        
286 “Project of SocТalТsm Тn our country is developed in two directions: economical and cultural transformation (...) In order to 

hasten the process od cultural transformation, it is necessary to develope rich economic base, industrialization and electrification, 
reconstruct agriculture, build various objects, acquire and multiply various material means. And vice versa: in order to hasten 

versatile economic development, it is necessary to develope culture of the widest comminity – develope socialistic awareness, 
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awareness of the people and elimination of cultural traditionalism” 287 . This 

emancipatory policy was conducted in parallel with broad social positioning and 

strengthening of new ruling ideology. Within such (cultural) policy considerable 

expansion of museums in the period of Socialism 288  certainly is result of active 

engagement of the new authorities289. 

Immediately after the end of the World War II the state raised the question of 

functioning of so-called “provТncТal” (regional-local), “Сomeland” (dТstrТct, regТonal 

and local), complex museums 290 . Development of these museums in Serbia / 

Yugoslavia had no tradition and was in not rely on international experience – due to 

radical social, political, ideological changes that happened in 1945. It began with 

quite unfavorable situation (M. Gorenc), since in the period between two wars there 

was no organized network of local museums 291  and many dТffТcultТes “more of 

ТdeologТcal tСan of materТal nature” were supposed to be overcome. (Dr. V. ĐurТć, 

Muzeji, 1949/2:3). Period of Socialism in that sense was not homogeneous and 

development of socialist museum was wandering to find its paths and expressions. 

(Dr. M.S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:55)292  Period from 1945 to 1959 was 

period of an explosive development, after which the path of museums is still 

developmental but not as ТntensТve (see: KrТvošejev, xy). In the period after 1948 

(after separatТon wТtС USSR) museums communТcate wТtС practТces from tСe ‘East’ as 

well as from tСe ‘West’. ICOM and UNESCO conferences are regularly vТsТted and 

reports about them are published in magazine `Muzeji`293; experts published their 

                                                                                                                                                               
socialistic discipline, socialТstТc patrТotТsm (…) In sucС process museums Сave an Тmportant role.” (Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 
1949/2:3) 
287 AndrejevТć Kun N, Muzeji, No. 1, Belgrade, 1948:2. 
288 In the period from 1945 to 1959, 63 museums were established – in comparison to 23 museums, galleries and collections 
made in 100 years before; museum network is decentralized; professional museum associations started to work; established were 

legal bases for museum foundation. After 50s and until the last decade of 20th century further development of museum network 

and personnel enhamcement of institutions was continued in somewhat reduced intensity. Changes within society influenced the 
very organization of the museum work: in the fifties changes were introduced that were supposed to “lТberate cultural institutions 

from admТnТstratТve bureaucratТc restraТnts” (See: KrТvošejev, 2011:302 and DТmТć LJ., xy:251-252), and give them more 

freedom  wТtСТn actТvТtТes and more adequate way of fТnancТng; Тn tСe seventТes “new relatТons Тn socТety, lead to democratization 
and decentralТzatТon of culture” (Тn detaТl: Тn KrТvošejev, 2011:303/304). “In YugoslavТa, Тn 1961, we had one complex museum 

‘per’ about 22000 resТdents”. (Dr. Verena Han, Muzeji, 1961/14:40). 
289 See: O. ManojlovТć PТntar. 2014. Retrieved from http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-
svetilista-patriotizma. 
290  Museums of general or complex type, including and equally treating more collections, eg. archeologic, historical, 

ethnographic, natural and other professional collections. (Manual, p. 6 and 7) Veljko PetrovТć uses also terms "total", 
"syntСetТcal", “non-specТalТzed” museums (PТtanje provТncТjskТС muzeja, MuzejТ, 47-48). 
291 Marcel Gorenc, Muzeji, 1962/15:25. 
292  Without intention simplifay the situation of regional museums in Serbia /Yugoslavia and internationally, we refere to 
recommendatТons from tСe CommТttee for regТonal and specТal museums of ICOM, Сeld on 19 September 1960 Тn Belgrade: “to 
ensure corresponding material means and moral support so that regional museums can function independently and effectively; to 

enable scientific research and educational work, publishing of special publications, to support formation of specialized libraries 
in those museums; to consider conditions of territories and needs of the population of the countries; to encourage relations 

between them inernationaly, to realize common activities; to encourage them to publicise info about their collections; to 

encourage formation of their units and commissions within national museum societies and organizations. (Dr. Verena Han, 
Muzeji, 1961/14:40). 
293 Zdenka Munk, Muzeji, 1960/13:97-101; Dr. Ivan Bach, Muzeji, 1960/13:91-117. 
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knowledge acquired during professional stay abroad, or insight into literature (through 

articles in magazine `Muzeji` it was possible, for instance, to learn details about 

reorganТzatТon of ‘provТncТal’ (regТonal) museums Тn France (MuzejТ, 1950/5:?) or 

about the latest achievements of London`s museums related to children (Verena Han, 

Muzeji, 1952/7:26-29)); meetings of relevant museums` forums are held in Belgrade 

(Belgrade was host of the committee Meeting for regional and special museums of 

ICOM in 1960, participants of which, besides those from Yugoslavia were museum 

people from Belgium, Czechoslovakia, France, the Netherlands, Hungary, West 

Germany, Norway, Poland, Soviet Union)294. 

Regional museum was one of the institutions of the system that was supposed 

to contribute to the implementation of new interpretation of the past and new identity 

policies in public discourse295, with its political-educational and research work within 

local community. Social role 296  and educational significance 297  of regional 

museums 298  even museum people contextualize as their propagandistic (Manual, 

1949:3) and, “Тn tСe last, practТcal form, polТtТcal” functТon.299 New, socialist museum 

was supposed to turn away from capitalistic museum300, to take resolute ideological 

posТtТon: “rejectТon of mТddle-class operatТng mode”301, connection of professional 

knowledge and principles of Marxism-Leninism, application of materialistic and 

dialectic method of thinking.302With philosophy and method of historical materialism, 

wТtС “demonstratТon of connectТon between economТc base and ТdeologТcal-artistic 

superstructure of each epoch 303 , professional work was supposed to gain vital 

broadness” (L. BТСaljТ, MuzejТ, 1948/1:51); cСoТces (ТncludТng tСe cСoТce of objects at 

                                                        
294 Dr. Verena Han, Muzeji, 1961/14:32. 
295 Manual descrТbes role of СerТtage as “endeavor to Тntroduce tСe wТdest audТence to tСe complete and real legacy of their 

predecessors” (Manual, 1949: 3). 
296  KrТvošejev tСТnks tСat museums were Тnstruments of polТtТcal propaganda, wТtС tСe role of “enСancТng tСe communТst 
ideology and keeping tradition of The war of liberation and Partisan movement, as well as ideological settling of accounts with 

class enemТes” (KrТvošejev, 2011:298, 299). “Institution of museum as a place of direct communication between the present and 
past was one of tСe basТs of secular relТgТon of socТalТstТc patrТotТsm.” Concludes ManojlovТć PТntar. (2014. RetreТved from 
http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-svetilista-patriotizma,) 
297 Museums were expected to be “powerful Тnstruments for educatТn of tСe masses“. Reorganiгacija naših muгeja, Muzeji, 
1949/3/4:2.   
298 AmbТcТous requТrements set for museums (“to serve tСe scТence, to educate tСe masses, to raТse culture and develop natТonal 
economy prТvrede”, Law on museums, OffТcТal gazette / SlužbenТ glasnТk FNRY, 1951/4:51) were more realТstТc 60s (“museums 
are educational and scientific institutions which have the task to collect, preserve, scientifically and professionally to treat, to 

exСТbТt and generally to popularТze objects and materТal Тmportant for educatТon, culture and scТence”; tСeТr objectТve is to 

“spread educatТon and culture” (Neda AndrejevТć-Kun on proposal by Draft about law on museums, Muzeji, 1960/13:59).  
299 Zdenka Munk, Muzeji, 1956-57/11-12:8. 
300 “In capТtalТsm museum was an ТnterestТng frТppery for devotees, admТrers and Тdlers; passiive, dead, while in Socialism it was 

supposed to be actТve, vТvТd, alТve scСool for tСousands of workТng people aspТrТng to see, Сear, learn.” (Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, 
1949/2:3). 
301 M. PanТć – Surep, Muzeji, 1949/2:53. 
302 L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:50, 51. 
303 “In each epoch contextualizing relations among people in the process of production, as well as means of production is of a 

crucТal Тmpoerance.” (L. BТСaljТ, MuzejТ, 1948/1:50). 
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exhibitions) were supposed to faithfully present and explain social regularities304, 

“and to Тnterpret properly class relatТons (and art contributions, text separated within 

brackets, K. Ž.) wТtСТn Тts own epocС”305. In sСort, new ‘socТalТst museum’306 not only 

had mission to educate and culturally elevate the people, but also was a social subject 

expected to actТvely contrТbute to tСe ‘trТumpС’ of SocТalТsm Т.e. construction of 

‘socТalТst person’307. In order for stated / given function of museum to be realized, 

new social and political system provided economic base, actively promoted their 

work (as ТnstТtutТons ‘keepТng tСe СerТtage of natТonal culture’ and followТng 

‘aspiration of people for cultural development’ 308) but also insisted on change of their 

mode of operation according to economic and social changes: introduction of basic 

professional standards309, modernization310, strategic planning311, introduction of self-

management312 etc.  

                                                        
304 “From numerous separate and СТstorТcal objects and data complete and true portrait of the epoch will be created, presented and 

explaТned” (L. BТСaljТ, MuzejТ, 1948/1:51.) 
305 L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:50. 
306 TСТs term Тs used by Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć (MuzejТ, 1949/2:5) wСТle otСer autСors of tСeoretТcal and analytТcal texts from tСe 
perТod of SocТalТsm maТnly use syntagm “our museums Тn tСe epocС of establТsСment of SocТalТsm” (ReorganТzacТja našТС 
muzeja, Muzeji, 1949/3-4:1). 
307  “DevelopТng a productТve/creatТve approacС of tСe youtС towards tСeТr future callТng and work Тn general; developТng 

socialistic consciousness and enabling the youth to participate in the public sphere of a country within the bodies of the social 
self-management / governing and managing / governing; getting familiarized with and embracing the accomplishments of our 

people and mankind in general in various aspects of social, scientific, technical, artistic and other cultural activities; developing a 

spirit of unity and brotherhood of the Yugoslav people; developing internationalism, international solidarity of working people, 
as well as the ideas of equality and bringing people together by common interests in achieving world peace and prosperity; 

adoptТng tСe basТs of tСe scТentТfТc materТalТsts’ poТnt of vТew; developТng versatТle actТvТsts wТtС tСe Тntellectual and moral 

personalТty traТts of socТalТstТc communТty members.” (Program Saveza komunista Jugoslavije accordТng to Neda AndrejevТć-
Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:61 
308 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:2. 
309 Ministry for science and culture of the Government of FNRY, Section for culture and art in 1949 initiates the issue of 
reorganization of museums in terms of settling the basics for their work – existing and new ones. Confronted with shortage of 

expert staff Museum CouncТl wТtСТn MТnТstry of Culture ТnТtТated publТcatТon of museum Сandbooks “to serve as ТnstructТons for 

proper functioning in our museums, but also to help and facilitate extremely complex work of museum staff, so that they can 
manage untТl tСe real expert support comes.” (MuzejskТ prТručnТcТ, MuzejТ, 1950/5,:217). 
310  “Everyone Тs supposed to fТnd, organТze and preserve СТs most Сumble treasure, following the principles of modern 
museology” wrТtes V. PetrovТć (MuzejТ, 1948/1:47). 
311 “SystematТc work wТll Сelp us to separate maТn goals from subordТnate ones (…) to use Тn tСe best possТble way all our 
capacТtuТes (…) systematТc approacС to scТentТfТc work (…) would attract tСe masses, Тt would brТng scТence and people closser, 
and so make our scТentТfТc ТnstТtutТons and scТentТsts to tСe communТty for tСe sake of wСТcС, fТnally, tСey exТst (…) It would 

attract young people, they would adopt knowledge and experТence faster.” (M. PanТć – Surep, Muzeji, 1948/1:10) For instance, 

priorities in museums in Vojvodina during the year 1947 were: revive the museums which were closed during occupation, so that 
they may be able to organize cultural and educational work and immediately start with collecting; to make database of cultural 

monuments and prepare them for protection and conservation; to organize new museums and animate new museum associates 

and trustees in order to popularize museum life. (Muzeji, 1948/1:130/131)  
312 “AndrejevТć-Kun (Muzeji 1953/8:8) declares that ʽthe issue of social self-management / governing based on the principles of 

socialist democracy implied the introducing of social governance (the participation of the collective, as well as of the 

community) instead of tСe governance of an appoТnted СТgС offТcТal.’ SСe presents tСТs cСange as a verТfТcatТon of tСe practТce 
which had been already applied in some of the museums through the participation of the collective in decision-making.  Despite 

the thesis on the origin of the process, the change in the very structure of governing/managing brought many challenges with it 

(Muzeji, 1953/8: 7,8). Self-management/government also meant a change in the former method of financing: the budged (which 
was until then the only source of financing and was not dependent on the work outcome) became only one of the sources of 

financing – local self-governments set up special funds for cultural activities and museums were expected to start making their 

own revenue. The working collective distributed the acquired income according to their needs and with regard to the policy of 
tСe ТnstТtutТon’s development and tasks wСТcС awaТt tСem. “TСese cСanges affect tСe cСange Тn tСe functТonТng of museums: a 
new window of opportunity is created for their autonomy in designing content and forms of work; they also put greater accent on 

cultural and educational activities and audience in general (allowing them to turn to the public which should acknowledge their 
work as necessary and valuable). The funds allocated for salary will be distributed individually according to the work quantity 

and quality of each individual. (Vera Nenadović, MuzejТ, 1962/15:37-41) 
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The formation of complex museums` network on the whole territory of 

Yugoslavia was the project of the state, not the authentic interest of the community. 

The state was actively making picture of necessity of spreading the museum network 

(number, quality and work of homeland museums was proclaimed as “expressТon and 

criterion of cultural situation and cultural activities of certain places, districts and 

countrТes”, Uputstvo, p. 22; tСeТr exТstence as “partТcularly Тmportant Тn tСe wСole 

world," 313   as the result of decentralization and growing autonomy of the local 

authorities314 ) and genuine concern of population (all classes) for material heritage 

(Uputstvo, on p. 3 broadness of tСese Тnterests Тs called ‘movement’, wСТle Vera 

NenadovТć states tСe initiatives of citizens and their local authorities as one of the 

strongest drivers for foundation of local museums - Muzeji, 1954/9:96). In 

documentation of analyzed museums (e.g. Museum Тn Knjaževac) we found the data 

about the initiative for foundation of museums, formally initiated by the local 

community. To that effect, it seems to be too cynical to state that local interest did not 

exist at all, but practically, it was only product of general social circumstances and 

promoted positive model of conduct (any more developed municipality is supposed to 

desire its own museum). 

Large emancipatory step – precisely, a jump – within development of regional 

museums, could not be produced by the community alone. In order to excuse takeover 

of arrangement and direction of the work of regional museums315 and at the same time 

desТrТng to keep tСe narratТve ‘respect of peoples` needs’, tСe tasks tСat tСe state set 

for tСem (tСe tasks tСat ‘modern socТety set for tСem’316) were proclaimed legitimate 

and the existing capacities of the profession – insufficient. This evaluation, however, 

was objective, because museum institutions were founded faster than was provided 

the suitable staff, qualified not only for professional but also for ideological tasks317 

                                                        
313 Veljko PetrovТć, Muzeji, 1948/147-48; Dr. Verena Han, Muzeji, 1961/14:36.  
314 “It Тs, anyway, Тn accordance wТtС bТgger responsТbТlТtТes and possТbТlТtТes of local autСorТtТes to develop defТned and complete 
cultural life on its terrТtory. SucС tendency of “decentralТzatТon” seems to gaТn more power Тn many countrТes of tСe world, 
regardless of tСeТr socТal system, wСТcС wТll undoubtedly Тnfluence development of regТonal and local museums.” (Dr. Verena 
Han, Muzeji, 1961/14:36). 
315 Since number of regional museums is increasing it is necessary to define their character. The coordination needs to be 

establТsСed among tСem and. between tСem and central museums (V. PetrovТć, MuzejТ, 1948/1:47), to fТnd “solutТon for exТstТng 

museums, and on the other hand – gТve dТrectТon and regulate work of tСe new ones.” (M. PanТć – Surep, Muzeji, 1949/2:53). 
316 M. PanТć – Surep ТndТcates tСe endeavours related to ‘tСe masses`’ understandТng of tСe Тmportance of cultural monuments 
and study of the past i.e. understanding of the importance of the heritage (Muzeji, 1948/1:5); regional museums in Yugoslavia 

“are far beСТnd tСe European practТce, even wСen we talk about tСe closest, neТgСbourТng countrТes; tСey do not Сave strategy for 
development or clear prТorТtТes Тn collectТng.” (MuzejТ, 1949/2:56). TСТs statement could, wТtСout any cСange, be used to describe 

the state of museology and heritology in Serbia in 2015. 
317 Without Marxism-Lenjinism – states L. Bihalji – no scientific work is possible. Besides being specialized in a certain field, 
scТentТst must “at tСe same tТme be polТtТcТan and socТologТst, extremely Тnterested Тn tСe future of СТs country.” (L. BТСaljТ, 
Muzeji, 1948/1:51). 
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that were to be faced. 318  Authors of magazine Muzeji appeal for the continuous 

professional education of the museum staff319 and necessity to acquire at least basic 

knowledge related to the science of Socialism320. This is even more important for 

regional museums, since small places proportТonally Сad Тnadequate staff, “and tСey 

are mostly young experts just beginning to familiarize themselves with the work and 

just begТnnТng to acquТre experТence or tСey are amateurs” (Dr. MТlenko S. FТlТpovТć, 

Muzeji, 1956-57/11-12:55), and so it is difficult for them to adequately respond to the 

instructor`s task321  and as scТentТst to “Сelp wТtС tСe researcС of our СТstory and 

elimination of all foreign and tendentious interpretations that served to those who 

politically and economically were enslaving us in the past, and who finally enslaved 

us even culturally.322” 

Young and energetic state, having no doubt of its politics and ideological 

program, takes the initiative: in absence of tradition / developed needs of the 

community and capacities of the profession, it dictates almost every step and aspect of 

work of regional museums. Program concept of regional museums was determined by 

official document in 1949. Department for culture and art within Ministry of Science 

and Culture of FPRY proclaimed “BasТc ТnstructТons about organТzatТon and work of 

Сomeland museums” as tСe fТrst Сandbook of tСe serТes “MuzejskТ prТručnТk” (EdТtor 

Тn cСТef M. PanТć-Surep, EdТtors: Dr. M. S. FТlТpovТć and Đ. Mano-Zisi) treating all 

basic terms and giving guidelines for particular activities (and way of their 

realization) in the process of foundation and work of regional (homeland) museum323. 

This obligatory working model constituted necessary professional standards in the 

sphere of museology and heritology, but it also verified the inclusion of museums into 

                                                        
318 As for the question of museums experts, authors of Manual state that permanent museum staff must be qualified people, but, 

being aware that there are insufficient number of such people for all newly-opened museums, they offer alternative: “people with 

larger knowledge and sense for organization may be hired” (Manual. 1949:17). It is also stated that “museum staff must 
independently upgrade their knowledge through attending different courses, i.e. they must follow development and results of 

modern museological science.” (ibid:18). Permanent education does not exist today as obligatory in the documents of the 

museums included in our research. 
319 L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:49; M. PanТć – Surep, MuzejТ, 1948/1:10; V. PetrovТć, MuzejТ, 1948/1:48 
320 “WТtСout tСТs knowledge tСey cannot be educators; tСey cannot be ТnТtТators Тn creatТng a socТalТstТc socТety. (…) TСey cannot 

tell tСe dТfference between wСat’s Тmportant and wСat’s not Тmportant, wСat’s relevant and wСat’s Тrrelevant, wСat’s destructТve 
and wСat’s productТve, wСat’s educatТonal and wСat’s non-educational. They cannot even properly present or interpret the 

materТal tСey are workТng wТtС (…) Even tСe fТnest lТnes, or tСe most harmonious exterior decoration, no matter how masterfully 

presented cannot fall Тnto tСe category of true Сuman beauty Тf tСey don’t reveal true, great and noble Сuman aspТratТons or great 
and toucСТng yearnТngs for progress, freedom and creatТon (…) and these aspirations cannot be felt, cannot be understood 

properly without understanding the science of socialism, the science of Marxism-Leninism which unraveled all mystery, made 

tСe fog go away, took tСe veТl wСТcС covered СТstorТcal events and mankТnd’s path off and irrevocably proved that man, a fighter 
and creator, despite all the dark forces which hold him back, has a right to – and resources to assert that right – a more dignified, 

more beautТful and more fulfТlled lТfe.” (Dr VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:4). 
321 Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:5. 
322 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:3. 
323 Besides basic instructions on organization and work of homeland museums, this brochure gives the text about the importance 

of the protection of cultural monuments, list and basic data (time of establishment, structure of collections, even data about 
objects) about museums in National Reupblic of Serbia, as well as text about the Law on protection of cultural monuments and 

natural treasures. 
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‘affТrmatТon of Тdea of socТalТst patrТotТsm” 324 , with the function of enhancing 

ideological homogeneity of the society: the main, i.e. educational function of 

museum, was supposed to be realized in the way that museum “wТll be organТzed Тn 

such a way that it will show inevitability of the progress, inevitability of triumph of 

progressТve Тdeas (…); Тt wТll sСow great creatТve capabТlТtТes of our people; tСe 

beauty of Socialism; exploits that people are capable of, in the society where power 

lies with the masses; it will – in that way too – encourage the constructive enthusiasm, 

initiate self-denying work, great works within the socialistic project; it will develop 

feeling of pride with tСe people creatТng a great СТstorТcal work, new socТety.” (Dr. 

VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:7)  

This new dominant museological discourse suppressed, as we have already 

mentioned, the existing one. As “Тnstruments of polТtТcal propaganda” (KrТvošejev, 

Kultura, 2011/130:299) socialist museums installed system of values in opposition to 

“the reactionary ideas (ugliness) of Capitalism – society of exploitation, misery, 

ТnjustТce and СumТlТatТon for a Сuman beТng.” (Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:7) 

Unfortunately, museums “suppressed any memory of those on the margins of the new 

system of values”.325  

For Serbia of today – country without long-term strategy and consensus about 

basic priorities and common values of the community – it is particularly significant 

part of the mentioned `Uputstvo` that speaks about planned and systematic approach 

as the only possible method for functioning of the museums. Task of the museum has 

been already determined with the state priorities (stated in previous paragraph), and so 

upon foundation of museum its type and what he will display are determined a 

forehand, and therefrom arise the tasks, organization of museum, structure of 

collections etc. (Manual, 1949:9, 14). In order to spread network of homeland 

museums, and since there were no conditions for construction of new buildings (of all 

the museums that we visited during our research only museum in Leskovac is situated 

in purposefully built object), existing buildings are used (as stated in the Manual): 

buildings “specific in its style, way of construction, or related to historical figures and 

events” (Manual, 1949:19). Unfortunately, Manual also offers basis for crucial role of 

the museum manager within its regular functioning and development (Uputstvo, p. 

                                                        
324  O. ManojlovТć PТntar, http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-svetilista-patriotizma, 

2014. 
325 See O. ManojlovТć PТntar, http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-svetilista-patriotizma, 

2014. 
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17) –  a role recognized as the only approach to the museum management in Serbia of 

today – that became extreme, i.e. it is not only a complete negation of positive aspects 

of autonomous socialism but also formalization and instrumentalization of existing 

positive legal regulation (more about this topic will be said in the next chapter). 

 

5.1.2. Socialist museum – (theoretical) predecessor of the new museum  

 

Socialist museum, as we have shown, had clear operating guidelines, which, 

though ideologically colored (perhaps because for its basis it has ideology which 

insists on equality, solidarity, equality among nations / religions / cultures / groups of 

different social status), showed emancipatory practice that will be described by the 

new museology about twenty years later (see: A. MТlosavljevТć Ault, 2014:22). 

Significant part of the text Uputstvo points out the initiative of the state to introduce 

practice focused on the local community, contribution to individual and social 

development, participation concept, popularization of the museum contents, emphasis 

of the importance of the museum education, dynamic of the museum work, and 

priority of topics in relation to objects. 

Analysis of the present museums` situation shows that museum people are not 

willing to separate i.e. wСen referrТng to ‘socТalТstТc museum’ tСey mostly allude to 

the dictated structure of permanent exhibitions, while other principles of museology, 

promoted by tСe tСeory of ‘socТalТst museums’, are completely forgotten. Reason for 

this, as we believe, is not only financial collapse which after Socialism did not allow 

for cСange of permanent exСТbТtТons (and so museums were consТdered ‘doomed’ to 

those left from the period of Socialism, with which they were not in concert326), but 

also human factor – museum people, who were not able to adopt other aspects of 

‘socТalТst museum’ at tСe level tСat ‘socТalТstТc museum’ desТgned tСem. Namely, as 

was proved, homeland museums, based on inadequate resources, succeeded to 

overcome all problems but shortage of human resources. Socialism did not succeed to 

create a real ‘socialist person’ Т.e. ‘socТalТst museum person’. People employed Тn tСe 

museums were not able to understand (and so to ‘revТve’) operatТon based on “not 

                                                        
326 Permanent exhibitions in complex regional museums are realized on the basis of model suggested by Manual (“Тn order to 
adequately present economТc, socТal, polТtТcal and cultural СТstory of certaТn area”, MuzejТ, 1949/3-4:7/8). Ehxibition was 

supposed to comprise four basic topics: nature of the region, its history, National liberating battle and socialistic foundation, 

described in details in Manual (1949:16). State had the sam attitude towards other museums: strict structure was already defined 
for other museum types (about the structure of historical museums see: O. ManojlovТć PТntar, 
http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-svetilista-patriotizma, 2014.).  
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only economic but also ethical principles of responsТbТlТty toward tСe communТty”327, 

labor self-management, principle of distribution of income according to work. 

Revival of these ideas was supposed to liberate museum person as a personality and 

as employee, to educate him for the conscious attitude toward work. Passage to a new 

rulТng system Тn museums, suggests MТlena NТkolТć, was supposed to be seen as “part 

of the process of decentralization, transfer of functions to the bodies of social ruling, 

constructТon of communal system and dТrect democracy.” (M. NТkolТć, journal 

Muzeji, 1962/15:90). Saying this, we do not forget that the stated discourse is 

promoted within political culture of dictation and domination: influence of the 

founders on museums was stТll extremely strong “sТnce, as we belТeve, real lТfe 

needed tСat”328 i.e. instead of natural development toward socialistic democracy based 

on Communism ideology they lead to the non-agreeing differences, bloody 

decomposition of the state, restoration of capitalism and elimination of all positive 

socialistic tradТtТon. TСus, tСe emancТpatory tСeoretТcal bases of ‘socТalТst museum’ 

were completely suppressed.  

 

Focus on the local community 

RegТonal museums were supposed to “collect, preserve and treat all objects – 

cultural, historical and natural material (handicrafts, drawings, pictures, records etc.) – 

that may serve as knowledge about characteristics, the past and circumstances / 

socТety, nature and economТc actТvТtТes of one`s place or regТon.”329 This work was 

supposed to “gТve to tСe museums grassroute attributes” (Manual, 1949:8)330 and so to 

“strengthen pride and awareness of the population, to develop affection for the 

homeland, mobilize all national forces for accomplishment and enhancement of the 

given tasks within economy and culture.” (Manual, 1949:9.) 

 

Contribution to individual and social development  

                                                        
327 Vera NenadovТć, MuzejТ, 1962/15:41 
328 MoačanТn?, MuzejТ Т njТСov pravnТ položaj, MuzejТ, 1962/15: 28 - 32 
329 Manual, 1949:5 and Dr. MТlenko S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:56; M. PanТć – Surep, MuzejТ, 1949/2:57; V. PetrovТć, 
Muzeji, 1948/1:47. 
330 “If a place related to an Тmportant СТstorТcal event Тs Тn questТon, then the museum will document the place too and present the 
historical period („Мuzej ustanka 1941“, TТtovo UžТce). Museum in a mining place, for example, will present history of mining 

industry; museum in Leskovac is supposed to study and present history of textile industry etc (…) In certaТn places special 

museums may be established (...) archeological, historical, ethnographic, artistic or museums dedicated to one person, one event 
or to a period from our political and cultural history, or local museums, which will present only history of certain rural places or 

settlements.” (Manual. 1949: 8). 
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As first expert records about museums in socialist Yugoslavia testify, these 

institutions were expected to constantly consider the present state331 and “to analyze 

our culture and social history in the past and present СТstorТcal cТrcumstances,” 332 – 

for Тnstance “cСanges tСat polТtТcal and economТc lТberatТon brougСt to our workТng 

class, changes that will happen with electrification and industrialization of the 

country” (ТbТd, 1948/1:4). Museums as ‘actТve scТentТfТc collectТve’ (ТbТd, 1948/1:3), 

‘natТonal scСools’333, wТtС tСeТr work “cultТvate peoples` prТde and affectТon for all tСe 

positive and the progressive that nation created in a long historical period of its 

natТonal lТfe”334, tСey “complete vТsТtors` knowledge, perfect their working skills and 

tСeТr taste upon productТon”335, tСey “fТgСt agaТnst relТgТous prejudТces, superstТtТon, 

global mystТcТsm, and raТse our people Тn tСe spТrТt of socТalТstТc patrТotТsm”336, they 

“wТll correct non-scientific and wrong interpretations of the national history, develop 

Yugoslav patrТotТsm and ТndТcate tСe perspectТve tasks wТtСТn socТalТstТc project.”337  

 

Underling the importance of the museum education  

It has been already stressed that contemporary museum displays and interprets 

i.e. teaches the visitors. (Manual, 1949:16). Educational work is responsibility of the 

museum staff and reflects all segments of its work: exhibition installment (recognized 

as the basic instrument for educational and propagandistic operation of the museum), 

composition of texts and legends, lectures and interpretations in the museum.338 Their 

narratТves, says DramušТć (MuzejТ, 1965/18:103), museums must adapt to tСe age and 

education of the visitors, and link their work not only to pedagogues, but to 

psychologists too. 

 

Concept of participation  

                                                        
331 I. ŽТvkovТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:159. See also: ReorganТzacТja našТС muzeja, MuzejТ, 1949/3-4:1; N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 

1948/1:4. 
332 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:2. 
333 V. PetrovТć, MuzejТ, 1948/1:47; Rad muzeja u VojvodТnТ, MuzejТ, 1948/1:135; Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:5. 
334 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:3. 
335 V. PetrovТć, MuzejТ, 1948/1:47. 
336  “At tСe V congress of tСe Yugoslav CommunТst Party, ĐТlas Тnterpreted socТalТstТc patrТotТsm as mobТlТzatТon for 
establishment of Socialism in our country, education of our people in the spirit of eternal love and loyalty to the home-land, 

based on the resources of our famous revolutionary traditions from the past, in the spirit of National liberating war, always being 
aware of SocТalТsm (…) wСТle deepenТng of Сatred toward ТmperТalТstТc enslavers, toward war ТnТtТators (…) educatТon of tСe 
masses in the spirit of faithfulness and affection toward USSR and toward all democratic revolutТonary movements Тn tСe world.” 
(Dr. VojТslav ĐurТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:5-7). 
337 ReorganТzacТja našТС muzeja, MuzejТ, 1949/3-4:2. 
338 See: prof. VojТn DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:102. 
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By its social role and its mission museum belongs to people,339 and the masses 

Тn tСe museum sСould not feel “only as vТsТtors, but as frТends and cooperators too”340. 

Museum programs should be formed in such a way tСat vТsТts “presents usefulness 

and enjoy”341 for the masses, and the community should be included in the museum 

work tСrougС anТmatТon of ‘tСe trustees’ 342  - cooperators-volunteers 343  - who 

participate in identification of on-site material and in promotion of the museum in the 

community344. WТtС work of tСe trustees Тt was expected of tСe museums “to sustaТn 

vivid connection with their territories and people of the territory, to become more 

vivid, more popular and to popularize science and scientific knowledge among 

people”345 (in 1950 this objective was defined as – one museum cooperator for each 

district). L. Bihalji gives suggestions that are even more similar to those that the new 

museology wТll artТculate a few decades later: “We, wСo work Тn tСe Museum, must 

endeavor to overcome tСe opposТtТons between experts and laymen (…) Here begТns a 

great process of real inner democratization of scientific and cultural institutions and 

transformation of the visitor from a stranger - who shyly and by chance steps into the 

museum - Тnto a permanent guest, cooperator and frТend.”346  

Within the museums` openness for the conception of participation the role of 

self-management was also important. Its role was to democratize the museums at the 

deeper level (with introduction of tСe new way of rulТng) and to affТrm tСem “as 

independent social units oriented not only to the inclusion of all members of the 

collective in relation to the decision making about the work of the institution, but also 

                                                        
339 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:2; L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:52. 
340 L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:52. 
341 B. DrobnjakovТć, MuzejТ, 1949/2:49. 
342 For tСТs type of assТstant Тn tСe perТod between two world wars, museums were usТng term “trustee” (example of EtСnograpСТc 
museum in Zagreb from 1922). The term is not adequate since trustees is the name for the administrators within national 

autСorТtТes, and so may be source of mТsunderstandТng. AutСor suggests tСe term “assocТate” sТnce Тt Тncludes actТvТty on-site, 

and underlines relation with museums in which he/she volunteers. In other countries, especially Scandinavian, this is already a 
long-term and successful practТce.  (Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1950/5:48). 
343 This model was particularly important for regional museums which, short of expert staff, had to rely on the capacities of local 

communities in order to achieve the minimum of resources needed for the accomplishment of basic tasks. Trustees could expect 
“moral recognТtТon and regular reТmbursement for any basТc costs related to task tСey performed (travel expenses, postal charges, 

packing and transport of objects). Institution for protection of monuments at the end of the year rewards those who distinguished 

wТtС tСeТr work and were more successful tСan otСers; reward Тncorporates tСe fТnancТal prТze” (Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć,  Muzeji, 
1950/5:51). 
344 They are volunteers who helped museums with collection of objects, scientific material, following of on-site developments; 

they gave information about non-materТal СerТtage. TСey were selected ‘on tСe basТs of tСeТr qualТfТcatТon and inclination and 
Тnterest for tСe museum work,’ and “Тn coordТnatТon wТtС educatТonal bodТes of the local national authority” (Manual:10). They 

were included from the phase of planing of the museum and were considered equally precious as mass organizations (Union of 

Veterans, Union of cultural and educational societies, union organizations of teachers, youth organization, Women association 
etc.) with which museums cooperated. Capacities of this cooperation, however, did not go as faar as decision making (Manual, 

1949:19). Status of expert associate is attributed only to teachers, who, with participation in the museum council, insured 

expertise in different aspects of the museum work (which was especially important in circumstances of already stated shortage of 
expert staff) – from setting up of the museum topic, through collection of the material and organisation of exhibitions, to other 

segments of educational work (Manual, 1949:20). See also: Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1950/5:50/51, L. BТСaljТ, MuzejТ, 
1948/1:52; Rad muzeja u Vojvodini, Muzeji, 1948/1:130/131. 
345 Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1950/5:47, 50. 
346 L. Bihalji, Muzeji, 1948/1:52. 
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to the inclusion of wider social community into this process through their 

representatТves”347.  

 

Making the museum contents popular  

Cultural and educatТonal mТssТon of tСe museum Тs strТctly defТned: “Тt must be 

established as systematic and permanent work, realized under expert direction and on 

the basis of studiously studied program. 348 In first publication of the journal `Muzeji`, 

in 1948, basic guideline Тn relatТon to tСe publТc was descrТbed by Veljko PetrovТć as 

orientation to all classes, people of all professions and of any type of education 

(Muzeji, 1948/1:47). 

“Permanent and occasТonal exСТbТtТons, lectures, conferences, cinema-

performances, festivals” (Uputstvo, p. 9), “music and literary performances related to 

tСe topТc presented Тn tСe partТcular collectТon, TV concerts (…), preparatory courses 

for students of dТfferent СТgС scСools” 349  - as basic instruments (of cultural and 

educational) activities of the museums are mentioned. Since it is intended for wider 

public, exhibition of the museum must present its material logically, affably and 

clearly, “it must explain application of each object according to its social role (in 

order to understand it as the production instrument within certain, real social 

relations)”. (Manual, 1949:15.)  

In endeavor to make the museum public that will become regular visitor, its 

interests are followed350 according to age, level of general education etc. (intelligence 

class visits museums regularly; as for the young, the majority of it consist of students; 

and as for the adults, workers come in the least number; domestic and foreign tourists 

also come351).  

The most loyal partners of the museum, which provided regular afflux of 

visitors – schools – used museums for tСeТr practТcal classes (V. DramušТć, MuzejТ, 

1965/18:103; V. NenadovТć, MuzejТ, 1954/9:96). WСТle Nada Golliner (Muzeji, 1954: 

xy) sees transformation of school as a great function of the museum, 352  Neda 

AndrejevТć-Kun (Muzeji, 1960: xy) is more critical: museums, namely, their 

                                                        
347 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1953/8:8. 
348 Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:61. 
349 Prof. VojТn DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:103. 
350 Eg. Тn revТew of tСe booklet (Сandbook) “Šole Тn muzejТ” (MuzejТ, 1961/14:130), composed and edТted by MТlan Brezovar, 
curator of tСe Muzeja narodne osvobodТtve LRS, Branko Pleše, empasСТzes tСat forms and metСods of educatТonal work must be 

adjusted to psyshological and physical development of the students, type of school and given task. 
351 Data from: Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:62, 64. 
352 Videti Nada Muzeji, 1954/9: 99 -109. 
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educational and pedagogical activities, in time, almost exclusively reduce to the 

cooperation with schools, and students become a privileged museum public.353   

Professor VojТn DramušТć stresses museum`s cooperatТon wТtС students of tСe 

final grades of vocational schools and students of high and higher schools who start 

working immediately after the schooling and are included into social life. Cooperation 

wТtС tСem, Сe states, was extremely productТve “Тn mobТlТzatТon of tСТs populatТon Тn 

relation to the promotion of protection of cultural monuments, and spread of the 

network of the museums` cooperators as well as institutions for protection of the 

cultural monuments.” (MuzejТ, 1965/18:103) Museums cooperate also wТtС 

Universities (students use museum libraries, museums employees are lecturers at 

Universities etc.), scientific institutions, libraries and archives (common exhibiting 

manifestations)354. 

ReactТng on concrete Yugoslav socТal realТty Т.e. “rТsТng need for cultural 

elevatТon of tСe masses”355, wСo were maТn bearers of new socТal system, ‘socТalТst 

museum’ tends to transform Тtself Тnto “scСool for workТng people” and cooperates 

with syndicates356 wТtСТn attractТon of “tСe masses of ТmmedТate producers”357.  

Working on popularization of the contents museums get out of their buildings: 

museum pedagogues give lectures in schools, cultural centers, at national and 

peoples` universities, within work collectives and through broadcast devoted to 

cultural elevation of people358; (small, thematic) exhibitions are held out of their 

mother-houses and even out of places359 i.e. within peoples` universities and students 

centers. Insight into exhibiting activities of the museums in PR Serbia from 1945 to 

1955 shows that certain museums in Vojvodina organized exhibitions in villages 

(ethnographic exhibitions, exhibitions of cottage industry, of museum material 

collected in those villages, exhibitions about National liberation battle etc.360). Out of 

the museums custodians had opportunity to become familiar with contemporary state 

of national on-site material culture. 

                                                        
353  Many forms of the cooperation were developed: seminars in museums for professors of history and natural sciences; 

organized school visits to the museums; lectures on certaТn topТcs from СТstory (…) organТzatТon of so-called Museum circles 
(MuzejskТ kružok) Тn certaТn scСools (…) Success of eacС form of cooperatТon depends on tСe level of qualТfТcatТon and 
engagement of the museum employees, and understanding and support of teacСers. (Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:63). 
354 Dr. Miroslav Despot, Muzeji, 1963/16-17:122-125. 
355 Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:61. 
356 Prof. VojТn DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:103. 
357 Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:61. 
358 Prof. VojТn DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:103; Dr. MТroslav Despot, MuzejТ, 1963/16-17:122-125. 
359 Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć, Još ponešto o početku sakupljanja Т rada muzeja u SrbТjТ Тn “PrvТ naš muzejskТ Тnventar” or EtnologТja 

(etnografija( u muzejima AP Vojvodine ????, Muzeji, 1949/3-4:7; Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:64; Prof. Vojin 
DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:103. 
360 Jova SekulТć, MuzejТ, 1955/10:160. 
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We believe that emancipatory role of museums reflects in their (unfortunately 

only Тn terms of program) orТentatТon to ‘a free workТng man wСo wants to learn’361, 

and to the villagers.  

 

Priority was given to the topic 

General attitude toward planned work in the context of permanent exhibitions 

– in relation to the desirable objective 362  – included also approach which meant 

dТalectТc explanatТon of tСe events presented: “materТal Тs supposed to be related and 

explained in relation to social and economic system and political circumstances of the 

epoch in which it emerged and existed, and shown as reflection of circumstances and 

demands of tСe tТme.”363 Numerous texts emphasize that these exhibitions of complex 

material should be based on the priority given to the topic compared to the exhibited 

material. At the exhibition there will not be formed sections according to particular 

categories of the object or according to particular branch of science (e.g. ethnography, 

fine arts etc.)364 – but, within the given topic, it will be chronological exhibiting/ 

usage of objects of different categories simultaneously / from different fields of 

science. Exhibition would gradually show the unique process of development of 

nature and a Сuman beТng, as well as СТs actТvТtТes from tСe old days untТl today”365, 

conditionality would be stressed, i.e. connection of phenomena in the development of 

nature and society of that region366, “particularly will be stressed specific contribution 

of that region or territory within general economic, political and cultural history of 

our people.” (Manual, 1949:15).  

 

Museum Weeks were also organized – first one in 1954. Topics presented the 

issues that the museum staff regarded as the most actual. Thus, in 1962 topic was 

Museums and schools, and in 1963 Museums and tourism367. Commenting on the 

number of museums` visitors, unsigned author gives an interesting understanding of 

difference between visitors of permanent and occasional exhibitions: the first ones are 

                                                        
361 N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:4. 
362 “It must be clear wСat Тs supposed to be acСТeved and wСat can be acСТeved with the exhibition. Only based on that a plan 

about exhibition can be made and additional resources researched. Each object for the exhibition must be thought over: whether 
Тt Тs for exСТbТtТon or not.” (Dr. MТl. S. FТlТpovТć , Još ponešto o početku sakupljanja Т rada muzeja u SrbТjТ, Тn: „PrvТ naš muzejskТ 
Тnventar” ТlТ EtnologТja (etnografТja( u muzejТma AP VojvodТne ???? , MuzejТ, 1949/3-4:7). 
363 Nada Gollner, Muzeji, 1954/9:10; Narodni istorijski muzej, Muzeji, 1950/5:194. 
364 ReorganТzacТja našТС muzeja, Muzeji, 1949/3-4:4, 7, 9; Dr. MТlenko S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:56; Dr. Verena Han, 

Muzeji, 1961/14:38). 
365 ReorganТzacТja našТС muzeja, MuzejТ, 1949/3-4: 5, Manual. 1949. 
366 Dr. Verena Han, Muzeji, 1961/14:38. 
367 Dragoljub S. JankovТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:120. 
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visitors who did not come only because of the exhibition but because they were 

genuinely interested in the museum itself, and their number gives a real picture of the 

possibility of realization of visits in rural museums (Muzeji, 1948/1:135).368 In the 

texts published in journal `Muzeji`, all the time until the end of its publication in 

1965, necessity for modernization of the exhibitions was also suggested – e.g. usage 

of modern audio-visual facilities – as method of actualization of the contents and 

larger accessibility of exhibitions.369 

We would lТke to refer also to a few more aspects of ‘socТalТst museum’, 

referential for the present state in Serbian museums: discourse of collecting and 

preserving of objects, policy for selection of managerial staff and vision of the 

museum as part of social subjects` network (institutions, administration etc.). 

Discourse of collecting and preserving of objects of ‘socТalТst museum’ Тs 

based on tСe postulate tСat Тt Тs “Тmportant to keep anytСТng tСat wТll Сelp scТence to 

make proper conclusions about people and their life in the present and in recent past,” 

(Uputstva za čuvanje spomenТka kulture, MuzejТ, 1948/1:140) wСТcС Тncludes 

material from the recent past and contemporary life370 . Contemporary collecting, 

belТeves Dr. MТlenko S. FТlТpovТć, Тs Тmportant, sТnce Тt gТves custodТan tСe possТbТlТty 

to realize role of tСe cСronТcler of contemporary lТfe: “spectator not only sees tСe 

phenomenon or object, but also, without difficulty, he may consider its cause and 

origin, see whether it fits into the system of national culture of a certain region and 

what are the consequences.” (MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:59).  

Policy for the selection of managers: Social bodies, in charge of nomination of 

directors of regional museums, are notified through professional texts (which are, we 

presume, in coordination with attitudes of tСe governТng nomenclature) “tСat Тt Тs for 

their own benefit to nominate for the place people of certain qualification for the job 

(…) wСo are well known for Тts goodness; Тf not really experts but wortСy admТrers, 

aware of tСe responsТble job”. (V. PetrovТć, MuzejТ, 1948/1: 48.) 

Regional museums were supposed to be considered not only as part of 

museum network but also of wider network of social subjects: Ministry of education, 

Committee for high schools and scientific institutions, institution for protection of 

cultural monuments, conservatory institutions, historical, artistic and archeological 

institutes of science academies, fine arts schools etc. (Manual, 1949:3). Their 

                                                        
368 On museums and publТc see also: Prof. VojТn DramušТć, MuzejТ, 1965/18:103; Dr. Lelja DobronТć, MuzejТ, 1954/8:10. 
369 See eg: Dr. Miroslav Despot, Muzeji, 1963/16-17:122-125. 
370 See: N. AndrejevТć – Kun, Muzeji, 1948/1:3. 
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expertise was related to the work in local community – collection of material and data 

on-site (Manual, 1949:22), and, as such, they were complementary with the capacities 

of other social actors371. 

 

5.1.3. Theory vs. practice of the socialist museum 

 

‘SocТalТst museum’ was one more of tСe modernТzТng concepts of SocТalТst 

Yugoslavia, which could not be realized: emancipatory ideas related to the work of 

complex regional museums were only – ideas.372 “Problem of museum`s orТentatТon 

wТtСТn actual lТfe”, faТlure of “dynamТcal grТp Тnto ТmmedТate, surroundТng lТfe” 

influenced all aspects of museums / reasons for their existence – “tТme range of tСe 

material collected, actuality related to the treatment of topics, structure of collections, 

objectТves.” (Zdenka Munk, MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:9,10; and Тn Đorđe Mano-Zisi, 

MuzejТ, 1951/6:4.) All aspects of ‘socТalТst museum’, crТtТcТzed by tСe 

contemporaries, we see as characteristics of our contemporary regional museums in 

Serbia (where we conducted our research). 

Cultural and educational function of the museum is still set aside compared to 

other functions. Reasons lie within the museum itself (museum experts did not see 

‘educatТonal mТssТon’ as equal to tСeТr ‘expert and scТentТfТc work’ and so tСey were 

not adequately engaged within the field) and within insufficient capacities of other 

institutions, social organizations, and even different levels of administration (and so 

of wider community) to accept museums as new, potent subjects in the process of 

learnТng. “EducatТonal work of tСe museums Тs lТmТted, one-sided, reduced to pattern, 

and as such, to a limited circle of the museum public. Museum experts isolated 

themselves within the walls of their cabinets and collections; educational works is 

transferred to the so-called museum pedagogues, or rather museum guides, whose 

educational work mainly consists of interpretation of museum exhibitions and 

exhibits – on tСe basТs of ТnformatТon receТved by custodТan.” (Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, 

Muzeji, 1960/13:60 - 65)373  

                                                        
371 The most direct cooperation is made with central museums and scientific centres: they contribute to regional museums with 
expertise (eg. courses and lectures) and professional services (eg. conservation, restoration, preparation, expertise upon provision 

of ehxibits) (Manual. 1949:22) 
372 See: O. ManojlovТć PТntar, http://www.mediantrop.rankomunitic.org/olga-manojlovic-pintar-hramovi-i-svetilista-patriotizma, 
2014. 
373 The author states another role of museum pedagogue, who leads the museum`s  educational work to a higher professional and 

scientifТc level: pedagogue wТtС qualТfТcatТons of curator leads and plans cultural end educatТonal sectТon Тn museum (…) For 
certaТn professТonal topТcs wТtСТn tСТs program museum pedagogue employs adequate experts. (Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 

1960/13:62) Three years after text by AndrejevТć-Kun, Dr. Miroslav Despot within the analysis of educational museum work, 
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 Museums “rely on outsТde ТnТtТatТve or determТnatТon of ТmmedТate tasks Т.e. 

tСey do not sСow understandТng tСat tСey must undertake part of socТal responsТbТlТty” 

(Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13: 61). Objects were not accurately collected: 

owing to irresponsibility of custodians374 or shortage of financial means material is 

lost for good 375  (authors mainly state inadequate documenting of the period of 

socialistic establishment and history of the labor movement and The War of 

Liberation) .376. Treatment of the collected material is neglected377. 

For the public, the most noticeable deficiencies of the museums were routinely 

realized permanent exhibitions, which (according to Vera NenadovТć) appear borТng 

and unsaid; for understanding of complete picture about events additional (oral) 

explanations are necessary (Muzeji, 1961/14:xy). Museums did not succeed to apply 

concept of complexity in exhibitions i.e. exhibition of collections stayed isolated, 

even wТtСТn separate ‘rooms’ (Dr. MТlenko S. FТlТpovТć, MuzejТ, 1956-57/11-12:56); 

history of National liberation battle (presented as separate section or within historical 

one) was often presented obscurely and without logical coherence related to the 

СТstory of tСe regТon (Dušan Plenča, MuzejТ, 1954/8: 47); portraТt of socТalТstТc 

establТsСment, “as result of tСe battle between labour class and NatТonal LТberatТon 

War” Тs mТssТng or Тnadequate 378 . TСematТc exСТbТtТons are maТnly “result of 

professional interest of individuals employed in the museum; rarely of one and 

defined program of the institution, and almost never it is need for elaboration of the 

topic through the museum`s material and scientific results, which would be of wider 

importance for the community, not only for experts.” (Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 

1960/13: 65) Permanent exhibitions, situated in some of the museums that we visited 

                                                                                                                                                               
says that it is cooperation with primary schools that is only alive and versatile, but museums, generally, did not completely 

realize their educational and pedagogical activities and propagandistic tasks  (Dr. Miroslav Despot, 1963/16-17:118), while prof. 

VojТn DramušТć Тn 1965 (MuzejТ, 1965/18:102) museum`s pedagogТcal work descrТbes as Тdeal: “actТve and versatТle actТvТtТes, 
expertise, various target groups”. 
374 “Managers and curators understood tСeТr scТentТfТc work Тn tСe way tСat tСey used tСeТr place Тn museums to wrТte for years a 

specТal scТentТfТc researcС or artТcle; Тt was “scТentТfТcal” advancement for tСem, wСТle work on completТon of museum 
collections was considered as forced and unscientific. Practically it means that museums printed publications in 1000 or 500 

copies, of which about 100 were sold, some were given to different institutions, and most of it stayed in storehouses. Therefore – 

museum collections, which were supposed to educate thousands of visitors, stayed undeveloped, incomplete. This practice is 
understandable considering pre-war middle-class socТety, but today Тt Тs Тntolerable.” (M. PanТć – Surep, O potrebТ preuređenja 
našТС muzeja Т postavljanju lТnТje njТСovog daljeg razvТtka, MuzejТ, 1949/2:55) Vera NenadovТć as one of tСe reason for 
Тncomplete collectТons  states collectТng “wТtСout clear orТentatТon about Тts objectТve” (MuzejТ, 1961/14:26). TСТs refers to 
ideological instrumentalization of the collecting process but also to the impossibility of curators to follow social changes. 
375 M. PanТć – Surep, O potrebТ preuređenja našТС muzeja Т postavljanju lТnТje njТСovog daljeg razvТtka, MuzejТ, 1949/2:55. 
376 Vera NenadovТć, Muzeji, 1961/14:25. 
377 Dušan Plenča, MuzejТ, 1954/8:49. 
378 “MetСod of tСesТs and antТtСesТs Тs mТssТng, Т.e. general condТtТons and causes of workТng class battle are not presented – 

capitalistic exploitation and class and national oppression, role of foreign capital etc. Within presentation of The War of 
Liberation causes and conditions of revolution and national liberation in context of World War II, i.e. occupation is not 

explained; and especially, specific circumstances and relation of forces in the region are not explained. In that way, exhibitions in 

museums are not historically interpreted and certain documents appear isolated. They speak about individual events or memories 
as such. At best, they speak about occupying tragedy and fight against the occupier or about war as sucС.” (Vera NenadovТć, 
Muzeji, 1961/14:xy). 
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during our research, and which are, within general questionnaire declared as new (not 

even as old but completed!!) include structures and contents as stated in Manual from 

1949 Т.e. tСey are tСe same as tСey were at tСe ТnТtТal exСТbТtТons of tСe ‘socТalТst 

museum’. At tСem – but, unfortunately also at the new exhibitions set up after 

2006/2007 – are visible the same deficiencies as stated in criticism about exhibitions 

of ‘socТalТst museum’ (more about tСТs topТc wТll be saТd Тn tСe next cСapter). 

As we have already stated in the previous text, structure of the visitors is 

unsatisfactory because the majority of them come from group, school visits. Though 

bringing of visitors was dealt by massive and syndicate organizations and army, for 

expectations of that time results were not satisfactory379 (for standards of today this 

method of animation resulted in unthinkably large response). Cooperation with 

laboring young people was out of reach of the museum educational activity (Neda 

AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13: 64), and cooperation with the section for 

production was unsystematic (Dr. Miroslav Despot, Muzeji, 1963/16-17:122-125). 

Museums did not much use possibilities for work out of their objects in order to 

develop cultural and educational activity and promote their work380. 

People employed in museums criticized introduction of self-government as (as 

V. NenadovТć wrТtes) “ТntroductТon of economТcal metСods” Тnto scТentТfТc and 

cultural ТnstТtutТons, as “commercТalТzatТon of cultural and educatТonal work”, for 

wСТcС tСere Тs no place at tСe moment and results of wСТcС wТll be “abolТsСment of 

ТnstТtutТons tСat are not capable of realТzТng tСe suffТcТent Тncome.” (Vera NenadovТć, 

Muzeji, 1962/15:41) 

In review of Dragoljub S. JankovТć about dТffТcultТes Тn tСe fТrst 10 years of 

organТzatТon of  “tСe Museum Week” are also vТsТble symptoms of beСavТor of tСe 

people employed in the museums but also of relation between community and 

museums: insufficient resources, insufficient understanding of media, insufficient 

understanding and help by teachers; and as difficulties of subjective nature he states 

ill-timed application of thematic and other exhibitions, insufficient correlation with 

the terrain, bad propaganda, insufficient engagement in work with media, omissions 

within evidence of the achieved results. (Muzeji, 1965/18:120) 

The main reason for such a state certainly lies in the capacities of those 

employed in the museums. Vera NenadovТć, vТsТtТng museums Тn SerbТa Тn 1961 (sСe 

                                                        
379 Rad muzeja u Vojvodini, Muzeji, 1948/1:135. 
380 Neda AndrejevТć-Kun, Muzeji, 1960/13:65. 
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visited 13 museums) proved that only 2 museums have experts for history, who 

completed their studies in post-war period. New staff is arriving, but without 

necessary experience in the museum work, so tСat “Тn tСe museums, especТally Тn 

those located inland, usually work amateurs and admirers without necessary 

knowledge“. (UnsТgned autСor, MuzejТ, 1950/5: 217)381 

 

5.1.4. Museums of National Liberation War and of socialist revolution  

 

Socialistic ideology had its special manifestation within establishment of 

museums of National liberation war and socialistic revolution382, which were the most 

obvious examples of moral and political role of the museum in Serbia / Yugoslavia. 

Interpreted as “product of peoples` aspiration to evoke and keep memory of glorious 

days of TСe war of lТberatТon”, tСrougС museum exСТbТtТons and collectТons (Plenča, 

Muzeji, 1954/8:45), special flywheel they got in the second half of the year 1949 with 

systematic engagement of Union of Veterans of the People's Liberation War in 

relation to this issue (ibid.). In Socialist Yugoslavia there were altogether 24 

independent museums dedicated to National liberation war, about 100 sections within 

other museums and 17 memorial museums, besides hundreds of memorial institutions 

of smaller capacities than the museum383.  

TСese polТtТcal and СТstorТcal museums were formed Тn order to “educate tСe 

masses in the spirit of those traditions of National revolution without which our 

contemporary social system, our freedom and Тndependence are unТmagТnable,” states 

Plenča384. Strict thematical structure was defined385, which presented the basis, while 

essence was supposed to be realized through scientific analysis of the events, i.e. 

“through presentation of conditionality of their origination and consequences that they 

                                                        
381 Eg. so called “СТstorТcal collectТons are lead by arcСeologТsts, etСnologТsts, art СТstorТans or ex СТgС scСool teacСers (…) even 
pensТoners wСo do not Сave any qualТfТcatТon for tСТs work “ (xy, MuzejТ, 1961/14:26). 
382 L. Bihalji in 1948, in the phase of planning of their formation, calls them museums of national liberating war (Muzeji, 

1948/1:49) and in the text in the same journal in 1959 (Muzeji, 1959/5:17) they are named Museums of national revolution. 

Today they are mostly refered as Museums of the revolution. 
383 In Serbia, in the period from 1950 to 1960 museums was formed section of labour movement and of national liberating war 

was formed in 21 museum, while besides permanent exhibitions, about hundred exhbitions were organized on the topic of history 

of the labour movement and national revolution. Independent museums concerning this topics in Serbia were Museum of labour 
movement and natТonal revolutТon Тn NovТ Sad (Muzej radnТčkog pokreta Т narodne revolucТje u Novom Sadu), Museum of 
national liberating battle in Aranđelovac (Muzej narodnooslobodТlačke borbe, Aranđelovac), Museum of labour movement and 

natТonal lТberatТng battle Тn Vranje (Muzej radnТčkog pokreta Т narodnooslobodТlačke borbe, Vranje), memorТal museums: 
Museum 5 July (Muzej 5. Jula) and Museum of Тllegal prТntТng Сouses Тn Belgrade (Muzej ТlegalnТС štamparТja), as well as 
Museum in Stolice (munТcТpalТty Šabac). (Sonja Jankov. 2014. RetreТved from  
http://www.b92.net/kultura/moj_ugao.php?nav_category=1086&yyyy=2014&mm=06&nav_id=855883). 
384 Dušan Plenča, MuzejТ, 1954/8:48. 
385 See Narodni istorijski muzej, Muzeji, 1959/5:18, 19. 
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had within economical, social and political aspect” (unknown author, Narodni 

istorijski muzej, Muzeji, 1959/5:18, 19). 

Analyzing position and characteristics of these museums and collections, 

Sonja Jankov proved that museums of National liberation war – though expected to be 

highly privileged – did not get buildings adjusted to the work of the museums; neither 

of these museums in Serbia, out of Belgrade, had conditions for conservation and 

restoration of damaged documents; National liberation battle sections established 

within museums mostly did not have exhibiting space (in somewhat favorable 

posТtТon were museums Тn UžТce, ZrenjanТn, Zaječar and KТkТnda); Тn NatТonal 

liberation battle sections about 90% and somewhere even more, museum material was 

archival, while other material, failing budget for provision of new objects, was mostly 

gained through presents. 

(http://www.b92.net/kultura/moj_ugao.php?nav_category=1086&yyyy=2014&mm=0

6&nav_id=855883, 2.06.2014).  

With few exceptions, all museums of National liberation war are renamed 

until mid-1990s or they completely disappeared. As our research showed, in some 

museums (Leskovac for instance) parts of permanent exhibitions of regional 

museums, dedicated to National liberation war and established in 50s and 60s, still 

exist, but they are not for visitors (though officially they are not closed for the public). 

 

 

5.2. Discourse of the institution – institutional discourse of the regioanal 

museums in Serba today 

 

TСe DТscourse of tСe ТnstТtutТon tells about tСe functТonТng of tСe museum 

ТnstТtutТon Тtself, Тts nature and purposefulness. Bojana SpasojevТć consТders Тt as a 

connection, among other components of museum aura in the unique structure (author 

explains museum aura as an Тrony “comparТng Тt wТtС tСe model of medТeval temples 

and CСrТstТan rТtual pТlgrТmage” (MuzejТ 2009/2:42). 

 

5.2.1. Scope of museum's work, mission, topic 

 

It is expected that the essence of the institution – “museum mТssТon, actually 

its purpose and meaning in a community, including being different from other 

museums” (PetrovТć, MuzejТ 2009/2: 74) – is defined by the founding act. However, 
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the inspected Founding documents on the regional museum (data from the research to 

be added) do not contain all of the elements; moreover, they are just present in the 

general guidelines for basic activities of museums: (data from the research to be 

added). Responding to the questions regarding the scope of the museum, its mission 

and topТc, Тnterlocutors dТdn’t refer to any exТstТng ТnstТtutТonal act; ratСer tСey 

(almost all answers) referred to tСe modern concept of tСe museum as “dynamТcal and 

active institutions which should seek to meet the public, to evoke its interest, to attract 

Тt and Сelp Тt Тn tСe understandТng of tСe СerТtage”.386 The concept of the museum as 'a 

tool for socТal awareness' (Hancocks, 1987), Тs “responsТble for tСe present and tСe 

future of tСe communТty tСey serve” (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 143), wСТcС “provТdes 

answers to our questions, our problems, or gives us at least the elements to formulate 

a response by ourselves” (H. de VarТne BoСan, 1977: 15- 16) and, its work is based on 

community needs. Such a concept was completely strange for our interlocutors. For 

them, the main task of the museum is to present a collection. The mission of a 

museum defined (for example) as “to Сelp us understand ourselves and our posТtТon Тn 

the world, to inspire us and encourage us to explore, to generate positive changes in 

our lТves.” (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 45) they consider to be abstract, wСat’s more, tСey 

consider that museum fulfils it by its very existence, i.e. they are not able to 

‘translate’ Тt to tСe language of possТble museum actТvТtТes outsТde tСe common 

practice (this will be described in the following text).  

If we were to fТnd our strongСold Тn tСeory, accordТng to M. JovanovТću 

(1994), and based on the division of the museums under the administrative 

jurisdiction, content and purpose, regional museums in Serbia (museums of local 

history and city museums) "have an obligation to explain and document past 

individual regions through the diversity of materials, to collect materials and 

ТnformatТon on tСe materТal and spТrТtual/ТmmaterТal culture. (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 

42)”. We Сave contextualТzed regТonal museums as “socТal museums” from tСe 

perspective of expected models of processing the topic(s): museums devoted to the 

life of the local community (less administrative territory) in which multimedia 

approacС “СТgСlТgСts dТfferent components of socТal lТfe.” (Xy/xy); as a “СerТtage 

centers” (SСema Edsona and DТna387 ), and its backbone is more history than science 

and arts. 

                                                        
386 Andre Gob-NoemТe Drouguet, MuzeologТja. PovТjest, razvТtak, ТzazovТ današnjТce, Zagreb, 2007:221. 
387 Gary Edson i David Dean, The Handbook for Museums, 2. Pub:1996., London, Routledge, 1996, p. 8 (found in u A. Gob, N. 

Druge, 2009: 44) 
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Regional museums which have been analysed do not have priorities that are 

transparent, communicated with the employees, audience, and community. We could 

say that directors and curators are largely driven by the private interests or individual 

professional priorities. Documents we could get a hold of are the texts the managers 

had produced when applying for the post or the ideas which each curator (without 

previous team work) submitted for the annual plan. Projects that were not 

Тmplemented Тn tСe fТnal annual plan were usually ‘refused’ by tСe dТrector due to 

budget cuts. No professional reasons were offered – no further discussions organized. 

(data from the research to be added) 

According to the concrete priorities for day-to-day activity research conducted 

Тn SerbТa Тn 2009 sСows tСat tСe last Тtem of tСe prТorТty lТst Тn tСe curators’ work Тs 

working with the audience388. (data from the research to be added) 

 

5.2.2. The relation between museum and founder 

 

According to the criteria of museum management - regional museums 

Тncluded Тn tСe researcС are state ТnstТtutТons (accordТng to: I. MaroevТć, 1993: 79) 389. 

According to the Statutes (Statute is the basic founding document of the museum) 

they are public museums, governed at the local level and as such 'type' museums, they 

are the most numerous in Europe (information from A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 46). 

Local and central governments 390  are a major participant in the development of 

regional museums. "Their role is being played out on different plans: normative, 

control, organization, financial." (A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 286) The state determines 

the standard by (non)existence of the laws and regulations on heritage protection, 

establishing and organization of the museum, their recognition; as well as about 

conditions for employment (e.g. ban on public sector employment or employment 

opportunities with special permission by the administration) and recoupment for work 

(coefficient system). In some museums, local authorities are also organizing 

functioning - municipal services are directly responsible for certain segments of the 

museum operationalization (data from the research to be added).  

                                                        
388 Martinovic, Jokic, 2009:16 and VukanovТć, 2009:249 
389 Private and independent museums; museums of cultural and educational institutions – school museums, university museums, 

independent museums; museums not having a mark of cultural entities – museums of enterprises, factories, companies and 
assocТatТons (acc.: I. MaroevТć, 1993:79).  
390 At the beginning of 21st century, central and local government is still the main factor in the development of European 

museums. A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 287 
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All museums, which were analysed, are totally dependent on the financial 

support from local governments. Minimum 80%, and in most cases more than 90%, 

of the budget is invested by local government391. The remaining funds, in the majority 

of cases, are from the national budget and, only a small part comes from its own 

revenue. Full wages, running costs (electricity, telephone, heating, liquid material 

procurement, etc.) and the key budgets for programs are covered by local resources.  

Larger investments are sporadic, but, also based on the budget that local communities 

receive from the tax payments (data from the research to be added, npr. The museum 

of PrТjepolje Тs an exceptТon because tСe money for Тt’s Тnfrastructure Сas been 

recieved by the  Ministry of Culture of the Republic of Serbia). 

According to the world wide practices, insisting on the diversity of funding 

sources and "reduction of financial support from the authorities is used as an 

argument to justify the development of commercial activities of the museum while 

search for the sponsors" (A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 298) are recognized as good 

qualities. In contrast, in the analysed museums, reduction of the local budget is the 

reason for lessening the scope and visibility of the museum activities. Museums are 

totally dependent on the city budget, so we can see the reason why they are focused 

on obtaining legitimacy of local authorities and not from the community392. "The state 

as a patron" multiplies the legitimacy, increases and translates the whole structure into 

the field of political action, which has conditioned it, in the initial instance." (Bojan 

SpasojevТć, Museums 2009/2: 42) ProfessТonal dТalogue between management and 

founder of the museum, as equals, is absent. Even in the most extreme situations - 

when funds are reduced, when director is instructed by the politicians to employ 

unqualified staff – museums management does not take a public action. Museums 

have accepted (and, even, facilitated) the election process for the director in which a 

main selection factor is his / her relationship with the local political nomenclature (as 

happens that the same person can be chosen and fired, several times, in relation to 

tСeТr affТlТatТon to tСe polТtТcal party governs ‘Тn tСe moment’) (data from the research 

                                                        
391 Cultural institutions to a great extent depend on resources, received from the budget and less on own incomes. According to 

the Law on the budget of the Republic of Serbia for 2014, particularly in case of the republic institutions of culture, it is foreseen 

that own incomes of budgetary users shall be 93% of the Ministry of culture budget. Even in the case of local cultural institutions 
(accordТng to data of researcСes conducted from InstТtute for cultural development researcС on „Cultural resources of cТtТes in 

SerbТa“ and „Cultural resources of countТes Тn SerbТa“) can be observed tСat tСey ensure a very small part of tСeТr resources  from 
their own incomes (in an average 5% to 10%), while they  receive from the local self- government budget from 75% to 98% of 
financial resources necessary for work. (Cveticanin, still unpublished , 8) 
392 This is not surprising given the fact that the civic culture in Serbia is very low and that the local administration does not 

consider 'administration that belongs to citizens' rather than an administrative apparatus with absolute freedom and autonomy in 
the management of the funds collected through payment of taxes (here we emphasize that taxes are talking about are not 

categories elective than compulsory payments). 
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to be added). There is no information that the local political nomenclature participated 

in the program definition of institution (interlocutors told us that in this area they have 

full freedom (data from the research to be added) but, our conclusion is that the mode 

of election and dismissal of directors is a clear indicator of power, which in Director 

creates a strong self-censorship, later then transferred to the collective, in fact the 

public discourse of the museum. Also, communication with the founder is indicative, 

that respondents describe as one of a 'complete lack of interest' and 'formalism' which 

further frustrates them (museologists), because they feel totally left in an empty field 

of liability without 'clear responsibility': the majority of Museum Directors who 

partТcТpated Тn our survey deems tСat tСe “task” of museum ТnstТtutТons Тs “to follow 

needs and endeavours of tСe founders” (MartТnovТć, 2011:47) wСТcС Тs vТrtually ‘(Тn) 

possТble’393. Cultural policy of the Republic/ State or cities is not defined, it depends 

on the affinities of the founders, i.e. current political nomenclature (which, very 

frequently changes and has no awareness about the needs for continuity) towards 

certain institutions/ program direction/ activities. Since 2006 in Serbia six ministers of 

culture were changed, who, even when they belonged to the same political parties, 

had different perceptions of priorities in the field of culture394.  

Cultural institutions (including museums) were liable to undergo political 

influences/ control395 and abТlТty, as Mr. CvetТćanТn states, “to enjoy Тn a state of 

pseudo-autonomy” and ostensТble Тndependence Тn terms of “requests made by tСe 

public, the market and players whose acts take place on the market, depend on the 

market and are valued on the market”. (CvetТcanТn, 18). In sucС condТtТons lastТng for 

decades, museums were looking for short-term solutions for survival396 and did not 

                                                        
393 Communication with the Ministry of Culture and Information of the Republic of Serbia, Province Secretariat for Culture and 

Information of Vojvodina, Secretariat for Culture of the City of Belgrade, departments for culture of cities/ municipal 

admТnТstratТons, was based on ‘sТgnals’ of founders wСТcС were articulated through decision on approved budget which is 
allocated as a response to attached plan and program of institution for the following year- without explanation (thus are reports 

for previous year accepted without evaluation). 
394 Analyzing the position of small museums at a time of transition in the last decade of the 20th and the first decade of the 21st 
century, M. BabТć sees tСat provТdТng contТnuТty Тn tСe work of tСe museum (wСТcС Сe sees as tСe maТn factor for tСe stabТlТty of 

museum development) dТrectors' responsТbТlТtТes tСemselves. (M. BabТć, Menadžment malТС muzeja u vremenu tranzТcТje, 
Muzeji, No. 1, (n.s.), Belgrade, 2008: 72). In this effort, he said, is crucial to their ability to obtain support from political power 
(even if minimal) - and what is even more complicated if the changes of ruling parties very common (Ibid: 73). While the 

politicians do not decide to close the museums, they are in principle opposed of increase in the number of employees so that 

some museums are working with three employees (for example) - of which one is the director (data from the research to be 
added) 
395  “PolТtТcal control Тs reflected Тn establТsСment and replacement of managers of tСese ТnstТtutТons (once upon a tТme 
immediately and nowadays behind announcements of public competitions); employment of human resources from political 
parties after each cycle of parliamentary and local elections; and high level of censorship (self-censorship) of the program makers 

in cultural institutions so that they couldn't do something that might harm their relations with political power centers (their 

survival directly depends on them). (Cveticanin,   9) 
396  “museums braТnstorm Тnternal development strategТes, Тn order to strengtСen tСe functТon of eacС museum ТnstТtutТon 
respectТvely” (MartТnovТc, 2011:45). 
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manage to find a model of work that would enable feasibility of a long term strategic 

plane. 

The autonomy of the museum is quite limited in the management of facilities, 

and, in the last 5 years, in the management of human resources, as well. The data 

were not easily reached in conversations with the directors of museums. They were 

very vigilant and persistent in an attempt not to criticize relation between local 

administration and the museum (except Bora, data from the research to be added).  On 

the other hand, in interviews with the curators, we have received information about 

the employment politics. Even more, as the curators say, employment through 

political connections would not have been such a problem that it does not involve the 

employment of unskilled personnel and/or personnel without any prior relevant 

working experience. The employees, often, give the same argumentation, in relation 

to the directors: they are the political party protégées without adequate education, 

knowledge, skills, capacity (data from the research to be added). Analysing the work 

of the museum, which can be considered as successful, it is apparent that the directors 

have achieved these results thanks to the political links. (Data from the research to be 

added). An example is a Museum in Valjevo during the director's familiarity with 

DТnkТć, museum of local СТstory Тn Knjaževac).  

None of the museums involved in the research showed initiative towards 

winning independence - e.g. by providing some form of reduced financial 

dependence. One of the few museums that during the past years implemented various 

models of co-financing, not only through cooperation with other levels of 

government, but also through cooperation on many international projects .... (data 

from the research to be added - Museum Тn Knjaževac: CСange of dТrector, 

unfortunately, came in 2015. in the stage of incompetence to administer project funds 

(it was budgeted for upgrading existing infrastructure, precisely adjusting space for 

visitors with limited mobility). 

 We did not get clear data on the structure of the own incomes to museums. It 

remained unclear whether and how much they contribute to the stability of their own 

work by incomes raised from activities like: ticket sales, shops, selling products and 

publications that are distributed outside the museum397, cafeterias (the only museum 

                                                        
397 Most of the museums have published or productive activities of various items (reproductions, copies of sculptures, different 

items that resemble a museum or any of its parts), which are generally not distributed outside the museum store. Publications are 
largely distributed free of charge (navesti primer), or by selling at prices that indicate the impossibility of free sale (navesti 

besplatne), or eventual sale / purchase of the representative purposes. (Pazar – 20EUR)  
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in Valjevo), renting space or other activities. Some Overall, we found that revenues 

from tourist visits are sporadic, although local authorities insist on the discourse of the 

museum as active participants in the development of cultural tourism (data from the 

research to be added). Possibly, archaeological or natural sites, including the museum 

charge have a large number of tourists (data from the research to be added: a cave in 

Aranđelovac, BorТno vТllage Тn ...).. Even tСТs, Сowever, doesn’t generate substantТal 

Тncome, Тn countТng tСat museums don’t Сave developed supportТng actТvТtТes (Тf tСey 

have it, the offer is basic) and their visitors / tourists are not from those with 'deep 

pockets'. 

 The practice of patronage (sponsoring) was not observed during the research 

which is not surprising in a culture in which the financial resources of the companies 

are distributed based on political party or priorities, actually based on political 

decisions (after sport, humanitarian activities, eventually the order comes to highly 

visible, popular culture) 398. Gifts and legacies are represented through non-financial 

benefits: collections, real estate and individual objects (data from the research to be 

added). Curators noted that the impoverishment of the population growing practice of 

offering potential exhibits to museums for purchase.  

Additionally, the scope of the budget provided by the founders gets another 

dimension through the perspective of its dТstrТbutТon: data provТded by CvetТćanТn 

(CvetТćanТn, 9) sСow tСat only 10/20% of budget resources Тs used by ТnstТtutТon for 

program activities while the rest is spent on fees of the employees (about 60%) and 

material costs and investments in the maintenance of the facilities and equipment 

(20%-30%). Thus, most of the museums are used to this ratio instead of having their 

goals as a driving aim to generate money for programs, they are tailoring heir 

program according to the budget approved. (data from the research to be added) 

 

5.2.3. Management of museums  

 

Museum Management relies on the work of the administrative and supervisory 

boards in which 1/3 of the members are employees and other members are nominated 

and appointed by the local administrations; actually by a political party that won the 

elections. Selection procedure of the members for management and supervisory 

                                                        
398 Although out of the our scope of the museum that analyze an illustrative example is from the City of Belgrade, which funds 
from the budget gave to the concert for Madonna and Robin Williams in a situation where the facilities Belgrade City Museum 

literally collapsing. 
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boards are influenced by the politics to such a level that representatives from the 

employee’s levels must Сave tСe approval of local authorities - and not just (for 

example) professional or trade unions/Syndicate of the institution 399 . The 

Management and Supervisory Board have the function to control if the legal norms 

are respected, use of (public) resources available to the museum and, without the 

consent of the Steering Committee it is impossible to adopt a work plan and hire or 

engage new employees.  

Election of Director is regulated by the statute of the institution. After insight 

into collecting statutes, directors should have the following formal qualifications and 

proven ability: (data from the research to be added). 

Employees, as it is already explained participate in administrative bodies' 

throughout Steering Committee and Supervisory Board. Institutions which have 

active employees in trade union organizations are giving the additional possibility to 

participation in institutional work. It is important to stress out that trade union 

organizations in Serbia, as well as its branches from the field of culture, are 

demonstrated its high political instrumentalization400 in the last years.  

Our research showed that the capacities and aspirations of Directors are not 

such as to be essential innovation in the museum work - which is certainly not 

possible without radical intervention into the very organization of work. 

Directors (with a few exceptions (data from the research to be added)) do not 

support the practice of strategic or any other planning of the work (only plans applied 

are the once related to adoption of the city budget or edibility for funding; briefly if it 

is necessary to submit any plan or working program for the following calendar year 

(data from the research to be added - adoption of annual plans and reports mainly is a 

town halls formality). The histories of the institutions analysed show a continued 

application 'push-and-pull' strategy that directly depends on character of Director.  

The work towards achieving a long-term vision of the institution and its role in 

the community, we saw only in the example of Kikinda and to some degree in 

Valjevo. Whatever, they are based on the energy of the individuals rather than 

developed collective capacities of the Museum working model based on strategic 

planning and continuous evaluation (data from the research to be added) - according 

to description of respondents, the involvement of local authorities. 

                                                        
399 This is not a formal agreement but 'unwritten' we could even say the 'private' or 'customary. 
400 His experience working as Secretary of Culture of Belgrade had a chance to cooperate directly with branches of culture 

unions. Our conclusion is based on that experience but, because of the nature and scope of the text will not be further elaborated. 
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5.2.4. Planning and evaluation 

 

Even though findings of the other researchers are showing numerous 

procedures in the long-term planning exhibitions401 in the museums, our results are 

showing that these data are relative. Our research showed that museums do not have 

strategic plans, and that existing plan is made under pressure of the procedure of 

planning the city budget. These plans are only partially developed respectively they 

are more lists of the wanted activities than systematically brought plans associated 

with the mission and vision of the institution and priorities of the founders. 

VukadТnovТć Тs determТned by tСe fact tСat tСe evaluatТon process of tСe exСТbТtТon 

exists in 47.8% of museums that responded in his questionnaire (2009:252). Our 

study did not reveal a structural evaluation - clear dynamics, methodologies, 

parameters and indicators. The only indicator that we found in some of the museums 

is the attendance of exhibitions - and just as the number while the structure of the visit 

is part of the institutional memory of the collective. (data from the research to be 

added – Valjevo as an exception).  

 

5.2.5. Human resources 

 

The role of staff of the museum goes far beyond their involvement in the 

reception and meeting the expectations of the audience402. Financial terms of the 

museum, the constraints imposed by work in the public sector, the general state of 

society, the expectation that the museums before setting new approaches to work are 

some of the real coordinates the work of museum workers in regional museums. The 

directors, curators, and others employed in museums exercise their working rights in 

accordance with the laws and regulations that apply to all employees in the public 

sector in the Serbia. This is even more important bearing in mind the fact that 

museums have very little own income. They are not showing any initiative in 

allocating funds to projects and therefore have no space for the possible engagement 

of professional associates (not even on temporary basis). The tendency of reducing 

                                                        
401 Research of the M. Vukadinović Тs sСowТng tСat 85,5% museums Тncluded Тn Сer researcС are plannТng exТbТtТons Тn advance, 
and 74% of them are planning long-term exibitions (xxxx) 
402 This role are highlighting eg. Gob N. Second (2009: 301) and John H. Falk and Lynn Dierking D (Learning from Museums - 

Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000 xy) 
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the number of employees with the status of civil servants museums did not state that 

essentially rethink their business and come up with a solution that will lead to a more 

agile institution’s culture. On tСe contrary, as fТrst of tСem  turned Тnto ‘wareСouses’ 

of the employees data from the research to be added – in the museum in Leskovac is 

СТred … people) otСers (data from the research to be added). All, however, agree that 

working culture is frustrating, but expected, considered the fact that the institution 

directors appointed only a few assistants as interested and active, in accordance with 

their work obligations.  

Findings by other researchers suggest that museum employees believe that 

causes of ‘tСeТr’ current situation (more precisely – of the current situation of the 

museums) are mostly due to external factors: lack of financial resources, and 

insufficient use of professional capacities of museologists. For that, again, are to be 

blamed factors which are beyond the respondents powers: manner of organization of 

tasks, material conditions - space, tecСnТque, money; bad communТcatТon (JokТć, 

2010:39, 40)403.  To a great extent, interviewees are reserved about the small size of 

audience related problems supposТng tСat personally tСey don’t Сave mucС Тnfluence 

on the size of audience)404. This finding points out an alarming fact that those who 

should be responsible for changes in the work of museums – curators – “tend to 

withdraw and lack initiative, using as an alibi a need for adaptive behaviour (thinking 

tСat otСer type of beСavТour would not lead to tСe desТred outcome)”. (JokТć, 

2010:49). As shown in other studies museum employees share awareness of the need 

for cСange Тn tСe museums’ work metСods405 and in spite of dissatisfaction related to 

certain aspects of work406, even 2/3 of the them (data relates to the employees of the 

cultural ТnstТtutТons Тn general, but Тs ‘transferable to museums) are “generally 

satТsfactТon wТtС tСeТr work”407 (the rest 1/3 includes mainly those who do not have 

clear attitude and each tenth worker is unsatisfied). Our conclusion is that, absurdly, 

museum workers praise potential change, but such as not implying any change of 

their position (benefits, workload, work methods). The researchers, whose findings 

                                                        
403 50.2% experts Тn museums belТeves tСat tСeТr „personal professТonal capacТtТes are ТnsuffТcТently used“ (JokТć, 2010:7). 
404Average mark about impact is given by 32.7%, while 9.5% of museum experts believes that the impact is huge or, even, very 

Сuge. (JokТć, 2010:47) 
405 However, there are visible changes in the mind frame of curators and in museums in Serbia, along with entrance into new 
century, but through the conducted research came conclusion that a certain period of time needs to pass before our institutions 

become “attractТons“wТtС tСeТr exСТbТtТons, new installations, cultural hubs, entertainment areas, new knowledge and even 

interpretation of art, history, present moment. (MartinovТć, 2009:78) 
406 “On one sТde people are not satТsfТed wТtС tСeТr salarТes, tecСnologТcal equТpment of tСe work post, workТng area, ТnstabТlТty of 

system under Тnfluence of polТtТcal cСanges and socТal margТnalТzatТon experТence Тn tСe fТeld of culture.” (Jokic, 2010, 6) 
407 There are also records about satisfaction with the type of job which is usually in compliance with professional affinities, 
ensures relative freedom in thinking and implementation of programs and mostly includes availability of contents from the field 

of culture. (Jokic, 2010:6) 
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we took into consideration, hold the museum employees in low regard, stating that 

their lack of capacities to ensure resources to express their imagination presents one 

of the significant factors in the nonexistence of innovations in the museum work. 

Museums employees (although stating that their professional development is enabled 

by 78% of museums) estimate that the present structure of the museum employees 

enables successful work of almost half of the museums (46%)408 This leaves us with 

the crucial question: What influence (such) museum curator has on the assessment of 

tСe cultural СerТtage and Сow sСe/Сe can Сelp a communТty’s understandТng of 

history? What is her/his influence on the operation of the museum as the learning 

experience?  

 What we have encountered is the almost 100% approach of curators as being 

‘protectors’ and ‘collectors’ ratСer tСan contemporary curators. We could say tСat 

most of tСem are ТntransТgents settТng tСe tone “for tСeТr respectТve museum’s 

programs, staff approach, and external perceptТon”. (Kate Bellamy and Carey 

Oppenheim Eds., Learning to Live - Museums, young people and education, Institute 

for Public Policy Research and National Museum Directors' Conference 2009: 47). 

TСey “can be seen as self-centred – not caring for cultural responsТbТlТty” (ТbТd.). In 

tСe museum “lТttle wТll cСange Тn an IntransТgent’s organТsatТon untТl Сe leaves СТs 

post – and with luck he will have able learning staff, who will deliver excellent 

programmes Тn spТte of СТs obduracy (…) / Тn a context of subversion, embattlement 

and low staff morale wСТcС Тs neТtСer СealtСy nor productТve.” (ТbТd.)409 We believe 

this to be linked with the degradation of museum professionals who regressed to 

certaТn fear of tСe audТence dressed Тn “elТtТst, antТ-popularistic defence of heritage 

which at best is regarded as a sacred charge laid upon a sensitive minority of 

custodians for future generations and at worst the attempt to maintain a monopoly for 

a few self-cСosen arbТters of publТc taste.” (J. TunbrТdge and G.J. Ashworth, 

Dissonant Heritage, 1996:12). EssentТally detacСed from tСeТr communТty “sucС 

arbТters, and sucС a mТnorТty “(ТbТd.) are decreasТngly representatТve to ТncreasТngly 

perform publТc needs. TСat led us to tСe sТtuatТon of ‘self-suffТcТent elТtes’ who 

                                                        
408 Total number of the personnel employed for indefinite period of time in 74 museums, according to provided data, is 1.537 

(12% with elementary education degree, 32% with secondary school degree, 6% with post-secondary school degree, 43% with 

high school degree, 8% with master or doctoral degree. (Martinovic, Jokic, 2009:15) 
409 We could say that few directors we could see as narrow pragmatists – to a certaТn, small extent,  “publТc-centered – with a 

primary concern for tСe museum’s publТc role (Тn tСe sense of Тts profТle, ratСer tСan Тts relatТonsСТp wТtС Тts audТence) and a 
secondary concern for Тts engagement wТtС ТndТvТduals” (…) ТnfluencТng tСeТr museums to “provТde fertТle envТronments for 
outstanding learning programs.” (Kate Bellamy and Carey OppenСeТm eds, LearnТng to LТve - Museums, young people and 

education, Institute for Public Policy Research and National Museum Directors' Conference 2009: 47). 
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deserted the community410 and wСo operate to sustaТn tСeТr own ‘cТrcle’ of lТkemТnded 

tСrougС polТtТcal lobbyТng, and “tСrougС semТ-official agencies, of public finance and 

state sponsorsСТp.” (J. TunbrТdge and G.J. AsСwortС, Dissonant Heritage, 

1996:12)411   

 The other characteristic of curators we have met, in regard to our topic, is their 

relatТonsСТp to ‘educators’ / guТders / museum ‘pedagogues’. TСТs Тs tСe sТtuatТon of 

Тgnorance ratСer tСan of conflТct (see more at J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:37). In tСe tradition 

of tСe early 20tС century, ‘tСe curators Сave devoted tСemselves exclusТvely to tСeТr 

collections and alienated from the visitors' (ibid.) (data from the research to be 

added). 

 

5.2.6. Infrastructure  

 

- Museums are mostly in the facilities that are not purpose built for museums (except 

Тn Leskovac and Aranđelovac). TСat Сas Тts lТmТtatТons.412 It is, even, estimated that 

infrastructure poses direct threat to the collection in 28% of museums. 

- Only 15% of museums provide access for people with disabilities or special needs. 

(data from the research to be added) 

 

5.2.7. Collaborations – partnerships 

 

“PartnersСТp Тs crТtТcal to all aspects of a museum’s work and Тs especТally 

important for museum educators trying to make contact with a wide cross section of 

people. (…) No sТngle educatТon department can employ enougС experТenced staff to 

develop and run tСe range and type of programs all tСese dТfferent groups need.” 

(Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A 

European Handbook, xy:52) George E.Hein (Learning in the Museum, 1998: 171) are 

                                                        
410 Book “DomТnantna I neželjena elТta” LatТnka PerovТć, 2015, but many other public figures and intellectuals expressed the 

same sucС as Aleksandar TТjanТć, Vesna PešТć etc. 
411 “JoСn Holden recently wrote tСat ‘WСat Тs at work Сere Тs tСe belТef tСat only a small mТnorТty can apprecТate art, and tСat art 
of quality needs to be defended from the mob. If the mob gets its hands on the art, the art will be destroyed. Therefore art must be 

kept as tСe preserve of tСe few, because only tСe few understand and value Тt’ (Holden 2008: 14). HТs words could well apply to 

any IntransТgent Тn tСe context of learnТng. He wrТtes tСat tСe ‘cultural aristos necessarily wishes to exclude the public, the 
demos, from its ranks, because to admit the demos would undermТne Тts own status’ (ТbТd: 21). Our IntransТgent Тs Holden’s 
cultural aristos. In СТs Foreword to Holden’s paper, NТcСolas Hytner, artТstТc dТrector of tСe NatТonal TСeatre, wrТtes tСat Holden 
‘takes on tСe cultural snobs, for wСom a democratТc culture Тs a debased culture, and Сe cСallenges cultural professТonals to 
acknowledge tСeТr responsТbТlТtТes as educators and publТc servants’” (Holden 2008: 7). (Kate Bellamy and Carey OppenСeТm 
eds, Learning to Live  - Museums, young people and education, Institute for Public Policy Research and National Museum 

Directors' Conference 2009: 47) 
412 “Open Museum can be achieved first of all, in the true sense of the word, through proper architecture, wide open to the 

outside, to the city” A. Gob N. Druge, 2009: 97. 
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giving overview of potential partners for museum education service: libraries, other 

museums, other educational institutions, other institutions; while Gibbs, Sani and 

Thompson are extendТng Тt to “formal and Тnformal educatТon provТders, adult 

learners, refugees and asylum seekers, cultural minorities, teachers, community 

groups, pensioners, children with special educational needs, teenagers, single 

mothers, librarians, archivists, people wТtС dТsabТlТtТes or mental СealtС dТffТcultТes.” 

(Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A 

European Handbook, xy: 52). The partnership brings in specialist knowledge, contact 

with their networks and audiences. 

The major handicap in the work of the Regional Museum, as we consider it, is 

a lack of essential connectivity of museum network with other cultural factors at the 

local and regional level. This connection is even more common among the regional 

museum at the national level than the reference entities in the local community 

(except linear cooperation with schools). (data from the research to be added - 

Prijepolje) 

 

5.3. Discourse of collecting and preservation 

 

"The function of heritage preservation in the museum involves a set of 

activities and appropriate care about management and protection of collections: 

collections should be procured, maintained, stored, its persistence should be provided, 

taking into account any other museum functions." (A. Gob and N. Other, 2009 168) 

Conservation of cultural heritage is a planned creation of museum collections; it is 

"socially multifaceted, scientific, professional and humane process directed toward 

the preservation and interpretation of perceived value in the material world that 

surrounds us" (I MaroevТć, 1993: 169). ProtectТon of cultural СerТtage means "tСe 

selection of the protected within the totality of heritage". (J. Milutinovic, 2003: 48) As 

such, it is a form of cultural politics, "it is about the link between ideology, public 

policy, national and community identity formation, and celebration, just as much as it 

is about technical issues."(Logan, Reeves, Taylor & Francis, 2008: 13) In this context, 

we do not relate tСe 'domТnant Тdeology tСesТs' (“museum collectТons are assembled 

and presented to legТtТmate a partТcular polТtТcal jurТsdТctТonal entТty or Тdeology” xy: 

39) only with the national state but with the elites and social groups of different 

‘background’ wТtС tСe power to domТnate publТc dТscourse (even tСat of tСe natТonal 
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state) with their ideas and world views. The institution uses musealisation process to 

legitimize, but it is legitimized by the same process. Power (in one case power in one 

case of individual and, state in the other case), is "deflorated through institutions. 

Relics gained the temple to be stored, by the birth of the museum. (Bojan Spasojević, 

Museums 2009/2: 42)  

Many theorists have emphasized the importance of the central role of the 

objects in the museum experience and thus, in the process of learning in the museum 

as well. (JH Falk, JJ Koran, LD Dierking, 1986: 503, 505; HH Shettel, 1973) The 

dominant means of museum expression is a central element of the exhibition 

(permanent exhibitions, too), still, and it has great potential with its "visual, sensory, 

emotional and social aspects". (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 155) The recognition process of 

this potential by itself (purchase of exhibits), its processing and exposure to the public 

(related to other objects and other elements of the exhibition) "means a certain 

construction of history "(P. Vergo by: GE Hein, 1998: 119-120). "It's not a matter of 

simply illustration of the objects in two or three spatial dimensions, museography 

should make objects speak also. They are silent witnesses, those who cannot say 

anything by themselves and the exhibition is right one who gives it a sense that we 

understand. But, it is necessary that exist. "A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 120 

Traditional museology implies objectivity (as much as is possible) or 

preservation of the documentary value of the object per se, purposely to avoid its 

abuse which is a danger in museum work; highlighting in a strict language of ICOM " 

Code of Ethics."413 (MТlosavljevТć Ault, ČasopТs Kultura, 2014/144:17) 

Starting from the assumption that the curators of the museum are professionals 

whose work is in accordance with professional and ethical standards, it would mean 

that amendments and extensions of collections should have the following parameters: 

"protection, filling in the collections, ensuring the representation and protection of 

local heritage" (A. Gob N. Other, 2009: 171/172). 

In this aspect of the discourse about the museum, our data collection and 

analysis were related to research, collection, conservation, registration and 

documentation of materials that testify about life in the period of socialism in Serbia. 

Scrutinizing the museums' selection mechanisms and the possibilities and limitations 

of collecting we have asked questions within the survey we conducted and it was 

                                                        
413 ICOM Code of Professional Ethics, is one possible norm from museum practice. The last time revised 2004. year, available at: 

http://archives.icom.museum/ethics.html.  
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discussed during the visits of selected regional museums (referred to the role of the 

museum as a participant in the process of heritage preservation). As the dominant 

factor is observed very small number of museums that have collections related to the 

period of socialism in Serbia, and that the structure of these exhibits is based on 

photographic material and the elements from the collections of fine arts (data from the 

research to be added). Arguments that are most often cited as reasons for omitting 

listed items - lack of funds for the purchase, lack of storage space, lack of space for 

expansion settings - not considered valid. 

In particular, the issue of procurement exhibits is discussed. It was found that 

the museums do not have a defined procurement policy. New exhibits in museums are 

coming by ad-hoc actions of curators, based on funds available at the moment and 

actually offer. Lack of funds for the purchase of exhibits is most often cited as an 

argument for the impossibility of collection enlargement in their temporal scope. If 

there are the funds for this type of museum activities they are used to fill up the 

existing collections of artefacts from the period before World War II. If there were 

procurement policy, it could document (non) existence of the museum interest in the 

second half of the 20th century. If there was a procurement policy it would instruct 

curators to monitor the existence of the desired exhibits, and, even manage to secure 

them for the collection as a gift. It is certain that today, due to a greater number of 

items related to this period, their price is lower than it will be in any subsequent 

period when they become less available (here especially we take into consideration 

agility of private collectors, owners of cafes and other public spaces, which collect 

objects from the period of socialism for personal collections, further sale or use as 

scenery in their facilities).  

In interviews we have performed, curators and directors have argued this 

situation: "saturation by topic of socialism in the past period and opened opportunities 

for museums to deal wТtС Тssues Тn tСe perТod of socТalТsm was not avaТlable" (JančТć), 

lack of funds for the purchase of (data from the research to be added), that there is 

still no needed historical distance (by curators the tied flow period is 50 years (data 

from the research to be added), Directors cited incompetence or, curators inactivity of 

which are expected to deal with the theme and period (data from the research to be 

added Zrenjanin, Bora). All respondents, however, expressed the view that the 

material on everyday life from period of socialism is important, some ethnologists 
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have emphasized that they plan to start dealing with, some of Directors asserted that 

they have already (but unsuccessfully) tried to communicate with the curators..  

What however, can we conclude from the structure of collections, their 

documentation, revision, and (lack of) acquisition plan?  

- That the messages that passed the inheritance from the socialist period, according to 

the museum, are not relevant to the community414. 

- That the material from the period of Socialism is not worth documents415.  

- That is not valid for the interpretation416 – those exhibits that are 'mistakenly' found 

in settings outside the context of the resp. Their aspects related to the period of 

socialism are not interpreted or are closed to the public or from the times of socialism 

when they are placed in permanent settings are not re-contextualized. 

- As such, is not a legitimate subject of the musealisation417.  

- Such relationships socialist period is excluded from the process of learning in a 

museum. 

Analysing the position of the museum on the cultural market, and in the 

complex field of inheritance (here we mean both on-line discourse, the discourse of 

the artists, the existence of private collections and museums), we noticed that the 

competition in collecting heritage is becoming stronger. Researcher Tijana 

JakovljevТć sСows tСat the authority of the museums in this segment of their work is 

still, formally, is not called into question, and studies show that the ability to find 

family objects in the museum is still considered a social prestige. (Jakovljevic, 

Jovanovic, Museums 2009/2: 90) 418. Our findings are, also in this segment, different 

from those previously mentioned - the reason for this is perhaps the fact that our 

findings are based on the field work, and not only on the data collected through 

                                                        
414 MaroevТć (1993: 92-3) sees museum objects as sources and carriers of information, and considers that museology is "part of 
information science that covers the study of the identification, protection and communication museality material testimonies of 

culture and nature (primarily museum exhibits) for the protection of human heritage, P . Van Mensch, 1986: 35). Van Mensah 

within museology is paying the greatest attention to the museum as well as to the data and information; Foreign ... Theory of 
museum documentation (selection) deals with the phenomenon of museum objects as the primary document that is selected or 

separated from the totality of the phenomenal world in the museum a reality. The selection of subjects is an important element of 

museum work, and, among other things, carried out and therefore in order to protect objects of intense deterioration and thus 
preserved for the future. J. Milutinovic, 2003 47 
415 Stranski Theory of the museum documents divides by the same author on the identification and selection museality carrier 

museality, whereby "museality is based on an estimate of the relationship of man to reality ..." (ZZ Stránský, 1970b: 50). 
Identification museality is a process that begins the process of selection of items for the museum, however, it is not detected 

directly, "knowledge museality approaching gradually, according to our knowledge deepens and complete" (ZZ Stránský, 1970b: 

51). According to J. Milutinovic, 2003 47. 
416 “TСe ТnterpretatТon and transmТssТon of Тts messages, as well as forms of organized and institutionalized human activity 

(maТnly museums) to acСТeve tСe goals of" MaroevТć (1993: 92-3); "Museology should open broad prospects context, expansion 

and variability of meanings of museum objects, their multifarious usability, and the possibility of expansion of the museum 
realТty Тn tСe lТfe of man." MaroevТć (1993: 92-3) (according to J. Milutinovic, 2003: 47) 
417 Calling museum item that bears the features museality museum exhibits, Stranski considers that its content is inexhaustible 

and that he is therefore a potential carrier of information that can be detected in the future ... (ZZ Stránský, 1970b: 63 by J. 
Milutinovic, 2003: 48) 
418 See TТjana JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 91 
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questionnaires. To us, namely, the fact of little number of visits to the museums, 

shows the crisis of authority - which stems from the public discourse of the museums, 

which is, again, based on their interpretation of the material from the collections. The 

presence of material from the period of socialism and its contextualization, showed by 

organized thematic exhibitions, have numerous visits (data from the research to be 

added) have numerous visits – so we tend to conclude that the extension of the period 

which museums deals with increased their actuality, and thus, has also visited. 

Curators are drawing our attention that, due to the difficult financial situation, until 

they become very wealthy museums donate materials (legacies) while the rest of the 

population tries to for relevant material for museums give money to, at a minimum, to 

repair their household budget (these situations we attended during field research – 

(data from the research to be added). 

Some studied preformed in Serbia in 2009, confirms our findings - the most 

important prТorТtТes for majorТty of museums are “documentatТon, revТsТons, 

digitalization, museum space - adaptatТons and /or obeyТng for tСe new buТldТngs”)419. 

In these, the priority the activities, museums showed very poor results: a large 

percentage of the museums does not have data on processing of collections (if they 

have it, about 56% is processed), a large percentage do not have data about the 

conservation of objects (if they have data, from all registered objects 9.2% are 

conserved - here we can add 7.9% of objects which are not subject of conservation) 

and there are not information about 61.8% of the objects420, categorization of cultural 

propertТes Тs made Тn 40.6% of tСe surveyed museums (M. VukanovТć , 2009: 247-

250). In the period 1999/2000 to 2009/2010 revision of the collections was performed 

in only 38% of museums (which need to be done every 5 years by the law). 

Documentation about immaterial structure has 46.4% of the surveyed museums, a fact 

that speaks that "this exceptionally sensitive structure still has insufficient attention" 

(VukanovТć, 2009: 252). In contrast, otСer researcСers are notТcТng problems of 

museums that have a professional nature (digitization, data processing, documentation 

are inadequate) justified by overall difficulties of the economic situation in society. 

(VukanovТć, 2009: 255).  

Considering the facts we have analyzed above, we were left with an open 

                                                        
419 MartТnovТc, JokТc, 2009:16 and VukanovТć, 2009:249 
420 Reasons given by the museums for not having the data referred to financial reasons and the lack of conservation workshops 

within the museum (though not able to conserve objects), lack of space for storage (objects are not available or simply not 
classified) etc. In the last ten years the revision and the list of collections is made in 50.7% of the museums surveyed by 

VukanovТć. (2009:248) 
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questТon about tСe role of museums Тn ‘savТng’ objects tСat testТfy to tСe 

unmentТonable and ‘Тnvented’ a past, past tСat Тs reflected Тn controversТal СТstorТcal, 

‘СТstorТcal’ and prТvate narratТves? What it is heritage without a museum? What is life, 

like of an object (immaterial heritage as well) that testify about past, is it possible? We 

found the like-minded expert in Hooper-GreenСТll (1992) wСo “Сas argued that four 

questions are now central, which either were not asked previously or were assumed to 

be answered by a consensus which now no longer exists: why are collections 

assembled, what is considered collectable, how is a collection to be classified, and 

how are collectТons to be used?” (J. TunbrТdge and G.J. AsСwortС, 1996: 36). 

 

5.4. Scientific function 

 

The study / research is a process that deals with exploring and interpretation of 

the scientific value of cultural and natural heritage (P. van Mensch, according to I. 

MaroevТć, 1993: 185). “TСТs functТon also Тncludes tСe professТonal and scТentТfТc 

processing and validation of the value and importance of material collected in the 

museum collectТons” J. Milutinoví, 2003: 49 

After examining the results of the research we found that in the period from 

2007 to 2013 from 92 surveyed museums, (data from the research to be added) 

studied and researched the period of socialism. Regional museums that we had visited 

on their activities in this area generally provided inadequate information. We found, 

in fact, that the study and research of this period was organized in relation to the 

preparation of temporary thematic exhibitions (data from the research to be added), 

preparation of technical publications related to the functioning of the museum (data 

from the research to be added), preparation of publications issued by the museum and 

they are not directly related to the functioning of the museum (data from the research 

to be added). 

 Authors of publications did not respond to the question why, in addressing 

these topics, they keep on publishing articles and why this knowledge is not 

capitalized with exhibition or developed as part of the permanent exhibition. The most 

characteristic examples are (data from the research to be added). In the first case, an 

extensive monograph on the history of ... (data from the research to be added - Bora) 

very thoroughly deals with the period of socialism as well. The authors, who have a 

lot of experience in managing museums, felt no need to introduce any part of these 
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findings in their permanent exhibition (data from the research to be added – 

intangible Heritage). 

We have had cases that museums’ management offТcТals who are engaged in research 

on the field did not think of showing any interest about the socialist period. The most 

common answer is that this “simply did occur to them” (data from the research to be 

added) 

 The fact is that some directors and curators, because of the personal and 

professional interests gave a significant contribution to the analysis of the museum 

work Тn tСТs perТod (KrТvošejev, dТrector of tСe museum Тn Valjevo), and motТvated by 

tСeТr ТdeologТcal posТtТons (dТrector of tСe museum Тn UžТce (made a sТgnТfТcant 

contribution to the protection of capital copies of movable and immovable material 

heritage (Tito's bust after the relocation from the square was placed in the courtyard 

of tСe Museum, MemorТal park KadТnjača also Сas been subject of study and - 

physical - maintenance of the museum). We emphasize that  in their case as well, the 

practice of crown musealisation - organizing of the thematic exhibitions and 

introducing the material into a permanent setting, was missing (again arguments were 

lack of space, lack of colleagues’ agТlТty). 

 

5.5. The communication discourse (presentation, animation) 

 

Every aspect of the museum visit influences the creation of meaning: from the 

easiest way of finding the museum, parking problems, museum architecture, ticket 

payment method, courtesy of the museum staff, to the experiencing of the museum 

exhibition. If we consider the museum experience from the perspective of learning we 

have in mind the factors established by D.L. Perry, “a visitor has to be intrigued and 

surprised (curiosity); a visitor should have a feeling of competence (reliability and 

safety); visitor needs to understand that he has to make some changes (challenge); a 

visitor should have a feeling of control over the situation (control); it is advisable that 

the experience in the museum has to be fun and enjoyable (game); a visitor should be 

engaged in social interactions (communication) (according to: G. E. Hein, 1998: 151-

2)421. Therefore the concept by Stranski (1970b: 63), who distinguishes three types of 

museum communication: communication presentations (museum exposure / 

                                                        
421 Anita Olds (1990) stresses that museum visitors need: Freedom of movement. Comfort. Competence. Control. (George 

E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 158) 
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permanent exhibition, the museum exhibition / temporary exhibition and exhibition / 

mostly mobile exhibition), communication edition (transfer of information is done 

through publications) and general communication (various forms of communication 

that are not specific to museum activities, and can be applied by: lectures, films, 

television broadcasts and so on.) (according to J. Milutinovic, 2003: 47)  we will add 

considerations of the universal elements of museums 422  as learning environment: 

organization of the space, different aspects of the visual communication with the 

visitor data from the research to be added)423 The central place within the discourse of 

the museum (presentation) will be given to the permanent exhibition, but with 

presenting other aspects of the communication / animation strategies of the museums 

we would like to implement the holistic approach to museums experience – discourse 

built through different aspects of its public work.  

In only 13, 5% of museums exists some form of the museum membership 

program wСТle Тn only 8% tСere Тs a KТd’s Club. 

 

5.5.1. Museum space 

 

Our first contact with the museum – or, from the perspective of the museum – 

the first impression that sets the tone in communication with the audience, is the space 

(its location, its appearance, and its general atmosphere). Considered to be one of the 

aspects of the learning in museums, museum environment424 influences not only how 

people beСave but “wСat tСey observe, and wСat tСey remember”. (John H. Falk and 

Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of 

Meaning, 2000:xy) TСТs aspect of tСe museum dТscourse Сappens most often “subtly and / 

or subconscТously” (ТbТd.) but Тt sСould be treated as a part of an well tСougСt 

                                                        
422 “UnТversal desТgn Тs a relatТvely new expressТon of an Тdea tСat Сas been around for a long tТme: creatТng envТronments and 
artifacts that work well for everyone, including people with disabilities. Far from being simply an architectural or an accessibility 
concept, universal design in a museum is an educational concept incorporating all factors that limit access. The principal barriers 

to access to museums are social class, poverty, educational disadvantage, ethnic and cultural background, disability and an 

ТndТvТdual’s own attТtudes. TСese factors often operate Тn combТnatТon, so tСat a successful strategy to overcome tСem requТres a 
coordinated programme. (Anderson 1997:61)” (George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 168) 
423 “Part of educatТonal actТvТtТes of museums sСould be regarded as a system of orТentatТon, Тe. all forms of ТnterpretatТon and 

presentation of the museum in order to improve conceptual and spatial orientation in the new environment.” (DP Ausubel, 1981). 
424 “TСe museum envТronment plays an Тmportant role  in promoting understanding of the works, effectiveness in raising the 

intellectual curiosity of the users and involving them in a unique experience, rich in cultural and emotional values. Visitors who 

feel physically comfortable, welcomed and orientated in museum spaces will enjoy their visit more and learn more as a result. ” 
Kirsten Gibbs, Margherita Sani, Jane Thompson, Lifelong Learning in Museums - A European Handbook, xy: 93. The relevance 

of this subject led the European Museum Forum to devote its 2005 Workshop to this theme, the conclusions of which can be read 

on: www.collectandsСare.eu.com under “reports”. The importance of the environment to learning is also recognised in the UK 
Museums LТbrarТes and ArcСТve CouncТl’s best practТce framework for access and educatТon, “InspТrТng LearnТng for All”, wСere 

Тt refers to ‘Places - Creating an inspiring and learning environment tСat supports learnТng.’ 
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"organization of materials and forms in such a way as to fulfill a specific 

purpose."425 – to “attract and pull Тn tСe vТsТtor” (Falk and Dierking, 2000:xy). 

By their traditional stile the buildings of all museums analysed are old (except 

Leskovac and Aranđelovac), based Тn tСe cТty center (except Aranđelovac), Тt “suggest 

a bank, a courthouse, or other public building entered only when necessary, rather 

tСan a place tСat Тs desТrable for learnТng and enjoyment” (Hein, 1998: 157) and “are 

often designed with little concern for the needs of visitors for privacy and comfort in 

order to learn”. (ibid., 1998: 159) 

For the visitor the first contact with the museum is the key - it not only shows 

the relationship of the museum to the visits but can be one of the decisive factors for 

the return of the visitors. “Affability to the audience is an obligation for the museum 

if it wants to fulfil the functions awarded by society: physical reception (furnished 

space and comfort), moral reception (open museum, hospitable museum) and 

intellectual reception (message, susceptible discourse for the most visitors).” (A. Gob, 

N. Druge, 2009: 95) This includes the organization of the reception, information area, 

‘museum sСop’, makТng orТentatТon transparent and easy, creatТng meetТng poТnts, 

opportunТtТes for ТnteractТon (concept of “sociability in museums” 426 ). Colors, 

lighting, elements of interior design, operational functions (if and where could visitors 

leave ‘tСТngs’ tСat wТll make tСeТr vТsТt less confortable, as wТtС wСТcС tСey can 

identify the way to toilets, the transparency of the position of the different contents 

offered etc.)427 General atmosphere contributes to a more pleasant beginning of the 

visit. "Different types of assistance are offered during the visit, so that they can best 

meet the maxТmum vТsТtors’ expectatТons: vТsТts wТtС guТdes, anТmatТons, audТo-

centres for documentation."(A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 98) The additional proof of 

museums awareness of its role in democratization and openness is shown in their 

concert for the audience wТtС “Reduced mobility, for the people with visual and 

hearing deficiencies and all other categories of visitors for that one detail can be an 

insurmountable obstacle for the visit to the museum.” (A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 95) 

In most museums, not only is the entrance not clearly marked, but, upon 

entering, it is not clear what the content and organization of the museum settings are, 

also what is the proposed route for the walk, what is 'intention' of the authors. In 

                                                        
425 designer Marjorie Elliott Bevlin, 1977:10. 
426 Volume No. 5 (1994) of the journal Publics & Musees dedicated to this topic. In him we find the article Manon Niquette, 

"Elements critiques pour l'analyze de la reception et du partage des social connaissances", p. 79-97, where the author critically 
analyzes the state of research, mainly based on the Anglo-Saxon area.. 
427 See John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000. 
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museums where this effort is made it is insuffТcТent, e.g. ZrenjanТn… In museums we 

visited, even with entrance halls and spacious outdoor (Leskovac, data from the 

research to be added) they do not create a feeling of comfort and openness. One gets 

the impression that they are 'transitory spaces' which are not expected to retain 

visitors. Their function is to provide overall information which will facilitate 

orientation of visitors428, also there is no content and activities for visitors of the 

museum. This situation is repeated in other museums, where the lack of space, (data 

from the research to be added) the most common argument for that same situation is: 

"referral signals, small plans, explicative texts ... titles and subtitles” do not exist (A. 

Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 96)  “Welcoming different learners, each with his or her own 

combination of learning needs” (John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning From 

Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000 xy) is totally 

overlooked. Our museums completely ignore the organizers of the progress 

(conceptual, review and topographic organizers progress, C. G. Screven, according to 

G.E. Hein, 1998: 138) giving up possibility to help visitors "to plan their visit to the 

museum, exercise plans and estimates progress.” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:156). The 

rarest participants are conceptual organizers that should enable introduction to the 

subject, concepts, i.e. intellectual structure of museum content. Review organizers 

(short presentations about what you can see, do and learn in the museum) as well as 

visitors notation about what to expect at the museum and provide them with 

information about where they are currently located and where they can get 

topographical information (maps, graphics, etc.) - in 'our' if they exist they are not 

enough noticeable, more precisely, they are not in the proper size and position.  (data 

from the research to be added) 

The only corrective to this situation is museum staff who can offer adequate 

explanation, interpretation and answers to the question of space and its organization. 

The visitor who comes to the museum with doubts and uncertainties can gain help 

only if he/she has a guide, educator, a person who is selling tickets or any other 

person (even the security) at their disposal, which will, with more or less 

                                                        
428 “Museum and gallery orТentatТon and sТgnage caters for a wТde varТety of age, socТal, natТonal, cultural and otСer specТal 
interest groups, and relies on a mix of audio, visual and digital aids to capture their attention. (John H. Falk and Lynn D 

Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000:xy) According to environmental 

psychologist Gary Evans, several physical features are known to support good orientation and navigation. These include interior 
settings that conform to relatively simple, overall geometric patterns; well-marked and bounded distinctive subsections or 

districts; interiors with views of the surrounding external environment; and spaces with interior grid patterns (i.e., parallel interior 

hallways and ninety-degree intersections) that indicate both direction of movement and extent of progress as the path is 
traversed. All of these attributes enhance visitors' ability to navigate easily through the building on their own. (John H. Falk and 

Lynn D Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000:xy) 
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qualifications provide the necessary information related to the basic directions of 

movement and orientation. 

Museums also do not make the effort to introduce visitors with the institution: 

history of the institution, buildings, collections, working methods of the museum, etc. 

(T. Šola, 2002) possТbly can be found on tСe websТte of tСe museum but tСey are 

rarely incorporated into the very setting. 

All mentioned are not only signs of museums not considering the concepts of 

‘learnТng envТronments’429 but contributing to feeling of insecurity of the new visitors 

and promotТng ‘dependency model’: vТsТtor depends on tСe employee of tСe museum 

in order to establish even basic communication with the 'institution'. 

 

5.5.2. Complex permanent exhibition  

 

Research shows that exhibition430 is elementary431 and most prominent432 part 

of establishing discourse communication433 of a certain institution: in Serbia, visitors 

come to the museums most often to see an exhibition (72,9%)434 - rather temporary 

exhibition (58,1%) than permanent (30,4%) – based on the advice of close persons 

(31,7%) in order to learn something new (43,9%)435. Quality of an exhibition has the 

biggest influence on their opinion and impression of the museum (54,6%). 

(MartТnovТć, 2009:31).  

In the museums of Serbia, there is a disproportionately small number of 

permanent exСТbТtТons. As researcС sСows (V. KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć, 2014, 

http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.04.html) out of 40 municipal 

                                                        
429 “TСe ConstructТvТst Museum, recognТzТng tСТs fundamental component of developТng learnТng envТronments, Тs concerned 
wТtС vТsТtors’ orТentatТon. BotС tСe pСysТcal surroundТngs of the building and its grounds and the orientation within those 

surroundТngs need to be consТdered.” (George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 160) 
430 The word exhibition, hereinafter, stands for a public representation of a certain theme, messages and objects inherent in 

museums, be they a part of a permanent or temporary exhibition.   
431 MaroevТć (1993) poТnts out tСat exСТbТtТon Тs an elementary form of museum communТcatТon because Тt represents an 
organized system from within and with the help of which museums present to social and cultural public messages contained in 

tСe museum’s exСibits. (acc. J. Milutinoví, 2003: 49) “A museum’s functТon sСould not be lТmТted to tСe act of exСТbТtТng nor be 
reduced to exhibiting halls. However, exhibitions are the most prominent feature of a museum, a feature by which a museum is 
most often recognized by the public. A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 104-105 
432 “People respond powerfullв to exhibitions. Exhibitions, like all successfullв constructed images, can dramaticallв affect 
people. (Freeberg 1989.) They can make people feel good or bad, they can "elate and excite, arouse and satisfy, anger, shock 
and depress. Indeed [exhibitions] can play havoc with the emotions." (Belcher 1991,41) Successful museum exhibitions can move 

visitors to higher levels of understanding across a large range of topics.” John H. Falk and Lynn D Dierking, Learning from 

Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000. 
433 T. Šola (1986:89) poТnts out tСat museum communТcatТon Тs necessarТly a creatТve process: “ Сe purpose of every proper 

museum communication is to provide arguments for efficient understanding of specific problems, phenomena, relations, time and 

space connectТons…TСe purpose of tСat creatТve communТcatТon Тs developТng a sense of carТng about tСe world around us and 
its future. The past in the museums is just there!“ 
434 As for museum program, high-educated visitors (41,9%) mainly chose lectures, performances and discussions, while the 

students and tСe pupТls (45,4%) opt for worksСops. (MartТnovТć, 2009, 31) 
435 Other reasons for visit are: creative inspiration (20,4%), presence to exiting event  (18,0%) or relaxing from daily obligations  

(16,1%). (MartТnovТć, 2009, 31) 
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museums - with jurisdiction expanded to several surrounding municipalities - in the 

period 2006 -2008, 11 of them, did not have an active complex permanent exhibition 

(7 of which did have a thematic exhibition). Of 29 with central, permanent complex 

exhibitions 16 also had one or more thematic exhibitions 436 . Central, complex, 

permanent exhibition 437  of some museums are closed, because of devastation of 

museum facilities, ongoing investment works or because of the absence of the space 

for such content, we can see big differences both in their ages and in the space they 

occupy, but also in an approach to the way of presentation. Permanent exhibition are 

mostly made with the opening of the museum, and since then they are seldom 

changed in conceptual and visual sense. Although evaluated by experts as, in general, 

outdated and conceptually outdated438, even that some audiences consider them to be 

‘sТmТlar Тn all towns’439 data show the significant increase of the number of visitors440.  

In the period from 2007 to 2010 the following museums presented a new 

permanent (complex or thematic) exhibition: the National Museum in Valjevo, the 

NatТonal Museum Тn Kraljevo, TСe Knjaževac Town Museum, TСe Gallery of MatТca 

srpska Тn NovТ Sad, “Ras” Museum Тn NovТ Pazar, PedagogТcal Museum Тn Belgrade. 

(MartТnovТć, Journal Kultura, 2014/144:76) (data from the research to be added) 

As in the observation of E. Hooper-Greenhill (1999) our insight into the work 

of the regional museums in Serbia indicates that their preparations for approaching 

tСe “ТnterpretatТon” of a complex permanent exСТbТtТon were in best case (but not in 

the majority of cases) discussions about the conceptual approach which would be 

applied in a concrete design of an exhibition/questioning the choice of the exhibiting 

technologies. Our research shows that in the discussions about the functioning of the 

permanent exСТbТtТons tСe curators and tСe dТrectors dТdn’t take tСe museum’s 

identity, its concept and desired audience as their starting point. Instead, they focused 

                                                        
436  Out of that number, 8 museums have open-air dependencies. It is either a village folk museum, museum displays at 

archaeological sites or historically famous places – Тn V. KrТvošejev, MuzejТ, menadžment, turТzam: ka savremenom muzeju od 

teorije do prakse, Valjevo, Narodni muzej Valjevo and NIP Obrazovni informator, 2012 
437 We are using the same classification as in the Krivošejev, DamjanovТć analyses (AmerТcan Journal of TourТsm Management, 
2014) in order to be able to compare the results of our research findings and their conclusions. Therefore we will look into two 

types of permanent museum exhibitions – complex / encyclopedic (through the use of the most diverse exhibition materials 
present several "themed stories" from various periods, with topics arranged mostly applying chronological principle)437 and 

thematic (which present, more or less chronologically limited historic themes - process, person, event - and in practice they 

appear in two forms, as a museum indoor exhibits and open air ones).  
438 D. MartТnovТć, 2014:88; KrТvošejev, DamnjanovТć, 2014.  
439 KrТvošejev (Тn MartТnovТć, JokТć, 2009:35): tСat (many) pupТls vТsТtТng tСe museums wТtСТn excursТons are motТvated by tСeТr 
teachers to see the current exhibition program of the museums rather than permanent exhibitions because they are considered to 
be similar in all towns. 
440 From 712.624 vТsТtors Тn 2006, 720.756 Тn 2007 to 1.167.796 Тn 2008. (MartТnovТć, JokТć, 13, 19, 34/35 Т 73) As tСe museums 
with the highest attendance of permanent exСТbТtТons, MartТnovТć states tСat Muzej Srema (Тn SremskТ KarlovcТ) wТtС tСe 
percentage of visiting the permanent exhibition of 65,0%, National Museum in Valjevo (64,6%) and National Museum in 

KТkТnda (62,5%). (MartТnovТć, 2009, 20). 
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on the need to represent all of the collections with the most representative exhibits. 441 

Unfortunately, in the majority of cases (take Valjevo as an example) the collections 

dictated the conception of an exhibition and the agility of curators and their 

communication with the directors had an influence on the position and the scope of 

presenting an exhibition. (data from the research to be added) 

The curatorial team has almost never discussed the interpretative strategies 

which visitors could use or thought about, based on the research on museum audience, 

how the exhibiting concepts and techniques will encourage visitors to have their own 

interpretations.   Interpretation was not approached to as a process which engages the 

visitor so that he/she could find meaning in his/her experience of the museum and its 

exhibitions. (Huper-Grinhil) 442 . Instead, it was approached to as a need of an 

ТndТvТdual curator to present tСe materТal from tСe museum’s collectТon.  (data from 

the research to be added) Researching into the criteria which served as guidelines for 

the curators and those most responsible for the creation of new exhibitions D. 

MartТnovТć found tСat “tСeТr Тdea, Тn tСe majorТty of cases, was to exСТbТt tСe best 

work form tСe museum’s collectТon”. ExСТbТtТons’ autСors were satТsfТed wТtС 

presenting objects, sometimes even not in logically organized exhibition content. 

(data from the research to be added) 

In cases of a more complex exhibition (data from the research to be added) 

one can clearly see a dТrector’s and/or autСorТal team’s approacС wСТcС trТed to put 

together a material from a complex museum exhibition into one chronological 

narration.  (data from the research to be added) We could say that the starting point in 

all of this was insisting on organization of monographs and retrospective exhibitions 

without devised techniques of mediation and interpretation 443  related to museums 

outlook on the world or on the intention to motivate visitors to articulate and express 

tСeТr vТew (“tСey don’t offer any clear relatТon to an alternatТve explanatТon of a 

certaТn pСenomenon.”, G. E. Hein, 1996:14). As well as in other museums which are 

based on tradТtТonal museum practТces, an exСТbТtТon “reflects tСe vТewpoТnt of tСe 

curator, translated Тnto a ‘publТc frТendly’ exСТbТtТon by tСe desТgner.” (GТbbs, SanТ, 

Thompson, 2004:44) Those who are knowledgeable in learning and learning styles 

                                                        
441 D. MartТnovТć came to sТmТlar conclusТons Тn: Nove stalne postavke u funkcТjТ transformТsanja muzeja u SrbТjТ, Journal 
Kultura, 144/2014:83 
442 Or even, to be more complex, having in mind the individuality of interpretations, the existence of different groups of 

interpretations, different learning styles etc.   
443 Exceptions to this rule (braver programs, openness for aesthetic experiments, aspiration towards contemporary world trends – 
as is described by Cveticanin, unpublished, 22), mainly are the result of individual capabilities of managers and/or ambitious 

personnel, as well as - in case or republic institutions -  striving to global recognition and exit to global market. 
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(educators, presentation staff, cultural mediators and interpretation staff) were not 

included in the process of the planning or realization of the permanent exhibition.  

In the designing of new exhibitТons tСe only ‘contextual’ factor wСТcС was 

taken into consideration was related to the financial interest of the founders (there was 

no prior research or considering of e.g. local and regional sociocultural context, 

museum context and educational context). This scarcity most definitely had an 

influence on the fact that many exhibitions presented to the public as new were in fact 

slightly altered versions of previous exhibitions. (data from the research to be added). 

An extreme example of new permanent exhibition is partially changed extensive 

permanent exhibition in Leskovac. The exhibition is changed on the first level, the the 

museum visit also takes place on the second level where the old permanent exhibition 

is and the third level – where parts of old permanent exhibition can also be found– is 

not open for public (the reason for this is the theme of that part of exhibition). 

Although the museum had the data about the structure of visits (curators know 

that the great majority of visits comprises primary school audience which comes in a 

the form group visits) new exhibitions were not used as an opportunity to cater the 

different needs of the visitors – e.g. creating special contents for the existing audience 

and contents and approaches which would attract new audiences, applying some of 

the existing theoretical frameworks/learning from the existing museum practices  that 

“consider the various stages of intellectual development in audiences, as well as the 

wТde range of socТally medТated ‘developmental stages among all vТsТtors” (Hein, 

1998:176444) Although more than 80% of museum visits are made up of organized 

visits of primary school audiences the exhibitions are not tailored to their needs and 

abТlТtТes. Museums ‘compensate’ tСat by an addТtТonal bТndТng component which, we 

may say so, further undermines the independence of the discovery process:   coming 

to an exhibitions is not only connected to school activities (young learners come as a 

part of an organized school visit/school activity), but these groups are also welcomed 

by guides appointed by the museum which further hinders independent research.   

The very concept of exhibitions, we were told, was made with the idea to 

make museums accessible to the wider public. The exhibition itself, by its 

museographic approach, texts and scenography is not supposed to cater the needs, 

capacities and preferences of any specific target group.  Although the majority of 

                                                        
444 HeТr wrТtes Тn detaТl about strategТes for exСТbТtТons beТng ‘developmentally approprТate’ (George E.Hein, Learning in the 

Museum, 1998) 
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visits consist of organized groups of school kids (primary school), they are not 

defined as the primary target group and thus their age-specific needs are not 

incorporated into the permanent exhibition, i.e. the content of a museum exhibition is 

not harmonized with the understanding of the target visitor group.  

Elements Тn an exСТbТtТon, “based on crТterТa such as pleasure, intrigue, 

intellectual challenge445, and life connection, which are often explicit goals of exhibit 

development teams” were not consТdered. (Leinhardt, Crowley, Knutson eds, 

2002:xy).  

 Just as tСe questТons about tСe ‘tСeme’ and tСe ‘purpose’ were left wТtСout a 

clear answer (interlocutors most often gave answers by talking about the structure of 

the collection, space size and limited financial resources) so were the questions about 

the period which the exhibition covers left without a precise answer. In the official 

museum documents tСТs perТod Тs marked as “to date” (data from the research to be 

added) and as sucС Тt also used as a reference on tСe museums’ websТtes.  (data from 

the research to be added). All complex permanent exhibitions deal with quite old 

historic periods: some with periods before the beginning of the Second World War 

(data from the research to be added), some include a short narrative about the Second 

World War (data from the research to be added) and only one museum (in Leskovac) 

within a complex permanent exhibition explores the period of post-war – socialistic – 

construction - but this part of the museum is closed for the public, although that part 

of the building is officially open.  Even that type of museum exhibition content 

(wСТcС excludes a more modern СТstorТc perТods) Тs not connected wТtС tСe “real 

world, real lТfe sТtuatТons”. (J. Milutinoví, 2003:151) 

The following elements of different types of exhibiting can be seen at 

exhibitions:  

– linear exhibiting, objects taken out its social context. There is no room for 

ambiguity or unexpectedness and the meaning of the exhibition is found in its 

“objectТvТty” (P. van MenscС, 1992) (dТscourse elements Taxonometric exhibitions) 

(data from the research to be added) 

- thematical approach to organizing exhibiting materials - – the exhibition parts  are 

conditioned by structure, i.e. the exhibition structure is divided into units according to 

tСe museum’s collectТon and later ‘segmented’ Тn tСe museum Тtself (dТscourse 

                                                        
445 On “seductТon, entТcТng tСe learner by tСe lure of tСe famТlТar, tСe comfortable, tСe known, to explore more deeply; tСe lure of 

a cСallenge” and “tСe problem of matcС (Hunt 1961)” see George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 176 
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elements of Narrative exhibitions) (data from the research to be added) Exhibitions 

are organized in regard to the local landmarks, (data from the research to be added –

documents or objects of great local Тmportance, orТgТnal maps, some local craftsman’s 

masterpieces and/or in some parts in regard to archeological themes, (data from the 

research to be added –crafts, fire, arts, death), ethnography (data from the research to 

be added – age, kТtcСen, bedroom, fТeldwork, mТne…) 

- we can notТce also tСe trend of museums to replТcate “realТty”/autСentТcТty of 

musealized past (exhibitions with primary experience, discourse elements situational 

exhibitions - P. van Mensch, 1992). (data from the research to be added). Exhibitions 

in these parts present objects together with the elements of social and physical 

surroundТng, Т.e. tСey clarТfy tСeТr prТmary functТon. TСese ‘multТple representatТons’, 

however, do not represent “tСe natural complexТty of tСe real world”  are not Тn “a 

context wСТcС wТll be famТlТar to tСe majorТty of vТsТtors”. (J. Milutinoví, 

2003:151).446 

In the majority of museographical approaches the museum organizes these 

elements chronologically and objects are presented in different exhibiting halls 

according to their place in the museum collection (data from the research to be added)  

or the chronology presents basis for representing every thematic collection. (data from 

the research to be added) 

All of these elements are combined together in a structure with a clear 

beginning and end, and are intended to be visited in a certain order. It was impossible 

to understand any type of a hierarchical arrangement of subject (from simple to 

complex) and, therefore, only the dimensions of the objects could be used as focal 

point that would be used by those not being interested in all the materials exhibited. 

This, though, would not allow for the whole narrative of the exhibition to be followed.  

When it comes to the style criterion all exhibitions deeply acknowledge the 

aesthetic qualities of the exhibited item. There is a trend of evoking a certain period, 

ambient, period style (Evocative exhibitions) by wСТcС tСe vТsТtor’s attentТon Тs 

dТrected only to one form of realТty wСТcС Тsn’t clearly explaТned. (data from the 

research to be added) We consider all these exhibitions to be didactic/educational but 

Тn a way tСat tСey ‘СТde’ tСeТr ТnterpretТng ТntentТon beСТnd ‘stating the facts’. 

According to the exhibiting techniques all exhibitions are static: they are based on 

                                                        
446 They can provide unified wholes in different ways: guidance, secondary materials (texts, drawings, diagrams, photographs, 
models, replТcas), reconstructТons, actors’ partТcТpatТons, audТo-visual presentations, information centres etc. (Ibid, 2002). J. 
Milutinoví, 2003, p. 152 
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authentic museum material with exhibits arranged in a neutral catalogue manner. (Lj. 

KanТžaj, 1987). If cСallenged to be clearer and to defТne tСe subject/tСeme of tСe 

exhibition we could eventually say that the traditional presence of the ancestors of 

current local community members in a particular geographical area 447  and their 

history are represented tСrougС great СТstorТcal events and perТods. TСere aren’t many 

elements referring to everyday life (data from the research to be added) but the 

narration about the great people from the area in which the museum is located is 

omnipresent. It could be also said that this act of excluding a certain period indicates 

Тn wСТcС ‘parts’ of local СТstory we can fТnd sources of a current communТty’s values 

and which of those values should be passed on to future generations.. (data from the 

research to be added) 

In tСe development of tСe ‘museologТcal educatТonal’ practТce, accordТng to 

the systematization of Giordan (A. Giordan, 1996) our museums function following 

the oldest and most widespread transmission model448 wСТcС Тs “based on empТrТcТsm 

and rests on the idea of frontal transmission of knowledge whereby certain content is 

being broken down into smaller parts; the sum of those parts is what should be 

acquТred” (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 95). The mediation of information which the visitor 

Тs supposed to grasp and remember “takes form of a board, objects Тn glass cases wТtС 

texts, labels and dТoramas” (ibid) Discovery learning449 elements are added to some of 

those exhibitions, not as a permanent, but as a part of the workshops or special 

programs for certain target groups (data from the research to be added) They motivate 

exploratТon but stТll not cСallenge tСe “correct”   interpretation of the exhibition. 

Social interaction450 wТtСТn museums Тs not encouraged: no places to ‘rest’, 

sometimes not enough space for a bigger groups to stop together, no infrastructure 

that will motivate groups to communicate at the entrance nor at the exit (the same 

space), no social spaces such are cafes or vending machines. Many of the museums 

are, even, ‘no talkТng’ envТronments. We could even say tСat longer stay Тn tСe 

museum and socializing is systematically discouraged. We even had the experience 

that lights at the exhibitions were turned on our entrance and turned off as soon as we 

would live the exhibition segment – which was justified by the savings on the 

                                                        
447 In a great number of museums visitors are welcomed at the entrance hall of the exhibition by a skeleton of their great ancestor. 

The exhibition implies that those remains are indeed of human origin, in most cases they are remains of men or warriors  (data 
from the research to be added) 
448 Matusov i Rogoff  described the impact of four learning practices on the organization of the museums / E. Matusov i B. 

Rogoff, 1995 
449 For more on Discovery learning at exhibitions see George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 33, 38 etc. 
450 On the role of social interaction in process of learning in the museums see George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998 
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electricity bill. (data from the research to be added) 

The didactic support in the analyzed museums is not based on the approach 

which makes the unfamiliar more familiar to the visitor. 451  Unclear theme, 

decontextualТzed object or (see above) lack of understandТng of vТsТtor’s experТence, 

personal preferences or curator approaches which do not communicate with the visitor 

are just some of tСe aspects of exСТbТtТons wСТcС not only  СТnder tСe ‘(conceptual) 

accessТbТlТty’ of an exСТbТtТon 452   but may also confuse the visitor. In order to 

accomplТsС “tСe clarТty of tСeme, exСТbТtТon Тdea and tСat wСat makes tСe 

identification of an exhibition possТble” 453 curators take tСe approacС of “museology 

of objects” (tСe Тdea of tСe exСТbТtТon Тs ТmplТcТt, Тt’s enougС to present just tСe 

objects – wТtС mТnТmum  ТnformatТon Тnput) or tСe approacС of “museology od Тdeas” 

(“an autСor explТcТtly gТves tСe meaning to an exhibition” by cСoosТng one of many 

possible meanings, A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:108) (data from the research to be added) 

AltСougС Тntended for wТder audТences even Тn tСese aspects of work museums sСow 

only formal (cold) openness (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 44). 

Texts at the exhibitions provide the necessary informational support and 

contribute to assigning meaning to the objects. (acc. A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 124); 

they should guide, follow and complement the process of exploring an exhibition 

(signalizing, providing general information about the theme, precisely document the 

exhibited objects and provide additional information) and they should be read without 

dТffТculty durТng tСe vТsТtor’s movТng tСrougС tСe exСТbТtТng space. (A. Gob, N. 

Druge, 2009: 125) TСe vТsТtors don’t read everytСТng and even wСen tСey do – they 

read Тt on ‘many dТfferent levels’ (ibid: 126) and so the exhibition and text author 

should take that into consideration when designing texts at an exhibition – tittle, 

subtitles/tittles of smaller units, informational texts, labels and texts providing 

more/additional information. According to this we will classify museums into several 

groups:  

                                                        
451 George E.Hein recommends two strategies: connecting the exhibited unfamiliar with what is familiar to the audience or 
setting the ordinary and therefore (presumably) familiar objects as the center of the exhibition narrative. (George E.Hein, 

Learning in the Museum, 1998: 162) For example “connection can be made in the mind of the visitor between the foreign, 

strange objects of tСe older collectТons and tСeТr everyday materТal culture.” (ibid: 162) This approach is based on the 
constructivist position that the process of learning is dependent on a previous knowledge and is, in essence, associating the new 

with ideas, concepts which we have previously acquired. Audience research is an approach needed in order for the museum to 

get to know what is considered familiar enable intellectual accessibility of the exhibition. Based on those data expended access 
can be tailored with more certainty. Hein offers examples such as “layered text” desТgned for varТous categorТes of vТsТtors, audТo 
labels, addition of live interpretation, reference books, different computer-based resources etc. (ibid: 165) 
452 “MakТng objects more accessТble means botС ТncludТng tСem Тn tСe dТscourse and makТng tСem understandable to tСe target 
audТence” (A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 109)  
453 Teboul et Champarnaud, 1999: 84-85. 
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- Museums wСТcС belТeve tСat exСТbТts speak enougС ‘for tСemselves’ and tСat tСe 

individual visitor will have enough knowledge and experience to understand on 

tСeТr own tСe autСor’s ТntentТon and recognТze ТndТvТdual/certaТn exСТbТts. Group 

visits, on the other hand, will be guided. (data from the research to be added)454 

- Museums wСТcС don’t make a dТfference between the label content from content 

wrТtten on tСe exСТbТt cardboard. TСey also don’t make a dТfference between tСe 

texts intended for visitors/wider audiences and technical texts.  (data from the 

research to be added) 

- Museums which by wishing to say too much fail to make a selection and choose 

an adequate way of exhibiting objects and in doing so they lose their 

readers/audience. (data from the research to be added) 

In general, wСat Тs lackТng Тn all exСТbТtТons Тs an Тntroductory text (“Тt enables the 

visitor to immediately understand the exhibition discourse, theme, meaning, 

quantitative meaning and put the exhibition alongside his/her previously acquired 

knowledge” A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 130) and a synthesized text (“covering different 

elements which the visitor is thinking about during the exhibition and which 

encourage him/her to come back to them and make a recapitulation of what he/she 

saw…TСТs type of text allows vТsТtors to move from one department to anotСer wТtС 

greater ease.” IbТd.). 

The text content, its scope, language, its reproduction size (font size) suggest 

that the museums are expecting: a healthy visitor, ready to bend  in order to read the 

available information; someone having good vision so that he/she could manage to 

read texts which are located at a certain distance in glass cases; someone of average 

height who is well educated and very interested in the exhibition content (data from 

tСe researcС to be added) texts put at a greater dТstance don’t Сave larger font sТze – 

e.g. Jagodina). 

Our impression is that the weakest feature of these exhibition is the flow of 

their content. 455  Apart from the fact that they are arranged in a linear manner, 

exСТbТtТons don’t offer any ‘gradatТon’ of materТals, Т.e. tСey Тgnore beСavТoral studТes 

                                                        
454 They often refer to tСe researcСer’s fТndТngs wСТcС ТndТcate tСat tСe audТence at an exСТbТtТon rarely reads, but tСey neglect 
otСer fТndТngs e.g. McManus (1989b) reported 70 per cent “text ecСo”— tСat Тs, use of text language by vТsТtors… DavТdson et 

al. (1991) noted that when asked about what they had read on the labels, some visitors reported what they had heard on 
audiotapes. (George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 140) 
455 “TСe flow of an exСТbТtТons sСould be prТmarТly to translate tСe museum’s dТscourse Тnto Тts space – space comprising three 

dimensions. It affects the interpretation of an exhibition and, to a certain extent, makes the museographic program more 
noticeable to the visitor. The proximity, connection and the relations which the exhibition flow defines should reflect the logical 

structure of tСe exСТbТtТon as mucС as tСey can.” A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 114 
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wСТcС sСow tСat vТsТtors “spend lТttle tТme at ТndТvТdual exСТbТt components (often a 

matter of a few seconds and seldom as much as one minute); seldom read labels; 

usually stop at less than half the components at an exhibit; are more likely to use trial-

and-error methods at interactive exhibits than to read instructions (Hein, 1998: 138). 

Other museological materials (apart from objects – but including objects, documents 

as well) look like not used as part of the strategies for that time to be increased. 

Explanatory labels are usually to long and of uninspiring content and strict language 

and advanced organizers 456  are rarely used. Conceptual organizers which are 

supposed to enable the introducing of theme, concepts, i.e. intellectual property of 

museum contents are almost never used. Informational organizers (short descriptions 

about what can be seen, done and learnt in a museum) as well as information about 

what visitors can expect to find in a museum which also inform them about where 

they currently are and where they can find the desired information are, if even present 

Тn ‘our museums’, not notТceable enougС, Т.e. tСey are not of adequate sТze and 

position. The same goes for topographic organizers (maps, graphical representations 

etc.) (data from the research to be added) If we connect these circumstances with the 

information that we received about the purposes of complex permanent exhibitions, as 

well as with the fact that these exhibitions are without a tittle (the very tittle of an 

exhibition should point to its essence) it seems that these exhibitions i.e. their purpose 

is not clear even to their authors.  (data from the research to be added) Within this 

approach “landmarks” Тn exСТbТtТons are, sТmply, tСe bТggest exСТbТts and wСТle tСey 

attract the attention of the visitors following them457 , they do not give a logical 

narrative. The analyzed exhibitions allow for free movement through the exhibited 

components but they are not processed in the same manner, so you can find yourself 

in front of a certain content which has only basic coordinates, i.e. to be able to 

understand the content, one must precisely and continually follow the exhibition 

narrative. (data from the research to be added).  

What is even more common is not following the basic rules of ergonomics458 

and tСe fact tСat attendТng an exСТbТtТon (learnТng) requТres certaТn tТme. “VТsТtor 

comfort Тs an Тmportant prerequТsТte for vТsТtor learnТng Тn museums.” (Hein, 1998: 

137). Museums rooms are not designed to be comfortable for longer periods of time. 

                                                        
456 Advanced organТzers are “tellТng vТsТtors wСat tСey mТgСt learn or tСat tСe prТncТples contaТned Тn tСe exСТbТts tСat follow is 

sound” (George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 138).  
457 VТsТtors’ patСs tend to be promТnent between landmarks  (George E.Hein, Learning in the Museum, 1998: 136) 
458 TСe pСysТcal factors tСat support or lТmТt vТsТtors’ comfort and attentТon to exСТbТt components (Evans 1995) 
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Very rarely can you find (data from the research to be added); rest areas in the 

exhibiting space or a place where you can spend some time siting and thinking, 

reading or further exploring the exhibits etc. (data from the research to be added – 

even when there are portable chairs they are almost invisible to the public - 

Zrenjanin). Missing of the simple, and not expensive, solutions such as the addition of 

seating to a gallery are usually justified by the shortage of the m2 at the exhibition 

space (data from the research to be added); dismissing of the visitors feeling of 

‘safety’ and famТlТarТty (poor or unexТstТng orТentatТon support), placement and 

organization of the ticket sales and info points), small text etc. influence visitor 

perceptions and, do not contrТbute to vТsТtors’ extendТng tТme at tСe exСТbТtТon. (Hein, 

1998: 172) The curators do not only avoid using available ways of extending the 

vТsТtors’ tТme at tСe exСТbТtТon (e.g. addТng labels, audТo messages, pТctures, 

interactive exhibits, tacТt sources of knowledge…wСТcС enable tСe understandТng of 

wider exhibit context) but they also in working with the majority of visits, tend to 

decrease that time.   

The theory of optimal experience based on the concept of flow/intrinsic 

motivation (M. Csikszentmihalyi) 459 , accordТng to tСe curators’ testТmonТals Тs 

unheard of in our museums – at least in the majority of visits. Young visitors are 

occupied with other activities (such as talking to their peers, running, looking forward 

to other contents, e.g. in Jagodina -  going to aqua park or going to the Museum of 

wax figures) to such an extent that even the guides themselves shorten their 

presentation hoping to get at least a fragment of their attention.   (data from the 

research to be added) 

The museums  in our study – with the exception of museums in Leskovac – 

are placed in old buildings – palaces, schools, private villas. Museum employees 

claТm tСat tСey suffer from cramped spaces and tСe buТldТng’s Тnadequate structure: 

fragmentations of numerous rooms connected with corridors and narrow staircases. 

The structure of space is often presented as a factor of limiting creativity and the 

reason for opting for a linear exhibition flow and arranging exhibits one after another 

in a sequence.     

                                                        
459 Flow as a state of mind that is spontaneous, almost automatic, like the flow of a strong current. (Csikszentmihalyi 1975, 

1990b). “A general characteristic of activities that produce flow is that theв have clear goals and appropriate rules. Theв tend to 
occur when the opportunities for action in a situation are in balance with the person's abilities.” (John H. Falk and Lynn D 

Dierking, Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000.) 
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At some new permanent exhibitions the scenography is based on the exhibit 

items from the previous permanent exhibition (data from the research to be added) 

and in other cases it is the integral and new part of the new exhibition concept. (data 

from the research to be added). There is a general impression that the formal and 

material aspects of an exhibition (glass cases, boards, racks, different pieces of 

furniture, colours, lighting) are more in the service of representing the exhibited 

material than arousing pleasure and attention in the visitor.  

 As we have already stated, analogue museographies based on 

reconstructions 460  (interior reconstruction, diorama), “perТod rooms” 461  or period 

interiors) and reconstructed decors (they are almost without any authentic elements) 

462are very popular in museums. (ili  

In current exhibitions the interactivity is seen as addition to film/video 

materials and/or touch based surface are seen as addition to objects and words. 

Additional audio-visual/multimedia content, although being present in the exhibition 

space, is quite often, in the greater majority of exhibitions, out of function (turned off) 

because, accordТng to tСe curators, tСey are not of vТsТtors’ Тnterest. (data from the 

research to be added).463 Our subjective impression is that the reasons for such unfair 

treatment of audio-visual/multimedia contents lies in the lack of truly understanding 

tСe need for tСТs tСТs type of ‘addТtТonal’ content, Тn tСe cТrcumstances tСat (as a 

result) these contents are imposed (based on instruction to ‘must Сave’ ratСer tСan on 

authentic need) and finally in the fact that the authors of this type of content are most 

likely persons who are not a part of the collective which is the integral part of the 

‘orТgТnal’ museum collectТve.  

As we have already mentioned there are certain traces of constructivist 

approach in the analyzed museums – not within the exhibitions themselves, as 

permanent elements, but within the activities which the museums occasionally 

organize only and exclusively for preschool and primary school audience.  Even in 

this case the museum does not actually cater the needs and interest of its audience, but 

it at least creates programs (workshops) which are based on the activity of visitors 

within the given framework. ((data from the research to be added) – the museum 

                                                        
460 Of the reconstruction in the museum see A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 138 
461 This presentational system combines the objects and the work of art into interiors which represent a reconstruction of a certain 

period ambience. A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 135-136 
462 These decorations, through which the visitors move, contribute to the creation of ambience, but the real objects are mostly 
presented in a classical way in glass cases. A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:139 
463 Sensory exhibits: sound, smell, touch, taste (A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009:150) in Kikinda - data from the research to be added) 
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tends to encourage freedom of expression and creativity in the workshop participants, 

whereby it points out to the significance of unaided and personal discovery. In some 

museum programs we can also see “learnТng process as a participation in a group of 

learners, based on the mutual engagement of the participants within the educational 

plan beТng carrТed out tСrougС tСe partТcТpants’ cooperatТon.” 464   ((data from the 

research to be added) The occasional nature of these programs and the inconsistency 

in the applying of principles in different spheres/aspects of museum work (their 

absence from the very permanent exhibition) leaves the impression that our museums 

perceТve vТsТtors as “receptors of knowledge provТded by tСe museum staff” (J. 

MТlutТnovТć, 2003:95)  

In tСe regТonal museums “dТrect transfer” of knowledge based on tСe 

principles of the traditional pedagogy: one-way logical presentation of the idea and 

tСe content of tСe exСТbТtТon gТven/presented by tСe guТde (“tСe one emitting the 

knowledge”) to “tСe one receТvТng” (tСe vТsТtor) Тs quТte often present. WТtС regard to 

the creativity and capacity of the guides – in some museums these employees have 

been assigned this position without any previous formal training (data from the 

research to be added), while in other museums these positions are reserved for 

curators with knowledge and affection towards pedagogical work (data from the 

research to be added), or this position has been assigned to the curators in addition to 

their regular work. (data from the research to be added),  (data from the research to be 

added). Capacities for the realization depend both on experience (data from the 

research to be added), and motivation. (data from the research to be added). In the 

majority of cases (our conclusion is based on the conversations with the guides and 

pedagogues about they approach to guiding tours) the approach is to literally and 

receptively convey the truth, which is eventually reached by short conversations with 

the visitors. The learner is engaged in the accomplishing the goal of learning which 

was set up in advance by the guide mostly through verbal transmission with external 

stТmulТ (grades, praТse etc.), Т.e. “tСe learner does not gaТn tСe knowledge on СТs/Сer 

own; he/she lТterally adopts Тt”. (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 98). This traditional model of 

teacСТng / learnТng requТres a “vТsТtor wСo wТll explore tСe exСТbТtТon and process 

                                                        
464 TСe self-dТscovery approacС and tСe pСТlosopСy of transfer perceТve tСe vТsТtor as an actТve constructor of knowledge/tСey 
empСasТze tСe actТve role of tСe learner Тn solvТng problems… J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003, p. 95 
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ТnformatТon gТven to СТm/Сer by tСe guТde” (ibid, 2003: 98)465   

In the majority of museums guides almost completely replace the lack or 

inadequacy of the learning/didactic materials at an exhibition (insufficient amount or 

inadequate structure of texts, inadequate position or the absence of additional 

orientation for moving etc.) In these circumstances the guides acquire the status of the 

irreplaceable and the visitors get used to the museum discourse of which cannot be 

understood without a mediator/interpreter. (data from the research to be added – the 

information provided by the guides – lifelike or interesting – cannot be found in the 

texts at exhibitions; paralles with everyday life which guides use to animate the 

vТsТtors are not Тntegrated Тnto tСe exСТbТtТon and tСe vТsТtor cannot ‘Сear’ tСem on 

his/her own.) 

Most of the time the guides work with organized groups of schoolchildren, but 

Тn some museums tСe guТdes are always “on duty” and so tСey “explore” tСe 

exhibitions even with individual visits. (data from the research to be added) “In a 

certain way, exploring an exhibition with a guide represents a special opportunity, a 

unТque ТnterpretatТon of tСe exСТbТtТon” (A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 244) On the other 

Сand, guТded tours can be a ‘burden’ wСТcС doesn’t allow tСe vТsТtor to see tСe 

exСТbТtТon Тn СТs/Сer own rСytСm, cСoТce and wТtС ‘СТs/Сer eyes’. (data from the 

research to be added) During our guided tours466  we noticed that besides the fact that 

tСe guТdes ‘cСoose exСТbТts’ and only partly rely on tСe texts Тn tСe exСТbТtТons Тn tСeТr 

narrative, some of them also give interpretations which can represent a clear voice of 

tСe museum, wСТcС, at an exСТbТtТon wСТcС sСould be “objectТve”, Тs not artТculated. 

(data from the research to be added). We cannot say that they offer an interpretation 

of tСe exСТbТtТon wСТcС Тs “dТfferent from tСe one advocated by tСe autСor” (Gob, N. 

Druge, 2009: 244) because at the majority of the complex permanent exhibitions that 

ТnterpretatТon could not be clearly recognТzed (СТdТng beСТnd tСe lТnear ‘arrangement’ 

of the exhibits and citing of data the author avoided to clearly state their opinion). 

Attracting individual visits was neglected to such an extent that the visitors were so 

surprised (based on our observations during the research) when they were greeted in 

                                                        
465 A. Gob, N. Druge (2009: 159) state tСat some types of audТences enjoy tСТs type of a museum vТsТt (“Some vТsТtors love beТng 
‘taken by tСeТr Сand’ and guТded tСrougС tСe exСТbТtТon labyrТntС of knowledge) tСe otСers see “tСe guТde as a burden wСТcС they 

don’t apprecТate at all” (ТbТd.)  
466 The author of this work had the chance to get, in almost all of the museums, the presentation of contents through a live 
ТnterpretatТon gТven by persons responsТble for tСat. SucС tour guТdes are not certaТnly sometСТng wСТcС vТsТtors ‘get’ but we are 

prone to belТeve tСat tСey Сaven’t gТven up on tСeТr daТly routТne…  
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the hallway by the guide (who due to a small number of visits) that had almost 

unlimited amount of time to spend with them. (data from the research to be added).  

Guides (additional means for exploring an exhibition) usually duplicated the 

information being offered at an exhibition instead of using additional available media 

to provТde tСe vТsТtor wТtС addТtТonal ТnformatТon. AudТo and dТgТtal guТdes… (data 

from the research to be added). 

The printed materials (publicationsetc.) in some museums467 leaves a better 

impression on the vistors than the museums themselves. Museums give a lot of 

importance to publishing and professional and scientific work of the curators which is 

manifested through publishing: scientific catalogues of museum collections (or certain 

items in a collection), professional journals, printed research documentation intended 

for professional audience. (data from the research to be added) Museum guidebooks 

(“tСe presentatТon of tСe exСТbТtТon dТscourse suitable for wider audiences, which is 

used before or after visiting a musem”  A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 134, 135); handouts, 

brocСures, separate paper sСeets (“descrТbТng tСe general organТzatТon of a museum, 

tСe arrangement of exСТbТtТng Сalls and addТtТonal facТlТtТes etc.” IbТd.) and 

educational brochures and publications intended for children and adolescents are 

significantly rare. (data from the research to be added). The catalogues for temporary 

exhibitions are quite basic and informative. (data from the research to be added). 

Our museums do not carry out systematic research on the value and 

successfulness of exhibitions. Visitors reactions can be followed through the guest 

book. Unfortunately those are not used as a valid data for the planning and evaluation 

(data from the research to be added). In the majority of museums, we got the 

information that the observations of the guides and guards were not taken in 

consideration, as well.  Professional museum evaluation468 requТres “tСe analysТs of 

the audience, its practice, its observations and expectations, which is later used for the 

realization of exhibitions (designing programs, conceptТons, anТmatТons, “lТfe”)’ (A. 

Gob, N. Druge, 2009:161) which museums fail to do. 

 

5.5.3. Pedagogical animation  

  

                                                        
467 By tСТs term we refer to guТdes, catalogues, brocСures, separated paper sСeets...wСТcС tСe museum leaves at tСe vТsТtors’ 
disposal (free or at a certain price). Those publications complement the existing texts at an exhibition.  
468 On the three categories of evaluation (different by the period/moment in which they are carried out) – previous evaluation, 

formative evaluation and collective evaluation – see in A. Gob, N. Druge (2009:162 – 165) 
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“Pedagogical animation encompasses very different activities which are a 

mediator between school groups and the subject, between  the young and Heritage (...) 

in various forms and in entertaining  manner - by which a child or adolescent adopts 

the subject of inheritance, he seems close to the thematic exhibitions, problems with 

the text no longer exist, which are often quite repelling even for an adult audience, 

removed restrictions and rules that are in effect at the museums: not to talk, do not 

move, do not be too active.” (A. Gob, N. Other, 2009: 250). In the regional museums 

that are mainly services with museum guides (data from the research to be added) or 

museum educators (data from the research to be added). In any of them is not a 

“special service museum”469 that “brings together educators, teachers and professional 

staff to design custom animation age group they are addressing, to welcome them and 

animate the different programs.” (A. Gob N. Druge, 2009: 251) resp. if the museum 

has more than one person in charge for the animation of visitors they do not have 

clear priorities, guidelines, a set of values and others. 

Pedagogical animation takes place in the exhibition halls. In most cases it is 

only an interpretative narrative that includes a joint tour of the exhibition (data from 

the research to be added). Capacity and enthusiasm of individual guides and / or 

educators have led to inspiring practices that motivate interactivity and handling. Let 

us mention a few examples: 

 (data from the research to be added) 

- Creative workshops in which young people produce and create using their own 

creative imagination, inspired by an act or exhibition, 

- exhibition of children's works in the museum galleries, 

- Detection of objects and their stories through independent walking and playing. 

The purpose of these activities, as recognised by educators / animators, is not 

only to gain knowledge of (scientific) content of the museum but also a 

“rapprochement with the museum, the exhibition discourse (...) in this vision, 

animations based on the simulation and identification (...) so the museum is no longer 

external body that is repelling, but it is an integral part of the life of the child.” (A. 

Gob N. Druge, 2009: 252). 

Numerous studies show that adolescent audiences are the one that museums 

can win over with most difficulty. “Too burdened with the symbols of authority, quite 

                                                        
469 In France, George Salle (Georges Salles) has developed the first educational service for more national museums in 1949. The 
history of museum education services in France, see Elisabeth Caillet (in collaboration with Evelyne Lehalle), A L'approche du 

musée, la mediation culturelle, Lyon, PUL, 1995: 201-211. 
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repelling, extremely dusty, or at least considered like that, excessively academic, 

museums do not attract young people from 12 to 18 and there are no institutions that 

are developing a distinctive policy of communication with adolescents.” (A. Gob, N. 

Druge, 2009: 253) When it comes to free visits, museums around the world have 

developed a number of strategies to get closer to youth culture and motivate them to 

be active and to evaluate the exhibits470. Their approach is based on activities rather 

than passive receipt of information, are often linked to socializing and more classical 

exhibition 'have a chance' when they are directly related to their culture (for example, 

the exhibition Planeta muzike Planet of music, which from 2002 to 2003. was 

organized in Brussels). “The politics of communication, adapted and directed toward 

young people through schools and educational networks and different associations, 

seems to be successful just the same.” (A. Gob N. Druge, 2009: 254). Regional 

museums, however, show no initiative to deal with this age group. 

For the research of museums a practice could be useful that indicates the 

possibility of establishing joint educational services for multiple adjacent museums.471 

The examples of strategically organized effort of the museums are the example of the 

museums in the English museums. Research by Hooper-Greenhill472 revealed a far 

more diverse and democratic picture of use considering the school pupils as museum 

visitors. Where adult visitors to English museums appear to continue to be 

representative of higher social classes and the most highly educated sections of 

society, approximately one-third of the schools visiting museums came from locations 

that were classified as deprived, where a high percentage of the children were, on the 

government measure of entitlement to free school meals, at risk. Children of all 

abilities found museum learning appealing, and it was especially pleasing to see that 

this extended to those pupils who found classroom-based learning difficult. From a 

school perspective, museums are acting as inclusive democratic institutions. The 

learning process that the school pupils experienced was enactive and embodied and 

this was clearly very successful in engaging attention, stimulating curiosity, opening 

mind to new ideas and, through serious fun, enabling a broad range of integrated 

learning outcomes. (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:189) 

                                                        
470 Since several years ago, several American Museum of Science and technology offer adolescents to participate in the medium-

term or long-term projects, which encourage them to regularly return to the museum. Young participants of these projects feel 
they entrusted a special role: they are guides, consultants, members of home teams ... 
471 eg. Cologne and Strasbourg there is a didactic service for museums of urban communities, whatever the status of their 

founding; in the area of Liege was founded educational service which leads school groups  to various city museums. by A. Gob 
N. Druge, 2009: 249 
472 Hooper-Greenhill et al., 2004d: 38; Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:189  
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5.5.4. Other exhibition programs 

 

Regional museums are using variation of exhibitions. They all have thematic 

permanent exhibition and organize temporary thematic exhibitions. Our research 

shows that from 2006/2007 they have organized (data from the research to be added) 

permanent thematic exhibitions of which none about Socialism, organized (data from 

the research to be added) temporary thematic exhibitions of which (data from the 

research to be added) with topics related to the period of Socialism. 

(data from the research to be added to get more in detail) 

 

5.5.5. Different formats of animation  

 

We could say that most of the regional museums in Serbia have recognized 

their role in the cultural life of the community and that they are developing various 

functions of animation. They are included in the cultural and social life of the city by 

organizing book launches, talks, concerts, etc.(data from the research to be added) 

The impression, however is that these activities do not contribute to a better 

understanding of heritage or deepening of exhibition content. They role is, we would 

say cultural programing in general without employing additional techniques to 

animate new audience for the museum.473  

Museums carry out animation activities that are directly related to the activity 

inherent to the museum. These are: guided visits and other forms of cultural 

animation, special programs and workshops for kids, lectures, colloquia474. In some 

museums it is customary to perform the activities outside its walls or to allow 

uncommon activities inside the museum. (data from the research to be added) We 

could say that they are intending to inspire creativity and stimulate curiosity.  

 

5.5.6. Publications  

 (data from the research to be added) 

 

                                                        
473 The lack of data, however, disables analyze, how many visitors of these programs are already museum visitors and what is the 
number of new visitors and to what extent they are returning to regular / exhibition program of the museum. 
474  Primarily addressing to professional audiences; colloquium themes are collections, museology, the impact of the museum on 

local cultural life. The task of the museum is to be the host of scientific, cultural, administrative, political meetings, if it has 
appropriate infrastructure. Encounters - with artists, critics, researchers and other personalities, are an opportunity for the 

audience to discover, in a new and pleasant light, museum collections and themes. A. Gob N. Druge, 2009, p. 256/257 
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5.5.7. Additional services (and assistance) 

 

Information at ticket sales is usually sharing the same space. In some of the 

museums tСose are ‘counters’ as Тf Тn tСe dТfferent ТnstТtutТons of publТc servТce 

(hospital, bank etc.), while in the others they are given a space that allows more 

informal communication. In most of the museums the second structure, as well, 

implies some sort of barrier. In many museums we have visited we were met by the 

securТty ratСer by tСe professТonal museum ‘communТcator’. (data from the research 

to be added) 

Only one of the museums that we analysed (Museum in Valjevo) has a 

cafeteria, not one has a restaurant. Shops as separate units are present in (data from 

the research to be added) and in (data from the research to be added) sales are done on 

a 'counter' on which tickets are sold and basic information provided - when entering 

and/or leaving the museum. This type of selling 'suits' only experienced museum 

visitors - those who are in museums feel comfortable enough to approach to the 

counter multiple times and / or those who purchase inside of the museums. 

The economic contribution of these additional services the museum is symbolic (data 

from the research to be added). 

 

5.6. Museums and visitors  

 

Analysing the relation of the audТence to museums Тn SerbТa KrТvošejev and 

DamjavovТć conclude tСat “exТstence of stereotypes about museums as unТnterestТng 

temples of elТte culture Тs to be kept Тn mТnd.” (V. KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć, 

American Journal of Tourism Management, 2014/3/1B).  

Majority of the audience (more than 80%) are group visits organized by 

schools. As museum guides and curators claim their visits are, mostly, short and 

pupils are hard to get interested in the exhibitions. On the other hand, the structure of 

the visitors of tСe museum Тs tСe same for years. Regardless museums dТd not ‘adapt’ 

any of the exhibitions according to this visitors structure. Exhibitions do not 

communicate well if young people are not accompanied by the guides, curators, or 

someone else (family member etc.) wСo can act as ‘ТntermedТary’. According to the 

director of the museum in Kragujevac “organized school visits are rare and it all boils 

down to the enthusiasm of educators. For example, the thematic exhibition “Serbian 
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currency from the 13th to the 21st century” which was open for one month was not 

visited by any school from Kragujevac. Only the elementary school from the Azanja 

village in the municipality of Smederevska Palanka visited the exhibition. ” 

TANJUG, 10.22.2015, accessed 23. 10. 2015,  02:33, 

http://www.b92.net/kultura/vesti.php?nav_category=1087&yyyy=2015&mm=10&dd

=22&nav_id=1054318, (data from the research to be added). 

The last available example shows even more dramatic circumstance: of more 

than 30 primary and secondary schools in Kragujevac, contacted by the National 

Museum of Kragujevac offering pupils to see the exhibitions for 10 RSD (100 RSD 

per annum, 10 RSD for one visit to a museum) and an opportunity to bring their 

friends from other towns, only one elementary school demonstrated interest in one 

month. 

 

5.7. Theories of knowledge and different approaches to the learning processes  

 

Although the curators and the directors of regional museums in Serbia, with 

whom we had a chance to speak during our research, declaratively represent a 

constructivistic approach to learning and museum discourse, the most widespread 

approach to learning in their educational work is transmissive and 

didactical/presentational475, i.e. transmission-absorbtional. Based on the interviews 

conducted, information gathered through analyzing documentation and insight into 

the exhibiting and some other segments of museum work, we can conclude that their 

teaching/learning practice is based on the theory of knowledge which holds the 

position of realism (the world is ontologically independent and knowledge exists 

independent of the learner) and the theory of learning which perceives learning as 

adding pieces of information to the already existent knowledge. (Hein, 1998:25). The 

conclusion is based on the following characteristics of the museums (which we have 

noticed during our research):476 their practice is not based on the understanding of the 

learning process, the existence of a receptive situation is considered sufficient for the 

activation of the learning process (specТfТc vТsТtor’s needs and abТlТtТes are not taken 

into consideration), the visitor is passive, receptive-learnТng takes place as a ‘closed’ 

                                                        
475 Confronting the continuum of the theories of knowledge and theories of learning leads to four different combinations, i.e. four 

different approaches in the educational work of a museum: traditional approach, behavioral approach, discovery-based learning 

and constructivist approach, (G. E. Hein, 1995).  
476 The characterТstТcs of tСe dТdactТcal/presentatТonal model can be seen also Тn E. Matusov, B. Rogoff, 1995; N. SuzТć, 1999; G. 
E. HeТn, 1995; J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003 
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process (sending and receiving identical meaning), visitors are filled with facts, 

details and concepts; behavior is shaped by repetition. Museum contents are exhibited 

in a logical way and organized into units which are understandable and exhibited in a 

way to allow the visitors to master them easily. The manifestation of organizing work 

according to the principles of the philosophy of Realism is also the structure of the 

way of exhibiting museum contents which reflect the essential components of the 

exhibiting items. (Ibid, 1998): system is devised according to certain rules and the 

audience is requested to master the entire exhibited material in order to gain a 

compreСensТve ТnsТgСt. “A museum arranged Тn sucС a way does not take Тnto 

consideration the interests of its audience or the meaning which the visitors may make 

from tСe presented materТals” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 93) TСe complete functТonТng of 

tСТs, we sСall name Тt ‘post-transТtТonal museum’ Тs based not on a dТalogue, but on a 

linear communication – one-way communication, museum addressing the visitor 

(only the visitor and rarely the members of the community who are not perceived as 

visitors)  

VТsТtor Тs expected to “learn through looking/learn at a glance” (Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007:190) which implies that vТsual taxonomТes are “produced for dТdactТc 

purposes, laid out to be observed and studied througС tСe gaze.” (Hooper-Greenhill, 

2007: 190)477 Only the beСavТor wСТcС Тs desТrable Тs supported, wСТle tСe unwanted 

forms of beСavТor are Тgnored and dТscouraged (beСavТoral approacС)  (J. MТlutТnovТć, 

2003:100, 174) TСe fact tСat “sТmple lТnear realТty neТtСer exТsts nor Тs determТned by 

causality which is suggested Тn museums” Тs Тgnored. (T. Šola 2002: 71); a pedagogue 

Тs not expected to answer to tСe cСallenge of multТperspectТvТty /‘uncertaТnty’ (“and 

see in it the opportunity for his/her own pondering upon education and further 

improving the learning process”, J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:111) In the same manner, the 

museum staff Тs not expected to “be aware of tСeТr own poТnt of vТew and Тts 

lТmТtatТons” (ТbТd.).  

The approach to learning through discovery, which implies active mental 

engagement of the learner (research and experiment as the basis of solving a problem) 

is the basis of additional activities organized in the exhibiting spaces of complex 

permanent exhibitions in some of the analyzed museums. In designing of the 

                                                        
477 This approach, states Hooper-Greenhill (2007: 190) “Тs based Тn tСe long-standing Western philosophical position that mind 

and body are separate entities, with the mind dominating the body as the foundation of self-ТdentТty”. See more about practТces of 
the provincial museums in English county towns in 21st century for realizing similar practices to contemporary regional 

museums in Serbia today, in Hooper-Greenhill (2007: 190-192). 
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programs vТsТtors’ developmental level was taken into consideration.  Based on the 

ТnformatТon obtaТned we Сave concluded tСat tСese actТvТtТes as well “brТng tСe 

partТcТpants to wТdely accepted conclusТons”. (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 174478)  

 The changes of the environment in European museums in the last three 

decades (Тnfluenced by “tСe adoptТon of new materТals and new tecСnТcal devТces Тn 

exhibition design, improved conservation techniques, use of multimedia and new 

technologies, recognition of the importance of teamwork in exhibition development, 

changing public and institutional views and expectations of what a museum should 

provТde for Тts vТsТtors.” (GТbbs, SanТ, TСompson, 2004:93) dТd not substantТally 

influenced museological practices in the regional museums in Serbia. Most of the 

aspects of the complex permanent exhibitions did not crucially change in comparison 

to the practices of the socialist museum. Exhibition subjects have changed (in respect 

that Second World War and post-war development of the country are hardly visible) 

but learning options, exhibition design, suitability for children, possibility of active 

participation, related events, organization of the museum space, variation in 

dissemination of knowledge are, if not regressed to some extent, have stayed on the 

same level. Although giving a number of positive characteristics of the planning 

process and realization of the permanent exhibitions which she has analyzed 479 

Martinović concludes tСat “new permanent exСТbТtТons and tСematТc 

dТsplays/exСТbТtТons Тn our museums are conceptТonally outdated” (D. MartТnovТć, 

2014:88). 

Although the contemporary museological discourses, favoring the authenticity 

of the experience, subordinate tСe 'retТcent object' (Vergo, 1989b) to tСe story “tСe 

ТnterpretatТve presentatТon of autСentТc” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:74) is still a dominant 

feature of exhibitions in the regional museums in Serbia. Museums most often use 

static exhibits, textual labels, models, graphics etc. This strategy sees guided tours and 

ТnteractТon wТtС museum staff as elements of museum’s educatТonal work. (C. 

MacLulТcС, 1999). “It Тncludes tСe transfer of ТnformatТon, but doesn’t allow for lot of 

engagement in the information excСange”. (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 87) 

                                                        
478 About tСe essence of tСe metСods of dТscovery-based learnТng also see Тn I. IvТć et all, 1997; G. E. HeТn, 1998. 
479 The goal of the museums was to place the exhibits of highest quality into a certain context, depending on the museum type 

and its mission, to define the context in which some work of art will be seen and to create a pleasant ambience which will allow 
the audience to adapt easily and experience the art or the presented artifacts; to achieve a comprehensive narrative, position 

national art and history into a European context or translate what is specific for their museum into a visual sphere, always bearing 

in mind the educational note; to make the curators try to, after the designing of new exhibition concept, present an exhibition in 
different ways and different approaches while thinking about additional programs which could bring the permanent exhibition 

back to lТfe.  (D. MartТnovТć, 2014, 84, 87) 
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Museums ignore the fact that contemporary educational theory has shifted the 

focus to learners and their variable ways of learning/their learning styles. Even though 

for almost 83% partТcТpants Тn tСe researcС of MartТnovТć Тn 2009, exhibitions they 

visited were clearly presented, the conclusion was that in museums in Serbia visitors 

are transformed into passive observers 480 . The highest percentage of negative 

responses about clarity of exhibitions were found in category pupil/student (66,7%), 

and if we meaning that younger population - between 13 and 18-year - provided 

negative responses (Martinović 2009, 24 or 29).  

It Тs clear tСat museums were not Тnterested Тn presentТng ‘recent past’ Тn tСeТr 

permanent exhibitions. As about the narrative – they do not show the intention to 

connect exhibited materials with the current state of society (some indirect but 

valuable efforts are made in museum in Kikinda, Sombor - data from the research to 

be added). Museums try to recognize and present a dominant culture while ensuring 

tСat Тt Тs a ‘reference to tСe past’. In ТntervТewТng tСe dТrectors and curators we tried to 

get the answer to the question of how these exhibitions contribute to the local 

community, (data from the research to be added) i.e. to make their answers more 

precТse by askТng tСem “wСТcС values are tСey referrТng to wСen tСey present 

museums as institutions which reflect and maintain the positive set of values in a 

communТty?”, Т.e. we trТed to get an answer to tСe questТon wСТcС domТnant ТdentТty 

policies are museums referring to. These questions kept staying without a proper 

answer (whenever these issues were mentioned the interlocutors would focus on the 

lack of available space and the inherited structure of museum collections)  

In addressing the educational work of the museums in Serbia J. MТlutТnovТć 

(2003:51, 54) has come to the conclusions which our research has fully confirmed:  

- only a small number of museums has built a comprehensive model of educational 

museum work; 

- if the educational activity even appears in the museum plans (it rarely exists in the 

long-term planning of museum work) it is reduced to a presentation of museum 

exhibits intended for a wide range of visitors, regardless of their education and age; 

 - if it happens that a pedagogical service does get formed, it, without exception, stays 

alone in planning and realization of the educational tasks;  

- the educational role of the museum is often reduced to doing something nice and 

                                                        
480 TСe СТgСest percentage of  „unsatТsfactory“ marks were gТven to  NatТonal museum Тn Belgrade (Gallery SANU - 14,3%), 
City museum in Subotica, Museum in Zaječar, Natural History Museum in Belgrade, National museum in Kraljevo, while in 

National museum in Vranje the percentage is even 28,6%. (Martinovic, 2009, 29) 
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useful with the kids and to the transmission of information (applying traditional 

“scСool” approach) and the most common forms of such work are guided tours 

through permanent or temporary exhibitions.481; 

- the programs being offered 482   are in the majority of cases the result of an 

ТndТvТdual’s ТnТtТatТve and tСus tСe museum polТcy does not support them fully;  

- the educational museum work nowadays often comes down to cooperation with 

schools and is usually identified with school activities;  

- the practice of using workbooks together with instructions and handbooks for 

parents and teachers is almost non-existant; 

 We would also add that:  

- the museum features which encourage active learning are completely non-existent;  

- the sole purpose of museum work is – showing (rather than fostering dialogue) 

There is no wish to make ‘tСТngs’ (and Тdeas) accessible (objects at an exhibition are 

put tСere only to be seen wТtСout adequate “resources wСТcС provТde tСe vТsТtor wТtС 

tСe keys for understandТng” (A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 105); 

- the museums is completely separated from the community and does not show any 

interest in social themes (not even in the sphere of different social dimensions of its 

visitors).  

 J. Milutinović states tСat tСТs practТce Тs ТdentТcal to “tСe tradТtТonal 

educational approach in schools through which knowledge is gained by passive 

acquТsТtТon” (2003: 93) and Тs based on tСe assumptТon tСat “reflexТve tСТnkТng cannot 

be acСТeved Тf Тt’s not preceded by a suffТcТent amount of factual knowledge.” (ТbТd.). 

WТtСout proper feedback, metapСorТcally presented as “pТlТng of dead knowledge” (S. 

Kačapor, 1996: 179) tСТs does not contrТbute (MТlutТnovТć even states tСat Тt “makes 

Тncapable people”! 2003: 93) to crТtТcal tСТnkТng and cСangТng tСe sТtuatТon of tСe 

learners.   

 

5.8. Overview of the findings from the Regional museums research 

 

                                                        
481 From the educational point of view museum Тs seen as tСe closest scСool’s assocТate. WСen talkТng about tСe cooperatТon 
between tСe scСools and tСe museums, M. ŠkТljan (1980) states two possТbТlТtТes for tСem to acСТeve better communТcatТon. 
According to the first possibility, museums and schools could complement each other within school programs and educational 

processes, i.e. museum activity could be a part of a school program and vice versa – there would be room for engaging certain 
school subjects in the programs of certain museums. The other possibility is to perceive museums as places where pupils/students 

can freely, without the burden of school chores and according to their own interests, choose the contents for further exploration 

and in doing so expand their knowledge within and outside of the school program. J. Milutinoví, 2003:52 
482 There are specialized lectures, concerts, competitions, independent collection work, museum workshops through which the 

participants, via direct personal experience, can come to gaining knowledge about certain problems.  (J. MilutТnovТć, 2003:54) 
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“Museums are active in shaping knowledge; using their collections, they put 

together visual cultural narratives which produce views of the past and thus of the 

present. 483  In dТsplays and exСТbТtТons, museums ‘condense, dТslocate, reorder 

(fictionalize) and mythologТes’.484 Museum displays combine disparate artifacts and 

fragments of material culture into coherent, continuous and unified narratives, into 

wСat HutcСeon calls ‘totalТzТng narratТves’.485 Museums must inevitably select from 

the collections that could be displayed those objects that will be displayed, and this 

selection shapes the visual narrative to be presented. Different contexts of meaning 

are Тnvoked by tСe dТfferent assemblages tСat are produced.” (Hooper-Greenhill, 

2007:2) “Museum meanТngs sСape socТal and individual identities, they may be 

contested, and learning in museums takes place in a contested arena. This is a 

dynamic approach to learning, one that is fully aware that not all cultural narratives, 

or cultural arrangements, empower all people.” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:42) 

The mission of regional museums today is partly hampered with out-dated 

identity from the time of the founding of modern museum institutions (repressive and 

authoritarian symbols of unchanging solid modernity486) within the value system of 

the rationalist and positivist view of the world which is reflected not only in the 

ontology (understanding the nature of the world in which live), but also on 

epistemology (look at ways of acquiring knowledge). The discourse of the museum is 

based on the view that the world is comprehensively regulated and managed by rules 

and that the knowledge of it - the “truth” that applies equally to all - exists in the final 

form (realistically), outside of us. This 'encyclopaedic view of the world' (A. J. 

Friedmann and P. McManus, as in: T. Russell, 1994 i J. Milutinoví, 2003:92) 

protects (preserves) traditional values and the dominant way of conceiving the world. 

The museum is characterized by a transmission model of communication 

where a communicator (curators) transfers complete or already formed knowledge. 

This is a one-dimensional understanding of the educational role of museums in which 

the audience is not considered as part of the exhibition structures, but to passively 

accept the preselected significant facts (Ibid, 1999). 

The task, 'informativeness' of the museums, in this context, is to convey 

'correct' information to the memory of one who learns; to prepare the museum 

                                                        
483 Hooper-Greenhill, 2000a. 
484 Thistlewood, 1993: 8. 
485 Hutcheon, 1989: 62. 
486 Bauman, 2000; Ross, 2004; Hooper-Greenhill, 2007 
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presentation by exclusively illustrating what a visitor should be taught. This leads to a 

tendency to organise contents in a more rational way, which is presented to visitors 

through objects that have (and can have) only one “true” meaning. Museum concepts 

are based on a linear presentation, and - usually - chronological (see J. Milutinovic, 

2003: 9, 72) along the “ideal” way through the setting (A. Giordan, 1996). Priority is 

given to the representativeness of the collections that are exhibited “by certain 

taxonomies” (J. Milutinovic, 2003: 9), and very rarely offer something more than 

simple information (ibid.). In the center of attention of the museum is the texture of 

objects that are exposed, and not the visitor. General museum communication is 

conceived as' a linear process, in which the message has been strictly defined by the 

curators, where visitors can been seen as a passive, uncritical, and in part unable to 

build their own meanings” (J. Milutinovic, 2003: 9). In this discourse, the absolute 

arbitrator is the authorized curator, his discourse, and his, by all means personal / 

private program. The public is not taken into account in the choice of content and 

museological strategic concept and the interests. Museum managers do not pay 

attention to the needs and wishes of visitors. “Accordingly, educational work of the 

museum takes place in accordance with the philosophy of the transmission approach: 

Curator with his aura of authority defines the interpretative approach to exhibitions 

and writes captions that convey basic information about the different artefacts. In such 

a museum dominant are receptive forms of learning where a visitor is placed in a 

passive position, and is not given the chance to master information. The visitor is 

receiving information, facts and beliefs which he is expected to adopt. "(J. 

Milutinovic, 2003: 9) 

Tijana Jakovljevic and Ivana Jovanovic, based on the experience of working 

with the public / users and monitoring the reaction of the general public to the work of 

museums and other presenters of tangible and intangible culture, developed a SWOT 

analysis that reflects the image of museums in Serbia in the local public487:   

- Strengths “social reputation of the museum; their intellectual capacity / professional 

staff; expertly handled adequately protected and stored collections of objects; 

representative location of the museum building; secure source of financing; strategic 

partners.”488 We could say that Museums' core strengths, as seen by the public, are 

                                                        
487 Research of the Falk and Dierking (Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000) gives 

us the comparative data with the experiences of the museums in Europe. In their SWAT findings are almost identical to the one 
in Serbia.  
488 TТjana JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 89.90 
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the knowledge and collections they possess. 489  

- Weaknesses: “insufficient knowledge of the structure and characteristics of potential 

audience; the absence of a clear strategy in working with the public; insufficient 

awareness of the competition; the absence of a market-orientatoin; insufficient 

financial resources; insufficient interaction with the audience; poor logistics (small 

number of guards, guides, insufficient technical support, etc.).” 490 We would add two 

more aspects we have realized within the museums we have analysed, and which are 

Тn complТance wТtС tСe fТndТngs from Falk and DТerkТng: “Museums currently lack 

deep and widely shared understanding of how people learn from museums. 

Museums generally suffer from a parochial and narrow view of their place within 

tСe educatТonal Тnfrastructure.”491 

- OpportunТtТes named by tСe SerbТan researcСers “Amateurism of other presenters 

tangible and intangible culture; increased demand for information about the history 

and tradition; confidence in work and knowledge of the museum; tendencies of 

development of cultural tourism; interests in Media about the work of museum 

institutions; the popularity of the Museum Night.”492 show that the museum as the 

resource of learning is still not recognized. That is more visible by putting them next 

to the findings of Falk and DТerkТng wСo see tСe opportunТtТes Тn “The crisis in 

education created by the public's perception of the inadequacies of formal 

schooling creates a vacuum that museums can partially fill. Museums stand to 

benefit politically and economically by forging partnerships with other free-choice 

learning institutions. Broadening collections, expanding audiences, reaching out to 

СТstorТcally underserved communТtТes are great opportunТtТes for museums.” 493 

- TСreats could be formulated Тn general as “the rapidly changing educational-

leТsure world” 494. “Popularity of other demonstrations of tangible and intangible 

culture” 495  (Jakovljevic, Jovanovic, Museums 2009/2: 89,90); “diverse ways of 

spending free time; increasing demands and expectations of the audience for 

additional animation” 496, the rapid spread of virtual experiences, virtual collections, 

                                                        
489 Falk and Dierking (Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000:xy 
490 TТjana JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 89.90 
491 Falk and Dierking (Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000:xy 
492 TТjana JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 89.90 
493 Falk and Dierking (Learning from Museums - Visitor Experiences and the Making of Meaning, 2000:xy 
494 ibid. 
495 We could fТnd tСe equТvalent Тn tСe Falk and DТerkТng fТndТng tСat “the nonprofit sector faces significant challenges from for-
profit corporations; museums could be replaced by for-profit (and nonprofit) look-alТkes.” 
496 Tijana Jakovljević, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 89.90 
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and virtual museums (Falk and Dierking) being some of them. On the top of this (or 

to begin with) we are faced with a bad image of museums and the long lasting socio-

economic crises.497 

 Our research has shown that museums persieve themselves (in relation to 

responses of the users presented in A. Gob N. Druge, 2009: 69, 70) possibly as a 

place of remembrance and cultural landmark. The first characteristic is clear in an 

abridged form (in the interpretation of A. Gob N. Druge it refers to a reminder of the 

past, from today's perspective, enabling the visitor to “find their roots,” and to 

understand the relationship of the current situation and previous situations, or, not to 

forget - ibid. 69) because we did not find the basis for the argument that regional 

museums in any manner depicted the history associated with today's situation. The 

museum as a means of generating prestige and reputation is mainly used by the local 

administration, which brings its guests to museums. The administration, as well, 

consider the museums as a places that should attract tourists, the view that the 

museums do not share.  

Museums are still focused on collections and not on the audience. It could be 

said that there is awareness of the necessary orientation to the audience but the 

capacity of the museum can not express it. It seems to be lacking the energy to find 

answers to the question of: Who is the audience that receives message from the 

museum? What audience? How to involve the audience in a museum? What to offer 

them to see and how? 

The settings are, according to a survey, designed for a wide audience. The 

heterogeneity of these categories is seductive and leaves the museums in the state "for 

no one" rather than “for all”. Agreeing with the assessment of A. Gob, N. Druge that 

“Museum without visitors is not a museum worthy of the name.” (2009: 86) - 

convinced that the number of visits is not the only or even the best criteria for judging 

the quality or success of the museum - from research I came back with bitterness 

caused by the fact that during our visit in museums we were usually the only visitors 

to the museum (data from the research to be added). We felt that as Weedon points 

(as in Hooper-Greenhill, 2007:193) museums luck offering recognition and 

ТdentТfТcatТon and “leave tСe ТndТvТdual Тn a state of non-subjectivity and lack of 

agency.”498 (tСТs was our ТmpressТon as a vТsТtor): we could ‘understand tСe ТndТvТdual 

                                                        
497 TТjana JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТc, Museums competТtТveness Тn tСe market of culture, Museums 2009/2: 89.90 
498 Weedon, 2004: 7. 
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words being said but not really understand their full meaning.’ concludТng tСat we 

belong to different communities of interpretation,499 and communities of practice500 

than those in charge of the museums general communication and exhibition authors. 

(data from the research to be added – izuzetak Kikinda). Exhibition concepts are not 

as complex and complicated. Rather they are torn up into little pieces, and it happens 

that within the same settings the style of the exhibition is not uniform (data from the 

research to be added) and that nobody had not thought about linking the exhibits with 

previous experience of visitors. 

While visiting museums/exhibitions we felt punished for not following the 

exhibition through – losТng concentratТon (‘punТsСment for mТndless beСavТor (e.g., 

exСТbТtТon becomes ТnoperatТve, Сard to read)” as Тn scСools - see Dr. Chandler 

Screven, Museums and informal education, 1993 in the CMS Bulletin Vol. 1 No. 1., 

http://infed.org/archives/e-texts/screven-museums.htm): not easily recognizable as 

museums from outside, poor assistance in space orientation, meeting guards or non-

motivated ticket-sales before than a welcoming friendly face, museum not being 

‘equТpped’ Тn a way tСat aloud Тndependent vТsТtor to benefТt (too mucС or poor texts 

that do not convey the interesting information one can get from the motivated guide), 

strict / petrified language  etc.  

Speaking about the Gadagne Museum, in the old Lyon, Simone Blazy states 

that “tСe buТldТng and museograpСy are dТlapТdated. MuseograpСТc’s approacС Тs 

uncoordinated, and the intention is unclear. The visitor can hardly understand the 

history of Lyon.”501 This could be concluded from our study, too. Having in mind he 

context and content of tСe ‘SocТalТst museum’ we could not but refer to tСe current 

status of the regional museum in Serbia as regressing from modernizing concept of 

regional museum during period of socialism.  

“Museums rarely have the skills or resources to make the required distinctions 

between users. Therefore the same information is being conveyed through the same 

medТa to quТte dТfferent potentТal СerТtage users.”502 Data we have gathered on the 

structure of the museum visit degrades one of the key forms of learning in museums - 

intrinsic motivation. It suggests that museums are not able to present themselves as 

environments that provoke interest and curiosity. Modernizing practices such as 

                                                        
499 Fish, 1980.   
500 Wenger, 1998.   
501 SТmone Blazy, Le musée de vТlle, Тmage de la vТlle“,presentatТons made at tСe conference Un musée pour une ville, Bruxelles, 
25-27. April 2002, proceedings before publication, p. 21-26. According to A. Gob i N. Druge (2009: 58) 
502 Janet Gail Donald, The Measurement of Learning in the Museum, Canadian Journal of Education, (1991: 379). 
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opening museums for deprivileged or minority social groups (being poor people, 

uneducated, offenders of prisoners, adults with learning disabilities etc.) are still to be 

introduced. None of the museums that we have analysed has a strategy to increase the 

number of visitors, attracting diverse audiences and / or achieve the loyalty of the 

existing audience. Concepts of the audience - participants (A. Gob N. Druge, 2009: 

100) and friends of Museums (ibid.) were closer to the practice of museums that at a 

time when museums were established (socialist museum). 

Our museums wТtС Тts permanent settТngs of “do not support dТfferent types of 

cognitive learning styles”503 (J. Milutinoví, 2003: 97) i.e. they support only verbal-

linguistic and visual-spatial (?) learning style504 Active participation of visitors in the 

process of learning is present only in some of the additional programs (workshops, 

'games') in some museums tСat offer “a way tСat a vТsТtor develops presented 

phenomena” (G.E. Hein, 1998: 22) “TСe museum exСТbТtТons are often crТtТcТzed for 

inactivity, distention objects out of context, the absence of a holistic experience, weak 

interaction with the audience and the presence of mental barriers.” Opposite to them 

competitive facilities are offering including multiple senses, combine objects and 

facilities, create popular content, they are active in promotion and marketing activities 

and they weaken the position of the museum in the discourse of consumption of the 

presented content. (T. Jakovljevic, I. Jovanovic, the magazine Museums 2009/2: 91) . 

Regional museums in Serbia feel that their 'didactic' contribution is not 

apprecТated, wСТle tСeТr ‘socТable’ objectТve is beyond their conceptualization or, say, 

“tСat needs a lot of work of tСe people wТtС skТlls and knowledge we do not Сave” 

(data from tСe researcС to be added) or “we know our communТty” (data from tСe 

research to be added) 

Importance of the education function of the museum, favorized during the 

perТod of SocТalТsm dТd not rТse, agaТn, to promote ‘new’ SerbТan Тndependence (and 

national state).   

Public education function of museum are shaken by their awareness of the 

contemporary assumptions that there are no unified scientific truths regarding past 

and СТstory and tСat publТc Тs not ‘waТtТng eagerly’ to ‘testТfy’ to tСe undТsputable 

qualТty work of tСe museum. Museums stТll belТeve tСat tСeТr ‘message’ Тs relevant for 

                                                        
503 under cognitive styles usually require individual differences and peculiarities in the way of perception, learning and problem 

solving (yeast R., 1978: 387) 
504 In accordance with the seven types of intelligence, developed appropriate basic learning styles are: verbal-linguistic, musical 

and rhythmic, visual-spatial, logical-mathematical, bodily-kinesthetic, interpersonal and intrapersonal. 
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the audience but they do not have systematic data gathered nor analysed to understand 

the reasons for such situation. Part of the reasoning, we believe, could be found in 

tСeТr approacС to СТstory wТtСout open questТons, ‘dТlemmas’ and dТscussТon 

platforms; in contextualizing history of the community through stories of exceptional 

individuals (rather than everyday life everyone could relate to). Core is that museums 

remained the traditional model of services value of establishing national cohesion - 

when that discourse is not directly and clearly 'shipped' to the museums by the 

founders, they decided (e.g.) rather for inaction, which in the cases of new permanent 

exhibitions and activities is prior in musealisation, and other programs largely 

excluded the period of the second half of the twentieth century. 

With funding based almost exclusively on public subsidies often, from the 

budgets of local self-government i.e. founder. We could say that, through those 

mechanisms, government is shaping social values, as well day-to-day work of the 

museum. The way museums function indicates bad position of the institutions: 

inadequate space505, depots in a bad condition, undeveloped conservation services, 

human resources are inadequate in general 506  and the employees stagnate in 

professional and scientific work507 etc.  

Such a museums are ignoring the burning issues in the immediate community. 

Knowledge of the visitors about the period of socialism in Serbia are not responded to 

by the museums508 – through which – as our general analysis s, the museum also 

intervenes in the knowledge that a visitor brings in this learning environment. Their 

“way of seeing things” (J. Milutinovic, 2003: 147) is certainly being tested. Based on 

tСe “models of strategy and monument polТcy applТed Тn dТfferent pСases of tСe post-

socialist transТtТon” ТdentТfТed by DragТćevТć ŠešТć (Тn MТloСnТć and Nada Švob-ĐokТć 

                                                        
505 TСe pСrase “tСe buТldТng Тs Тn very poor condТtТon, altСougС Тt Тs a cultural property,” Тllustrates perСaps tСe most massТve 
problem that museums face in their work, which particularly concerns the area. As part of the general problem of space there are 

three, so to speak, subproblems: the lack of space, inadequate or non-dedicated space and problems related to the maintenance of 
tСe space (located M. VukanovТć Тn a survey conducted by tСe team For water for Cultural Development durТng tСe perТod from 
April to in July 2009, In twenty-three local, five stem, fifteen national, three private and twenty three regional museums, Kultura, 

124/2009 246). 
506 M. VukanovТć concludes tСat Сuman resources represent extremely СТgС problem facТng tСe museums Тn SerbТa. In 51% 
examined museum is highlighted that the structures of employees do not allow successful work of museums. There is a lack of 

human resources, especially experts in museological activities. The higher attention is paid to conservators, historians, educators 
are required and art historians, ethnologists, archaeologists, librarians. As well, marketing experts and public relationship 

managers are necessary. ( M. VukanovТć, Kultura, 124/2009: 251) 
507 Professional training of employees allows 78.3% of the surveyed museums. However, it is mostly done through seminars in 
the country, while the seminars abroad often lack the resources in 68.2% of the museums) that in those museums in which it does 

not provТde vocatТonal traТnТng, tСe reason was not specТfТed. (M. VukanovТć, Kultura, 124/2009: 251) 
508 The presence of topic of socialism in the social environment (family, media) leads to a distinct contextual learning about this 
topic ... (“From the understanding that learning is active, social and holistic follows that it is contextual, that is associated with 

our daily life, our prejudices and fears. Constructivism is based on the idea that students create their own knowledge in the 

context of their life experiences.” J. Milutinovic, 2003: 150). These facts - the presence of topics related to the period of 
socialism in the media, public speech, narrative of the family - already generates knowledge based on which the newly acquired 

knowledge in a museum (or their absence) will be 'determined'. 
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eds, 2011:33 or http://rci.mirovni-institut.si/Docs/ASO%202010%20Sesic.pdf) the 

relationship of the museum in Serbia to the heritage of socialism resembles the 

models of ‘antТculture’ and ‘culturalТzatТon’ (ТbТd.). We would say tСat Тt saturates to 

quТet СostТlТty and destructТon based on supportТng ‘organТzed oblТvТon’, ‘ТgnorТng tСe 

otСer strategy’ and ‘de-contextualТzatТon’ (ŠešТć). We base tСТs conclusТon on tСe fact 

that of (data from the research to be added) Museums that have responded to our 

questionnaire (data from the research to be added) do not have strategy for collecting 

and no plan to systematically protect cultural heritage of socialist; (data from the 

research to be added) of museums participating in our research do not have materials 

from the period of Socialism in their collections or have no systematized overview of 

Тt (altСougС tСey claТm tСat tСey are coverТng tСe СТstorТcal perТod ‘tТll tСe present 

day’), those with the permanent exhibition mention period of Socialism only by 

mistake (Jagodina) or are keeping parts of the permanent exhibitions related to the 

period of socialism (remaining of the old, first, permanent exhibitions made during 

the period of socialism - Leskovac) closed for public. 
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CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION 

 

“No country, wСetСer totalТtarТan, democratТc or partocratТc, wТll gТve up 

possТbТlТty to control СТstorТcal and any otСer conscТousness of Тts cТtТzens”509, to 

model their identities through the “control tСe processes of rememberТng”. (L. SmТtС, 

2006:303) Consequently, all new regimes, anxious about how the changes they are 

ТntroducТng wТll be “acknowledged Тn publТc” (HodgkТn and Radstone, 2003:170) are 

using heritage institutions to legitimize their discourse as well as to regulate potential 

tensТons (generated by ‘counter-memorТes’510). On tСe otСer Сand, “СerТtage may also 

be a resource that is used to challenge and redefine received values and identities by a 

range of subaltern groups” (SmТtС, 2006:4).511 Predominant political force practices 

Тts ТdeologТcal conceptТon, “sСapes publТc space by Тts standards,” (IlТć, 2014, 

http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije) which causes "trauma of the collective 

memory" i.e. extensive "cultural trauma". (Potkornjak, Pletenac, Studi Ethnologica 

Croatica, 2011/23:19) 512 . Institutionally regulated memory practice is included / 

includes itself in the process of transition, in order for the remembered history to be 

consensual and to legТtТmate “tСe new powers.513 As we agree wТtС IlТć tСat SerbТan 

identity is formed on false premises which exclude everything after the year 1945, it 

Тs relevant to follow СТs remark tСat SerbТan pedagogy Тs “forced Тnto natТonal 

educatТon of tСe new generatТons“, “based on extremely voluntarily chosen 

ТdentТfТcatТon cСaracterТstТcs of ”SerbТan language, cyrТllТc letter, SaТnt SavaТsm, 

natТonal customs preserved mostly Тn rural areas“ wСТcС refer to ТdentТty contents 

before year 1945.514 

“SocТetТes made upon decomposТtТon of YugoslavТa (…), based on 

nationalism, patriarchality, authoritarism, but also on the principles of 

commercialisation, banalisation, absolutized market, unequal choices and inequality, 

                                                        
509 “As GraСam et al. (2000: 25) notes, the view of heritage in any given society will inevitably reflect that of the dominant 

social, religious or ethnic groups. This is a reflection not only of the political, economic and social power of these groups but 

also, in some measure, of the power of heritage itself as a legitimizing discourse to not only validate but also reproduce certain 
socТal and cultural values, experТences and memorТes.” (L. SmТtС, 2006:81) 
510 Hodgkin and Radstone, 2003:170. 
511 See Harvey, 2008:33 
512  About factors that play a role in fostering heritage dissonance / division see: Paige Arthur in Paige Arthur ed, 

http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-

divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor. Reasons for suppression of memory about Socialism 
are systematized, Тn: (R)Epoeja potТsnutog sećanja: zaključcТ Т preporuke, savetovanje na temu SocТjalТstТcko nasleđe Т njegova 
uloga u formiranju savremenog identiteta, http://www.kulturklammer.org/docs/Kadinjaca_Uzice_zakljucci&preporuke.pdf or 

http://www.kulturklammer.org/view/5). 
513 See text by TopТć Тn: VojТn BakТć, „Svjetlosne forme”, 2013: 271. 
514 Dejan IlТć, 23/08/2014, http://pescanik.net/velika-pedagogija/ . On pedagogy and history see: Koulouri ed., 2001: 98 – 101. 

http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor
http://www.kulturklammer.org/docs/Kadinjaca_Uzice_zakljucci&preporuke.pdf
http://pescanik.net/author/dejan-ilic/
http://pescanik.net/velika-pedagogija/
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seek their expression in retouched picture of the past, from which is suppressed, 

marginalized or radically reinterpreted each tone that questions the ruling discourse - 

because new paradТgm necessТtates ”new“ past, from wСТcС Тt wТll take legТtТmacy.”515 

Dominant ideological formula of post-Yugoslav situation – the ideological program 

of “deconstructТon of tСe Yugoslav mytС”, establТsСment of tСe capТtalТsm and 

introducing parliamentarian democracy (establishing of a Western-style 

democracy516 ) in the new-formed states, provoked contradictory narratives about 

period of Socialism. "Postcommunist hangover" 517  in transitional Serbia did not 

Тnclude ‘revenge toward SocТalТsm’ tСrougС pСysТcal elТmТnatТon of materТal 

testimonials related to that period, but the prolonged phase (some analysts refer even 

to the present Serbian moment as transitional) of Socialism as "a floating referent"518 

was used for radical revision not only within public space, but also within education 

and heritage institutions.  

Mechanisms of historical revision question adopted knowledge as well as 

private memory related to Socialism. As bearers of the meaning from unwanted past, 

testТmonТals about tСe lТfe Тn SocТalТsm are degraded to ”unrelТable messengers of tСe 

past, voТceless trauma messengers, dolorous wТtnesses”519, irrelevant memories520. In 

total, we could characterize the processes in the Serbian society as development of the 

“transТtТonal taboos” 521  and identity-based abuse (towards those with different 

ideological affiliation and class identity 522 ), that lead to (long-term) institutional 

discrimination / exclusion of the heritage dТscourses of ‘otСer’, to everyday violence 

of heritage rights, disfunction in the public space and, within the discourse and 

                                                        
515 Historical revisionism in postyugoslav region, International conference, 1st and 2nd December 2012, Assembly of Autonomous 

Province of Vojvodina, Novi Sad, http://www.rosalux.rs/en/artikl.php?id=175, 22 January 2014 at 05.26. 
516 “Clear prТncТples sucС as “reestablТsСment of prТvate property rТgСts, free market economy, and pluralТst polТtТcal lТfe” were 
dТffТcult to Тmplement: “fТndТng a balance between economТc and socТal goals wТtСТn a ratСer sСort tТme Тn tСe absence of well 
establТsСed democratТc ТnstТtutТons was an enormous cСallenge.” (Stanilov, in: Stanilov ed, 2007: 21) 
517 Piotr Sztompka, Polish sociologist, uses metaphor "postcommunist hangover" to name need for revenge toward the most 

radical forms of totalitarian structures of Socialism and Communism (whether it is about socrealistic monuments or survived 

holders of totalitarian ideological practices) (according to: Potkornjak, Pletenac, Studi Ethnologica Croatica, 2011/23:19, 20).  
518 Since Socialism lost its own "referring master" and became floating referent, in action is constant impossibility to find the 

"referring master" to which it would stick i.e. join. Thus, Socialism (still) lives in the Symbolic (in private memory) and, at the 

same time in the Imaginary, especially when the social metanarration tries to talk about it. Unable to get rid of the suppressed, 
SocТalТsm Тs secretly regТstered Тn tСe new SymbolТc.” (ŽТžek, 2008, accordТng to: Potkornjak, Pletenac, StudТ EtСnologТca 
Croatica, 2011/23:19, 22). 
519 Potkornjak, Pletenac, Studi Ethnologica Croatica, 2011/23:19, 21. 
520 “For a place or artefact to be heritage it needs to speak to present-day cultural, political and social needs – places or artefacts 

of СerТtage are ‘СerТtage’ because tСey are cultural tools Тn tСe СerТtage process” (SmТtС L., 2006:305). “TСe powers of tСe affect 

material places and objects have also relied on the power given to them in heritage discourses, and the way they are conceived 
and valued as Тtems of desТre, status, or sТmply as possessТng Тnnate values and propertТes” (ibid.306). 
521 “TransТtТonal taboos”, for IlТć, sТgnТfy strongpoТnt of tСe defeated ТdeologТes, wСТcС must not be, talked about and about wСТcС 
Тs not lead a ratТonal conversatТon. “WСoever trТes to brТng back Тn tСe center of attentТon tСemes of partТsan antТfascТsm, socialist 
self-management, socТal state and socТal solТdarТty, Сe Тs dТsqualТfТed and rТdТculed” (IlТć, 2014, 
http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije). About private property as one of the taboos of transition writes Zlatko PakovТć 
(http://www.danas.rs/dodaci/nedelja/tabu_utranziciji.26.html?news_id=287277, 15/08/2014, pristupljeno 25.12.2015, 10:11). 
522 Saying this we are having in mind the complexity of identities and are not undermining the aspects of identity abuse based on 

ethnic or ethnoreligious cleavages, gender identity and political affiliation. 

http://www.rosalux.rs/en/artikl.php?id=175
http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije
http://www.danas.rs/dodaci/nedelja/tabu_u_tranziciji.26.html?news_id=287277
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practical work of the regional museums in Serbia.523  

 “Not only do СerТtages Сave many uses but tСey also Сave multТple 

producers.” (GraСam and Howard, 2008:1) WСТle new Тdeologues and state 

ТnstТtutТons were buТldТng up tСe new, natТonalТzed, antТsocТalТst, ‘grand’ narratТves524, 

tСe ‘counter-narratТves’ (ibid.) were rising, as well. "Revenge" toward socialist regime 

has changed to "forgТveness". “RecollectТon serves as tactТc actТvТty Тn opposТtТon to 

tСe state strategy of sТlence or opposТtТon toward SocТalТsm” (Potkornjak, Pletenac, 

Studi Ethnologica Croatica, 2011/23:19) 525  making the experience of Socialism 

alive.526 We want to believe that such recognition of the oppositional, active, even 

subversive capacity of Yugonostalgia and, consequently, of the left-wing ideology 

(we use this term in default of better one) in relation to the ruling ideology and 

political, economic and social order, are based on firm foundations.527. Here, perhaps, 

we can find the reason for radical and persistent endeavor of the whole Serbian state 

apparatus to constitute new identity of the society through negating the values of ex-

state community and of Socialism as such. 

In such circumstances, historizing period of Socialism (and its roots) is a 

dТscourse of conflТct(s). It leads to dТssonance, “lack of agreement and consТstency as 

to tСe meanТng of СerТtage” (TunbrТdge and AsСwortС, 1996)528. Regarding cultural 

СerТtage of SocТalТsm Тn SerbТa we Сave detected dТssonance Тn tСe very “start” of tСe 

heritage process. Public discourse dominated by the revised, nation-centered 

Authorized Heritage Discourse (AHD) and related to the Western529 (European) AHD 

                                                        
523 OtСer, long term results of tСe naturalТzТng effects of tСe ‘autСorТzed СerТtage dТscourse’ Тn tСe practТce of tСe RegТonal 
museums Тn SerbТa are, but not lТmТted to: “undermТnТng alternatТve and subaltern Тdeas about ‘СerТtage’ (L. SmТtС, 2006:11) / 
excluding non-traditional conceptions of heritage (ibid: 31); excluding the historical, cultural and social experiences of a range of 

groups (ibid: 30) including non-experts (ibid.34); obscuring the multi-vocality (ibid: 12); constraining and limiting critique; 
emphasizing materialism (ibid:30); obscurТng tСe ‘work’ tСat ‘СerТtage does’ as a socТal and cultural practТce (ibid:11); 

disconnecting the idea of heritage from the present and present-day values and aspirations so that it becomes something confined 

to ‘tСe past’ (Urry, 1996). 
524 DragТćevТć ŠešТć, Rogač MТjatovТć, AmerТcan Journal of TourТsm Management, 2014/3(1B): 10-19, 

http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.02.html#Sec2.2 
525 HerТtage becomes “a tool for resТstance and tСe expressТon of dТfference.” (CouncТl of Europe Publishing, 2008: 8) 
526 Jodi Dean writes about the persistence of the Communist Horizon, The Communist Horizon, 2012. 
527 Reflections on Capitalism in Serbia or, on political and economical context of everyday life, were gaining its momentum: the 

processes of historical revisionism is underlined (although with not such a wide reflection) and discourses of the left made visible 
by reaffirming the values of socialism.  
528 “TСere Тs, stТll, not mucС real dТscussТon tСere; Тt Тs, Тn fact, all about exclusТve vТews that are stone-like in the last fifty years 

(…) SerbТa Тs stТll waТtТng for more objectТve ТnterpretatТons of tСe World War II … I (…) of socТalТst YugoslavТa (was Тt 
antТserbТan?) (ĐokТć, Reč, No. 2007-75/21: 43). 
529 L. SmТtС (2006) elaborates DNA of tСe ‘Western’ AutСorТzed HerТtage dТscourse and Тts outcomes. SСe concludes tСat tСe 
‘wСen’ of unТversalТzТng Western concepts of СerТtage and tСe values ТnСerent wТtСТn tСat “stretcСes back to nТneteentС-century 
values and cultural concerns, tСe ‘wСere’ of tСТs discourse may be found not only in Western Europe, but also more specifically 

in the authorial voices of the upper middle and ruling classes of European educated professionals and elites. It is as much a 

discourse of nationalism and patriotism as it is of certaТn class experТences and socТal and aestСetТc value.” (L. SmТtС, 2006:28) A 
dominant, often self-referential, Western discourse about heritage which: emphasis on materialism (ibid. 30), the idea of its 

‘boundedness’ (ТbТd: 31); Тdea tСat tСe cultural significance of a place must determine how the place is used or managed (ibid: 

103); simultaneously draws on and naturalizes certain narratives and cultural and social experiences (often linked to ideas of 
nation and nationhood) (ibid: 4); embedded are a range of assumptions about the innate and immutable cultural values of heritage 

that are linked to and defined by the concepts of monumentality and aesthetics (ibid: 4, 26); favors a professional discourse (L. 
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was influencing the work of the museums. Testimonials of the period of Socialism are 

neglected on purpose / excluded from the process of muzealization (from the process 

of heritage) and, therefore, submitted to potential destruction530. Dominant opinion is 

that it is he result of the lack of consensus about the interpretation of that, specific, 

and heritage.531 Our opinion is different. We contextualize that process as process of 

‘dТsТnСerТtance’ and ‘(transТtТonal) СerТtage ТnjustТce’ 

Transitional heritage Тs not a ‘specТal’ kТnd of СerТtage. It underlТnes tСe 

extreme fragility of the heritage process in times of transition.  

Disinheritance: is a result of the instrumentailzation of heritage in the 

processes of identity (re) making and shifts within the authorized heritage discourse 

(within the local community, nation, state, as well as internationally). 

 (Transitional) Heritage Injustice532 refers to the actors within the heritage 

process, breaking the basic and crucial ethical principle of heritage management and 

not safeguarding the rights of minorities to access / practice heritage they recognize as 

theirs. This is the process engages all members of community but allocates the biggest 

responsibility to the state institutions as guarantees of the democracy.533  

 

6.1. Regional museum in Serbia and learning about the period of Socialism 
“Museum work alwaвs has consequences” (title paraphrase, http://dizajn.hr/blog/dizajn-uvijek-ima-

posljedice-o-dejanu-krsicu-whw-u-i-drugim-stvarima/, published: 08 June 2015.) 

“Museum as institution has historical heritage of most flexible instrumentalisation. No matter who 
used it or who it obeвed to, whether it were noble national interests or strict economic demands, 
museum as an institution admitted its docilitв.” (Dragan Bulatoví, Muгeji 2009/2: 7) 
 

As we have underlined previously, museum discourse (even of regional ones 

in Serbia) cannot be interpreted without ideology. No aspect of museum discourse is 

politically neutral, and reflects the origination age, of the official authority`s position, 

                                                                                                                                                               
Smith, 2006:4, 29) establishes and sanctions a top-down relatТonsСТp between expert, СerТtage sТte and ‘vТsТtor’ (ТbТd: 34); Тt Тs 
exclusive (ibid:103, 105); promotes a certain set of Western elite cultural values as being universally applicable. (Ibid: 11) - 

based on ‘good sense’ (DomТcelj 1992: 5); it constructs heritage as something that is engaged with passively (ibid: 31); ignores 
the dissonant nature of heritage (ibid: 58, 96, 106); the AHD can and does exclude notions of heritage based on working class 

experiences and values. (ibid: 237) explicitly promotes the universality of heritage values and principles embedded in documents 

such as the World Heritage Convention (Byrne, 1991). 
530 WСТle our researcС sСows tСat museologТst see tСТs dТsТnСerТtance as “unТntentТonal, temporary, of trТvТal Тmportance, limited 

Тn Тts effects and concealed” our conclusТon Тs tСat Тt Тs “wТdespread, ТntentТonal, Тmportant and obvТous” (AsСwortС and 
Tunbridge 1996: 21) and if not reacted upon it will have a long-term effect. 
531 Not only what is interpreted, but also how it is interpreted and by whom, will create quite specific messages about the value 

and meaning of specific heritage and the past it represents (Ashworth and Tunbridge, 1996: 27). 
532 Term is borrowed from the presentation of Simina Badica (museum expert, Head of Ethnological Archives at the Romanian 
Peasant Museum in Bucharest) at the Keneth Hudson Semminar held in November 2015, and relates to the heritage in the times 

of transition. Referred to by Badica as the equivalent to the Transitional Justice we have contextualized it based on the available 

resources such as contents provided by The International Center for Transitional Justice (2009, 
https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice) and work of Arthur Paige (Paige ed, 2014, 

http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-

divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor). 
533 The principles of the (transitional) Heritage justice shall, thus, becomes one of the pillar functions / main obligations of the 

state institutions on all levels and in all sectors – primarily that of heritage. 
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and of the author (museum, author or authorial team) 534 . Museum, “tСrougС 

absolutization and objectivisation of historical narration and disciplinary canons 

realizes cultural policies from above, lead by creation of identity and generation of 

wanted value systems, and so reproduces socТal СТerarcСТes and exclusТon practТces.” 

(VТšnja KТsТć, Kultura, 2014/144:118) We wТll parapСrase JenkТns: ‘tСe only 

difference that exists is the one between museums aware of their doings and the 

unaware ones’.535 

Regional museums in Serbia most often are referred as institutions neglected 

and forgotten by the state and community, disoriented “Тn tСe absence of contextual 

cues from tСe outsТde world” 536  (by ‘outsТde world’ we mean founders –the 

municipality and the state). Even if we agreed (but we do not agree!) with this 

statement, the position certainly is not (only) the result of the outside factors. Anyway, 

state of Serbian museums today is (also) result of (in) activity of the profession and 

(in) action of the museums537. 

 Most of the regional museums, declaratively, decided to wait for heritage of 

SocТalТsm ‘to cool down’ 538 . By refraТnТng from actТng transparently “Тn matters 

concernТng dubТous polТtТcal, relТgТous and moral movements” tСey do not “‘only do’ 

but give legitimacy, significance and valТdТty” (SmТtС, 2006: 235) to antТ-socialist 

narratives, accommodating the dominant narrative of post-socialist revisionism539 and 

creating a space for uncontested legitimization of the uniform and unified narrative of 

the Serbian national (nationalistic) state. If, as Carl Havelange540 states, “museums are 

tСe mТrror of our eye” tСen, our eye, does not see tСe perТod of 50 years of the 20th 

century as anyhow relevant for our lives today and our future. The practice of 

exclusion in the process of musealisation was intended to delegitimize socialist 

experТence, so tСat Тt can lose Тts sense as “an experТence wСТcС Сas notСТng to say to 

                                                        
534  MajorТty of analyzed museums tСeТr ‘non-problematТc’ dТscourse present as attempt to be ‘objectТve’/’neutral’ wСen 
announcТng “trutС about tСe world” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 69). It Тs not possТble, we would say, “to set tСree-dimensional objects 

related to certain ambient, to its economic, political and cultural development, historical period or topic, personality, event” 
(MartТnovТć, journal Kultura, 144/2014:77) Тn neutral way. As some tСeoretТcТans say: “study approacС and Тdea conceptТon” 
(ibid.) are basТs for “logТcal fable flow, for stylТsС unТty of expressТon.” (ibid.) 
535 In tСe orТgТnal text “tСe only selectТon tСat exТsts Тs tСe one between history aware of its doings and the unaware one, Jenkins, 

2008:105.  
536 J. H. Falk and L. D. Dierking, 2000. 
537 InstТtutТons of systems, eacС wТtС Тts capacТtТes and ‘creatТvТty’ partТcТpate Тn realТzatТon of new ‘natТonal’ prТorТtТes. Absence 

of systematic collection of testimonials from that period in regional museums in Serbia, their sporadic inclusion (in most of the 
cases complete absence) into public discourse about period of Socialism (though in Serbia, in fact, there is no active debate about 

Socialism, but separated initiatives of smaller groups gathered within the circle of sympathizers), taking into account all that is 

stated, Тt do not look lТke ‘accТdental’ anymore or “result of dТsrespect of professТonal standards of tСe custodТan due to general 
devaluatТon of tСe socТal value system.” From conversatТon wТtС ČedomТr JančТć, art СТstorТan, custodТan of museum Тn Sombor. 
538 We refer to СerТtage of SocТalТsm as ‘Сot СerТtage’ (term borrowed from Uzzell, 1989). 
539 See: KuljТć, GodТšnjak za društvenu ТstorТju, 2005/1–3:7, www.csi-platforma.org 
540  Carl Havelange, „Le musée mélancolТque. TentatТve pour pСotograpСТer nos manТeres de voТr", u Publics & musées, 

1999/16:11-16. as in A. Gob, N. Druge, 2009: 35 

http://www.csi-platforma.org/
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the succeeding reality” (Buden, Тn: Buden, ŽelТmТr ŽТlnТk, kuda.org et al. eds. 

2013:182,83).541 PartТcТpatТng Тnto tСТs process, Сowever, museums, as sort of ‘realТty 

tСat Тgnores experТence, completely lost orТentatТon’ (ibid.) and strongpoint in the 

community. Members of heritage community, interested in contextualization of the 

period of Socialism, are not able to "communicate" with their own heritage; they are 

disinherited, they are victims of (transitional) heritage injustice. 

 Museums not only participated in dividing the community (our society, rather 

than united, continues on divided, “lТvТng Тn two (or more) dТfferent worlds,” Paige in 

Paige ed., 2014:10) and in the creation of the chronical state of the low-level social 

conflict, but took part in distancing from the knowledge and experience, which could 

be “tСe rТgСt answer to tСe transТtТonal problems” (IlТć, 2014, 

http://www.seecult.org/vest/tabui-tranzicije). In general, instead of supporting critical 

tСougСt, new vТews and dТalogues, Тnstead of askТng “wСat Тs tСe meaning of socialist 

musealТsatТon today” 542 , within the context of regional and European Authorized 

СerТtage dТscourse (wСТcС serves as “Тdeal recТpe for settlТng tСe tСТngs up wТtС tСe 

gСosts of socТalТst СerТtage”543) museums demonstrate their political standpoint by not 

talk publicly about Socialism 544 , and so they do not transparently question 

capitalism 545  (which has been unstoppably flooding Serbia from the time of 

dТsappearance of socТalТst YugoslavТa). TСey promote new values ‘sТlently’, Тn tСe 

context of minimized museum work with general visits and focus on organized school 

vТsТts. SucС ‘anТmatТon’ of vТsТts Тs not only tСe easТest one, but brТngs tСem to tСe 

target group which, being used to the traditional models of Serbian schooling, does 

not question interpretation of the past.  

Traditional museum discourse, we conclude, cannot produce different 

‘qualТty’. ConservatТve ТdeologТcal and polТtТcal posТtТons cannot foster / tolerate 

                                                        
541 “NotСТng Тs really СerТtage unless Тt Тs beТng used – tСe value for any object or sТte comes from Тts use… TСe Тdea of 
performatТvТty СТgСlТgСts.” (SmТtС L., 2006:304) 
542 Davor KonjТkušТć, NovostТ, 12 AprТl 2015. Сttp://www.portalnovostТ.com/СerojТ-u-muzeju 
543 “Most often Тt Тs about well desТgned, user frТendly concТlТatТon wТtС tСe past – whatever it is like – whose basic social and 

political premises have to be maximally alienated from a modern spectator or masked in lovable retro-package”, HorvatТnčТć, Тn: 
KonjТkušТć, NovostТ, 12 AprТl 2015. http://www.portalnovosti.com/heroji-u-muzeju) 
544 Fact that with decomposition of socialist Yugoslavia in the 90s were made prerequisites for topics which were unavailable 

untТl tСen, says KlasТč, dТd not mean tСat perТod of SocТalТsm sСould be neglected. Not only tСat we completely agree wТtС tСis 

thought, but we think that this sort of relation (as in historiography so in heritology, museology and museography) shows 
absence of professionalism and, we would say, what is even more essential, complete absence of professional ethics544. It seems 

tСat, wСat looks normal to KršТć and to all ‘sТmple people wТtС wСo we talked durТng our researcС, for professТonals Тn tСe stated 
fТelds was Тnscrutable. SТnce, today, attТtude toward tСe pasts Тs ТmpossТble to escape, KršТć tСТnks tСat sucС posТtТon and 
problems coming out of that, should be clearly stated and written in the results and process of work, and then give opportunity to 

pubТc /ТndТvТduals to come to tСeТr own conclusТons. Dr.sc. Snježana Koren remТnds us tСat even wСen we talk about tСТs 
segment we must learn from history: Though during 45 years of Yugoslavia a great effort is made in order to shape and convey 
certain history versions, the construction in the 90s fell apart as a house of cards. 
545 Max HorkСeТmer (parapСrase): ‘TСe one wСo Тs not ready to talk about capТtalТst realТty, sСould stay sТlent about SocТalТsm.’  

http://www.portalnovosti.com/heroji-u-muzeju
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discourse of the museum as active member of the community, as generator of a 

critical discourse, a real learning environment. In the economically poor community 

dominated by the wild capitalism, museums use social and economic processes as 

universal excuse – for insufficient activity, unsatisfactory results of their activities and 

rejectТon of “cСange” of tСe workТng process. 

Regarding regional museums in Serbia as environments and inspirers of 

learning, in general, we could say that much of the potential for learning is ignored, 

and the most significant elements of museum-based learning are neglected. Their 

conservative epistemological position and conception of the learning determines their 

discourse as outdated, uncommunicative, traditional, resulting in the lost potential of 

the community engagement. TСey “focus on tСe use of collections and artefacts546; 

concentrated on the outcome (the display or educational activity), without rethinking 

tСe actual process or musealТsatТon and tСeТr Тmpacts on socТety” 547 . They are 

excepting the limitations inserted by the political setting. They become places for and 

of the certain part of the society - elite548 and are not promoting a more democratic 

and diverse interests. With traditional approach to community ownership549, analysed 

museums are ignoring the “publТc polТcТes concerned wТtС wТdenТng participation, 

combating social exclusion, improving intercultural understanding and promoting 

cultural rТgСts” (GТbbs, SanТ, TСompson, xy: 103). TСey Сave passТve relatТon toward 

visitors550 and, we could say, do not understand (the important) role of the visitor. 

Their programs do not stimulate interaction 551 ; permanent exhibitions bare no 

relevance552. They are not favoring local productions regardless the big interest of the 

                                                        
546 “TСe museum Тs not able to access communТty lТfe as a wСole, neТtСer Тts global СerТtage, once Тts focus relТes on tСe use of 

collections and artefacts, as Varine (1993) stresses: is cut off from the culture of most of the people in the area in which it is 

located and wСТcС Тt pretends to serve,” Assunção Dos Santos, Cadernos de SocТomuseologТa, 2009/29: 218.  
547 De Hond, van der Lans, and van der Vlieswith van Kessel, de Oca Navarro, Sociomuseology III, 2010/37: 67. 
548 “TСe elТte’s perspectТves of tСТngs are portrayed and tСe offТcТal СТstory Тs represented, so Тt Сas no Тnterest to sСow anything 

tСat Тs not consТstent wТtС tСat” (Lamas, Cadernos de SocТomuseologТa, 2010/37:50). “TСey develop a strong tendency to become 
bourgeois, that is, to being taken over by the middle-class public—the traditional beneficiary of cultural and educational 

institutions (Ouauhtemoc, San Juanito, http://museumstudies.si.edu/claims2000.htm). 
549 “Museum’s lТmТtatТons Тn dealТng wТtС tСe Тssue of communТty ownersСТp, consequently mТnТmТsТng communТty’s condТtТon to 
deliver demands, to be involved in planning, as well as engaged in action. Such limitations are also reflected in the choice for 

targets and Тn applТed metСods,” Assunção Dos Santos, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29: 218. 
550 Museum`s passТve attТtude toward vТsТtors, reduced only to exСТbТtТon openТng, stresses relatТon of mutual СostТlТty and 
repulsТveness (A. Bauer, 1971) - as Тn J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:53. 
551 For reference see: Falk and Dirking about visitors experience and learning as a result of the interaction between personal, 

social and physical context. 
552 Greg McManus, the President of ICOM International Committee on Museum Management (INTERCOM), believes that 

temporary thematic exhibition and other public programs of short duration are of the primary significance for the local 

populatТon, wСТle permanent exСТbТtТon sСould aТm for tourТsts presentТng “tСe storТes about tСe envТronment Тn wСТcС tСe 
museum is situated thus reТnforcТng tСe destТnatТon values”  (G. McManus, Community facility or tourism product - Managing 

the multiple identities of a small museum, www.intercom.museum/documents/2-2McManus.pdf). Although our research findings 

prove this to be true, we believe that it is more the result of the content and the way it is presented than of the medium 
(permanent complex exhibition) as such. Permanent exhibitions have a great potential as the base for continuous inter and intra 

generational dialogue regarding personal (and local) identities, platform for continuous insights in communities future(s). Other 

http://www.intercom.museum/documents/2-2McManus.pdf
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community 553 . TСey lack “complex, functТonal organТzatТon” 554  and do not have 

transparent indicators for success /failure. Museums are “proclaТmed as educatТonal 

sТtes for all but tСe pedagogТc style operates as an excludТng strategy”555 (Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007: 189).  

TСerefore museums are losТng tСeТr local cСaracter and a capacТty to be ‘local 

forum’556, they lose relevance to the community; and are depriving themselves of the 

capacТty to ‘understand processes of permanent socТal cСanges’ (B. Šulc, 1989), to 

maintain /build a role of active communal subjects. Their approach is exceptional. 

“HТll suggests that the commitment to education was weak in many municipal 

museums,557 which acted instead as spaces where the middle classes could display 

tСeТr cultural autСorТty ratСer tСan as dТdactТc spaces for Тmprovement.” Hooper-

Greenhill, 2007: 198). But, the approach of the regional museums in Serbia is 

amplified by the transitional and post-transitional discourse.  

Most of those negative aspects had its alternative – professional examples / 

role models – Тn tСe ‘SocТalТst museum’: respect to tСe contemporary collecting558, 

museums as facilitators of the life long learning, participatory models of museum 

work – being some of them. Professional practices of regional museums during the 

period of Socialisms are demised with all other aspects of modernization. 

Complex permanent exhibitions in the regional museums we were analyzing, 

set since 2007, have directly replaced original permanent complex exhibitions (or 

their parts) set at the second half of the last century when those museums were 

established. Those previous ones, based on the official, state-standardized thematic 

plans for tСe ‘socТalТst museum’ as stated by KrТvošejev and DamnjanovТć, dТd not 

map specТfТcТtТes of tСe museums regТon “but tСe overall general СТstorТcal 

development, from prehistoric times to the mid-twentieth century, with a focus on 

                                                                                                                                                               
temporary program shall, we think, be related to permanent exhibition – as a ‘maТn’ communТty narrative – and contextual 

different issues in relation (that can be one of agreeing but of the dissonance as well). 
553 According to the insight into a three year long work of seventy four different museums in Serbia, it is evident that one average 

virtually designed museum annually provides twice more visiting exhibitions than other from own funds (4,8: 2,6) even though 

locally produces exhibitions attract twice more visitors. 2.396: 5.681 visitors in total that is 499: 2.185 visitors per one exhibition 
(KrТvošejev Тn: MartТnovТć, JokТć, 2009:36/37). 
554 D. MartТnovТć, Nove stalne postavke u funkcТjТ transformТsanja muzeja u SrbТjТ554, Journal Kultura, 2014/144: 88.  
555 “LearnТng styles Тn tСe museum were tСus СТgСly restrТcted, and Тt seems lТkely tСat only tСose wСo understood and felt 
comfortable wТtС an abstract, Тntellectual, vТsual approacС to learnТng found museums easy to use.” (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007: 

189)   
556 Local cСaracter of tСe museum, as PТotrovskТ wrТtes, “Тs to be dТsclosured wСen and especТally wСen the museum tries to 
make a frame for polТtТcal dТscussТon, Тn makТng connectТon wТtС tСe town, becomТng a part of agora”. Exactly wТtС tСТs practice, 

tells Piotrovski, the museum gets the role of global forum (superpasses local and national importance), which is only position 

tСat guarantees tСe museum’s mТssТon success (PТotrovskТ 2012:53). 
557 Hill, 2005: 59, 105. 
558 See, for example, data from 1947 in: Unsigned author, Work of museum in Vojvodina, Muzeji, 1948/1:130/131). 
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World War II partТsan lТberatТon movement and communТst Тdeology.” 559  (V. 

KrТvošejev, I. DamnjanovТć, American Journal of Tourism Management, 2014/3/1B, 

http://article.sapub.org/10.5923.s.tourism.201402.04.html) Their visual aspect was 

uniformed as well (done by the central national museums in Belgrade, ibid.), caused 

by the lack of the local resources. “WТtС tСese concepts, specТfТc local СТstorТcal 

processes as well as exhibits of unique features were incorporated into a recognizable 

narrative pattern, so tСey dТd not come up to tСeТr full potentТal.” (Ibid.) 

Unfortunately, sТmТlar ‘déjà vu effect’ Тs present wТtС tСe new complex permanent 

exСТbТtТons today and, Тn (to) many cases, museums stТll serve ‘as a sort of 3D update 

of СТstory books’ (ibid). 

 RegТonal museums Тn SerbТa, we would say, are reduced to “bureaucratТcally 

realТzed Тdea of СerТtage” (BulatovТć, MuzejТ 2009/2: 10) tСat accommodates tСe 

discourse of right-wing politics. While doing so they lost their relevance. While 

museums were ‘ТgnorТng’ tСe perТod of SocТalТsm - different individuals, groups or 

communities appreciating its value (here we refer to the value in a sense of heritage) – 

created other centers of heritage making. ‘SocТalТst’ (even antТ-socialist) memory 

communities continued to learn from tСe memory about SocТalТsm, “tСrougС fТgСt, 

labour, through different forms of cultural activities and through real historical 

practТce” (ibid.). 560  In the media acting at the end of 20th and beginning of 21st 

century it is not as easy to assert ‘collectТve’ ТdentТty and “claТms to СerТtage 

resources” (L. SmТtС, 2006:236). Absence of tСe СerТtage of SocТalТsm from tСe 

discourse of regional museums, not only shows their policy towards certain period in 

history, but also is a factor that limits their capability to step out of traditional, 

conservative approach to museum practice. 

Regional museums put themselves in the position that they are not sustained 

by quality of their work but by will of their administrative founders. Those will, in 

time, understand that discourse of the musealization which analyzed museums 

                                                        
559  VТnča fТgurТnes, swords and yataghans, elements of folk costumes, German warrants after Tito (Josip Broz Tito), but 

necessarТly wТtСout tСe otСer part of tСe warrant, wТtС a reward for Draža MТСaТlovТć (Dragoljub Draža MТСaТlovТć) and weapons, 
personal items and pictures of communist heroes were commonplace of almost all exhibitions. 
560 Museum is just one of the communication media (television, film, radio, magazines, newspapers, books, exhibitions or 

programs, the internet, etc.), that can produce legitimate discourse regarding socialism, whose autСorТty even overpasses 
autСorТty of tСe museum. TСougС museum exСТbТtТon Тs “unТque and unreplaced” (J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 74) Тt Тs not anymore 
unique discourse of public museums. In presentation of Socialism, in Serbia, artists are nominated as authors, as well as private 

collections/museums, cultural centres, non-formal groups and CSOs. From the real, heritage is spread to virtual space – with 
significantly less barriers in approach than those generated by public museums. For relevant research data see: Tijana 

JakovljevТć, Ivana JovanovТć, Konkurentnost muzeja na tržТštu kulture, MuzejТ 2009/2: 91. 
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promote is not providing them a respectable position in the community. 561  Our 

conclusТon Тs tСat analysed museums are “museum skeletons” (SpasojevТć, MuzejТ 

2009/2: 42), which exist only at the level of reality of those who work in them (and, to 

some extent, of those who administratively decide about them). For wider community 

tСey are only ‘empty sСell’ (ibid.) people cant relate to562. As such museums are not 

and cannot be productive members of (lifelong) learning community. 

 

6.2. Which is the museums’ Language of Freedom?563 
“RevТtalТzatТon of an Тdea Тs condТtТon and basТs for revТtalТzatТon of СerТtage.” 564  

 

 Topics related to Socialism are of a great interest of the Serbian public. Without 

a model for “crТtТcal retСТnkТng and evaluatТon of tСe socТalТst past and Тts СerТtage,”565 

experiences of this historical period will not be able to contribute to the future social 

development of Serbia – on the contrary. This complex and long social process, which 

is supposed to lead us to understanding of the world we live in (in the context of 

social development566), was mapped by numerous intellectuals – within the field of 

historiography 567 , culture 568 , education 569 , and heritage. HТstorТan Hrvoje KlasТć 

                                                        
561 DurТng dТalogue wТtС employees Тn regТonal museums Тn SerbТa we often Сeard about tСeТr ‘fear’ tСat museum(s) wТll be 
closed. Reason for this, however, tСey do not see Тn tСe results of tСeТr work but Тn founder’s ТncompreСensТon of tСe Тmportance 
of the institution(s).  
562 “Nostalgy for enlТgСtenment and Тts sТmulatТons – freedom, equality and brotherhood – is transferred into capitalistic act of 

“Сands wasСТng “, wСТcС Тs always exclusТvely rСetorТc. For Тts proper readТng posТtТonТng on tСe terraТn of polТtТcal connotatТon 
Тs needed (…) untТl tСose antagonТsms are settled, museum wТll permanently delay Тts deatС, museology wТll seek complacency 
in escape from relatТvТsm”  (SpasojevТć, MuzejТ 2009/2:43). 
563 According to title of chapter in text: The Nation In Between; or, Why Intellectuals Do Things with Words, Gapova in: Sibelan 

Forrester, Magdalena J. Zaborowska, and Gapova, Eds, 2004. 
564 (R)epopeja potisnutog sećanja: zaključcТ Т preporuke, December 2007, 
http://www.kulturklammer.org/docs/Kadinjaca_Uzice_zakljucci&preporuke.pdf  
565 Ibid. 56 
566 “DefТne development Тn terms of aspТratТons ТnСerent to a culture, ratСer tСan to assess culture Тn terms of Тts potential to help 

or hinder development, would represent a transformation in attitudes to development work (...) The new objectives recently set 
by development agencies, such as participative, sustainable, human and social development, can only be achieved if these 

agencТes are prepared to retСТnk tСe central role of culture Тn tСese processes” (UNESCO Sector of Culture, 2001) Assunção Dos 

Santos, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29: 198.  
567 KeТtС JenkТns stands for pluralТty of “today’s СТstorТes” (PromТšljanje historije, Srednja Europa, Zagreb 2008:107), Vojin 

DТmТtrТjevТć pleads for tСe begТnnТng of “more qualТtatТve dТalogue tСat wТll contrТbute for tСe consequences of deformatТon of 

historical knowledge not to be so fatal as they were in near past (Istorijska muka od ТstorТjske ТstТne, Тn: NovostТ Тz prošlostТ, 
Znanje, neznanje, upotreba Т zloupotreba ТstorТje, edТted by: VojТn DТmТtrТjevТć, BeogradskТ centar za ljudska prava, Beograd, 

2010: 9), Todor KuljТć recognТzes necessТty of qualТtatТve transfer “from natТonal monumental to crТtТcal СТstorТograpСy” (AntТ-
antТfašТzam, GodТšnjak za društvenu ТstorТju, notebook 1–3, 2005:7, www.csi-platforma.org); within the field of historiography 
important issues related to Socialism should again be considered (modernisation processes of socialist Yugoslavia, 

industrialization as modernistic concept, more detailed elaboration and interrelation of changes within cultural production, 

society, politics and economy) and they should be treated in methodological, modern way – from the perspective of socialist 
YugoslavТa as a wСole; and context sСould be spread toward East and West (KršТć, 2013:3,11, 
Сttps://www.academТa.edu/5588192/VelТka_očekТvanja_bТzarnostТ_Т_slТjepo_mjesto_ТdeologТje; Kliofest, 6. VI 2014, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUC_f_bADCU&list=UUIdESmsTq2Qf4HeI0u8VEsg) 
568 Within the field of culture, thinks Srećko PulТg (and we agree with him), the most important thing is development of criticism 

toward outsТde and ТnsТde as well, overcomТng of all ‘gТven’ frameworks and dogmatТc darkness of tСe system, tСrough serious 

organisation of the leftist and its organic intellectuals (Pulig, Novosti, 04 March 2015. http://www.portalnovosti.com/lijevo-i-
ljevicarsko) 
569 Within the field of history teaching, points out Dr.sc. Snježana Koren, we should go back to historiography and detach 

ourselves from politics and ideology; objective should be to teach students to rationally and critically think about the written and 
the said, to prepare them to deal with everyday's differences constructively and to bring balanced and rational conclusions where 

contradictory explanations are offered. Koren thinks that it can be realized “through education system's encouragement of 

http://www.csi-platforma.org/
https://www.academia.edu/5588192/Velika_o%C4%8Dekivanja_bizarnosti_i_slijepo_mjesto_ideologije
http://www.portalnovosti.com/srecko-pulig
http://www.portalnovosti.com/srecko-pulig
http://www.portalnovosti.com/lijevo-i-ljevicarsko
http://www.portalnovosti.com/lijevo-i-ljevicarsko
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believes that younger generations must be included in this issue; it is expected from 

tСe young “to take a more objectТve stand Тn relatТon to tСat perТod”570 and to use the 

mТssed opportunТty: to allow “openТng of a new dТscoursТve space, new semantic 

field, out of cold war oppositions, out of identity ethno-nationalistic obsessions, 

antТcommunТsm and apology of western lТberalТsm”.571 In tСТs process of “establТsСТng 

historical continuities (the ways in which the Yugoslav experience of socialism, as 

well as examining international relationships in the Balkans, will be included in the 

tСТnkТng of a contemporary moment Тn SerbТa)“ - IgnjatovТć and ManojlovТć see 

manifestation of capacity of Serbian society to build a healthy system of values572 / to 

‘reassert natТonal ТdentТty’ 573 . Any ‘delayed reactТon’, as SerbТan recent СТstory 

proves, leaves a space for development of discourses which cancel modernization 

processes 574 and create exclusion. Numerous social practices in the last 35 years 

sСow tСe growТng awareness tСat Тt Тs “tТme to turn tСe past Тnto subject for study and 

crТtТcal reflexТon, and not ТdeologТcal manТpulatТons from above” (TopТć, u VojТn 

BakТć - Svjetlosne forme, 2013:271), that it is necessary to find alternative ways for 

acquirement of knowledge (because personal acquirement of knowledge is 

inevitable)575 on the (utopian) way of social change and on achieving society of social 

justТce and cultural democracy, on formТng “genuТne natТonal communТty – separated 

from etСnТcal or natТonal ТdentТty”576.  

 

                                                                                                                                                               
understanding that different interpretations about all past events are possible, and encouragement to judge those interpretations 

by themselves (in historiography, film, literature, museum settings etc.); it should be expected of students to understand that not 

all interpretations about the past have equal importance (in general, their importance is measured by in/valid arguments and their 
un/supporting proofs),” Dr.sc. Snježana Koren, in interview: JugoslavenskТ poučak, http://h-alter.org/vijesti/jugoslavenski-

poucak, published on 30 January 2015, 11:55, assessed on: 06 July 2015. 
570 Hrvoje KlasТć, HТstorТografТja o socТjalТstТčkoj Hrvatskoj – Kliofest, 6. VI 2014, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zUC_f_bADCU&list=UUIdESmsTq2Qf4HeI0u8VEsg 
571 KršТć, 2013:13, Сttps://www.academТa.edu/5588192/VelТka_očekТvanja_bТzarnostТ_Т_slТjepo_mjesto_ТdeologТje 
572 IgnjatovТć and ManojlovТć PТntar, TransformatТons of tСe SlavТja Square Тn Belgrade: HТstory, Memory and ConstructТon of 
Identity 
573 See: O’Keeffe about tСe combТning of rupture, as discussed by Nora, and vernacularization, as discussed by Samuel) (p. 91, 
Paul Claval: Changing Conceptions of Heritage and Landscape in Manchester 1888–1921 Тn: TadСg O’Keeffe: Landscape and 
Memory: Historiography, Theory, Methodology in: Moore/Whelan, 2007:7). 
574 “It Тs necessary to poТnt out emancТpatory practТces, antТfascТsm and all tСose unquestТonable successes of tСe country 
(socialist Yugoslavia, prim. KŽ) sucС as modernТzatТon and ТndustrТalТzatТon, especТally today wСen Тn our natТonal countrТes we 
are confronted with retraditionalization of society after wars in 90s, clericalization and return to deeply patriarchal model; but it 

is necessary as well to sСow Тts dТsadvantages and destroy typТcal projectТons and stereotypes Тn order not to create mytСs about 
Тdeal socТety” (Sandra UskokovТć, AntТfašТstТcka baštТna – ambivalentnost socijalistickog esteticizma in: Socijalizam na klupi) or 

Тn: (LjubТša DespotovТć, Srđan ŠljukТć, Darko GavrТlovТć, Vjekoslav PerТca, MТtja VelТkonja, MТtovТ epoСe socТjalТzma, Centar 
za istoriju, demokratiju i pomirenje, Novi Sad, Fakultet za evropske pravno-polТtТčke studТje, Sremska KamenТca). 
575 “If we take tСe posТtТon that it is possible for people to construct personal knowledge then we have to accept the idea that it is 

ТnevТtable tСat tСey do so, regardless of our efforts to constraТn tСem,” HeТn, 1998: 35. 
576 “My opТnТon Тs tСat sucС transformatТon makes sense only Тf it implies program of radical transformation of representative 
institutions: short-term mandates, without reelection, role given to drawing, real power of national assemblies over 

representatТves and persТstence of autonomous natТonal power (…) Demos – collectТve of tСose wСo are ‘’notСТng” – the only 

collectТve Тn wСТcС newcomers could be Тncluded,“ IntervТew: Jacques RancТere, SТstem djeluje ТzazТvajućТ osjećaj nemoćТ kod 
ljudi, Author: AmТla KaСrovТć - Posavljak, 16.10.2015. u 10:46, http://www.tacno.net/interview/intervju-jacques-ranciere-

filozof-sistem-djeluje-izazivajuci-osjecaj-nemoci-kod-ljudi/, assessed on: 18 October 2015, 20:06. 

http://h-alter.org/vijesti/jugoslavenski-poucak
http://h-alter.org/vijesti/jugoslavenski-poucak
http://www.tacno.net/author/amila-kahrovic-posavljak/
http://www.tacno.net/interview/intervju-jacques-ranciere-filozof-sistem-djeluje-izazivajuci-osjecaj-nemoci-kod-ljudi/
http://www.tacno.net/interview/intervju-jacques-ranciere-filozof-sistem-djeluje-izazivajuci-osjecaj-nemoci-kod-ljudi/
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6.3. Can heritage professionals mediate dissonance?577  
Can Museums help us to understand the world around us? (Čolak-Antí in Martinoví, 2009:60) 
 

Serbian (untransparent) heritage policy includes no elements of reconciliation 

and, Тn tСe followТng text, we wТll make a ‘leap of fate’ towards dТfferent utopian 

concepts based on (as utopian) notion of the (transitional) heritage justice - meant 

more as a tool of prevention but, including, the post-injustice-measures578.  

Based on the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(http://www.un.org/en/universal-declaration-human-rights/) we consider development 

of the (Transitional) Heritage Justice579 being, the basic and crucial ethical principle 

of heritage management. By trying to achieve accountability of the actors within the 

СerТtage process, СerТtage justТce sСall provТde recognТtТon of tСe rТgСts of ‘tСe 

otСer(s)’ (tСose oppressed by tСe dominant identity, minority), restore the community 

trust in the heritage professionals (to have a capacity to safeguard the interests of 

minorities 580 ) and strengthen the democratic aspects of the heritage process. 

(Transitional) Heritage Justice shall present (and implement) the set of heritage and 

non-heritage measures that would build professional and public awareness of the 

heritage abuses – the abuses of the right for culture/heritage being considered as one 

of the basic human rights. This process engages all members of community581 but 

allocates the biggest responsibility to the state institutions as guarantees of the 

democracy.582  

TСe basТc measure of (TransТtТonal) СerТtage justТce Тs t Тnfluence tСe state “to 

reform institutions that were either involved Тn or Тncapable of preventТng” tСe 

                                                        
577 “How do СerТtage professТonals act as medТators Тn sТtuatТons wСere values conflТct?“Places of PaТn and SСame: DealТng wТtС 
'DТffТcult HerТtage’, WТllТam Logan, Keir Reeves, Taylor & Francis, Routledge, 2009:11. 
578 Heritage Justice is introduced since many documents that exist promote positive models of behavior but introduce no 

consequences for atrocities within the sector of heritage. With culture being low in the community development priority list, and 
СavТng low polТtТcal power, Тt leaves СerТtage protectТon only vaguely ‘normed’. ICOM code of etСТcs for museums and otСer 
heritage protection related documents prove not to have necessary political influence that they do not reach to the core of the 

communities and that, themselves, are not democratized and inclusive due to their Eurocentric ideological barriers.  
579 Term is borrowed from the presentation of Simina Badica (museum expert, Head of Ethnological Archives at the Romanian 

Peasant Museum in Bucharest) at the Keneth Hudson Seminar held in November 2015, and relates to the heritage in the times of 

transition. Referred to by Badica as the equivalent to the Transitional Justice we have contextualized it based on the available 
resources such as contents provided by The International Center for Transitional Justice (2009, 

https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice) and work of Arthur Paige (Paige ed. Identities in Transition: Challenges for 

Transitional Justice in Divided Societies, Cambridge University Press, 2014, 
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-

divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor). 
580 Context is such that a history of (socially divisive) unaddressed abuses of heritage generated mistrust between community and 
the institutions of the State, which looks like unbridgeable barrier for processes of heritage justice to be implemented. It raises 

questТons about tСe commТtment to tСe professТonal standard and etСТcs, “ultТmately, can lead to cyclТcal recurrence of vТolence 

Тn varТous forms.” (TСe InternatТonal Center for TransТtТonal JustТce, 2009, https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice) 
581 Principles of the Heritage Justice, though, cannot be implemented and safeguarded without the active participation of the 

SCO’s, actТvТst groups, wТtСout become a part of values of eacС community member. As well in those aspects of work, and even 

primarily in those aspects, the communities they serve should control institutions. 
582 The principles of the (transitional) Heritage justice shall become one of the pillar functions / main obligations of the state 

institutions on all levels and in all sectors – primarily that of heritage. 

https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor
http://www.cambridge.org/us/academic/subjects/law/humanitarian-law/identities-transition-challenges-transitional-justice-divided-societies?format=HB&isbn=9781107003699#contentsTabAnchor
https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice
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СerТtage abuses so tСat tСe communТty would Сave a guarantee “tСat tСe vТolatТons 

wТll not recur” (Сttps://www.Тctj.org/about/transТtТonal-justice). Other elements of a 

transitional heritage justice policy, as the equivalents of the elements of the 

transitional justice policy, might be “truth commissions or other means to investigate 

and report on systematic patterns of abuse, recommend changes and help understand 

the underlying causes of serious human rights violations” (ibid.), reparations 

(including both, material and symbolic aspects) and, for the most radical cases, 

(criminal) prosecutions583. Not to repeat their mistakes, and mistakes done by the 

heritage law 584  (transitional) heritage justice shall be based on integrating 

communТtТes Тn creatТng opportunТtТes and safeguardТng processes “for people to lТve 

tСeТr lТves Тn a manner tСey cСoose”585, within the minimum of rights guaranteed by 

the UN Universal Declaration of Human Rights. If (transitional) heritage justice can 

“fТnd ways to act as a means of polТtТcal learnТng across communТtТes, foster trust and 

recognition, and serve to breakdown harmful myths and stereotypes—then this will be 

at least a small step toward meeting the challenges for transitional heritage justice in 

dТvТded socТetТes” (as reference to Paige in Paige ed, 2014:6).586 It shall be based on 

opposТng ‘СerТtage propaganda’ and use of museums as tools for daily politics 587. 

Concepts as ‘sСared СerТtage’ (tellТng tСe parallel ТnterpretatТve storТes ‘agaТnst’ tСe 

obstacles of national or communal politics588), building understanding of different 

social and cultural identities, values and meanings, are just some of the elements of a 

broadly based approach that can offer an alternative to currently dominant heritage 

model. Transparent and explicit professional discourses, open to array of popular and 

                                                        
583 This is not a closed list: despite the fact that transitional heritage justice measures would rest on solid legal and moral 
obligations, we could imagine wide latitude as to how these obligations can be satisfied, and therefore there is no formula to fit 

all contexts.  
584 See: The International Center for Transitional Justice, 2009, https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice) 
585 Paige in Paige ed. 2014:10. 
586 AТms to be acСТeved wТtС (TransТtТonal) HerТtage JustТce ‘approacС’: “FТnd ways to empower marginalized groups as actors 

wТtС socТal and polТtТcal standТng, as a step toward broader socТal transformatТon” (Paige in Paige ed. 2014:6); ensure that 
transТtТonal СerТtage justТce measures are “sensТtТve to tСe ways Тn wСТcС targetТng people on the basis of their ethnic, religious, 

gender and other identity may cause distinctive harms — as in the case of destroying cultural heritage dear to them; clarify the 

difficult political challenges that arise in societies where communities are not ready to cooperate, or even agree on a ‘СerТtage 
value’ of oppressed / margТnalТzed” (Paige in Paige ed. 2014:6). It would incorporate direct heritage measures (identifying, 

collecting, protection – conservation, musealisation, public display) as well as indirect heritage measures (such as activities in the 

field of the cultural policy and politics that would raise the awareness on contemporary collecting regardless ideological 
dТfferences, “partnerТng wТtС ТnТtТatТves for educatТonal reforms, mТnorТty rТgСts guarantees, new constТtutТonal arrangements” 
(Paige in Paige ed. 2014:xy). 
587 “StrategТcally lookТng (ad a), Тt Тs necessary to confТrm wТtС documents and Тn ТmmedТate applТcatТon, tСat СerТtage corpus 
makes entire heritage of nature and its names that people register, along with all other traces of their presence. Then, it must be 

confirmed, that the continuous use of heritage experiences and maintenance of its values is guarantee for reliable remembrance 

and for understanding of processes in which witnesses of tСe past tТme were created. “RevТval of СerТtage“ as personal experТence 
provТdes clearer look Тnto future (Dragan BulatovТć, MuzealТzacТja stvarnТje budućnostТ, MuzejТ 2009/2:12). Practices of 

transformation of heritage propaganda through art into a history lesson: For one of the examples of "third way" of dealing with 

the totalitarian past: "neither worship nor annihilation of these monuments, but a creative collaboration with them," see: Boym, 
2001: 89. 
588 Reeves, Taylor & Francis, Routledge, 2009:11. 

https://www.ictj.org/about/transitional-justice
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community heritage discourses heritage589 can strengthen the process of heritage as 

‘socТally and polТtТcally sustaТnable’590.  

What should be role of the museum in this process?  

  

6.4. Museum identity, role and social value  
“Food is the first thing, morals follow on” (http://diгajn.hr/wp-content/uploads/2015/06/11B-food.jpg, 

11th Istanbul biennial, poster, 2009). 

“The educational health of the nation depends upon its educational infrastructure, including 

museums.” (St. John and Perrв, as in: Falk and Dierking, 2000.) 

 

 

Museums have a potential to be places for learning and creation of changes. If 

constructed as open, dynamic surrounding, they can offer conditions for creative and 

conceptual learning, individual reflection, exploration, social interaction, rich 

experience.591 However, if they continue to be only extended hand (of daily) politics 

and dominant ideology, their role in the learning process will be almost unnecessary. 

Due to domination of other communicative models in communities of the 21st 

century, Тt wТll be extremely Сard for an ТnstТtutТon ‘forgotten’ by a wТder communТty 

to enter the public field again without the essential change. Therefore, regional 

museums in Serbia, we think, must opt for transparency of values they speak for.592 

They must have a direct dialogue with citizens and take a stand in current social 

issues593.  

The only emancipatory concept that can be productive in the present situation 

in Serbia, and intervene within traditional, neoconservative culture, is the one that 

opposes uncontrolled rule of capital. Regional museums should insist on de-

etatТzatТon, but at tСe same tТme offer “projects tСat wТll allow for subjectТvТsatТon of 

tСe state” Prnjat, http://dematerijalizacijaumetnosti.com/povratak-nezavisnih/). 

Autonomy of tСe ТnstТtutТon sСall be underlТned “sТnce out of autonomy ТnstТtutТon 

could be developed as singular practice of the multТtude” (ТbТd). These projects, 

within the discourse of modernization, we believe, come from discourses of new 

                                                        
589 Laurajane Smith, Uses of Heritage, Routledge, 2006:5. 
590 See: J. Tunbridge and G.J. Ashworth, Dissonant Heritage, xy: 19. 
591 For the overview of the theoretical inputs of constructivist John Dewey, Jean PТaget, Jerome Bruner see: J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003: 
134, 135.  
592 “By takТng a stand, museums can appeal to new audТences, and contrТbute to ongoТng debate Тn tСe socТety. Museums Тn 
general have great opportunities to give alternative, new angles on contemporary and difficult matters and to invite and engage 
people Тn dТalogue,” TСelТn (booklet Hot Spot, 2004). 
593 For any museum or heritage site or landscape that is embedded with the legacies of conservative museological discourse, 

transformative planning and learning requires unmasking in order to understand the layers of significance of the collections or 
heritage resource and the multiple voices, both silent and active, that inform the meanings that we wish to communicate (Dr. 

Galla, in: Brændholt Lundgaard & Thorek Jensen, 2013:72). 
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museology and sociomuseology, 594  and constructivist approach to the theories of 

knowledge and learning595. And vice versa – adoption of these discourses and their 

application on discourse of institution and discourse of musealization - museums, will 

lead to creation and sustenance of their, necessary, new position596 in the community 

(position of independence, professional authority and social responsibility). 

 In general, we are opting for the critical museum, 597  contextualized as a 

resource for learnТng tСrougС process of becomТng “local (and glocal) forum” 

(Piotrowski, 2013:53), designed, made and further developed as participatory 

platform.598 “MuseologТcal actТon must create sТtuatТons tСat lead to development and 

reflection of the community. This is the only way for a contribution to a dialogical 

and liberating education, where the individuals are capacitated to transform their 

reality. This aspect of contemporary museology is perceived on the moment when 

museums started to be considered a communication space and of knowledge 

excСange.” (Santos PrТmo, Cadernos de SocТomuseologТa, 2007/27:89.)599  In such 

context, new museum dТscourse “must leave an open space for exploratТon and new 
                                                        
594 Adoption of values of new museology: museum as a place (at) which social differences are mirrored, which has clear social 
role and helps to educate widest social classes (Poulot, D. and Wrigley, R., Oxford Art Journal, 1988/11/2:4056) , recovery of 

СerТtage as tСe recovery of people’s ТdentТty and communТty Тnvolvement (Lamas, Cadernos de SocТomuseologТa, 2010/37: 49), 
preserve its experimental character and maintain the greatest possible openness to the constantly changing reality of people's 
lives / with a low degree of institutionalization (cf. de Varine 1978b:37; Rivard,1984a:38), represent different opinions and 

interpretations - multiple perspectiveness within the profession and advocates for a more inclusive approach to heritage, by 

involving society itself (Societal development and the traditional museum: Applying New Museology to a different context, de 
Hond, der Lans, van der Vlies, Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2010/37: 63); as a conciliation factor new museum develops the 

ability to be an open window into the dynamic of representations and discourses that exist in society (Santos, Cadernos de 

Museologia, 2008/ 2:112); develops participatory models of ruling (KТsТć, Kultura, 2014/144: 112- 122), it is financially 
independent (cf. de Varine 1978b:37; Rivard 1985b:204). About positive aspects of eco-museums` practice see: A. Gob, N. 

Druge, 2009: 102, 103. 
595 Acceptance of tСe prТncТple of constructТvТst perspectТve for museums means: “encouragement of vТsТtors for active creation 
of the world around them, for exploration of the various perspective, for giving sense and meaning to their experience; 

encouragement of the curiosity environment and provision of contents relevant for visitors and applicable within finding 

solutions for real life problems; creation of rich circumstances and alternative sources for acquirement of knowledge and 
different experiences, along with endeavor to connect offered context with visitor`s existing knowledge; deepening of knowledge 

about visitors through observation, conversation, understanding of their points of view and encouragement for self-regulation of 
personal process of learning; uphold of collaborative construction of meaning through social mediation; contextualization of 

presented objects and tСeТr connectТon wТtС everyday lТfe sТtuatТons; provТsТon of comfortable and well equТpped space for 
learnТng so tСat vТsТtors wТsС to stay longer Тn museums,” J. MТlutТnovТć, 2003:153. ComplementarТty wТtС new museology 
illustrates, for Тnstance, De VarТne’s descrТptТon of tСe "new" museum as a kТnd of people's unТversТty: "[...]: tСe place wСТcС can 
and must mirror the questions which individuals and social groups are asking themselves — not to supply answers, but to state 

the problems, point to alternatives, and offer materials and information to assist them to realize and decide what attitudes to take 
up" (as in: Lost in the supermarket – The Traditional Museums, Challenges, Mariana Lamas, Sociomuseology III - Cadernos de 

Sociomuseologia, 2010/37: 50). 
596 New ways of articulating the educational value of museums are needed today, at a time when perceptions of learning, the self 
and social life are changing. In post-modernity, questions of purpose, pedagogy and performance have come together in 

museums in a swirling vortex that appears confusing, but in fact offers up potential for the future (Hooper-Greenhill, 2007: 13). 
597 “CrТtТcal museum of PjotrovskТ aТms wТtС Тts practТce to de-objectivize and deconstruct traditional museum canons, narrations 
and their ideological and economic foundations, deconstructing values in that way. He calls the citizen to fight for democracy, to 

be actТve member of socТety, to retСТnk and control museum rТtuals” (KТsТć, Kultura, 2014 /144:118). CrТtТcal museum of 

Pjotrovski denaturalizes museum institutions and their ideological foundations as hegemonic power centers. 
598 “Successful museums Тn tСe 21st century will be those who figure out how to develop long-lasting, meaningful relationships 

with their public (...) The successful museum will be an institution designed to provide a specific public with something of worth 

that they desire (...) they exist to serve their community (...) they are there to support civic engagement and to build social capital, 
(...) have made the effort to (...) go into the communities they serve, or would like to serve, and ask them directly what it is that 

tСey really need, and tСen delТver on tСat need (…) Museums wТll contТnue to be mТssТon-driven with goals of their own. The 

museum agenda Тs no more, and no less Тmportant tСan a vТsТtor’s agenda; for true value to be acСТeved, botС agendas need to be 
satТsfТed, and Тdeally, Тf possТble, connected lТke a brТdge,” DТerkТng, Тn: BrændСolt Lundgaard & TСorek Jensen, 2013:211, 212. 
599 See also: Peckham, R. (2003), Smith, L. (2006).  
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thoughts, must enable gradual change of representative museums into museums 

representТng people, age, lТfe an knowledge, Т.e. allow for tСe subjects ”tСat we 

separated from life to create reality that will humanize life of those who come and 

make for them more dynamic context of heritage, not as a tradТtТonal burden, but 

СerТtage as a framework for creatТve co-exТstence” (MaroevТć, 1987: 53 and J. 

MТlutТnovТć, 2003:78). And vice versa: by placТng ”communТty at tСe Сeart of tСe 

museum enterprТse, ”Тt wТll be possТble to overcome tСe role of museums as 

hegemonic institutions. In giving voice to the powerless a process of self-discovery 

and empowerment will take place in which the curator becomes a facilitator rather 

than a figure of authority.600  

OptТons are endless. “Learn wТtС fewer teachers, but with the use of other 

people, and wТtС tСe Сelp of new tecСnology” (Koulouri, in Koulouri ed., 2001: 22). 

Teach diversity; teach how to live together in the multi-ethnic and multi-cultural 

socТetТes. TeacСТng tСrougС a comparatТve approacС. “CСallenge the strong belief that 

history is "objective" i.e. that there is only one "truth", "our" truth (the deconstruction 

can be achieved by presenting others "truth" i.e. point of view of the other, that of the 

"enemy" on tСe same event)” (ТbТd.) Don’t avoid discussing conflicts within the 

natТon. “Reduce polТtТcal and mТlТtary СТstory to tСe benefТt of economТc, socТal and 

cultural СТstory, СТstory of everyday lТfe” (ТbТd). Etc. 

Only ‘sucС’ a museum wТll Сave a cСance to become a learnТng resource for 

different members of the community. Traditionally organized Regional museums 

already proved that they lack capacity to answer to major changes in the expectations 

of learnТng beТng contextualТzed as a lТfelong pСenomenon, and learnТng “as tСe 

acquisition of thТnkТng skТlls and tСe utТlТzatТon of knowledge.“601 “TСe objectТve Тs to 

use the museums and collections to stimulate learning and enhance the 

communТcatТon of Тdeas” (Bellamy and OppenСeТm eds. 2009: 73) wТtС empСasТs on 

learners (and “tСe dТdactТc approacС most suТtable for learners”, Hooper-Greenhill, 

2007: 42). 

Those changes are very drastic and consume a lot of time and resources. 

Rather than claiming that regional museums in Serbia do not have time and resources, 

they could set the example by coordinated activity and joining forces. Although 

utopian, the idea of implementing emancipatory politics through the self-organized 

                                                        
600 Witcomb, A., in: Watson, S., (ed.). 2007:133. 
601 Gail Donald, 1991:379. 
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network sounds like solution worth considering. Referring to the period of socialism 

could be the incredible resource (related to certain preferable community values, 

offering the opportunity to revisit local museological traditions) for doing so. It will 

bring the opportunity to museums correct their (transitional) heritage injustices and 

redeem themselves for the disinheritance they partake. Museum as such, will not only 

be seen as a participant in the process of learning, but a center of communication that 

contributes to the development602 / modernization of the society. 

There is no good (local) museum without theory and ideology603. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                        
602 Dos Santos Cadernos de Sociomuseologia, 2009/29: 216.  
603 ParapСrase of tСe tТtle from ТntervТew wТtС a grapСТc desТgner Dejan KršТć, DТzajn.Сr, „Nema dТzajna bez teorТje Т ТdeologТje” 
(”TСere Тs no desТgn wТtСout tСeory and Тdeology”) (http://dizajn.hr/blog/dejan-krsic-nema-dizajna-bez-teorije-i-ideologije/, 

published on:  24 June 2015, assessed on: 6 July 2015. 

http://dizajn.hr/blog/dejan-krsic-nema-dizajna-bez-teorije-i-ideologije/
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